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PREFACE

rr^HE present work is an amplification of a course of lectures given for

-^ the University of Calcutta in the winter of 1909-10. Its chief feature

is that it deals with rectangular matrices and determinoids as distinguished

from square matrices and determinat its, the determinoid of a rectangular

matrix being related to it in the same way as a determinant is related to

a square matrix. An attempt is made to set forth a complete and consistent

theory or calculus of rectangular matrices and determinoids.

The first \olume contains the most fundamental portions of the theory,

and concludes with the solution of any system of linear algebraic equations,

which is treated as a special case of the solution of a matrix equation of the

first degree.

A second volume, which is nearly ready, will contain further developments

of the general theory, including a discussion of matrix equations of the

second degree. It will also contain a large number of applications to

Algebra and to the Analytical Geometry of space of two, three and n

dimensions.

A third volume, if opportunity should occur for its completion, would deal

chiefly with applications to Vector Analysis and the Theory of Invariants.

The complete exposition was in fact undertaken with a view to these last-

mentioned applications.

A first attempt of this kind must necessarily contain many imperfections.

In particular it may be pointed out that in the present volume no complete

account has been given of the properties of the reciprocal of a rectangular

matrix, and that the discussion of extravagant solutions of a system of linear

algebraic equations is incomplete.

a 3
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VI PREFACE

Owing to the omission of an article at the beginning of Chapter II, the

affects of the elements of a matrix have not been formally defined. This

omission is briefly supplied here

:

§ 5 a. Affects of the elements of a matrix.

When we pass from the leading element a-n of the matrix

'"ail ai2 ... «!„ ... a]„

M" =
«xl "l2

to any other element a^j, by vertical and horizontal forward steps, the number of vertical

steps must always be a; - 1, and the number of horizontal steps must always be ^ — 1.

The affect of the element a^y of the matrix [a] is defined to be the number a given by

the equation

" = (*'-i)+Cy-i)-

The numbers x—\ and y-\ are called respectively the vertical affect and the horizontal

affect of a^y, these being respectively the number of vertical steps and the number of

horizoutal steps which are taken. Their sum, the number w, is called the total affect

or simply the affect of the element ct^j,.

The sign determined by the affect o> is + or - according as (-1)" = + 1 or -
1,

i.e. according as a is even or odd.

Further (-1)" «x!/ ^iU be called the affected element corresponding to the unaffected

element a^.

If in passing from an to a^y both foi-ward and backward steps are permissible, then

the number of vertical steps taken differs from a- - 1 by an even nimiber, and the number

of horizoutal steps taken differs from ?/ - 1 by an even number ; also the total number of

steps taken differs from a> by an even number.

My thanks are due to Sir Asutosh Mukhopadhyay, Vice-Chancellor of

the University of Calcutta, for encouragement in the prosecution of this

work ; to the Syndicate of the University of Calcutta for their liberality in

defraying the cost of publication; and to the officials of the Cambridge

University Press for the great care which has been exercised in the

printing.

C. E. CULLIS.

Presidency College,

Calcutta.

August 1912.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION OF RECTANGULAR MATRICES AND
DETERMINOIDS.

[This Chapter contains an introductory account of rectangular matrices and deter-

minoids and a description of various abbreviated notations which will be used in

connection with them.]

§ 1. Rectangular Matrices.

1. Definition.

If m and n are positive integers, an aggregate ot" mn quantities or

elements arranged in m horizontal rows and /; vertical rows will be called

a rectangular matrix. For any such matrix A we may use the notation

«„ (7,2 ...a,„

^ = M. .(1).

"^mi ^ms • • • ^mn -

The numbers m and n will be called the orders of the matrix, ni being the

horizontal order and n the vertical order. The smaller of these two numbers

(or either of them if they are equal) will be called the effective order or the

efficiency of the matrix.

If m and n are unequal, either a vertical row contains more elements than

a horizontal row, or a horizontal row contains more elements than a vertical

row. Those rows, horizontal or vertical, which contain the greater number of

elements will be called long rows, and the other rows will be called short rows.

The number of long rows is equal to the efficiency of the matrix.

In the special case in which in and n are equal the matrix will be called

a square matrix. A stpiare matrix has only one order, which is also its

efficiency, and in it either set of parallel rows may be regarded as long rows.

By the leading element of the matrix A is meant the element a„ in the

top left-hand corner. The elements a„, a.^, ... an, ... are said to form the

leading line of the matrix. In the case of a square matrix the leading line

becomes the leading diagonal.

a. 1
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The vertical row on the extreme left in A will be called the leading

vertical row of A, and any set of vertical rows Ij^g t(i the left of all other

vertical rows will be said to occupy a leading position in A. So the topmost

horizontal row will be called the leading horizontal row, and any set of

horizontal rows lying above all other horizontal rows occupy a leading

position in A.

It will be assumed that the elements of a matrix are scalar numbers or

letters denoting scalar numbers. The equality of matrices and the addition,

subtraction and multiplication of matrices are defined in Chapter vi. In the

first five chapters, which deal with properties of a single given matrix, these

latter definitions will not be required.

£.r. i. In the matrix

K
«11 "12 «I3 du Ois

f/21 fl22 ^23 ^24 ^25

"31 "32 <^ "34 <Hs

the long rows are horizontal and the short rows vertical. The horizontal and vertical

orders are 3 and 5 respectively. The efficiency is 3. The leading line is that occupied

by the elements Ou, 0^2, 033.

Ex. ii. In the matrix
«!
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A minor matrix formed from A by striking out rows of one kind only,

horizontal or vertical, is called a simple minor matrix.

The corranged and deranged minor matrices of A and the derangements

of A together constitute all the derived matrices of j4.

Every minor matrix of A, whether corranged or deranged, has at least

one of its orders less than the corresponding order of A, and the elements

of any one of its horizontal or vertical rows all lie in a parallel row of A.

Thus the most general form of a minor matrix of A is

^"=kj:=

^PxQv

"Pu.qv.

(2),

where pi, p.^, ...p^ is some arrangement of fi of the numbers 1, 2, ... m, and

9i, ^o, ... q^ is some aiTangement of v of the numbers 1, 2, ... v.

A matrix will be said to contain each of its minor matrices.

Ex. iii. With respect to the matrix

[abed] =
^«l
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More generally we will define a derived product of order r belonging to

the matrix ^ to be a product 0^78 ... formed with r elements a, ^, 7, S, ...

selected from the matrix A in such a manner that no two of the elements

occur in the same horizontal row and no two in the same vertical row. Then

r cannot be greater than the efficiency of the matrix, and the derived product

is complete or incomplete according as r is equal to or less than the efficiency.

The most general form of a derived product P of order r belonging to the

matrix A is

P = aP\1l "P2?2 ' ^Prlr .(3),

where pi , p.

and qi, q

. pr is any arrangement of r of the numbers 1, 2, ... n,

. qr is any arrangement of r of the numbers 1, 2— m.

The total number of derived products of order r belonging to the matrix A is

hi\ _ m(m— l)(m— 2) ...(m r + l).w(?i-l)(w-2)...(K-r+l)

r\

Ex. iv. In the matrix

[abode]

"«i 61 Ci di e,'

a2 &2 ^2 ^2 ^2

"3 h C3 dz 63

Ui 64 C4 d^ 64

01^2^3*4 is a complete derived product;

dJj^O'i i* 3'" (incomplete) derived product of order 3.

4. Steps.

The passage from any element of the matrix to an adjacent element in

the same horizontal row will be called a forward or backward horizontal

step according as the second element lies to the right or to the left of the

first. Similarly the passage from any element to an adjacent element in

the same vertical row will be called a forward or hacktuard vertical step

according as the second element lies below or above the first. When the

word step is used without qualification it will be understood to mean a

forward step.

Ex. v. In the matrix

«I
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5. Conjugate matrices.

Two matrices A and A' are said to be conjugate to one another when

the horizontal and vertical rows of the one taken in order are respectively

the vertical and horizontal rows of the other taken in order. The conjugate

matrix A' of the matrix A defined by equation (1) above will be denoted by

A'=a =

Oil 0.21 • • f'lHl

fll2 ihl i'm'l
.(4).

A self-conjugate matrix is a square matrix which is symmetrical with

respect to its leading diagonal. Thus the matrix [a] is self-conjugate if

aij = aji, where i and j are any two of the numbers 1, 2, ... 7n.

Ex. vi. The two matrices

-,
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Here [a] , a are to be regarded as abbreviations for the matrices
m ,—,„

following them on the right. This is the notation which will most commonly

be employed in proving general theorems relating to matrices. The general

symbol for an element of either matrix is a^y, and the various individual

elements are obtained from this by giving to x the values 1, 2, ... m and to y

the values 1, 2, ... n. With respect to the matrix [«] , the suffixes x and y

will be called the vertical and horizontal suffixes respectively of the element

a^y, since they indicate its vertical and horizontal positions relative to the

leading element a„. With respect to the matrix a these terms must be

reversed.

Ex. ].[«]= , n

"11 «21

«12 "22

C\3 '^23

2. More general double-suffix notations.

In order to represent the minor matrices of a matrix [a] , other more

elaborate notations are necessary. All such minors can be represented by
I r"^

symbols [a^^]
, n^, defined as follows:

^ = ['hih = ^PilX "P2?2

A' = aPI

•^Pm<l\ "Pm'l-i

*Pl4l "P2 9l

'P29n

^Pm 9l

'^Piqn ^'Piqn ••• ^Pmln

•(B).

Here the general symbol for an element of either matrix is ap^q^, and the

various individual elements are obtained from this by giving to x the values

1, 2, ... m and to y the values 1, 2, ... n. Keeping x constant we obtain all

the elements of the a;th horizontal row of A, which is the ath vertical row

of A'. So keeping y constant we obtain all the elements of the yth vertical

row of A, which is the yth horizontal row of A'. The suffixes px> % will

be called respectively the vertical and the horizontal suffix of the element

^PxQy ^^ t^^ matrix A, and they will be called respectively the horizontal

and the vertical suffix of that element in the matrix A'.
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We will also define symbols [aj,,]
,

a^^ by the equations

^ = ['v]! =

A' =

a.

'T'/nl '''Pma

"-pi 1 "po 1

tj;,2 "pjS

.. a„

''/'m 1

... a„

.(C).

Here the general symbol for an element of either matrix is cip^y, and the

various individual elements are obtained from this by giving to x the values

1, 2, ... m, and to y the values 1, 2, ... n. This notation can be conveniently

employed to represent the various corranged simple minor matrices obtained

from a matrix [a] by striking out vertical rows.

Similarly we will define symbols [«,,] , «], by the equations

A = [a,qf =

.(D).

Here the general symbol for an element of either matrix is «™ and th^v
various individual elements are obtained from this by giving to a: the values

1, 2, ... m and to y the values 1,2, ...n. This is a convenient notation for

the corranged simple minor matrices of a matrix [a]" obtained by striking

out horizontal rows.
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3. Most general double-suffix notation.

[CH. I

Other symbols
uv ... w I pq...r

a
I

, a will be defined by the equations
pq...y_\ tnr...w

I I

uv ...
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Similarly we will write

[(ipq, Opu] —

•• "pl<ln '^Pl"l "V\'^-2 "Pl"r ~

Pill '^Pill "Pa'yn '^P-2^'1 "p-i'l^ • "Pl'l'r

-'^Pmll ^Pm'Pi "Pnin "pmUi Oj)„,1(2 • "iJmWr-

.(G),

i_ ''»rC/i ''lir«2

Vl ?>i

'P2 9n

'^"riu

(H).

Also [oij, 6m]
' will denote the matrix formed by placing the vertical

rows of [6,„] to the right of the vertical rows of [n.,,] , and
^pi

wil

denote the matrix formed by placing the horizontal rows of [bm] below the

horizontal rows of [upA . Thus [a,,,, ?>i„l
' is formed from \ap„, ^ok] by

ra«
putting Pi, Pi, pm = l, 2,...m, and i

^^'

putting
J,, 5j, ... 5„=1, 2, ... n.

is formed from
\_bvq.

by

The conjugates of [upq, bp^]
ipq

h
'vq

may be denoted by

jf and Up^, b„q
Opu I !

Ex. V. [a, b]

'-' C:J
=

«I1 "12 ^1 *I2 il3

a21 ^22 ^21 ^22 ''23

tfSl "32 "SI O32 O33

Opil «p,2 "piS

''P2I ''Pii ''pjS

"ail "(112 "1;, 3

''««1 ''9»2 fcg,3
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5. Standard single-suffix notation.

A=\ah...k-\
'- '12 M

A' =

(h
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by the equations

A=^[ab...k]

A' =

lla
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unit matrix of order m. We shall use for it the abbreviated notation

[11 , so that
III

^10 ...
0'

1 ...

1 ...
[i];::

=

Lo ... 1

.(M),

where in the matrix on the right there are ni horizontal rows and m vertical

rows.

9. Vertical and horizontal suffixes.

When any single-suffix or double-suffix notation whatever is used for

a matrix, suffixes which are each common to all the elements of a horizontal

row and which indicate the horizontal rows to which elements belong will

be called vertical suffixes. Similarly suffixes which are each common to all

the elements of a vertical row and which indicate the vertical rows to which

elements belong will be called horizontal suffixes. Thus in the matrix A of

sub-article 6 the suffixes a, /3, ... k are vertical suffixes. In the matrix A'

they are horizontal suffixes.

§ 3. Determinoids.

The determinoid of any matrix A will be defined to be the algebraical

sum of all its complete derived products, when each product is provided with

a positive or negative sign in accordance with the following rule of signs.

Rule of Signs. Let 0^78... be any complete derived product, in

which the order of the factors is immaterial. In the matrix A count

the total number of horizontal and vertical steps from the leading

element to the element a ; let this number be a'. Strike out in A
the horizontal row and the vertical row in which a occurs, and let

the matrix formed by the remaining horizontal and vertical rows be

called Ai.

In the matrix A^ count the total number of horizontal and vertical

steps from the leading element to the element /3. Let this number

be /S'. Strike out in Ai the horizontal row and the vertical row in

which /3 occurs, and let the matrix formed by the remaining horizontal

and vertical rows be called A„.

In the matrix A.2 count the total number of horizontal and vertical

steps from the leading element to the element 7. Let this number

be 7'. Strike out in A^ the horizontal row and the vertical row in
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which 7 occurs, and let the matrix formed by the remaining horizontal

and vertical rows be called Aj. Continue this process as long as

possible.

Then the sign to be attached to the product a/SyS... is the same

as the sign of (—1)° ^ In other words the product a/SyS...

is to be provided with a positive or negative sign according as

a' + /S' + 7' + B' + ..., the total number of steps counted, is even

or odd.

The number a' + /3' + 7' + 8' + ... will be called the affect of the

product ayS7S....

It is to be understood that a product formed with given elements of the

matrix never occurs more than once in the algebraical sum which constitutes

the determinoid.

In order to show that the above definition is legitimate, it is necessary

to prove that the sign of any complete derived product a/378..., determined

as above, is independent of the order of arrangement of its factors. Accord-

ingly we proceed to prove that the above rule of signs is self-consistent.

Proof of the self-consistency of the Rule of Signs.

It will be sufficient to show that the sign of any complete derived product, determined

as above, is not aft'ected by interchanging two consecutive factors of the product.

Let P—aii...K\iiv...f)

be any complete derived product in which X and fi are consecutive factors.

Let Q= api ...KfiXv ...p

be the same complete product after the two factors X and fi have been interchanged.

In proceeding according to the rule, the values of a, /3', ...k', v', ...p' will be the same

whether it be the sign of P or the sign of Q which we are determining. It is only in the

cases of X' and p' than any ditl'ereuces in value can occur.

Let

be the original matrix, and let

.4 =

«11 "12 ••• "in

«21 "22 ••• "2n

"ml Om2 •• Omit

B-=
bit bo;

be the matrix which remains after tlie horizontal and vertical rows of A in which a, (i,...K

occur have been struck out.

It will be convenient to consider .sejiarately four cases, which are tlie only cases

possible.
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Case I. Let
fj.

be below and to the right of \ in the matrix B, which accordingly has

the form

B--

bn 612

6,, 6,3

. . . X

In this case we may write

^ — Oxy^ M= '^a: + ?), y + q

where .r, y, p, q are positive integers.

Following the rule of signs, we have

for P,

and for Q,

Therefore the number

exceeds the number

X'= (x-l) + (y-l),

/=(x+;j-2)+ (y + y-2),

•K'-^ti'='i.{x+y) + {p+q)-Q;

/= (a;+jo-l) + (y+ j-l),

X= {x-\) + {y-\),

/ + X' = 2(.!:+.y) + (p + 5)-4.

a' + 0'+ ...+/^' + X' + ... + p' for q

a'+/3'+...+X' + /i' + ... + // for P by 2.

Case II. Let X he below and to the right of fi in the matrix B.

This case is derivable fi'om Case I by interchanging X and /i.

Hence we may write n= b^,j, X = 6j: + p, „ + ,

where x, y, p, q are positive integers, and we have

for Q, i,'
+W= i{x+y) + {p-^q)-Q

and for P, X'+/= 2 (.r+y)+ (p+g')-4.

Thus the number a +^ + ... + \' + fi + ...+p' for P

exceeds the number a' + /3'H-...+/x' + X' + ...+p' for Q by 2.

Case III. Let fi be below and to the left of X in the matrix B, so that B has the form

B--

21 "2i

In this case we may write

X = 6, /^ = ''x+p,

where x, y, p, q are positive integers.
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Ex. i. det [o]=
I

a
I

= a.

Ex. ii. det

a'
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Ex. vi. The matrices
«i &i ^1

(/.. b; C;
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If

then

If

then

det A = (n„i)
m

^ = K]1>

det A = («!,;)" =

Pin

ttp.^l <lp22 CtpiU

a-in. a.2n„ . .
«.

!?i "^fla 9n

"•mo. ''?;

Similarly the determinoids of the matrices

will be denoted by
n

3. Most general double-suffix notation.

If A =
UV...W

a
LPQ-'-J

then det A = I a ] =
\pq...r

^pii ^pv • • • ^pw

Clj^ii ttri) . . . ^rw

/12...

Ex. i. (a)" = ( a
"> \13...

Kv. ii. {«',„),„ = ( « ), Ki),„=( « )•
^ P1P2 — Pm/ \p,pi...pm,'

4. Standard single-suffix notation.

If ^=[a^)...^"]

then det^=(a6.../c)

I2...m

0,2 6^, ... ko

^m '^/rt • • • 'Hn \

(C).

.(D).

It^DI

•(E).

.(F).

In using this notation the suffixes will often be omitted in the abbreviated

symbol when doing so will cause no ambiguity. In particular they will often

be omitted in the case of a determinant.
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Ex. iii. The detenninant

19

"i 6, c,

02 b.i C2

"3 63 ^3

will often be denoted simply ,by {abo).

Ex. iv. The corranged simple minor determinoids of the determinoid

«] 61 Ci di

{abcd)^^^= as 62 «2 ^2

«3 63 C3 0^3

obtained by striking out two vertical rows are

("^),.3' (^)u.3' («'^V..3' (*«)>23' ('-"^)n3' (^<^)>

These will often be denoted simply by

(aJ), (ac), (ad), (be), (bd), (cd).

5. Most [jeneral single-suffix notation.

If A=[ab...k]

Ua ba f^'o

then det A = (a6 . . . k)
afi...K

— a^ b^ ... kfi

a„ b, ... A',

Ex. V. (abed) =
3 1 o

"3
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2. // two consecutive lung rows are interchanged in any matrix, the

determinoid of the matrix is changed in sign but is unaltered in magnitude.

In other words, if the interchange of two consecutive long rows changes

the matrix^ into 4', then det J.' = -det ^. To prove this let F be any

complete derived product, and let

P = a/3 ...\ ... fj. ... p,

where a, /8, ... \, ... /x, ... p are elements of A, and in particular X, and fi are

elements belonging to the two interchanged rows.

Then in determining the sign of P by the rule of signs of § 3, the number

of steps counted to each element of P is the same in .4' as in A except in

the case of the element a, which is that one of the two elements X. and fi

which occurs first in P. In the case of this element X, there is one step

more or one step less in A' than in A according as X, belongs to the earlier or

the later of the two rows of A which are interchanged. Thus the total

number of steps counted in A' is either greater by one or less by one than

the total number of steps counted in A.

Accordingly every complete derived product P has the o^jposite sign in

A' to that which it has in A, and therefore

det J.' = — det^.

3. //' any two long rows of a matrix are interchanged, the determinoid

of the matrix is changed in sign but is unaltered in magnitude.

Let A be any rectangular matrix, and let A' be the matrix obtained from

it by interchanging the ith and the (i + r)th long rows. Then A' can be

obtained from A by first interchanging the {i + r)t\i long row in turn with

each of the r long rows immediately preceding it, and then interchanging

the row which was the ith long row in turn with each of the ?• — 1 long rows

immediately following it. Thus A' can be derived from A by 2r — 1 inter-

changes of consecutive long rows. By the jirevious theorem it follows that

, 2r—

1

det A' = (- 1) det 4 = - det A.

4. If tivo long rows of a matrix are identically the same, the determinoid

of the matrix is identically equal to zero.

This is an immediate consequence of the last theorem.

5. The value of a determinoid is unaltered by adding to the elements of

any long row the corresponding elements of any other long row each multiplied

by the same quantity.
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For example, if m > n, we have

Oil a,2

a„, a^

(In ... «,

. . . «,>

«„ + ka„ a„

21

This theiirem follows from sub-articles 1 and 4 above.

The properties of determinoids will be considered in greater detail in the

following chapters. It is sufficient for the present to observe that, as regards

long rows, the properties of determinoids are closely analogous to the proper-

ties of determinants, which are of course a special class of determinoids.



CHAPTER II.

AFFECTS OF THE ELEMENTS AND DERIVED PRODUCTS OF

A MATRIX OR DETERMINOID.

[In §§ G, 7 and 8 these affects are defined and various ways of obtaining them are

described. The four following articles, §ji 9— 12, contain an investigation of the effect of

interchanging two parallel rows or two suffixes on the value of the affect of a derived

product. In § 13 it is shown that the sign of a derived product i.s independent of the

order of its factors. In g 14 it is shown that the afiect of any derived product of a matrix

is equal to the number of forward moves by which the product can be brought to the

leading position in the matrix. The last two articles, ii§ 15 and 16, contain the results of

inverting the orders of the rows in a matrix or determinoid.]

§ 6. Derived products of a matrix. Complete, incomplete,

extended and completed products.

If Z], 2,, ... Zy are any r elements of a matrix A selected in such a manner

that no two of them occur in the same horizontal row and no two in the

same vertical row, the product

P = z^z.^...z,

has been called a derived product of order r belonging to the matrix A. The

product is complete or incomplete according as /• is equal to or less than the

efficiency of the matrix.

If P is an incomplete pro<iuct we may form from it an extended product

by postfixing other elements 2^+1, •^r+s- ^k,--- so chosen that z^+i is the

leading element in the matrix Ar which remains when all the horizontal and

vertical rows of A in which z^, z„,...Zr occur have been struck out, and

generally r^. is the leading element in the matrix .^j., which remains when

all the horizontal and vertical rows of A in which i,, z^, ... Zk-i occur have

been struck out.

If we extend an incomplete product until it becomes complete, we obtain

the corresponding completed product.
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Ex. i.

AFFECTS OF ELEMENTS AND DERIVED PRODUCTS

In tlie matrix

23

h

"l «2 <'3 "4 C;, <^6 «-

Ej:. ii.

C] C.2 C3 C4 C's Ce <'7

d di d^ d^ d^ dr, dg d-

<'i e-i «.! e4 65 «c ":

62 aj is an incomplete product;

h2.a^C\ and b^a^cids are successive extensions of it;

''•i%Ci<^3a4 is the corresponding completed product.

In the matrix

[«]:=

"n «I2 "13 ai4 115 a,6 a„ a^g

«21 a^a "23 "24 '^26 '*21j «2" <^28

«3I <^32 "33 f'34 *3.i «36 "'S? *38

^41 "'42 '''43 '*44 *4ii <*46 <^47 ^^48

.

",-,1 «:,2 053 (154 ao5 ffiftii «/;- ^ss
.

one of the incomplete derived products is 043000.

If we extend this product once, twice, and complete it, we obtain in succession the

products

''43 ''26 1 '*43"26«n> '''43 '''20 "11 '^321 <^43 026 «11 "32 054

.

When the standard double-suffix notation is employed, the extensions and

the completion of a given derived product can be written down immediately

without reference to the matrix.

For if

and if

H
"r+i! ^r+2t are

. X,

and if the product P — z^z., ... Zr is extended s times, then x

the first s of the numbers 1, 2, ... ?/i which do not occur amongst a'j, x.^,

when these are arranged in ascending order of magnitude, and similarly

l/r+i, yr+'i> are the first s of the numbers 1, 2, ... n which do not occur

amongst 2/1, y.,, yr when these are arranged in ascending order of magni-

tude. In other words, the vertical (or horizontal) suffix of each successive

added factor is the smallest vertical (or horizontal) suffix which has not

already occurred in the product.

A similar rule can be enunciated for use with the standard single-suffix

notation.

Ex. iii. Consider, as in Ex. ii, the incomplete product a^^a-.f, of the matrix [«]_

.

Taking the suffixes which do not occur in the product 1^43 020 and arranging them in

ascending order of magnitude, we have

the vertical suffixes •

1, 3, 5,

and the horizontal suffixes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8.

Hence the successive added factors are

<'ll) 032) ''54-
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§ 7. AflFect of any derived product of a matrix.

Let F be any derived product of order r of a matrix A , and let

P = Z,Z,... Zk... Zr.

Then the affect of the product P in the matrix ^4 will be defined to be

the number w given by the equation

O) = &), -\- u>.,+ ... + 0)1; + ... + (Or (1),

where w^- is the alTect of the element Zk in the matrix 4t_i obtained from A
by striking out all the horizontal and veitical rows which contain the

elements z^, z^, ... Zk~i preceding ^j in the product P.

This number &> can clearly be obtained by counting steps just as in the

Rule of Signs of | 3.

Let Wk, cojt" be the vertical and horizontal aifects oi z^ in .4j,._i, so that

a>it = tofc' + cok" (2).

Then using such results as (2) in (1), we have

&) = &)' + Ql" (3),

where to' = Stoj;', o" = Swj,." (4).

We shall call cok the affect of z^ in A relative to the product P, or briefly

the relative affect of the factor zjc-

Similarly we shall call a^, ojk" the relative vertical affect and the relative

horizontal affect of the factor z^.

Then equation (1) can be expressed as follows:

The affect of P is the sum of the relative affects of all its factors (5).

Further if we call w' and co" the vertical affect and the horizontal affect of

the product P in ^, equations (3) and (4) lead to the following results:

The vertical aff'ect of P is the sum of the relative vertical effects of all its

factors (6).

The horizontal aff'ect ofP is the sum of the relative horizontal affects of all

its factors (7 ).

The total aj^ect of P is the sum of its vertical and horizontal affects .. .(&).

If P is any derived product and w its affect, the sign of (- 1)", whose

value is always either +1 or —1, will be called the sign determined by the

affect of P. It is + or — according as a is even or odd. Also (- 1)"P will be

called tlie product P with the sign determined by its aff'ect. Briefly we shall

refer to P as an unaffected product and to {—ifP as the corresponding

affected product.

From § 3 it is clear that the determinoid of a matrix is the algebraical

sum of all its affected complete derived products.
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Ex. i. If ^=w:

«n «i2 ai3 an «i5

flai a^o a23 a24 ''as

"31 "32 «33 0534 "35

041 a42 ^43 fl!44 045

•^51 "62 ''!63 ''M 0^65

«01 ''oa ''OS «64 "65

071 a72 ays a74 0(75

''si ^182 ^^83 ''84 '^ib

and •P= "43a3,',"oi«84i

it can easily be seen by counting steps as in the Rule of Signs of § 3 that

the affect of P in vl=5 + 5 + 3 + 5 = 18.

Here 5, 5, 3, 5 are the relative affects of the factors ((43, a^^, a^i, as4 respectively.

«! 61 C] di «!

a., bo C2 d., e-,

"3 l>3 Cs ds €3

. 04 64 C4 di €4

.

and P= 0204 61,

it can be seen by counting steps that

the affect of P in >4 =3 + 2+ 2 = 7.

Here 3, 2, 2 are the relative affects of the factors cj , u^ , e, respectively.

Ex. ii. H A = [abode]

§ 8. Rules for determining the affect of a derived product of a

matrix.

1. Standard double-suffix notation.

When the standard double-suffix notation is employed, the affect of any

derived product can be written down from an inspection of the product,

without striking out rows and counting steps in the matrix.

Let the matrix be

and let the derived product be

P = ZjZ2...Zk-

where

Zr,

z, =a^

Then the relative vertical affect of ^j

= (^t-l)-r*

"XrVr-

(1).

where fi = the number of the suffixes «!, 0:2, ^k-i which are less

than ajt

= the niimber of the suffixes Xj, x„, ... .r,. which are less than

Xk and precede x^ in the product F
= the number of vertical suffixes occurring in the product P

uiiich are less than the suffix x^ and precede a,> in P.
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Also the relative horizontal affect of z^

= (y*-l)-% (2),

where % = the number of the suffixes y^, y-,, ijk-i which are less

than i/i

= the number of the suffixes y-^, y„, ... y,. which are less than

yic and precede y/.. in the product P
= the number of horizontal suffixes occurring in the product P

which are less than the suffix </(,. and precede ^i- in P.

Thus if u> is the affect of P in ^, we have

« = '2 {Orjfc-l)-f,l+*i''l(2/,-l)-%} (3),
i=l A=l

where the first terra is the vertical affect and the second term is the horizontal

affect of P in j4.

Ex. i. As in Ex. i of
J; 7 let

The vertical suffixes occurring in the product P are

4, 3, 6, 8.

In this series of numbers there arc

none which are less than 4 and precede 4,

none which are less than 3 and precede 3,

two which are less than 6 and precede 6,

three which are less than 8 and precede 8.

Accordingly by formula (1) the relative vertical afl'ects of the successive factors of

P are

(4-l)-0, (3-l)-0, (6-l)-2, (8-l)-3

or 3, 2, 3, 4.

The vertical aflect of P, being the sum of these, is 12.

Again the horizontal suffixes occurring in the product P are

3, 5, 1, 4.

In thLs series of numbers there ai'e ,

none which are less than 3 and precede 3,

one which is less than 5 and precedes 5,

none which are less than 1 and precede 1,

two which are less than 4 and precede 4.

Accordingly by formula (2) the relative horizontal affects of the successive factors

of P are

(3-l)-0, (5-l)-l, (l-l)-O, (4-l)-2
or 2, 3, 0, 1.

The horizontal affect of P, being the sum of these, is 6.

Finally the total affect of P, being the sum of its vertical and horizontal affects, is

12 + 6 or 18.
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Ex. ii. Let J=[a]' , P^a^ai^iO^ia^.

The vertical affect of P =4 + + 5 + 1 = 10,

where the four terms are the relative vertical aflects of the successive factors of P.

The horizontal affect ofP =3+ 2 + + 1 = 6,

where the four terms are the relative horizontal affects of the successive factoi-s of P.

The total affect of P =10 + 6=16.

Ex. iii. Let A =
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Ex. V. If A =

a-i a2...a„

«1 A'2 ... /•„

12...

M

is a matrix with wi, liorizontal long row.s and n vertical short rows, and if a> is the affect in

A of the complete derived product

we have c^= 2 {(.r,-l)-|,},
s=\

where |8= the number of the siiffixes .r, , x.,, ... .r,„ which are less than .Vg and

precede Xg in P.

«! 6i ... ^'i

ff 2 O2 ... /'2Ex. vi. If A=[ab...l-]^^

a,„ b„,...h„

is a matrix with in horizontal short rows and n vertical long rows, and if w is the affect in

A of the complete derived product

P=ax,bx,...kx„,

s=n
we have w= 2 {(Xg-1)- i,},

«=l

where ^g = the number of the suffixes .v^, x.^, ... .t„ which are less than .t, and precede

.Tg in P.

ai a-i ag a^ a^

61 ^2 h bi ftj

C, 0-2 C3 C, C5

di di d^ di di,

Ex. vii. Consider the determinoid and its complete derived

product a^biC^d^.

The relative affects of the successive factors found by counting horizontal steps or by

using the formula of Ex. v are 2, 0, 2, 0. Thus the total affect of the product is 4 and the

corresponding term in the development of the determinoid is +a3 6iC6(^2-

Similarly every term in the development of the determinoid can be found with its

appropriate sign.

. «] Or, ftj 0,4

Ex. viii. The development of the determinoid
61 60 ^3 ^4

ai62-ai63 4-ai64-a2*i + a2*3-«2*4 + «3*i-«3*2+«3 64-a4*i + "4''2-«4i3-

Here the afifects of the successive products are

0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5.

3. Rules applicable xvith any notation.

In the formulae of sub-article 1, the number a'* — 1 can be interpreted to

be the number of horizontal rows of the matrix A which lie above the element

Z]c, and the number 3/*— 1 can be interpreted to be the number of vertical

rows of the matrix A which lie to the left of the element z^.
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We can therefore enunciate the following rules for determining the affect

m of any derived product

P = ZiZ2 ... Zr

of any matrix A.

(i) The relative vertical affect of the factor z^

= (the number of horizontal rows which lie above Z/c in the matrix A)
— (the number of elements which precede 2/,. in the product P
and also lie above z/^ in the matrix A).

The vertical affect of P is the sum of the relative vertical affects of

all its factors.

(ii) The relative horizontal affect of the factor z^

= (the number of vertical rows which lie to the left of z^ in the

matrix 4) — (the number of elements which precede z^ in the

product P and also lie to the left of z^ in the matrix A ).

The horizontal affect of P is the sum of the relative horizontal

affects of all its factors.

(iii) The affect co is the sum of the vertical and hoi'izontal affects of P.

By the use of these rules the affects of all the derived products of a matrix

can be found without striking out rows.

£x. ix. We will consider the matrix

M=

and denote by w the affect in J/ of the product

P=sxb.

The relative vertical affects of the successive factors are

(1-0), (2-1), (0-0) or 1, 1, 0.

The relative horizontal affijcts of the successive factors are

(3-0), (0-0), (1-1) or 3, 0, 0.

Thus a)= (l + l+0)+ (3+0 + 0) = 5.

4. Extended and completed products.

No change is made in the affect of a derived product when it is extended

or completed ; for each added factor is the leading element in the matrix in

which steps are counted to determine its relative affect, and therefore the

relative affect of every added factor is zero.

It follows that the determination of the affects of all derived products can

be reduced to the determination of the affects of complete derived products.

a
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Further the sign of any derived product P is the same as the sign of its

completed product P' ; and in determining the sign of P' we can re-arrange

its factors and use the simpler rules of sub-article 2.

Ex. X. Let jl=ral and P=aaa.^a.
5

The successive extensions of P are

f1=^43 ''ae'^'Ui -^ 2= <^43 f'ze '^11 ''^32 1
P3= <^lZ<''2»'^h\'^ii<^ol-

The relative affects of the successive factors are

for P, 5, 5

for P], 5, 5,

for Po, 5, 5, 0,

for P3, 5, 5, 0, 0, 0.

Thus all these products have the same affect 10.

Again the sign of P is the same as the sign of P3, and the sign of P3 is the same as the

sign of

The relative affects of the successive factors of P3' are

(l-l)-l-O, (6-l)-l, (•2-l)-l, (3-l)-2, (4-l)-3

or 0, 4, 0, 0, 0.

Thus the affect of P^ is 4 and its sign is -I-

.

Accordingly the sign of P is +.

§ 9. Changes in the affect and sign of a derived product

caused by the interchange of two consecutive parallel

rows of the matrix to which it belongs.

The results which will be obtained in this article can be summarised as

follows

:

Change in affect.

I. If the product contains no element belonging to the interchanged rows,

its affect is unaltered.

II. If the product contains two elements belonging to the interchanged

rmus, then its affect is

(1) increased by 1 if these elements have the same relative order

in the product a^ the rows to which they belong have in the

matrix,

(2) diminished by 1 if they have the reverse order.

III. If the product contains only one element belonging to the two inter-

changed rows, then its affect is

(1) increased by 1 if that element belongs to the earlier of the tivo

interchanged rows,

(2) diminished by 1 if it belongs to the later of the two interchanged

rows.
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Note. The third case can be reduced to the second case by adding extra rows to the

matrix after those ah'eady existing, and by extending the product, neitlicr of wliich

processes alters the affect.

We can therefore regard Rule III as included in Rule II. The first case can also be

similarly reduced to the second case.

Change in sign.

A. If no element belonging to the interchanged 7-oius occurs in the

product, the sign of the product as determined by its affect is

imchanged.

B. If any element belonging to the two interchanged rows occurs in the

product {i.e. if either one or two such elements occur), the sign

of the j)rodxict is changed.

The rules regarding change in sign are immediate consequences of the

rules regarding change in affect. We shall therefore content ourselves with

])roving the first set of rules. Also we shall suppose that the two inter-

changed rows are vertical rows, the argument being exactly similar when

they are horizontal rows.

Let the original matrix M and the matrix M' obtained from it by

interchanging the ith and {i + l)th vertical rows be

il/ =

«! ao^... ai Oj+i . . . «,j

6, b., ... bi bi+i . . . bn

_ /I'j k:, ... Ki ki^i . . . k'n

M' =

ai a., ... tti+i at ... ft„

bi b., ... 6,+, bi ... bn

, Ki K.J . . . A',.|_, kj . . . k'n

We will compare the affects of any derived product P in the two matrices

M and M'.

The relative vertical affects of the various factors of P are clearly the

same in M' as in M. We may therefore confine ourselves to a consideration

of the relative horizontal affects.

Let Xs be ang one of the factors of P, so that X is one of the letters

a, b, ... k, and s is one of the numbers 1, 2, ... ?i. Let 8 be the matrix in

which steps are counted when we are determining the relative affect of the

factor Xj in M, and let 8' be the matrix in which steps are counted when we

are determining the relative affect of Xj in M'. 8 and 8' are formed from M
and M' by striking out those horizontal and vertical rows which contain the

factors of P preceding Xg.

Case L Let P = ap/3,i ... X,, ... o-^, und contain no element belonging to the

two interchanged rows.

Here a, /9, . . . X, . . . a are certain of the letters a, b, ... k; and p, q, ... s, ... r

are certain of the numbers 1, 2, ... n, not including i or i + 1.
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In this case neither of the two interchanged rows is struck out from M
and M' in the formation of S and S'. The forms of S and S' are therefore

S-

(Xli Cl^ . . . di CI i_j.l . . . (Xyj

bu h^ ... hi' b'i+i ... b^v

.f^U A't) ••1^1 "- i+1 f^tV
,

S' =

Qtt ciy ... CI
,:_|_i cii . . . (iqp

bu bj ... 6',+i 6/ . . . bj

h ' h ' I-'- h' h '

Aw ""}) • •
.

f^ t+i 1^1 •• i^w
.

where a',b',...k' are certain letters selected from a,b,...k without dis-

arrangement of relative order, and ii, v, ... i, i+1, ... w are certain of the

suffixes 1, 2, ... n arranged in ascending order of magnitude, and including

both i and i+1. The vertical rows not shown are the same in S' as in S.

The element X^ occurs in both iSf and S', but it is in neither of the vertical

rows whose suffixes are i and i+l. It occupies exactly the same position in

both these matrices.

Hence its horizontal affects in S and S' are the same.

Consequently the relative horizontal affect of the factor Xg is the same in

M' as in M. This being true for every factor of P, we see that the affect of

P in 31' is the same as the affect of P in M.

Thus Rule I is proved.

Case II. Let P = aj,/3g... a;^... 2/i+j ... <r^, containing an element xi from

the ith vertical row of AT and an element t/i+i from the (i-\-\)th vertical row

of M, the latter occurring later than the former in P.

As before let X.s be any one of the factors of P.

(1) If Xg occurs before oci in P, neither of the two interchanged rows is

struck out from M and M' in the formation of S and S'. The forms

of S and S' are the same as in Case I above, and it follows as in that

case that Xg has the same relative affect in M' as in M.

(2) If Xg is the element Xi, the forms of S and 8' are still as before, but

now Xi or \g lies in S' one step farther to the right than in S. We
see then that the relative affect of the factor ;i',- in M' is greater by 1

than its relative affect in M.
*

, . . .

(3) If Xg occurs after Xi m P, then S and S' are identical. Either they

both contain one only of the two interchanged rows, viz. the row in

which the suffix is i + l, or they both contain neither of the two

intei'changed rows.

The element Xj occupies exactly the same position in S' as in S.

Its affects in S and S', i.e. its relative affects in 1/ and M', are

therefore the same.
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In this case then the relative affect of the factor xi in M' is greater by 1

than its relative affect in M. All other factors of P have the same relative

affects in M and i/'. Consequently the affect of P in M' exceeds the affect

of P in M by 1.

Thus the first part of Rule II is proved.

The second part of Rule II can be proved in a similar way by assuming

that

P = ai,l3,j....r;^^...yi...ar.

Case III. Let P = a,,lS,i ... i/i-j-i ... a-r, containing an element yj+i from the

(i -t- 1)^/( vertical row of M, but no element from the ith vertical row.

Let Xj as before be any one of the factors of P.

(1) If Xg occurs before yi^^ in P, then S and S' have the forms given in

Case I, and Xg, which does not belong to either of the two inter-

changed rows, has the same horizontal affect in S' as in S, and

therefore its relative affects in M and M' are the same.

(2) If \g is the element yi+i, the forms of S and S' are still the same, but

2/,+i lies in (S one step further to the right than in S'. The horizontal

affect of y,.,., in S' is therefore less by 1 than its horizontal affect in

S, i.e. the relative affect of y,+i in M' is less by 1 than its relative

affect in 31.

(3) // Xs occurs after y,;^, in P, then (S' and S' are identical, and Xg

occupies identical positions in these two matrices. Consequently

Xj has the same relative affect in M' as in M.

In this case then the relative affect of the factor ?/;+, in M' is less by 1

than its relative affect in M, and every other factor of P has the same affect

in M' as in M. Consequently the affect of P in M' is smaller by 1 than the

affect of P in iM.

Thus the second part of Rule III is proved.

The first part of Rule III can be proved in a similar manner by assuming

that

P = ap/3, ... X, ... ffr-

Note 1. Rule III can be deduced from Rule II as follows.

Let /'=a,,/3,...yi + i...(r,., containing only one element y^ + i belonging to the two inter-

changed rows. Let Q be the completion of F in M. It is also the completion of P in M'.

Accordingly the aS'ccts of (^ in M and M' are equal respectively to the affects of P in

J/ and M'.

If Q contains two elements belonging to the interchanged rows, then by Rule II

the affect of Q in J/' = the affect of Q in M-\
and therefore

the affect of P in .l/==the affect of P in M-\.

c. 3
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If l^ still coiitiiins only the one element y, + i belonging to the interchanged rows, the

long rows ofM are horizontal.

Let M be converted into a square matrix J/j by the addition of new horizontal rows

after those already occurring in it, and let i/j' be obtained from Mi by interchanging the

ith and the (!.'+l)th vertical rows. Let R be the completion <(' P in Mi. It is also the

completion of P in J//. Accordingly the afiects of R in J/j and M{ are equal respectively

to the aS'ects of P in M and M'.

Now R has necessarily the form

R= a^yfi,...>Ji^l...<Tr...Xi....

Consequently by Rule II

the affect of R in J/,' = the affect of R in J/|-l,

and therefore

the affect of R in ^)/'= the affect of R in M-\.

Thus the second part of Rule III is proved.

The first part of Rule III can be proved in a similar manner by assuming that

P=ap/3, ... .Tj ... (Tr.

Note 2. Changes in relative affects.

In the com-se of the foregoing proofs, the following properties of the relative affects

have been established.

The only factor of P lohose relative affect is changed is that factor belonging to the two

interchanged rows which occurs first in P. The relative affect of that one factor i^ increased

or diminished by 1 according as it belongs to the earlier or the later of the two rows of M
which are interchanged.

Ex. i. Let M=\abcde'\ , 2f'= \abcde']
,

12346678 I2346oT8

so that M' is obtained fi'om M by interchanging the fifth and sixth horizontal rows.

The following five examples illustrate in turn a case falling under each of the Rules I,

II (1), II (2), III (1), III (2). Elements belonging to the interchanged rows are marked
by asterisks.

Rule I. P=die^a>.
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Ihde II {\). P=b3d^eiCe.
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Ex. ii. The interchange of two consecutive long rows in a determinoid is equivalent to

a change in the sign of the determinoid.

For every complete derived product contains elements belonging to the interchanged

rows, and therefore the sign of every complete derived product is changed.

§ 10. Changes in the affect and sign of a derived product

caused by the interchange (in the product) of two suffixes

of the same kind which are consecutive in the matrix.

It may be supposed that a standard double-suffix or single-suffix notation

is employed. The two interchanged suffixes will then be consecutive integers,

and will be either both vertical suffixes or both horizontal suffixes. The

result of the interchange is expressed by ndes similar to those obtained in

§9.

Change in affect.

I. If neither of the interchanged suffixes occurs in the product, the affect

of the product is unaltered.

II. If both the interchanged suffixes occur in the product, then the affect

of the product is

(1) increased by 1 if they have the same relative order in the product

as in the matrix,

(2) diminished by 1 if they have the reverse relative order in the

product.

III. If only one of the two interchanged suffxes occurs in the product,

then the affect of the product is

(1) increased by 1 if that suffix is the smaller one or the one which

occurs earlier in the matrix,

(2) diminished by 1 if that suffix is the larger one or the one which

occurs later in the matrix.

Glmnge in sign.

A. // neither of the two interchanged suffixes occurs in the product, the

sign of the product, as determined by its affect, is unaltered.

B. // the product contaiiis either one or both of the interchanged suffixes,

its sign is changed.

We can establish these rules most easily by deducing them from the rules

of § 9. It will be sufficient to consider the case in which the interchanged

suffixes are horizontal suffixes.
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Let any matrix M and the matrix derived from it by interchanging the

ith and {i+ l)th vertical rows be

M
a, a, ... Ui iii+i ... a„

6, b., ... hi 6,+, ... b,i

k, L...h A-,^, A',

J/' =

a, a.,

h, h. 6,>, bi ... bn

A'l iC^ ... "V-f-i "V • • '*'/

Let P be any derived product of M, and let the interchange of the suffixes

i and i+l change P into P'.

Thus if P = a^/3,y ...x; ... iji^^^ ... a^, then P' = a.j,0,i . . . a-,- , ... tj,- ... a^, and

if P = a^/Bq . . . ,/•; . . . o-,., then P' = Hp/S, . . . «,•-(-, ... ar.

We have to compare the affects of P and P' in M.

If the operation of interchanging the suffixes i and i+l is applied

simultaneoush^ to P' and if, it converts them into P and M' respectively.

Consequently the positions occupied by the successive factors of P' in 31 are

identical with the positions occupied by the successive factors of P in M\
and therefore the affect of P' in il/ is the same as the affect of P in il/'.

Accordingl}' the results of comparing the affect of P' in M wath the affect of

P in M are the same as the results of comparing the affect of P in M' with

the affect of P in M.

Thus the rules of this article are consequences of the rules of | 9.

A^ote 1. Chatiges in relative affects.

Let the relative affect of the X-th factor of a derived product lie called the relative

affect of the i-th place. Then by comparing the relative affects of the same places in

P and /" we can obtain the following result.

There is only one place in P where the relative affect is changed, viz. the first place

in P where a factor having one of the two interchanged suffixes occurs. The relative affect of

that place is increased or diminished hy 1 according as the suffix of the factor occurring there

in P is ike earlier or the later of the two interchanged suffixes in M.

We have already .shown that the successive elements of P' occupy the same positions

in J/' as the successive elements of P in M'. It follows that the relative affect of the kth

fixctor of P' in 21 is equal to the relative affect of the Hh. factor of P in M'.

Let w be the relative affect of any factor e oi P in 31, and a' the relative affect of the

similarly placed factor of P' in J/.

Then a>' is also the relative affect of the similarly placed factor of P in M', i.e. a' is also

the relative affect of the factor e of P in M'.

Therefore by Case I, a>' is equal to a except when e is that element having one of the

two interchanged suffixes which occurs first in P. In that one case a)'= ci) + l or o)'=w- 1

according as the suffix of e belongs to the earlier or the later of the two interchanged

suffixes in 2f.

This result can be expressed in the form given above.

If c is Xi, the similarly placed element of P' is .rj + i.

If e is y,+i , the similarly placed element of P' is y;.

In every other case the similarly placed element of P' is also e.
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Note 2. Direct proof.

We may if we please prove the results of the present article directly hy the method

used in § 3, and then deduce the results of § 9.

Ex. i. Let

M:

r «! «2 «3 «4 «6 «0 "7 "8

6; 62 ^3 ^4 ^5 ''0 ^7 ^'S

C'l C2 C3 Ci t'5 Co C- Cg

rfj C?2 rfj (^4 d^ dg d-i dg

_ e, e-, 63 64 65 es e- eg

and let the derived product P become P' when the two consecutive suffixes 5 and 6 are

interchanged. Each of the five values of P considered below illustrates one case of the

rules for change in affect.

Rule
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When the interchanged rows are vertical we shall use the single-suffix

notation with horizontal suffixes and denote the original matrix M and the

matrix J/' derived from it by interclianging the ith and Jth vertical rows by

M =

tt] do ... «; ... Qj ... «„

b, h. ... bi ...bj ... bn

. /t] A:., ... h'i ... h'j . . . h'n

M' =

Uj ... (I I ... a„

bj ... b; ... b„

k\ L...L ...k, /,

All vertical rows not shown are then the same in M' as in M.

When the two interchanged rows are horizontal we shall use the single-

suffix notation with vertical suffixes and denote the original matrix Af and

the matrix M' derived fi-om it by interchanging the I'th and y'th horizontal

rows by

c'l bj .

a, b, .
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precedes or follows yj in P. We might describe p as being the number of

elements which are inner elements both of M and of P.

Then we can enunciate the following rules.

I. If P contains neither a-,- nor yj, the affect of P is unaltered, and

therefore also the sign of P is unaltered.

II. Ifxi occurs earlier than yj in P, so that P lias the form

P = aj,/3,j...Xi...yj... a,,,,

but may terminate before yj is reached, then:

(1) The relative affect of xi is increased by r + \—^.

(2) The relative affect of yj is diminished by r — tj.

(3) The relative affect of each inner element occurring in P after x; but

before yj is increased by 1.

(4) The relative affects of all other factors of P are unaltered.

(.5) If both Xi and yj occur in P, the affect of P is increased by 2/3 + 1,

and therefore its sign is changed.

III. If yj occurs earlier than Xi in P, so that P has the form

P = a.p^q...yj...Xi... o-,„,

but may terminate before Xi is reached, then

(1) The relative affect of yj is diminislied by r + 1 — r].

(2) The relative affect of Xi is increased by r— ^.

(3) The relative affect of each inner element occurring in P after yj but

before Xi is diminished by 1.

(4) The relative affects of all other factors ofP are unaltered.

(.5) If both, yj and xi occur in P, the affect ofP is diminished by2p + \,

and therefore its sign is changed.

Two very simple conclusions concerning the change in sign are contained

in the above rules :

A. // P contains no element belonging to the interchanged rows, its sign

is unaltered.

B. If both the interchanged roivs .supply elements to P, the sign of P is

changed, i.e. the sign ofP in M' is opposite to the sign ofP in M.

In Case II the elements belonging to the two interchanged rows which

occur in P may be said to have the same relative order in P as in M.

In Case III the elements belonging to the two interchanged rows which

occur in P may be said to have reverse relative orders in P and in M.

Rule I is of course included in Rules II and III.
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We will proceed to give a direct proof of Ride 11 only, the direct proof of

Rule III being similar. Further, in proving Rule II we shall iissume that

the two interchanged rows are vertical. The treatment in the c;isc in which

they are horizontal is similar.

Proof of Rule II.

Let P= <h,^q ... Xi ... Vi ... o-„,.

It is to be understood that /' may terniiiiate before j.\ is reached, or it may contain .?<

and terminate before i/j i.s readied, or it may contain both Xi and yy.

Let X, be any one of the factors of P.

Let S be the matrix in wliith steps are counted in order to determine the relative

affect of X, in M.

Let .S" be the matrix in which steps are counted in order to determine the relative

affect of X, in ,1/'.

.S' and .S" are formed from M and M' respectively by striking out those horizontal and

vertical rows wliich contain the factors of P preceding X,.

(1) If X, occurs before .v^ in /', the rows .struck out from M' to form S' are the same

as those .struck out from .)/ to form S, and the two interchanged rows occur in both S and

<S". Accordingly the matrices <S' and .S" liavc tlie forms

a,,' a^ ... a/ ... at ... aJ

S:

a„ a„ ...rtj ... Uj

.S" =
/)„' h,! ... b/ ...bi ... 6,r

^11 ^'v • •• "'i ••• ^j • * • ^'ir J L ^'n ^'v .
. • ftj ... /^i ... A „,

where a', b', ... 1-' are certain letters selected from a, ft, ... /• without change of relative

oi-der ; u, v, ... i, ..._;, ... w are certain of the numbers 1, 2, ... » arranged in ascending oi-der

of magnitude ; and S' is formed from S by interchanging the two rows whose suffixes are

J and/ Since X, does not belong to either of the two interchanged rows, it occupies

exactly the same po.sition in .S" as in S. Consequently the affects of X, in S and S' are the

same, and therefore the factor X, of P has the same relative aflect in J/' as in J/.

(2) 7/X, is the element x^, then 5 and S' have the same forms ius in the previous case,

but the positions of xj or X, in S and S' are, as regards vertical rows, not the .same. Tlie

vertical rows which have teen struck out from .)/ and if to form 5 and S' are the same,

and I of these rows lay between the two interchanged rows, i.e. were inner rows. Con-

sequently there are r - 1 vertical rows between the two interchanged rows in S and S',

i.e. there are c+ l -| vertical rows before Xi in S' which come after Xi in S. We conclude

that the affect of x^ in S' exceeds the afl'ect of .i-^ in S by r+l -
J, or that the relative

affect of Xi in M' exceeds the relative ailect of .r, in M by /+ 1 - f

(3) If\, lies between .r, and yj in P utid is not un inner element, then the vertical rows

with sufhx i are struck out from M and J/' in the process of forming S aTid S'. The other

rows struck out from J/ and J/' arc rows occupying identical positions in those two

matrices. Therefore the forms of .S' and ^S" are now

.S' =

a..'
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where <S" can be formed from S by moving the row with suffix j so many places towards

the left as will bring it into the position which the row with suffix i would have occupied

if it had been retained, or by moving the row with suffix 7 just to the left of all the retained

inner rows.

Thus each retained inner row lies one place further to the right in .S" than in S, and

each retained outer row occupies the same position in S' as in <S'. Now X3, being an outer

element, belongs to one of the retained outer rows, and occupies exactly the same position

in »S' as in .S'. Hence in this case the relative affects of X, in Jf and M' are the same.

(4) If Xj lies between .r^ and i/j in P and is an inner element, the forms of <S' and »S" are

the same as in the previous case, but now \„ belonging to one of the retained inner rows,

lies one step further to the right in S' than in <S'. Therefore in this case the relative affect

of the factor X^ of P is greater by 1 in M' than in J/.

(5) IfXgis the element yj the forms of »S' and S' are still the same as in Case (3). But

there are now r— r) retained inner rows, and these all lie to the left of the row with suffix _;'

in S, and to the right of the row with suffix j in S'. Therefore the number of horizontal

steps to yj in S' is less by ?• -
1; than the number of horizontal steps to y, in S.

Accordingly the relative affect of y^ in J/' is less hj r-rj than the relative affect of yj

in M.

(6) If Xg lies beyond y, in P, both the interchanged rows are struck out from M and

M' in the formation of 5 and S'. Consequently 5 and .S" are identical, and X, occupies

exactly the same position in both these matrices. Thus in this case the affects of X, in

S and .S" are the same, and therefore the relative affect of Xj in M' is the same as its

relative affect in M.

Thus Rule II, including Rule I, is completely proved.

The standard single-suffix notations have been used merely for the sake

of convenience. It will be clear that the above rules hold whatever notation

is adopted for the matrix JH, it being understood that Xi, yj are the elements

occurring in the product P which belong respectively to the earlier and the

later of the two interchanged rows in M.

From these general considerations it is clear that Rule III can be deduced

from Rule II.

For in Case III, let w be the relative affect of any factor of P in the

matrix M, and let &>' be the relative affect of the same factor of P in the

matrix M'. Then w' — to is the change in the relative factor of that element

considered in Rule II. Now the matrix M can be obtained from the matrix

M' by interchanging the rows with suffixes j and i. Consequently o) - oj' can

be found by Rule II, and then w' - co is known, being obtained from w - to'

by a change of sign.

Ex. i. The only factors of P whose relative affects are changed are those which are

elements belonging to the two interchanged rows, and those which are inner elements

both of M and of P.
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Ex. ii. Let J/ = J/" =

U

c

d

e

f
9 J

127460389

SO that M' is dorivod from J/liy interchanging the third and seventh vertical rows.

In ilhistration of the foregoing rules, the relative and total atteots in M and M' are

given in the table below for five difterent values of the derived product P. Elements

belonging to the interchanged rows are marked by asterisks and inner elements liy dots.

The relative atiects of such elements are similarly marked.
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Any derived product of A is also a derived product of A', and conversely any derived

product of A' is also a derived product of A.

If P is a complete derived product of A, it contains an element belonging to every long

row, and therefore it contains elements belonging to both the interchanged rows.

Accordingly its sign in A' is opposite to its sign in A.

Thus the affected derived products of A' are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign

to the affected derived products of A.

Consequently A'= - A.

For example (abcde) = - (abcde)
^ 1234 ^ '1423

If two short rows of the determinoid are interchanged, then some of the complete

derived products are changed in sign and some are unchanged.

Ex. iv. If two long rows of a determinoid are identical, the determinoid vanishes

identically.

§ 12. Changes in the affect and sign of a derived product

caused by the interchange (in the product) of any two

suffixes of the same kind.

It is supposed that some double-suffix or single-suffix notation is employed

for a matrix M, and that the interchanged suffixes are either both horizontal

suffixes or both vertical suffixes.

Let the interchanged suffixes be % and j, of which i occurs earlier than

j in M.

Let P be any derived product belonging to M, and let P be converted

into P' when the suffixes i and j are interchanged. It is required, to compare

the affect and sign of P' in M with the affect and sign ofP in M.

Let the rows ofM which are parallel to the rows with suffixes i and j and

lie between these be called inner ro^vs. Let the parallel rows other than the

inner rows and the rows with suffixes i and j be called outer roivs. Let

elements ofM belonging to inner and outer rows be called inner elements and

outer elements respectively.

Let r be the number of inner rows in M.

If P contains amongst its factors an element having the suffix i, let that

element be denoted by xi, and let the number of inner elements which

precede xi in P be ^.
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If P contains amongst its factors an element having the suffix j, let that

element be denoted by jjj, and let the number of inner elements which

precede yj in P be ;;.

When Xi and yj both occur in P, let p be the number of inner elements

lying between them in P.

If the change in passing from the relative affect of the ^-th factor of

P in M to the relative affect of the A-th factor of P' in M is called the

change of the relative affect in the Zth place of P, we can enunciate the

following rules.

I. Ifneitlwr oft/ie interchanged suffixes occurs in P, so that Xi and y^ are

both absent from P, then the affect of P in M is unaltered, and therefore also

the sign of P is unaltered ; further the relative affect in every place of P is

unaltered. In fact in this case P' is the same as P.

II. //*,• occurs before yj in P, then

(1) The relative affect in the place of P occupied by ./, is increased by

r+1-^.

(2) Tlie relative affect in the place of P occupied by yj is diminished

by r - 7?.

(3) The relative affect in the place of each inner element occurring in P
after xi but before yj is increased by 1.

(4) The relative affect in every other place of P is unaltered.

(5) If both Xi and yj occur in P, the total affect of P is increased

by 'Ip + 1.

III. Ifyj occurs before .r,- in P, then

(1) The relative affect in the place of P occupied by yj is diminished by

r+\—r].

(2) The relative affect in the place of P occupied by xi is increased

by r-f

(3) The relative affect in the place of each inner element occurring in P
after yj but before x; is diminished by 1.

(4) The relative affect in every other place of P is unaltered.

(5) //' both yj and x; occur in P, the total affect of P is diminished

by2p+\.
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Regarding the change in sign, we have the following simple results.

A. If neither of the two interchanged suffiwes occurs in P, the sign ofP is

unchanged. In fact P' is the same as P.

B. If both the interchanged suffixes occur in P, the sign of P is changed,

i.e. the sign of P' in M is opposite to the sign of P in M.

Case II can be described as the case in which the two interchanged

suffixes have the same relative order in P as in M.

Case III can be described as the case in which the two interchanged

suffixes have reverse relative orders in P and in M.

It is to be understood that it is not necessary in either case that both the

interchanged suffixes shall occur in P.

Case I can be regarded as included both in Case II and in Case III.

Proof Let M' be the matrix obtained from M by interchanging the

rows with suffixes i and j.

If the operation of interchanging the suffixes i and j is applied

simultaneously to P' and M, they are converted into P and M' respectively.

Hence the positions which the successive factors of P' occupy in M are the

same as the positions which the successive factors of P occupy in M'. It

follows that the relative affect of the k\h factor of P' in M is equal to the

relative affect of the ^th factor of P in M'.

Consequently the change in passing

from the relative affect of the ^th factor of P in M
to the relative affect of the ^-th factor of P' in M

is the same as the change in passing

from the relative affect of the A"th factor of P in ilf

to the relative affect of the A'th factor of P in M'.

But this last change has already been investigated in § 11. Accordingly

all the results stated above are immediately deducible from the corresponding

results in § 11.

Note. We may, if we please, prove the results of the present article directly by a

method similar to that used in § 3, and then deduce the results of ^ 11.

Ex. i. The only places of P in which the relative affects are changed are those

occupied by elements having the interchanged suffixes and those occupied by elements

which are inner elements both of M and of P.

Ex. ii. Let M=\ahcdefq'\ ,'- ^-'123456769

and let any derived product P belonging to M be converted into P' by the interchange of

the two suffixes 3 and 7. In the following table the affects of P and P' in M are compared
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for five different values of P. Elements possessing one of the interchanged suffixes are

marked hy asterisks, and inuei' elements are marked by dots. The relative affects of such

elements are similarly marked.

In (2),

In (3),
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Let any two factors a^^y., a^y. of P be interchanged, and let P then

become P', so that

-i = '^Xiyi '^Xnyi • • • Oa;j.v, • ^a^i/, • • ^xryr ("-•)•

P' can be obtained from P by interchanging the two vertical suffixes xi, Xj

with one another and also interchanging the two horizontal suffixes yi, yj.

In each of these interchanges both the interchanged suffixes occur in the

product P. Therefore by § 12 each of these interchanges introduces a change

of sign, i.e. increases or diminishes the affect of the product by an odd number.

Consequently the signs of P and P', as determined by their affects in A, are

the same, and their affects differ by an even number.

Since then the interchange of any two factors of P does not alter the sign

of P, we conclude that the sign of any derived product is independent of the

order in ivhich its factors are arranged.

This property has already been proved in § 3 for complete derived

products, and the proof there given is valid also for incomplete derived

products.

It follows that if r is any number not greater than the efficiency of

a matrix, the algebraical sum of all the affected derived products of order ?•

belonging to the matrix is a definite function of the elements of the matrix.

In the special case in which r is equal to the efficiency, this function is called

the determinoid of the matrix.

Ex. If A = [abcde]^^_^^,

the affects in A of the products

i3«2«i) *3«i<^2> a263«i, OiSibs, e-^a-ib^, eib^a^

are respectively 6, 6, 4, 4, 4, 6.

Thus all these i^roducts have the same sign.

§ 14. Reduction of any derived product of a matrix M to a
leading product by forward moves.

By re-aiTanging the horizontal rows of a matrix M amongst themselves

in any manner, and also re-arranging the vertical rows amongst themselves in

any manner, we can form other derived matrices of M.

Every such re-arrangement can be effected by a succession of trans-

positions or interchanges of pairs of adjacent parallel rows.

A transposition or interchange of two adjacent parallel rows in M or in

any derived matrix of J/ will be called a move.

. The move will be called a horizontal move when the two adjacent rows are

vertical, and a vertical move when the two adjacent rows are horizontal.
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Further the move will bo called a foriuard move when the two adjacent

parallel rows which are interchanged have the same relative order before the

change as they had in the original matrix M. In the contrary case it will be

called a backward move.

Ex. i. Let M=\abcd'\
•• •'123

Then M' = \hdac\ =
'- '213

"l
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Similar reasoning will show that the total number of vertical moves is

equal to the vertical affect of P in M, and that the total number of horizontal

moves is equal to the horizontal affect of P in M.

The completed product of P in 31 appears in the final matrix as the

leading complete product.

Ex. ii. Let A=[<

and

fljjl «i2 «13 an «15 "16

^21 ^*22 ^'23 ^24 ^25 '^26

a^l «32 ^33 034 (^So '"SO

^41 '^42 ^43 ^44 ^45 ^46

_«51 Ctj-i CTuS 064 <*65 ''66_

P= a2S Clsi «45 .

The vertical, horizontal and total affects of F are respectively 6, 8, and 14.

The completed jjroduct of P is

P' = a26«6ia46«12a33-

By means of 6 vertical forward moves which leave the relative order of the first and

third horizontal rows unaltered and 8 horizontal forward moves which leave the relative

order of the second, third and fourth vertical rows unaltered, the matrix A can be

converted into

ttofi «21 ^26 ^'22 ^^23 ^hi

"56 *.'il %6 ''62 <*63 "54

A' = Clig 041 045 042 Ct43 a!44

CTis aji ai5 ai2 csis CI14

|_«36 ^31 035 0832 (133 034

In A' the product P occupies the leading position, and the product P' is the leading

line.

Ex. iii. If M is a square matrix and P any one of its complete derived products, the

sign determined by the affect of P in if is the same as the sign of the product P in the

development of the determiuant of M, as ordinarily defined. Accordingly the detenninoid

of a square matrix is identical with the determinant of that matrix as ordinarily defined.

§ 15. Changes in the sign of a derived product caused by
inversions in the orders of arrangement of the rows of

a matrix.

Let a matrix with m horizontal and n vertical rows be denoted by

((„ 0.1,, . . . «i„

L ^>H.l ^IW. a,r
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Let -4/, 4/, A^ be the matrices obtained from A by inverting the order

of the horizontal rows, by inverting the order of the vertical rows, and by

inverting the orders of both sets of rows respectively, so that

a:=

aml ^*m;(>mi (!„

U21 U-£t ... CI 21

flu Oij ... tti,

, ^' = «,, a.

Let " - f'xii/i ('Xitj-i

. .. tt„i2 Cttin

... a.

A' =

^m2 Ctji

CUn . a„ Cln

a,, a„

"XkVk • • "'XrVr

be any derived product of A of order r whose affect in A is w.

Let A' denote each of the matrices A^, A^, A^ in turn, and let a>' denote

the affect of P in A'.

Then the following three results can be proved :

L \\henA' = A,', u,' =w + r{in-\)-^r{r -I) (mod. 2).

IL When^' = 4/, w =(o + r{n -\)-^r{v-\) (mod. 2).

IIL When A' = A^, as' = a + r (m + ft) (mod. 2).

Proof of I. Let «, a' be the vertical and /3, /3' the horizontal affects of P
in A and A/ respectively.

The vertical rows to which the successive factors of P belong occupy the

same positions in .4/ as in A^.

Therefore 0' = /3.

Let ^t be the number of vertical suffixes occurring in P which are less

than Xk and precede Xk in P, and let f^' be the number of vertical suffixes

occurring in P which are greater than a'^ and precede ;i> in P.

Then the relative vertical affects of the /.th factor of P in A and .^-1,' are

(^k - 1 ) - ^t and (m - a;^) -
f^.' respectively.

Therefore

a = '¥ {{X, - 1) - f,}, a' = '1 {(m - x,) - ^,'},
fc=i *=i

a + a' = V{(m-l)-(^, + ^,')l.

Now ^t + ft' = the total number of factors which precede the Arth factor

in P
= ^• - 1.

Accordingly a + a = r {m - \) — \r {r — \).

Moreover 13 + ^' = W-
4—2
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Adding these two results, we have

co + co' = r(m- 1) - !? (r - 1) + 2/3.

This equation determines &>' and the result I is immediately deducible

from it.

Proof of II. In this case it can be shown in the same way that

a' = a,

yS + /3' = r(n-l)-ir(r-l).

Therefore to + w' = r (?i — 1) — ^r (r — 1) + 2a.

Proof of III. In this case the horizontal and vertical affects of the

product are both changed, and we have

a + a =r {m - 1) - ^?- (r - 1),

^ + /3'=,-(» -l)-ir(r-l).

Therefore o) + w' = ?• (??i + n) — r (r — 1) — 2r,

where r (7' — 1) is even.

It should be observed that the results I, II, III as enunciated are the

same for all the derived products of a given order r. The changes in affects

are in general different for different derived products of the same order, but

the changes in sign are the same for all.

Note. If A' is the conjugate matrix of A, every derived product P, whether complete

or incomplete, has the same total affect iu A' as in A.

For with the notation used above, we have

a' = ft ^'= a, a'+^' = a + fi,

i.e. we have <o'= <o.

§ 16. Inversion of the orders of arrangement of the rows in

a determinoid.

Let A be a determinoid with vi long rows and ?; short rows, and let it be

written with the long rows horizontal so that

A =

Oil (li2 . . • 0^1,1

Let A' be a determinoid derived from A bv inverting the order of an-ange-

ment of the long rows, or by inverting the order of arrangement of the short

rows, or by inverting the orders of airangement of both sets of rows.
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Let P be any complete derived product of A, i.e. any derived product of

order m, and let the affects of P in A and A' be m and w respectively.

In all three cases we have A' = + A. The signs appropriate to the

separate cases are given below.

Case I. Inversion of long rows.

A'=
21 t^o-i ... tt'ojj

(111 f^i2 • • ^m

, ini(m- 1)

In this case we have

A' = Ax(-l)^

For putting r = 7n in the result I of § 15, we see that

m' = w + ^iu()ii — l) (mod. 2).

Accordingly

A'=s(-i)"'p=(-i)*"'''""^'.s(-irp

=(-1)

Case II. Inversion of short rows.

i?K(j«-l)

A' = Ct'^n • • • f^22 ^21

In this case we have

A' = A X (- 1
) '" '" ~ '"* "*" - '" *'" ~ ^^

This is seen by putting r = m in the result II of § 15.

Case III. Inversion of hoth sets of roivs.

Clnm • • • tt'ma ^mi

A' =
din

am

a^ a„,

a,2 «!]

In this case
. m (» - m)

.(1).

.(2).

(3).A' = Ax(-l)

This is seen by putting r= in in the result 111 of § 15.

The first case can easily be deduced from § 9, E.x. ii or from § 11, Ex. iii.
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We can bring the long row with suffix m in A to the leading position by

transposing it in succession with each of the m — 1 long rows preceding it.

We can then bring the long row with suffix m — 1 to the second position by

transposing it in succession with each of the m — 2 long rows preceding it.

Proceeding in this way, we can convert A into A' by ^m{7n — 1) interchanges

of pairs of long rows.

Since at each of these interchanges the sign of the determinoid is changed,

we conclude that

A' = Ax(-l)*"'("'-^l

The second case can be deduced, though less easily, fi'om the results

of 5 11.



CHAPTER III.

SEQUENCES AND THE AFFECTS OF DERIVED SEQUENCES.

[The first two articles, §§ 17 and 18, contain definitions and a description of various

ways of obtaining the affects of derived sequences. The next article, § 19, contains a

number of simple theorems concerning the affects of derived sequences. Most of these

are introduced to facilitate the proofs of theorems ni Chapter iv and the following

chapters, and will be referred to as occasion arises. The alteration in the affect of a

derived sequence produced by the interchange of any two elements is investigated in

§§ 20 and 21. In g 22 the properties of the affects of derived products are shown to be

deducible from the properties of the affects of derived sequences.]

§ 17. Definitions.

A sequence is any linear arrangement of elements, which are letters or

numbers, such as

A = [«!«„ ...«;..- On] (1).

It can be regarded as a matrix with only one long row.

The passages from any one element a; of the sequence to the adjacent

element on the right or left of it are called respectively a forward step and a

backward step.

The affect of any element ai of the sequence A is the number of forward

steps from the leading element a, up to the element a,-, or it is the number of

elements which occur in A before «;.

The affects of the successive elements of A are therefore 0, 1, 2, ... (/i — 1).

Let A be regarded as a,fundamental sequence, and let

B^[bA...l>k...br] (2)

be any sequence of r of the elements of A, arranged in any order, and let B
be regarded as a derived sequence.

We may call B a corranged or a deranged derived sequence according as

the elements which occur in it have or have not the same relative order as in

A. If B contains all the elements of A, it will be called a complete derived

sequence, or a derangement oi A ; if it does not contain all the elements of A,

it will be called an incomplete derived sequence or a minor sequence.
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If -B is a minor sequence, it can be extended by adding to the right of the

last of its elements one or more of the remaining elements of A arranged in

the same relative order as in ^4. It is said to be completed when all the

remaining elements of A are added to it in this manner.

The affect of the derived sequence B in the fundamental sequence A can be

defined as follows

:

(1) Count the number of forward steps in A from the leading element

ai up to the element 6j.

(2) Strike out the element 6i from A, and in the sequence that remains

count the number of forward steps from the leading element up to

the element b^.

(3) Strike out the elements b^ and 62 from A, and in the sequence that

remains count the number of forward steps from the leading element

up to the element 63.

(k) Strike out the elements bi, b.., ... b^-i from A, and in the sequence

that remains count the number of forward steps from the leading

element up to the element bk-

(/) Strike out the elements 61, bo, ... 6,-1 fi-om A, and in the sequence

that remains count the number of forward steps from the leading

element up to the element b^.

The sum of the r numbers thus obtained, i.e. the total number of

steps counted, is called the affect of 5 in A.

If the atfect of b^ in the sequence ^t_i formed from A by striking out

the elements b^, b.,, ... b^-i is called the affect ofbk in A relative to B, then the

affect of B in A is the sum of the relative affects of all the elements

bi, 65, ... br occurring in B.

It is useful to observe that the affect of a derived sequence is not altered

when it is extended or completed. For if

B' = [bA...bk...brCrC,...c,] (3)

is the sth extension of 5 in J., the relative affect of 6^ when we are finding

the affect of B' in A is the same as the relative affect of bic when we are

finding the affect of 5 in A, and the relative affects of the added elements

Ci, c.,, ... Cj in the former case are all zero.

Two corranged derived sequences are said to be comjtlementary with

respect to the fundamental sequence A, when each of them is derived from

A by striking out the elements which occur in the other.
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Ex. i. Let A={ahcdef'\, B= [dfb\

The successive extensions and the completion of B in A are

Bi = [dfba\ B^= [dfbac\ B:i= [dfbace].

The aftect of B in A =3+ 4 + 1 =8.

The affect of Si in ^ =3+4 + 1+0 =8.

The affect of ^2 in ^ =3 + 4 + 1+0+0 =8.

The affect of ^3 in A =3 + 4 + 1+0 + + = 8.

Ev. ii. Tlie sequences [bdf], [ace] are complementary corranged minor sequences of

the fundamental sequence [abode/].

A transposition or interciiange of two consecutive elements of a derived

sequence is called a forward or a bucktvard move according as the relative

order of the two elements before transposition is or is not the same as their

relative order in the fundamental sequence.

Ex. iii. Let [abode/] be the fundamental sequence

and [doae] be a derived sequence.

Tlie transposition of the elements o and a in the derived sequence, which converts it

into [dace], is a backward move.

Again, the transposition of the elements a and c in the derived sequence, which

converts it into [dcea], is a forward move.

§ 18. Expressions for the affect of a derived sequence.

1. Standard suffix notation.

If a standard suffix notation is employed, we may denote the fundamental

sequence by

A =[u^a.,... ffl„] = [a]^

and the derived sequence by

B = \_a^,a^^...a^^...a^'\ = {ci^]^

where x^, x.,, ... Xr is any arrangement of r of the suffixes 1, 2, ... n.

Let ft be the number of the suffixes x^, x„, ... x^ occurring in B which are

less than x^ and precede Xj^ in B.

Then the relative affect of the element a^.^ is

(xic-l)- ^k,

and therefore the affect of B in A is

' ^flOr,-!)-?,! (A).
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By means of this formula, the affect of i? in J. can be at once determined

from an inspection of the sufBxes occurring in B.

Ex. i. Let A^la-iO^asaia^a^], B= [030503 Oe]-

Of the suffixes 3, 5, 2, 6 occurring in B there are

none which are smaller than 3 and precede 3,

one which is smaller than 5 and precedes 5,

none which are smaller than 2 and precede 2,

three which are smaller than 6 and precede 6.

Hence the relative affects of the successive elements of fi in J are

(3-l)-0, (5-l)-l, (2-l)-0, (6-l)-3,

or 2, 3, 1, 2.

Accordingly the total affect of B in A is

2 + 3 + 1+2 = 8.

2. Aiiy notation.

Let the fundamental sequence be

A =[(iia2 •• a»] = [a]
,

and the derived sequence be

so that 61, 60, ... br is some arrangement of r of the elements Oj, a-2, ... a„.

Then the relative affect ofbk

= {the member of elements which precede bk in A)

— {the number of elements which precede b^ both in A and in B)

(B).

Adding all the relative affects, we obtain the total affect of 5 in ^.

The formula (B) can be used in conjunction with any notation for the

elements of the sequence.

Ex. ii. Let A=[ahcdef\ B=[dcfae].

The relative affects of the successive elements of B in ^4 are

3-0, 2-0, 5-2, 0-0, 4-3.

Therefore the affect of B in ^4 is

3+ 2 + 3 + 0+1 = 9.

If 5 is a cori-anged minor sequence of A, then any element which precedes

bk in B must also precede 64 in A.
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Hence the above formula can in this case be put into the simpler form

:

The relative affect o/bk

= (the luimher of elements which precede b^ in A)

— (the nmvber of elements which precede b^in B) .(C).

Ex. iii. Let A=[ahcdef\ B= [bde].

The relative affects of the successive elements o{ B in A are

1-0, .3-1, 4-2.

Therefore the affect of 5 in .4 is

1 + 2+ 2 = 5.

3. General suffix notation.

When the most general suffix notation is employed, we may denote the

fundamental sequence by

^ = K,ap. •••«?„] = [«?],.

'

and the derived sequence by

where x^, x^, ... x^ is any arrangement of r of the suffi.xes pu P-z, pn-

Since the affect of B in A depends only on the positions of its successive

elements relative to the successive elements of ^, it is clear that the affect of

.B in .4 is the same as the affect of [xi x.,... av] in [pi p^... pn].

Hence in determining the affect of B in A, we can replace the sequences A
and B by the sequencesformed by their suffixes (D).

Ex. iv. The affect of \a^af,a^ in \a.iaf,a^ag,a^

= the affect of [8 5 6] in [2 5 6 89]

= 3 + 1 + 1=5.

4. Complete derived sequences.

Let the fundamental sequence be

^ = [a, tto . . . a„] = [a]
,

and let any complete derived sequence be

B = [b,b,...b,...b„] = \b\.

In this case the elements occurring in B are identical with the elements

occurring in A. Hence referring to f(jniiula (B) we see that the relative

affect of bk is the number of elements ivhick precede bk in A and follow bt in B.
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Any two elements whose relative order in B is the reverse of their relative

order in A will be said to form an inversion in B.

Then the relative affect of b^ is equal to the number of inversions formed by

bjc and the elements which follow it in B.

Also the total affect of B is equal to the total number of inversions occur-

ring in B (E).

Since the affect of a derived sequence remains the same when it is

completed, we see that the affect of any derived^ sequence can be found by

completing it and then counting the number of inversions.

Ex. V. Let A = [ahcde], and B= [dcaeb].

The inversions in B are

(dc), (da), {db),'{ca), (ch), {eb).

The number of these being six, the affect of B in A is 6.

Again, the inversions formed with c and the elements following it in B are (ca), (cb).

The number of these being two, the relative aflect of c in A is 2.

Ex. vi. Let A = [abcdef], and B!=[dcfae].

The completed sequence of B is B' =[dcfaeb].

The inversions in B' are

(dc), (da), idb), {ca), {cb), {fa), {fe), {fh), {eb).

Their number is nine. Therefore the affect of B in A is 9.

5. Sequences of natural numbers.

Let the fundamental sequence S be the sequence of the first ?i natural

numbers, so that

;S'=[12 3...w],

and let the derived sequence be

X = [XiX2... x,i ... a!r] = [x]
,

so that «!, a7j, ... Xr is any arrangement of r of the numbers 1, 2, ... n.

If ^k is the number of integers less than a;^ which precede x^ in X, then the

relative affect of xt is

{X!,-l)-^k,

and the total affect ofX in S is

^i'lfe-D-^) (F).
i = l

The fundamental and derived sequences can always be reduced to the

above forms in determining the affect, since the affects depend only on the

positions of the elements in the two sequences and not on the symbols used
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for them. To reduce the fundamental and derived sequences A = [ai a^ ... «„],

5 = [6, 6„ ... br] to these forms, we may substitute 1 for Oj, 2 for a,, ... ?! for a,^

in both sequences; or we may at once replace A by [1 2 .3 ... n], and in B
replace each element by the number denoting its position in A.

Ex. vii. The affect of [2 4 1 5] in [1 2 3 4 5 6]

= (2-l-0) + (4-l-l)+ (l-l-0) + (5-l-3)
= 1+2 + + 1 = 4.

For in the serie.s 2, 4, 1, 5, there are

710 integers les.s than 2 and preceding 2,

o?ie integer less than 4 and preceding 4,

no integers less than 1 and preceding 1,

three integers less than 5 and preceding 5.

Ex. viii. The affect of [dca\ in [abode]

= the affect of [4 31] in [12345]

= 3 + 2 + = 5.

Here we substitute 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for a, b, c, d, e respectively in both sequences ; or we
observe that d, c, a are respectively the 4th, 3rd, and 1st elements in [abode].

Ex: ix. The affect of [2 8 6 1 3] in [16 3 2 8]

= the affect of [4 5 2 1 3] in [12 3 4 5]

= 3 + 3 + 1+0 + = 7.

E.v. X. The affect of [u-jajajae] in [«i«2%f'4"5«6]

= the affect of [3 5 2 6] in [12 3 4 5 6]

= 2 + 3+1+2 = 8.

When the derived sequence A' above is a corranged minor of S, we have

h = k-l.

Therefore the affect of a corranged minor X in S

= '¥ ((^i -\)-{k-l)]J¥(x,-Ic)
k=l 4=1

= («,+«;.,+ ... +«,.)- |r(r+l) (G).

It is often required to find the signs determined by the affects of all

corranged derived sequences of order r. After the sign has been found for

any one sequence, it can be found for any other sequence by simply noticing

whether a;, + a;.^ + . . . + av is even or odd.

Ex. xi. The coiTangod minors of order 3 of the sequence [aiOiasa^an] are

[«l"2«3]. [<'l«-2«4], ["l"3«6]. [«1«3''4], [diasa^],

[aia^a^], [o2%a4]. [«2%«5]» [a2«4«o], [asai^o]-

The affect of the first of these minors is 0, the corresponding sign is +, and the .sum

of the suffi.Kos is cvoti. The sign determined by the affect of any other minor i.s + or —

according as the sum of its suffixes is even or odd.
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Hence the signs determined by the affects of the above minors are

+ - + + -

+ - + -+.
Ex. xii. Let the fundamental sequence be [0102033400^6]-

The affect of the minor [01020304] is 0, an even number, and the sum of the suffixes in

it is odd.

We conclude that the affects of the corranged minors [0^040506]) [0103040:5] are

respectively even and odd, since the sums of their suffixes are respectively odd and even.

§ 19. Tlieorems concerning the affects of derived sequences.

Theorem la. If oj is the affect of a complete derived sequence B in the

fundamental sequence A, then A can he converted into B by forward moves,

and the total number of such moves is always w.

Let .4 = [tti fla ... a„], and 5 = [61 6, ... 6„],

so that hi, bn, ... i>„ is some other arrangement of the elements a^, a,, ... a„.

Starting with A, we can bring 61 to the leading position by a succession

of forward moves. We can then bring 62 to the second position by a

succession of forward moves. We can then proceed to bring 63 to the third

position by forward moves, 64 to the fourth position by forward moves, and so

on. This is one way of converting A into B by moves which are all forward.

There are clearly in general many other ways in which this can be done.

Now whatever procedure is adopted, we always start with the sequence

A, which has affect in j4 and therefore no inversions, and finish with the

sequence B, which has affect &> in ^ and therefore (o inversions. Further

each forward move increases the number of inversions by 1. Therefore the

total number of forward moves must always be equal to w.

E.V. i. Let A = \ahcde], and B= \dcaeb\

The affect of 5 in ^ is then 6.

The results of six successive forward moves converting A into B are

\achde\, [acdhe], [acdeb], [cadeh\ [cdaeh\ [dcaeh].

Theorem lb. If o) is the affect of a minor sequence B in the fundamental

sequence A, then B can be brought to the leading position in A by forward

moves without at any stage disturbing the relative order of those elements of

A which do not occur in B, and the total number of such moves is always a.

It will be observed that each of the applied moves consists in the trans-

position of two adjacent elements, at least one of which belongs to B. There

is no transposition of two elements, neither of which occurs in B.
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Let A = [«, «.. . . . «„], and B = [bi h^ . . . b,].

Also let C=[bibn...brCiC.2... Cn-r]

be the sequence obtained by completing i^ in ^, so that Cj, C3, ... c„_r are

those elements of A which do not occur in B, arranged in the same relative

order as in ^.

Starting with A, we can bring 6, to the leading position by forward moves

without disturbing the relative order of Cj, Cj, ... c„_r. We can then bring

6j to the second position by forward moves without disturbing the relative

order of the c's. We can then proceed to bring 6, to the third position, b^ to

the fourth position, ..., and finally br to the rth position without disturbing

the relative order of the c's. This is one way of effecting the required

transformation of A, and clearly many other ways are possible.

However we proceed, we always start with the sequence A, which has

affect in .4 and no inversions, and finish with the sequence C, which has

affect ci) in A and therefore co inversions. Now each forward move increases

the number of inversions b}- 1. Therefore the total number of forward moves

employed must always be equal to to.

Ex. n. Let .1 =[12 3 45 6], and 5 = [3 2 5].

Then C=[3 2 514 6] ; and the aflfects of B and C in A are 5.

The results of five successive forward moves bringing B to the leiiding position in A

[12 354 6], [132 546], [312546], [321546], [325146].

Theorem II a. //' w in the affect of a complete derived sequence B in the

fundamental sequence A, and if A is converted into B by forward and back-

ward moves, then

:

(1) The least number of mores by which the conversion can be effected is w.

(2) The total number of moves, forivard and backward, always exceeds w

by an even positive number, ivhich may be 0.

(3) The total number of forward moves always exceeds the total number

of backward moves by <o.

The following considerations serve to establish the above results

:

The first move is necessarily a forward move.

A forward move always introduces one, and only one, new inversion.

A backward move always takes away one, and only one, existing

inversion.

Since there are w inversions in B, at least co forward moves must be

employed.
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If a forward move is employed which introduces an inversion not

occurring in B, then this inversion must be subsequently removed by a

backward move.

If a backward move removes an inversion occurring in B, then that inver-

sion must subsequently be reintroduced by a forward move.

E:v. in. Let A = labcde], and B=[dcaeb].

Then the affect of 5 in ^4 is 6.

The results of fourteen successive moves transforming A into B are

[acbde], [acfeerf], [abced], [abecd], [aebcd], [aecbd], [aecdb],

[eacdb], [ecabd], [ceadb], [cedab'], [cdeab], [dceab], [dcaeb].

Here we have used ten forward moves corresponding to the transpositions

(be), {de), (ce), {he), {be), {bd), {ae), {ac), {ad), {cd),

and four backward moves corresponding to the transpositions

(c6), (ec), {ed), {ea).

Theorem II b. // co is the affect of a minor sequence B in the fundamental

sequence A, and if B is brought to the leading position in A by fprivard and

backward moves ivitJwut causing any final alteration in the relative order of the

elements of A which do not occur in B, then

:

(1) The least number of moves by which this can be done is to.

(2) The total number of moves, forward and backward, always exceeds a

by an even positive number, which may be 0.

(3) The total number of forward moves ahuays exceeds the total number

of backward moves by o).

This can be deduced from Theorem Ila by replacing B by its completed

sequence B' ; for to bring B to the leading position in A in the prescribed

manner, it is necessary and sufficient to convert A into B' by moves applied

to the elements of .4.

Ex. iv. Let A= [abcde], and B= [dca^,

so that a) = 5.

Then B' = [dcabe].

The required transformation can be effected by the eleven moves corresponding to the

successive transpositions

{cd), {ce), {ab), {ad), {bd), {ae), {ac), {ec), {be), {ea), {ba).

Here there are eight forward moves and three backward moves corresponding

respectively to the transpositions

{cd), {ce), {ab), {ad), {bd), {ae), {ac), {be)

and (ec), (ea), {ba).

The various stages of the transformation are

[dftcrfe], [abdce], [abdec'\, [badec], [bdaec], [dbaec],

[dbeac^, [dheca], [dbcea], [dcbea], [dcbae], [dcabe].
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Theorem III. //( determining the affect uf any derived sequence we can

associate its elements together in any manner so as to form subsidiary sequences,

and express the affect as the sum of the partial affects of the various subsidiary

sequences.

Let the fundamental sequence be

A = [«,!«„... a,,,],

and let the derived sequence be

S = [bih ... bj,c,c., ... c,jdjd. ...dr ...],

so that ii, b.,, ... Cj, c,, ... d^, d„, ... is some arrangement of elements selected

from «! , «« , ... «„

.

Then the affect of »S' in A

= the affect of [6,6., ... bp] in A

+ the affect of [ciC^.-.c,] in the sequence obtained from A by

striking out the elements b^, b.2, ... bp

+ the affect of [did.2...dr] in the sequence obtained from A by

striking out the elements b,, K, ...bp and the elements Ci,Co, ...Cq

+ etc.

This follows immediately from the definition of the affect of >S' in A.

Ex. V. Tlie afiect of [dkafjgbe] in \ahcdefghif\ is equal to tlie .-sum of the afiect.s of

[rf/i] iu \(ihcdefghij~\, [c/)'] in \i:ihcefg>j\ g in [ahegi], and \]>e\ in \_abci].

In fiict 24= 9+ 10 + 3 + 2.

Ex. vi. Let a fundamental sequence and any one of its derived sequences be

A = [«! 0.2 . . . cf„], and B = [ij h-^... i,.].

Let the completed .sequence of B be

B'=\l>ih.,... i,.CiC2...c„_,.].

Then the afl'ect of B' in A

= the affect of [fei^o.-.^v] i" ["i«2.-.a„]

+ the afiect of [ci«2... o„_r] in [tjCo ... c„_r]

= (the affect of i? in ^1) +

= the affect of B in A.

Theorem IV. // B is any corranged derived sequence of a fundamental

sequence A, the relative affects of the remaining elements of B are unaltered

luhen any of the elements occurring in B are struck out in both A and B.

That this is true wiieii any one ct)mmon clement of ^-1 and B is struck

out is at once clear from formula (C) of § 18.

c. 5
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It follows that it is true when any number of common elements are

struck out.

Conversely if 5 = [61 6, ••• ^)] is any derived sequence of J. =[aia2 ... a„],

and if an additional element x, not occurring in A, is inserted between hi and

6;+! both in B and in A, thus forming new sequences B' and A', then the

relative affect of every element of B' except x when we are finding the affect

of B' in A' is the same as its relative affect when we are finding the affect of

B in A. Consequently the affect of B' in A' exceeds the affect of £ in J. by

the affect of a; in A' relative to B'.

Ex. vii. The affect of [ic/] in [ahcdefg']

= 1 + 1+3 = 5.

The affect of [6c.i/] in [ahcdxefg]

= 1 + 1+2 + 3 = 5 + 2 = 7.

The affect of {bcxyfl in {ahcdxeyfg]

= 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 3 = 7 + 3 = 10.

Theorem Va. IfB is any corranged derived sequence of the fundamental

sequence A, and if B' is any derangement of B, then

aff. B' in A = aff. B' in B + aff. B in A.

Here aff. B in A is used as an abbreviation for the affect of B in A.

Let ^=[a,a,...a„], B = {hA--hr'\, F = [^^/S, ... ^,].

Then B is the sequence which remains when n — r elements are struck

out from A, and B' is formed by re-arranging the elements of B.

Let to, 0}', T] be respectively the affects of B in A, of B' in A, and of

B' in B.

We have to show that &>' = &> + 77.

Let [cjC,... c„_r] be the sequence which is left when the elements of B
(or B') are struck out fi-om A.

By Theorems la and 16, since forward moves with respect to B are

forward moves with respect to A,

(o forward moves change [aiO., ... a„] into [bjbo . K C1C2 . Cn-r] '>

also 77 forward moves change [6160 ... ^r] into [A ^2 ... /3r],

and therefore change [6162 ...brCiC^... c„_r] into [/3,/S„ . . . yS, CiC, . . . c„_r].

Thus (i) + r] forward moves change [aiU^... a,i] into [jSi/80 ... ySrCiCa ... Cn-r]-

Consequently &> +7; is the affect of [/Si/So ... /SrCjC, ... c„_r] in [aiOo ... a,J.

But [/3i/32 ... /SrCjCo ... Cn-r] is the completed sequence of B' in A, and has

the same affect in A as B'.
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Therefore co + -^ is the affect of 5' in A,

i.e. ft) + t; = 0)'.

E.v. viii. Let A=[abcdef], B= [acde], B'= [dceali.

Then the aft'ect of B' iu B is -1, the affect of B in A is 3, and the affect of B' in A is 7.

Since 7 = 3 + 4,

the equation of the theorem i.s satisfied.

Theorem V b. If B and B' are any two derived sequences formed of the

same elements differently arranged, and if A is the fundamental sequence, then

aff. F in B + aff. B in A = aff. B' in A + 2k

where k is a positive integer.

Let A=[a,ao...an], B = [bA...K]. B' = [^,^,... ^r],

where the elements of B' are the same as the elements of B, but differently

arranged, and let [cjC, ... c„_r] be the sequence which is left when the

elements occurring in B and B' are struck out from A.

Let ftj, ft)' and 7; be respectively the affects of 5 in J^, of B' in A, and of

B' in B.

We can convert [aia2...a„] into [6162 ••• ^<Ci&. ... c„_r] by ca moves, all of

which are forward moves with respect to A.

We can convert [b^b..... br] into [/Sj/So... /Sr], and therefore

[bibo---l>rCiC.,...Cn-r] intO l^,l3..../3rCiC.,...Cn-r]

by T] moves all of which are forward moves with respect to B. These moves

will in general be some forward and some backward with resjaect to A.

Hence we can convert [a^a.^ ... Un] into [(S,/3„ ... /SrCiCa ... c„_r] by &) + ?/

moves, some forward and some backward with respect to A.

Now since [/Si/So ••• ^rCiC^ ... Cn~r] is the completion of B' in A, the affect

of [/9i^3 . . . /8,. Ci G, . . . c„_r] in [ajCf. . . . «„] is to'.

Therefore by Theorem II a, w +7j exceeds co' by an even integer, and we

have

ft) -I- 7; = «' + 2k

where k is a positive integei'.

Ex. ix. Let A=[abcde], B=[caed'\, so that <b= 5.

If B'= [daec], then >; = 5, a =6, and therefore <» + ))= (o' + 4.

If B' = [dcea], then 7= 4, a'= 7, and therefore o) + >) = a)' + 2.

If B'= [ecad], then 7 = 2, o)'=T, and therefore o) + i; = a)'.

5-2
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Theorem VI. //' the elements of a sequence A = [«,«, ... «„] ai-e divided

in any maimer into three groups of corranged elements, so us to form three

corranged sequences U = [«!«., ... m-a], V = [ViV-^ ... yj, W = [wjWa ... w^] ; and

if moreover a corranged sequence P = [jJi^J. ...^Ja+(i] is formed with the

elements of U and V taken together, and a corranged sequence Q = [qiqi--- qii+v]

isformed ivith the elements of V and W taken together ; then

aff. P in A+ aff. U in P = aff. U in A + off. V in Q.

A forward move with respect to any one of these sequences is a forward

move with respect to A.

Let the affect of P in A = coi, the affect of [/" in P = co^,

the affect of U in A = rji, the affect of F in Q = V2-

Then

(Oi forward moves convert A into [jhpo ...p\+iiWiW.2 ... wj\,

and CO. forward moves convert this into [mj m., . . . U/, v^v., ...v^ w^w^ . . . wj.

Therefore

&)] + (Bo forward moves convert A into [«iM., . . . Ma v^Vn ...v^ Wiiu., . . . wj\.

Again

7;i forward moves convert A into \_UyU„ ... u^ 51^2 •• (/*•+••]>

and 772 forward moves convert this into [«i;<2 ... (t^ VyV., ... v^WiW., ... wj.

Therefore

7/1 + 172 forward moves convert A into [wi«2 ••• "a J^i^j ... v^tfiWo ... w„].

Thus both oji + (Uj and tji + 7]., are equal to the affect of

[U1U3 ...U>,ViV.,..- Vu, WitU. . . . w^]

in A, and therefore m^ + ca., = ??, + t;^.

This proves the theorem.

The above equation simply expresses the fact that the number of forward

moves which must be ajjplied to A to bring first W to the rear position and

then U to the leading position is equal to the number of forward moves

which must be applied to A to bring first U to the leading position and then

W to the rear position.

Ex. X. Let .J =[123456789],

0'=[2 68], F=[13 5 9], TF=[4 7].

Then P=[l 2 35 689], §= [1345 7 9].

In this case (»i
= afF. P in A =6, i7[ = aflF. U in ^ = 10,

<B2= aff. U in P=l, ;;2= aff. V in §=3.

Thus on+&>2 = i;i + 1)2=13.
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Theorem. VII a. If A and B are two sequences funned bi/ different

arrangements of the same elements, then

aff. B in A = aff. A in B.

To prove this it is sufficient to observe that if a pair of elements have

(or have not) the same relative order in 5 as in ^, then they have (or have

not) the same relative order in A as in B. Thus the number of inversions in

B when A is fundamental is equal to the number of inversions .in A when

B is fundamental.

E.r. xi. Let A=[abcdef\ B= [dfaceh].

Then ait: B in .l=aff. .1 in fi = 9.

Theorem VII b. // A and B are two sequences formed by different

arrangements of the same elements, then the affect of either sequence in the

other is unaltered tvhen both sequences are reversed.

Let bi, b.2, ... ba be the same elements as a^, a.,, ... o,j differently arranged,

and let

A = [a, a.,... Unl B = [6, b.,... b,,].

By reversing these sequences we obtain

A' = [«„ «„-, . . . Oi], B' = [bn bn-i . . b,].

The theorem states that

aff. B' in A' = aff. B in A.

To prove this theorem we observe that if the relative oi'der of two

elements a^, a, in B is the reverse of (or the same as) their relative order in

A, then the relative order of the elements Ug, a^ in B' is the reverse of (or

the same as) their relative order in A'. Thus the number of inversions in

B' when A' is the fundamental sequence is the same as the number of

inversions in B when A is the fundamental sequence. Consequently the

affect of H' ill A' is ('(lual to the affect of B in A.

The theorem can also be proved as follows. When A is the fundamental

sequence we can by forward moves, starting with the s(>queiice A, first bring

b„ tn the last position, then bring ^„„, to the last position but one, then

bring 6,i_„ to the last position but two, wnd proceed in this way until A is

converted into B. Each of these moves consists in the transposition of two

adjacent elements. If we start with A' and in the same succession transpose

exactly the same pairs of elements, we shall convert A' into B'. Also these

latter transpositions will now be all forward moves when A' is regarded as

the fundamental se(juence. Thus the number of forward moves required to

convert ..1' into B' when .1' is tlio fuiidanienlal .sequence is equal to the
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number of forward moves required to convert A into B when A is the

fundamental sequence. That is, the aiJect of B' in A' is equal to the affect

of 5 in ^.

E.v. xii. Let A =[a6cif], B =[dacb].

Then A'= [dcba], B'= [bcadl

In this case aft'. B in ^=aft'. B' in A'— 4.

When A is fundamental the inversions in B are

(da), [dc), {db\ {cb).

When A' is fundamental the inversions in B' are

{be), {bd), {cd), {ad).

Again, when A is fundamental the results of four successive forward moves are

[acbd}, [acdb], [adcb], [dacb].

Also, when A' is fundamental the results of the corresponding moves are

[dbca], [bdca], [bcda], [bead].

Theorem VIII a. The sum of the affects of two compleinentary corranged

minor sequences is equal to the product of their orders.

For the purpose of determining the affects we may by sub-article 5 of

§ 18 reduce the fundamental sequence A and the two complementai-y minor

sequences X and F to the forms

^=[1 2 3 ... «], X = [xix.,...xi... Xr\ Y = [yiy« ••%••• yA-

Then X is any sequence of r of the numbers 1, 2, ... n arranged in

ascending order of magnitude, and Y is the sequence formed fi-om A by

striking out the numbers which occur in X, and consists of r of the numbers

1, 2, ... H arranged in ascending order of magnitude, where

r + r' = n (1).

If 6) and o)' are the affects of X and F in ^4, we have to show that

CO -I- ft)' = rr (2).

Now by formula (C) of § 18, the affect of xi in A relative to A''

= (the number of integers which precede Xi in A)

— (the number of integers which precede «; in A"^)

= {xi-\)-{i-\) = Xi-i.

Summing for all values of i fi-om 1 to r, or using formula (G) of § 18, we

see that

«o = (*'i + *2 + ... + Xr) — \r (r + 1).

Similarly we have

(o' = {y,+y„_+...^y,)-\r'{r'^-\).
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Since (.r, + av + . . . + .r,) + (y, + y„ + . . . + y,.)

= l + -2 + :i+ ...+7i= hn(n + l),

it follows that

o} + o)' = ^n (n + 1) - ^r (r + 1) - ^r' (r + 1).

Making use of the relation (1), we have

(o + o}' = h(r + r')(r + r' + l)-^r(r+l)-hr' (/ + 1)

= 7t'.

Ex. xiii. \_acdg\ and \}>ef'\ are complementary corranged minors of orders 4 and 3 of

the sequence \inhcdefij\.

The aflect of \_acd<j\ in [abcdefg]

= the affect of [13 4 7] in [1 -2 3 456 7] = 5.

The affect of [bef] in [abcdefg]

= the affect of [2 5 6] in [1 2 3 4 5 6 7] = 7.

The sum of these two affects =12 = 4x3.

Theorem VIII b. Tf B and C are two complementary corranged minor

sequences of the fundamental sequence A, and if A' and 6" are the sequences

obtainedfrom A and C by reversing the orders of their elements, then

aff. B in A = aff. C in A'.

We shall make use of the theorem that the affect of a minor sequence is

not altered by completing the sequence, and also of Theorem VII b.

Let
A = [a, a.2 ... an], B = [b^ L ... b,], C = [ci c. ... c„_r],

so that

A' = [a„ . . . a., Oi], C" = [c„_,. ...c. c,].

Then the affect of 5 in ^4

= the affect o{[bib„ ... br] in [a, a,, ... «„]

= the affect of [61 6, . . . 6^ c, c, . . . c„_r] in [a, ^o . . . a„]

= the affect of [c,i-r • Ci Ci ^r • b., i,] in [«„ . . . «„ a,]

= the affect of [Cn-r Co Ci] in [a„ ... a., a^]

= the affect of C in .1'.

Ex. xiv. [acdy], [be/] are complementary corranged minors of the sequence [abcdefy].

The affect of [acdg] in [abcde/g] = 5,

and the affect of [J'eb] in [gfedcba]= 5.

Again, the affect of [bef] in [abcdefg] = 'i,

and the affect of [</deii] in [<j/edeba] = T.
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§ 20. Change in the affect of a derived sequence B caused by
the interchange of two elements which are consecutive in

the fundamental sequence A.

It may be observed that the results of this and the following article are

contained in §§ 9—12, since a sequence is a matrix with one long row. The

proofs given there, depending on the method of counting steps, could be

repeated here with the approj^riate simplifications. We shall however give

independent proofs depending on the method of counting inversions explained

in sub-article 4 of § 18.

Let the fundamental sequence be

A = [a, a.,... ai fflj+j . . . a„],

and let ai, af+j be the two consecutive elements which are interchanged.

Case I. Let the operation of interchanging a; and Oj+i be applied to the

fundamental sequence A hut not to the derived sequence B.

Let A become A' when a,- and (ij+i are interchanged, so that

A' = [a, a„... «,+i a,; ... a„].

We have to find the change in passing from the affect of B in A to the

affect ofB in A'.

The results which will be obtained are as follows

:

(1) If neither a; nor a;+i occurs in B,

then the affect of B in A is unaltered; moreover the relative

affect of every element of B is unaltered.

(2) If ai occurs in B arid aj+i either does not occur or occurs later than «;,

then the affect of B in A is increased by 1 ; moreover the relative

affect of Ui is increased by 1, and the relative affect of every other

element of B is unaltered.

(3) If ai^-i occurs in B and Oi either does not occur or occiirs later than aj+j,

then the aff'ect of B in A is diminished by 1 ; moreover the

relative aff'ect of aj+i is diminished by 1, and the relative aff'ect

of every other element of B is unaltered.

In (2) the interchanged elements have the same relative order in the

completed sequence of i? as in A.

In (3) the interchanged elements have reverse relative orders in the

completed sequence of B and in A.

Proof of {\). In this case the successive elements of B occupy the same positions in A'

as in J. Consequently each element of B has the same relative affect in A' as in A, and

the total affect of B in A' is equal to the total affect of S in A.
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Proof of (2). The sequence i)btained by completing B is in this case the same when

A' is the fundamental sequence as it is when A is the fundamental sequence. Let this

completed sequence be (J. Then C coutaius the elements a^, ai^x in the same relative

order as A.

Now every pair of elements belonging to A (or C), except the pair (a,-, a. + i), have the

same relative order in A' as in A. Therefore every two such elements have or have not

the same relative order in C as in A' according as they have or have not the same relative

order in C as in A. That is, they do or do not form an inversion in C when A' is the

fundamental sequence according as they do or do not form an inversion in C when A is

the fundamental sequence. Accordingly any difference in the inversions in C in the two

cases can only arise from the pair of elements («;, aj + i). As regards these two elements,

they have reverse relative orders in C and A\ and the same relative orders in C and A.

They form an inversion in C when A' is the fundamental sequence, but not when A is the

fundamental sequence. Thus C has one more inversion, that formed by the elements

(«i, «i + i), when A' is the fundamental sequence than it has when ^-1 is the fundamental

sequence. Therefore the afi'ect of C in A' is greater by 1 than the affect of C in A., and

consequently the affect of B in A' is greater by 1 than the affect of B in ^1.

Again, if x is any element of B except «;, it appears from the above that the inversions

in C formed with .(• and the elements occurring later than x in C are the same when A' is

the fundamental sequence as when A is the fundamental sequence. Remembering that C
is the completion of B both in A and in A\ it follows from sub-article 4 of § 18 that the

relative affect of x in A! is the same as the relative affect of x in ^-1.

As for the element a^ of B, the element aj + i
occurs later than it in C, and the pair

of elements (a,-, aj + ,) form an inversion in C when x\' is the fundamental sequence but

not when A is the fundamental sequence. With this exception, the inversions formed

with «£ and the elements occurring later than «; in C are the same in the two cases.

Tlius the total number of inversions formed with O; and the elements following o; in C is

greater by 1 wlien A' is the fundamental sequence than when A is the fundamental

sequence. That is, the relative affect of the element «j of B is greater by 1 in A' than

in A.

Proof of (3). A similar argument holds good in this case. Let C be the sequence

obtained by completing Z? in A. It is also the sequence obtained by completing B in A'.

The two elements (o!t + i, «i), of which csj occurs later than aj + i in C, form an inversion

in C when A is the fundamental sequence, but not when A' is the fundamental sequence.

With this exception the inversions in C are the same in both cases. Hence the relative

affect of the element a, + i of B is less by 1 in A' than in A, and every other element of B
has the same relative affect in A' as in A.

Note. If (1) is proved in the same way as (2) and (.3), it must be observed that in

that case the completed sequences of B are different according as A or A' is

regarded as the fundamental sequence.

Ex. i. The only element of B whose relative affect is changed is that one of the two

interchanged elements which occurs first in B. The I'clative affect of that one element is

increased or diminished by 1 according as it is the earlier or the later of the two

interchanged elements in B.

** **
Ex. ii. Let A = [iihcdef<j'\, A' = [(ibdcefg\

so that A' is derived from A by interchanging the two consecutive elements c and d.
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The affects of a derived sequence B in A and in A' are given in the table below for

five values of B illustrative of the five diiierent cases which can occur.

B
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In (2) the interchanged elements have the same relative order in the

completed sequence of B as in A.

In (3) the interchanged elements have reverse relative orders in the

completed sequence of B and in A.

Proof. Let A' be the sequence obtained by intercbauging the elements Oj and «; + !

in A.

If the operation of interchanging ttj and Oi + i
is applied simultaneously to B' and to A,

these are converted into B and A' respectively. Hence the successive elements of B'

occupy in A the same positions as the successive elements of B occupy in A'.

It follows from this property tbat the affect of B' in A is equal to the affect of B in A'.

Consequently the change in passing

from the affect of B in A to the affect of 5' in A

is the same as the change in passing

from the affect of B in A to the affect of B in A'.

The last change is known, having been found in Case I.

Again, it follows from the property mentioned above that the relative affect of the Hh
element of B' in A is equal to the relative affect of the /'th element of B in A'.

Consequently the change in passing

from the relative affect of the Mh element of B in A

to the relative affect of the ^-th element of B' in A

is the same as the change in passing

from the relative affect of the Hh element of B in ^1

to the relative affect of the Z-th element of B in A'.

This last change is known, having been found in Case I.

Thus the rules stated above follow immediately from the corresponding rules obtained

in Case I.

E.v. iii. There is only one place in which the relative affect is changed, viz. the place

which is occupied in B by that one of the two interchanged elements which occurs first in

B. The relative affect in that place is increased or diminished by 1 according as the

element which occupies it in B is the earlier or the later of the two interchanged

elements in the fundamental sequence.

Ex. iv. Let A=[abcdefg],

and let the derived sequence B be converted into B' when the two elements c and d are

interchanged.

The affects of D and B' in A are given in the table below for five reprenentativo values
of B.
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Derived sequences
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If Ui and (ij both occur in B, let p be the number of inner elements lying

between them in B, so that p=Sj — s,; or p = S; — Sj according as a,- precedes

or follows fij in B.

Case I. Let the operation of iuterchanr/ing a,- and a, be applied to the

fundamental sequence A but nut to the derived sequence B.

Let the sequence obtained by interchanging o,- and Uj in A be A', so that

A'=[aja.,...aj...ai...a„],

where the elements not shown are the same in A' as in A.

We have to find the change in passing from the affect of B in A to the

affect of B in A'.

The results which will be obtained are as follows :

(1) If neither ai nor aj occurs in B,

then the afeet of B in A is unaltered, and the relative affect

of every element of B is unaltered.

(2) // a,: occurs in B, and aj either does not occur or occurs later than a^,

then

:

(i) The relative affect of Oi is increased bjj /• + 1 —si.

(n) The relative affect of aj is diminished by r — sj.

(iii) The relative affect of each inner element which occurs in B after

«; and before aj is increased by 1.

(iv) The relative affects of all other elements ofB are unaltered.

(v) // both Ui and aj occur in B, the total affect of Bin A is increased

by 2/3 + 1.

(3) If aj occurs in B, and a,: either does not occur or occurs later than aj,

then

:

(i) The relaiive affect of aj is diminished by r+1 — Sj.

(ii) The relative affect of ai is increased by r — si.

(iii) The relative affect of each inner element which occurs in B after

aj and before a^ is diminished by 1.

(iv) The relative affects of all other elements of B are unaltered.

(v) If both aj and ai occur in B, the total affect of B in A is

diminished by 2/3 + 1.

In (2) the two interchanged elements have the same relative order in the

completed sequence of 5 as in 4.

In (3) the two interchanged elements have reverse relative orders in the

completed sequence of ii and in ^1.
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It may be observed that r — s,; is the number of inner elements which do

not precede a,- in B, or the number of inner elements which follow a,: in the

completed sequence of B.

Similarly r — Sj is the number of inner elements which do not precede

aj in B, or the number of inner elements which follow Uj in the completed

sequence of B.

We may regard (1) as contained both in (2) and in (3).

Proof of (] ). In this case the successive elements of B occupy the same positions in

A' aa in A. Therefore the affect of i? in A' is equal to the affect of 5 in 4. Also each

element of B has the same relative affect in ^4' as in J.

Proof 0/(2). Let S= [6i 6, • • Ot • • Kl

The element Oj, if it occurs in B, occurs later than «;.

Let the results of completing B with respect to A and A' be respectively

C =[6i62...ai"-6m ClC2...C„_,„],

C"= [6i6, ... cti ... b„ Ci'e,' ... c'„_,„].

The elements c^', C2, ... c'„_„, are the same as the elements Cj, c<i, ... c„_,i,, but there is

a difference in their arrangement in the two cases if Oj occui-s amongst them.

Let X be any element of B, and let y be any element of C which occurs later than .v in

C. Then y is also an element of C" occurring later than ,): in C".

When A is the fundamental sequence, the aft'ect of x relative to B is equal to the

affect of X relative to C and is the number of inversions of the type {xt/) in C

A\Tien A' is the fundamental sequence, the aflect of x relative to B is equal to the

affect of X relative to C" and is the number of inversions of the type (xy) in C". This

again is equal to the aft'ect of x relative to C and is the number of inversions of the type

(xy) in a

Hence the change in the relative affect of .v when A' is made fundamental instead of A
is the change in the number of inversions of the type (xy) in C, y being any element

occurring later than x in C.

This is what we shall proceed to determine.

For given values of x and y, an inversion {.vy) is either introduced or removed in C
when :i; and y have different relative orders in A and A\ but there is no addition or

removal of an inversion {xy) when .v and y have the same relative order in A' as in A.

Now the two elements x, y have the same relative order in A' as in A when one of

them is an outer element and when they are both inner elements. Again, the two
elements .v, y have reverse relative orders in A and A ' when and only when one at least

of them is one of the elements cTj, ay and the other is either a^ or aj or an inner element.

Hence there is either an addition or a removal of an inversion {xy) in C when and
only when the elements x and y satisfy the last restriction.
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Let X occur before a^ in B.

If X is an outer element, no inversion of the type {xy) can be introduced or removed in

C, and there is therefore no change in the relative affect of x.

If X is an inner element, an inversion of the type (.t-y) is either introduced or removed

in C when and only when y is one of the elements » j, «,. One inversion {xoi) is

removed and one inversion {xfij) is introduced. For {xa^ is an inversion in C
when A is fundamental, but not when A' is fundamental. Also {xcij) is an

inversion in C when A' is fundamental but not when A is fundamental. We see

then that when x is an inner element, there is no change in the total number of

inversions of the type {xi/) occurring in C, and that there is therefore no change in

the relative afi'ect of x.

Thus in every ca.se the relative afi'ect of x is unchanged.

Let X occur after Uj in B.

In this case neither x nor y can be either «; or Uj. Consequently no inversion of the

tyjje {xy) is either introduced or removed in C, and the relative affect of x is

unchanged.

Let X occur after Ui and before cij in B.

If X is an outer element, no inversion of the type {xy) is either introduced or removed

in C, and the relative affect of x is unaltered.

If X is an inner element, one inversion {xoj) is introduced into C, and no other

inversion of the type {xy) is either introduced or removed in C; consequently the

relative affect oi x is increased by 1.

Let X be the element a,.

If 2/ is an outer element, no inversion {xy) is either introduced or removed in C.

li y is the element aj, the inversion {xy) or {xuj) is introduced in C.

If y is an inner element (occurring after a^ in C), an inversion {xy) is introduced in C.

The number of such introduced inversions is equal to the ninnber of inner elements

occurring in C after a^, i.e. is equal to r — si.

Thus altogether /+1— s^ inversions of the type {xy) are introduced and no inversions

of the type {xy) are removed in C.

Accordingly in this case the relative ati'ect of .r is increased by >• + ! —Sf.

Let X be the element a,.

If y is an outer element, no inversion {xy) is either introduced or removed in C.

The element y cannot be «j, since «; occurs before a, in C.

If // is an intier element (occurring after aj in C), an inversion {xy) or {ajy) is removed

from C The number of such removed inversions is equal to the number of iiuier

elements occurring in C after «^, i.e. is equal to r — Sj.

Thus in this case r-Sj inversions of the type {xy) are removed from C, and no

inversion of the type {xy) is introduced into C'.

Accordingly the relative affect of .r is diminished by ;• — «,.

We have now proved the results (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) ; and the result (v) can be

immediately deduced from these. Thus (2) is completely proved.
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Proof of (3). A proof similar to the proof of (2) can be used. But it is easier to

proceed as follows.

In Case (3) let ta be the algebraic increase in the relative affect of any element x of S
when we pass from A as fundamental sequence to A' as fundamental sequence, and let a>

be the algebraic increase of the element x of B when we i^ass from A' as fundamental

sequence to A as fundamental sequence.

Then O)^ — OJ .

Now 0)' can be found from the rules (2). And when w' is known, oj is known.

Thus the results (3) can be immediately deduced from the results (2).

Ex. i. The only elements whose relative affects are changed are the interchanged

elements and those elements which are inner elements both of the fundamental sequence

and of the derived sequence.

Ex. ii. Let the fundamental sequence be

*• • •*
A^lcihcdefgK]

and let this be converted by the interchange of the elements c and g into

* •• •*
A' =\a,hg def cK].

In the following table the affects of the derived sequence B in A and A' are given for

five representative values of B. The interchanged elements are marked by asterisks and

the inner elements by dots.

B
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Case II. Let the operation of interchanging Ui and aj be applied to the

derived sequence B but not to the fundamental sequence A.

Let B' be the sequence into which B is converted when the elements

(I, and Uj are interchanged.

We have to find the change in passing from the affect uf B in A to the

affect of B' in A.

If the change in passing from the relative affect of the kth element of B
in A to the relative affect of the ^'th element of B' in A is called the change

of the relative affect in the kth place of B, we can enunciate the following

rules

:

(1) If neither Oj 7ior Uj occurs in B,

then the affect of B in A is unaltered, and the relative affect in

every place of B is unaltered.

(2) // a,; occurs in B, and aj either does not occur or occurs later than Ui

in B, then :

(i) The relative affect in the place of B occupied by ai is increased

by r + l-s;.

(ii) The relative affect in the place of B occupied by aj is diminished

by r-Sj.

(iii) The relative affect in the place of each inner element occurring in

B after ai and before aj is increased by 1.

(iv) The relative affect in every other place of B is unaltered.

(v) // both ((, and aj occur in B, the total affect of B is increased by

2p + 1.

(3) If aj occurs in B, and a, either does not occur or occurs later than Uj

in B, then

:

(i) The relative affect in the place of B occupied by aj is diminished

by r+l —Sj.

(ii) The relative affect in the place of B occupied by Ui is increased by

r - Si.

(iii) The relative affect in the place of each inner element occurring in

B after aj and before ai is diminished by 1.

(iv) The relative affect in every other place of B is unaltered.

(v) If both aj and ai occur in B, the total affect of B is diminished

by 2p + l.

In (2) the interchanged elements have the same relative order in the

completed sequence of 5 as in ^.

In (3) they have reverse relative orders in the completed sequence of B
nd in A.

c. 6
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Proof. Let A' be tlie sequence obtained by interchanging a^ and % in A. Then if the

operation of interchanging «; and Oj is applied to both B' and A, they are converted into

B and A' respectively. Hence the successive elements of B' occupy in A the same

positions as the successive elements of B occupy in A'. Therefore the relative aftect of

the kih. element of B' in A is equal to the relative affect of the /:th element of B in A'.

Consequently the change in passing

from the relative affect of the kih. element of B in A

to the relative affect of the kih element of B' in A

is the same as the change in passing

from the relative affect of the X-th element of B in A

to the relative alfect of the kih element of B in A'.

Since this latter change has already been investigated in Case I, the rules just given

follow immediately from the results obtained in Case I.

Ex. iii. The only places in which the relative afifects are changed are the places of B
occupied by the interchanged elements and the places of B occupied by those elements

which are inner elements both of A and of B.

Ex. iv. Let the fundamental sequence be

*• • •*
A=\cibodefgh'\

and let the derived sequence B be converted into B' when the elements c and g are

interchanged.

In the table below the afifects of B and B' in ^1 are given for five representative values

of.e.

The interchanged elements are marked by asterisks and the inner elements by dots.
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§ 22. Reduction of the affects of derived products to the affects

of sequences.
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Let H be the sequence formed from P by replacing each element in it by

the element of the leading horizontal row of A which lies in the same vertical

row as that element.

Then

the vertical affect of P in A is the affect of the sequence V in the

and
sequence formed by the leading vertical rmu of A,

the horizontcd affect of P in A is the affect uf the sequence H in the

sequence formed by the leading horizontal row of A (B).

We may call V the projection of the derived product P on the leading

vertical row of A,

and we may call H the projection of the derived product P on the leading

horizontal roiu of A.

It will be clear that

the relative vertical affect of any element of P in A is equal to the

relative affect of the corresponding element of the sequence V in the

sequence of the leading vertical 7-otu of A,

and that

the relative horizontal affect of any element of P in A is equal to the

relative affect of the corresponding element of the sequence H in the

sequence of the leading horizontal roiu of A (C ).

By means of these results, all properties of the affects of derived products

can be deduced from the properties of the affects of sequences. In particular

the properties contained in §§ 9—12 can be deduced from the properties

contained in §§ 20 and 21.

Ex. i. If A=[n]"^, and /'=a43a35Uei«84>

then the vertical affect uf /' in A

= the afi'ect of ["4i«3i«6,«8i] i" [aii«2i«3i"4i«5i06i''7i"si]

= the affect of [4.3 6 8] in [1234 5678]

= 12,

and the horizontal affect of P in ^1

= the affect of \aizf.i\!>^h\'^\i\ i" ["u''i2<'i3"i4<'in]

= the affect of [3 5 14] in [12 34 5]

= 6.

Therefore the total affect of /' in J = 12 + 6= 18.

Ex. ii. The affect of [«44asi«:3«i5] in [a]""

= the affect of [4 8 7 1] in [12 3 4 5 6 7 8]

+ the affect of [4 1 3 5] in [12 3 4 5]

= 14 + 5 = 19.
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Ex. iii. If , and P=dja^biei,

"«! bi C] di c'i~\

a-i h-, c-i d-i C2

as ^3 (^3 ^3 «3

.a^ hi Cj di e^.

then the verticil affect of P in vl

= the affect of [a^a.Mia^ in \aia2aiai\

= the affect of [3 2 1 4] in [1 2 3 4] = 3,

and the horizontal affect of P in A

= the affect of [rfiUiiifi] in [ai^i'-'irfit'i]

= the affect of [dabe] in [abode]

= the affect of [4 12 5] in [12 3 4 5] = 4.

Thua the total affect of P in ^ = 3 + 4 = 7.

Ex. iv. If

then tlie affect of P in A

a b c d

e f g h

I j k- I

, and P= gid,

= the affect of \_eia'\ in [at>i'] + the affect of [cad'\ in [cibcd]

= the affect of [2 31] in [12 3] + the affect of [3 1 4] in [12 3 4]

= 2 + 3 = 5.



CHAPTER IV.

AFFECTS OF DERIVED MATRICES AND DERIVED DETERMINOIDS.

[The first two articles, §^ 23 and 24, contain tlie essential properties of the aflects of

derived matrices and determinoids. They are deducible from the properties of the affects

of derived sequences. The last two articles, §§ 25 and 26, contain a number of theorems

concerning such affects. Most of these are introduced to facilitate the proofs of theorems

in Chapter v and the following chapters, and will be referred to as occasion arises.]

§ 23. Definitions.

Any matrix (or any determinoid ) will be called & fundamental matrix (or

a fundaviental determinoid) with respect to the derived matrices and the

derived determinoids belonging to it.

Let 4 =["]" =

«!, a,,

a.„ ... u,n
•(1)

be a fundamental matrix, and let

^ =[«..]:=

-"ml f'm2 • •• "w..

•(2)

be any derived matrix belonging to it.

Then the affect of the derived matrix B in the fundamental matrix A
will be defined to be the quantity (o given by the equations

fu' = the affect of the sequence [x^ x., ... x^] in the seqvence [1 2 ... m]

= the affect of the sequence of the vertical suffixes of B in the sequence of
the vertical suffixes of A

= the affect of the sequence determined by the horizontal rows of B in the

sequence determined by the horizontal rows of A;
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o)" = the affect of the sequence [^i Hj,
... y^] *« the sequence [1 2 ... «]

= the affect of the sequence of the horizontal suffixes of B in the sequence

of the horizontal suffices of A

= the affect of the sequence determined hy the vertical rows of B in the

sequence determined by the rertical rows of A;

0) = O)' + 0)" (A).

The number co' will be called the vertical aff'ect of B in A, or the aff'ect of

the horizontal rows of B in the horizontal roivs of A.

The number co" will be called the horizontal affect of B in A, or the aff'ect

of the vertical rows of B in the vertical rows of A.

The number o) will be called the total affect of B in A or simply the affect

of B in A.

Thus the total affect of B in A is the sum of the vertical and horizontal

affects oi B m A.

Since the derived matrix B is formed fi-om the fundamental matrix A by

striking out certain of the vertical and horizontal rows and re-arranging the

retained rows amongst themselves, it follows that to each given vertical (or

horizontal) row of B there corresponds one of the vertical (or horizontal) rows

of A which has not been struck out. It is that row of A which contains all

the elements of the given row of B. With respect to the given row of B, it

may be called the corresponding row of A. Thus if [ctaij!/, ajc-yj ••• asejyj is

any given horizontal row of B, the corresponding horizontal row of A is

[a^ii tt:cj2 ••• '*!;«]• The foregoing definitions can then be expressed in the

following forms which are independent of the notation used for the elements

of the matrices

:

(i) If there are m horizontal rows in the fundamental matrix A, and if

the horizontal rows of B taken in order correspond to the xfh, x.,th,

... x^th horizontal rows of A, then the vertical affect of B in A is

equal to the affect of

[xi Xi ... ajj in [1 2 ... m].

(ii) If there are n vertical rows in the fundamental 7natrix A, and if the

vertical rows of B taken in order correspond to the yith, y.,th,

... y,th vertical rows of A, then the horizontal affect of B in A is

equal to the affect of

[>j^y^---yA i'l [1 2 ... /(]•

(iii) The total affect of B in A is the sum of the vertical and horizontal

affects of B in A (B).
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Again since a horizontal or vertical row of 4 or i? is completely

determined by two elements lying in it, the row in A which corresponds to

a given row of B may in a certain sense be called the same row of A. Then

by § 19.5, the definitions of the affects may be worded as follows:

(i) Tlte vertical affect of B in A is the affect of the derived sequence

formed by any vertical roiu of B in the fundamental sequence

formed by the same {or corresponding) vertical row of A.

(ii) Tlie liorizontal affect of B in A is the affect of the derived sequence

formed by any liorizontal row of B in tlie fundamental sequence

formed by the same (or corresponding) horizontal row of A.

(iii) The total affect of B in A is the sum of its vertical and horizontal

affects in A (C).

The projection of a given horizontal (or vertical) row of B on the leading

vertical (or horizontal) row of A will be understood to be that element of the

leading row of A which lies in A in the same horizontal (or vertical) row as

the elements of the given row of B, or it is that element of the leading

vertical (or horizontal) row of A which lies in the row of A corresponding to

the given horizontal (or vertical) row of B. Accordingly the definitions of

the affects can be expressed in the following very useful forms.

(i) The vertical affect of B in A is the affect of the derived sequence

formed by the projections of the successive horizontal roius of B on

the leading vertical row of A in the fundamental sequence formed

by the leading vertical row of A.

(ii) The horizontal affect of B in A is the affect of the derived sequence

formed by the projections of the successive vertical rows ofB on the

leading horizontal row of A in the fundamental sequence formed

by the leading horizontal row ofA

.

(iii) The total affect of B in A is the sum of its vertical and horizontal

affects in A (D).

The definition of the affect of B in A remains unaltered when J. is a

fundamental matrix and B a derived determinoid ; also when .4 is a funda-

mental determinoid and 5 is a derived matrix or a derived determinoid.

It should be observed that the affect of a derived matrix B is not in

general equal to the affect of the leading derived product of B. For if

A = [a]" , B = [axij]" as in (1) and (2) above, and if ^a is the number of vertical

suffixes occurring in B which are less than x^ and precede Xk in B, and if t;^ is

the number of horizontal suffixes occuri'ing in B which are less than yic and

precede yii in B

:
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then the affect of B in A

=%" {{w, - 1 ) - ?,} +
*£"

{(y, -l)-vk},
k=l k=l

whereas the affect of the leading derived product of J5 in j1

= *i''[(xi-l)-|,j+*f Ky,-1)-

or V((a-,-l)-^,!+'s"' l(y,-l)
k = l A = l

Vk]

Vki

according as yu, < i/ or p < fi.

Thus the two affects are in general different except when fi==v. They

are equal when /j, = v, and also in the case considered in § 24, Ex. ii.

A square matrix derived from a given fundamental matrix is completely

determined, i.e. eveiy one of its elements is known, when its leading product

is known. Also its affect is the .same as the affect of its leading product.

Hence it is often convenient to represent a square matrix symbolically by its

leading product. Similarly a determinant can be completely represented by

its leading derived product.

E.r. i. Let .1 =
«I1 «12 "l.'i «14

(/.„ «» a-m a-,.
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Ex Let A = B=
(/ t a

h e d

9 J i-

Starting from formula (C),

to' = the affect of [e464C?4] in [uibiCidie^

= the affect of [ebd'\ in \abcde\= "

;

ta" = the affect of [e4eo<'3^2] ii [*^i«2*'3^4^j^6]

= the affect of [4 6 3 2] in [1 2 3 4 5 0] = 10.

If we make use of formula (B), we first observe that the successive horizontal rows of

B are (or correspond to) the 5th, 2nd and 4th horizontal rows of A, and conclude that

w'= the affect of [5 2 4] in [12 345]=7.

We then observe that the successive vertical rows of B are (or correspond to) the 4tb,

6th, 3rd, and 2nd vertical rows of A, and conclude that

a)"=the affect of [4 3 2] in [123456]= 10.

' a b c d e'

f g I' ^ J

/• / rn n o

_p q r s t
_

Starting from formula (C),

co' = the affect of [ji^'] in \hglq]

= the affect of [4 1 2] in [1 2 3 4] = 3
;

()"= the affect of [Serf] in [abcdi']

= the affect of [2 5 4] in [1 2 3 4 5] = 6
;

o) = a)'4-o)"= 9.

If we apply formula (B), we notice that the horizontal rows of B are the 4th, 1st and

2nd horizontal rows of A, and that the vertical rows of B are the 2nd, 5th and 4th

vertical rows in ^4, and conclude at once that

0)' = the affect of [4 1 2]= [1 2 3 4]= 3
;

a)"=the affect of [254] in [12345] = 6;

0) = 0)' + 0)"= 9.

Ex. iv. In the last example, B is a square matrix.

Accordingly the affect of B in A

= the affect of the derived product qei in A
— the affect of [/«:'/] in [ufkp] + the affect of \hed\ in [<d>cde\

= the affect of [4 1 2] in [1 2 3 4] + the affect of [2 5 4] in [1 2 3 4 5]

= 3 + 6= 9.

§ 24. Extended and completed derived matrices and deter-

minoids.

Any derived matri.K B of a fundamental matrix A is completed by

inserting in it the vertical and horizontal rows which were omitted from A
in the formation of B, and placing them respectively to the right and below

the rows which were retained, each set of added rows having the same

relative order as in A.
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Any derived matrix 5 of a fundamental matrix A is extended by succes-

sive additions of vertical and horizontal rows of A not already occurring in

it. Each vertical row as it is added must be the earliest vertical row of A
which is still omitted, and must be placed to the right of all the existing

vertical rows. Similarly each horizontal row as it is added must be the

highest horizontal row of A which is still omitted, and must be placed below

all the existing horizontal rows.

A derived determinoid can be extended and completed in the same way.

The affect of a derived matrix is not altered when the derived matrix is

extended or completed. For the sequences determined by its horizontal and

vertical rows respectively are simultaneously extended or completed in the

sequences determined by the horizontal and vertical rows of the fundamental

matrix. Accordingly the vertical and horizontal affects of the derived matrix

are both unaltered.

Similarly the extension or completion of a derived determinoid leaves the

affect of the derived determinoid unaltered.

Ex. i. Let A=\abcde] , B= [ebd]
' -"1234507 "- •'4031

Then B,=febda\ is one of the exten.sions of B with resiiect to A,
'- -'403125

and B' = [ehdac] _ is the completed matrix of iJ with respect to ,4.

The vertical affects of B, 5, and />' in ,1 are respectively equal to the aftects of

[4 6 3 1], [1 6 312 5] and [4631257] in [1234567]; and these are all three the same.

The horizontal affects of B, B^ and B' in A are respectively equal to the affects of

[ebd\ [ebda\ and [ebdac] in [abcde] ; and these are all three the same.

Ex. ii. If a derived matrix is the extension of a square derived matrix, its affect is

equal to the affect of its leading derived product.

§ 25. Theorems concerning the affects of derived matrices.

Where the theorems of the present article are enunciated or proved only

for derived matrices of a fundamental matrix, they evidently remain true

when the fundamental mati-ix is replaced by a fundamental determinoid, or

the derived matrices are i-eplaced by derived determinoids.

Theorem la. If (o is the affect of a derived matrix B in a fundamental

matrix A, it is possible to bring B to the leading position in A by forward

horizontal and vertical moves applied to the rows of A without at any stage

altering the relative orders of the horizontal and vertical rows of A which do

not occur in B ; and the total number of such forward -moves is always equal

to 0).
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At the end of such a process A will have been converted into the com-

pleted matrix of B with respect to A.

Let A = \ab ...c] , B = \af3 ...y]
-'1-2 n

^ ' -'
1,11 r

SO that a, /9, ...7 is some arrangement of letters selected from a,h, ...c, and

p,q, ... r is some arrangement of numbers selected from 1, 2, ... n.

Let (I)' be the vertical and co" the horizontal affect oi B in A.

Let [\/i ... !'] be the corranged sequence which remains when a, /3, ... 7
are struck out from the sequence [a,b, ... c]\ and let [u,v, ... w] be the

corranged sequence which remains when p,q,...r are struck out from the

sequence [1 2 ... ?;].

Then the completed matrix of B is the matrix B', where

B' = [a/3...y\u...v]
'- ' ' 'till .rui' . If

To Convert A into B' in the prescribed manner it is necessary and suffi-

cient to apply to the horizontal rows of A such forward moves as will convert

the sequence [12... »] into [pg ... r uv ... w] without at any stage altering

the relative order of the numbers u,v,...vj, and to the vertical rows of A
such forward moves as will convert the sequence [ab ... c] into [a^ . . . 7 X,^ . . . ;-]

without at any stage altering the relative order of the letters X, fi, ... v.

By the propertie.s of sequences (see § 19, Theorem lb), this conversion

can always be effected. The moves applied to the sequence [1 2 ... n] must

be always co' in number, since to' is the affect of [^^g ...?•] in [1 2 ... ?i] ; and

the moves applied to the sequence [ab ... c] must be always &)" in number,

since to" is the affect of [ctjS ... 7] in [ab ... c].

Thus it is always possible to convert A into B' in the pz'escribed manner,

and the conversion, however effected in the prescribed manner, always re-

quires exactly a>' forward vertical moves and exactly u>" forward horizontal

moves. The total number of moves is therefore always equal to to.

E.V. i. //" B is simply a derangement of A, then A can be converted into B by forward

moves.

However thi.s is done, exactly u>' forward vertical moves and exactly co" forward

horizontal move.s must be ajiplied. Accordingly the total number of moves must always he

equal to <a.

This is merely a particular case of Theorem I a. It can be proved independently with

the help of Theorem I a of § 19.

Ex. ii. Let

Then

f/i 6] t'l di «!

a., ho C2 c^2 ^i

«3 *3 ^3 ds e,

_ 04 h^ Cf di 64

a>' = 3, &>"
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We can bring the horizontal rows of B to the leading position in A by applying to A
in succession the forward vertical moves (2 3), (13), (3 4).

And we can then bring the vertical rows of B to the leading position by the forward

horizontal moves

{cd), (bd), (ad), (ab), (ce), («e).

Theorem lb. //'to is the affect of a derived matrix B in a fundamental

matrix. A, and if B is brought to the leading position in A by forward and

backward horizontal and vertical moves applied to the rows of A without

causing any final alteration in the 7'elative orders of the horizontal and vertical

rows of A, then:

(1) The least nuinber of moves by which the transformation of A can-

be effected is (o.

(2) The total number of moves, forward and backward, always exceeds

Q) by an even number, which may be 0.

(3) Tfis total number offorward moves always exceeds the total number

of backward moves by m.

Let m be the vertical and to" the horizontal affect of B in A, and let B'

be the completed matrix of 5 with respect to A.

Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem I a, we write

A=\ab...c] , B = [a.8...^]
,

£'= [a/3 ... 7V ... r]
12 n V'l r -' [iq ruv Ul

We now have to convert A into B' by forward and backward horizontal

and vertical moves applied to the rows of A.

To do this it is necessary and sufficient to apply to the horizontal

rows of A such vertical moves as will convert the sequence [1 2 ... ?i] into

[pq ...r uv ... w], and to apply to the vertical rows of A such horizontal

moves as will convert the sequence [ab ... c] into [o(/3 ... 7 X/i ... ;^].

By Theorem 116 of | 19, the total number of vertical moves must always

be o)' + 2s, where s is an arbitrary positive integer which may be 0, and the

total number of forward vertical moves must always exceed the total number
of backward vertical moves by &>'.

Also by the same theorem, the total number of horizontal moves must
always be w" + 2t, where t is an arbitrary positive integer which may be 0,

and the total number of forward horizontal moves must always exceed the

total number of backward horizontal moves by w".

Hence the total number of moves must always be ai + '2k, where k is an

arbitrary positive integer which may be 0, and the total number of forward

moves must always exceed the total number of backward moves by m.
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When the conversion is effected in the least possible number of moves,

(o moves, all forward moves, must be employed, viz. m' forward vertical moves

and to" forward horizontal moves.

Ex. iii. The above theorem remains true in the special case in which B is simply a

derangement of A. If A is converted into B by forward and backward horizontal and

vertical moves, the moves employed are subject to the same restrictions as in the general

theorem.

This special case can be proved independently by means of Theorem II a of § 19.

Ex. iv. Let A=[abcde]
^ , B = [dbe] as in Ex. ii.

Then a)' = 3, a)"= (), a) = 9.

Also in this case B'= [dbeac] .

314 2

We can convert A into B' by the seven successive vertical moves

(122, (H)' (ill' (??)' (M- (21), (41),

and the eight successive horizontal moves

(6c), (bd), {cd), {ad), (cb), {ce), (a6), (««).

Here the forward moves are underlined, and there are in all twelve forward moves and

three backward moves.

Theorem II a. // B is any corranged minor of the fundamental matrix

A, and if B' is any derangement of B, then

aff. B' in A = aff. F in B + aff. B in A.

Let J. = [a] " , B= [a^y] " , B' = [(i„„] "

,

so that

[xiX., ... x^] is a corranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m],

[i/ij/o .• ^r] is a corranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... ?t],

[piP-2 . Pfi] is a derangement of the sequence [a^i^j . . . «J

,

[qiq-2 ... g^] is a derangement of the sequence [3/12/2 •• yy]-

We shall make use of Theorem \a of § 19.

The vertical affect of B' in A

= the affect of [p^p-z p^] in [1 2 . . . m]

= the affect of [pip-, .

. p^] in [x^Xo ... x^]

+ the affect of [xiX^ . . . x^] in [1 2 . . . ??i]

= (the vertical affect of B' in B)

+ (the vertical affect of B in A).
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Similarly the horizontal affect of B' in A

= the affect of [qiq^ ... q^] in [1 2 ... »i]

= the affect of [q^q^ q„] in [i/iy, ...y^]

+ the affect of [j/,yo ... 3/J in [1 2 ... »]

= (the horizontal affect of B' in B)

+ (the horizontal affect of B' in A ).

Adding these two results, we obtain the theorem enunciated above.

The theorem can also be easily deduced from Theorem la of the present

article.

Ex. V. Let A=iabcile] , B==[bce] , B' = lebc] .
'- -'1234 '- 'a '- -"42

In this case

aff. B' in 5=3; aff. B in .1=7; afiF. B' in J = 10 = 3 + 7.

Theorem II b. //' B is any deranged minor of the fundamental matrix

A, and if B' is any derangement of B, then

aff. B' in B+aff.B in A =
aff'. B' in A + 2A-,

where k is a positive integer.

The same notation will be used as in the proof of the previous theorem

;

but now

\X1X2 ... x^] is a deranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... v/t],

{'JiVz !/•'] is a deranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... n].

By Theorem V6 of §19, the affect of [pipi-..p^] in [xiX„ . . . x^] + the

affect of [XiXi...x^] in [12...m] exceeds the affect of [p,/)„...pj in

[12...?»] by an even positive number; that is (the vertical affect of B'

in fi) + (the vertical affect of 5 in A) exceeds (the vertical affect of B' in A)

by an even positive integer.

Also by the same theorem, the affect of [(/i'/-. ... 5„] in [//iy„ ... yj + the

affect of [2/1^2 ... y^] in [1 2 ... w] exceeds the affect of [(^j^j q^] in [1 2 ... n]

by an even positive number ; that is (the horizontal affect of B' in B) + (the

horizontal affect of B in A) exceeds (the horizontal affect of 5' in ^) by an

even positive integer.

Adding these two results, we obtain the theorem enunciated above.

The theorem can also be easily deduced from Theorem 16 of the present

article.

Kr. vi. Let A=[abcde] , B = [dac]
, B' = [cda]

'- -'123456 '- •'365:' L -'l636

In this case

aff. B' in 5= 6; aff. B in ^=-13; aff. B' in J = 11 =(6+ 13) -8.
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Theorem III a. If D is any corranged square matrix (or any corranged

determinant) derived from the fundamental matrix A, and if P is any

complete deiived product of D, then

aff. P in A=aff. P in D + aff. D in A.

This follows immediately from Theorem II ct if we remember that the

affect of P is equal to the affect of the derived square matrix (or determinant)

which has P for its leading derived product.

We can also prove the theorem independently with the help of Theorem Va

of §19.

Let A = [«]\ B = [a^jf^, P = af,„«|^,, ... aj,„.,

so that

[xiXo ... Xr] is a corranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... ;;i],

[j/,?/, ... 2/r] is a corranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... ji],

[^i^....^r] is a derangement of the sequence [xiX^...Xr],

[t;,?;., . . . 1],] is a derangement of the sequence [^i^^ • • • yr]-

Then the vertical affect of P in .4

= the affect of [|^i^„ ... f,] in [1 2 ... m]

= the affect of [^] fo . . . ^,.] in [.r, ,»•._, . . . x,.]

+ the affect of [xiX. ... a,v] in [1 2 ... m]

= (the vertical affect of P in D)

+ (the vertical affect of D in A).

Similarly the horizontal affect of P in A

= the affect of [t]iV2 . . . 77^] in [1 2 . . . n]

= the affect of [77,7?., ...Vr] in [yi!/i }/r]

+ the affect of [yiy-i ... yr] in [1 2 ... ?i]

= (the horizontal affect of P in D)

4- (the horizontal affect of i) in .4).

The theorem is now obtained by adding these two results.

Ex. vii. Let A=[abcde] , D= [bce] , P=e^biCi.

In this case

aff. P iu i)= 3; afi'. D in J =6; aff. P in J =9= 3+ 6.
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Theorem III b. If D is any deranged square matrix (or any deranged

determinant) derived from the fundamental matrix A, and if P is any

complete derived product of D, then

aff. P in B + aff. D in A=aff. P in A + ik,

where k is a positive integer.

This follows immediately from Theorem 116 if we remember that the

affect of P is equal to the affect of the derived square matrix (or determinant)

which has P for its leading derived product.

To prove the theorem independently we make use of Theorem V h

of § 19.

We use the same notation as in the proof of the previous theorem,

but now

[?ifj ... ^r] is a deranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... m],

[r}ir)„ ... ?;,.] is a deranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... k].

If we confine ourselves in the first instance to the vertical affects, we have

aff. Pin D + nff. Din A

= the affect of [^, f., . . . ^,.] in [xia:„ ...Xr]

+ the affect of [x^x. ... .iv] in [1 2 ... »?i]

= the affect of [|i ^.... ^r] in [1 2 ... m] + 2s

= aff. P in 4 + -Is,

where s is a positive integer.

Thus the theorem i.s true as regards the vertical affects.

Similarly it can be shown to be true as regards the horizontal affects.

It follows by addition that the theorem is true as regards the total

affects.

It may be remarked that Theorems Ilia and lllb are not true in general

when D is a rectangular derived matrix and P is a complete derived product

of D.

E.V. viii. Let A=\abcde'\ , D = \ceb'\ , P= bAe3i',.
' '1334 > -'314 * •• '

In this ca.se

aff. P in D = ^; aff. D in .4=9; aff P in ^ = 10 = (5 + 9)-4.

Theorem III c. //' B is any matrix {or determinoid) formed from
a fui/damental matnx A by omitting certain rows of one kind only and

re-arranging the retained roivs of that kind, and if the retained rows of that

c. 7
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hind are long rows in B, and if further P is any complete derived product

of B, then

aff. P in B + aff. B in A = aff. P in A + 2k,

where k is a positive integer.

In paii/icular when B is corranged, then k = 0.

Let

.4

=

h:

l_a,„i Ujn a„

P = a,

B = [aJ' =

a^r1 Or Or

and X' = «f,„(/j^,, ... ttf^,^,

where it is supposed that the long rows of B are horizontal.

Then in general

[xiX2 . . . ic^] is a deranged minor of [1 2 . . . ni],

[?i ^2 • • • I^m] is a derangement of [xiX., . . . x^] ,

[ViVi '/m] 's a deranged minor of [1 2 ... ?i],

and by Theorem Yb of § 19,

the affect of [^i^e ... f^] in [xiX., />]

+ the affect of [x^x^ . . . a;^] in [1 2 . . . m]

= the affect of [f

,

^, ... f^] in [1 2 . . . ?;i] + 2k.

where k is a positive integer.

Now
aff. P in B = the affect of [^ifo ... ^^] in [x-^x^ ... a;J

+ the affect of [t;, t;.,

aff. B in A = the affect of [a'i«o

aff. Pin A= the affect of [^,fo

+ the affect of [t], t]..

Utilising the preceding result it follows that

aff. P in 5 + aff. 5 in 4 =aff. P in il + 2k.

..V^] in [1 2...n],

.. x^] in [1 2 ... ni],

.. f^] in [1 2 ... m]

.. r/^] in [1 2 ... 7i].

When B is corranged, then

[Xi x„ ... x^ is a corranged minor of [1 2 . . . ni]

,

and applying Theorem Va of § 19 instead of Theorem V6, we see that k = 0.

A similar proof can be given when the long rows of B are vertical.

With the terminology of § 31, B is an inferior simple minor of A.
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Ex. ix. Let A = \abcde\ , B^^labrde] , P = b~,C3a,Ci.

In this case B is deranged, and we liave

aff. P in 5= 2 + 4, aff'. B in .4 = 10, aff. P in J=10 + 4.

Thus aff. P in 5 + aff. Z>" in A = aff. /> in J + 2.

Again, let 4=[a6cA']^^^^.^,, £ = [6rf«a]^^g^.^^, P=eiai,A,h3.

In this case also i? is deranged, and we have

aff. i^ in 5= 5+9, aff. B in .4=5, aft'. F in .1=6 + 9.

Thus aff. P m B + aff. /J iu .! = aff. /' in .1+4.

Ex. X. Let A=\ahcdi'~\ , B= \ahcde'\ , P=b-,e3aiCi,.
L -'l234.i(i: '- -"1367

In this case B is corranged, and we have

aff. P in 5= 4 + 4, aff. 5 in A=%, aff P in ^ = 4+ 10.

Thus aff. P m B + aft'. 5 in .4 = aff. P in .4.

Theorem III d. If B is any matrix {or determinoid) formed from a

fundamental, matrix A by omitting certain rows of one kind only and re-

arranging the retained rows of that kind, and if the 7-etained rotvs of that kind

are lung rows in B, and if further Jj is any simple minor determinant of B
{corranged or deranged), then

aff. D in B + aff. B in A =
aff'. D in A + 2k,

where k is a positive integer.

In particular when B is corranged, then k = 0.

Let A=[a]". B=[a^,]", Z) = («.,/,

where it is assumed that the long rows of B are horizontal.

Then in general

[ftiO; ... a^] is a deranged minor of [1 2 ... ni],

[a\x« . . . Xj.] is a derangement of [a^ a„... a^],

[yiy-2 . . y^] is a deranged minor of [1 2 ... //],

and by Theorem V ?> of § 19,

the affect of [^i a\ . .

.

,/,,,] in [a, %. ... a^] + the affect uf [a, aa . . . a^] in [1 2 . . . m]

= the affect of [a.',iCo ... x^] in [1 2 ... m] + 2k,

where k is a po.sitive integer.

Now atf, D in B = the affect of [x^x.^ ... ay] in [aiO,, ... s^]

+ the affect of [(/ly., ... y^] in [1 2 ... n],

aff. 5 in ^ = the affect of [a,ao ... a^] in [1 2 ... ni],

aff. D in A = the affect of [xjX., . . . x^] in [1 2 . . . m]

+ the affect of [y,y,, ... y^] in [1 2 ... ?(].
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Utilising the preceding result, it follows that

aff. Din B + aff. J5 in 4 = aff. D in A + 2k.

When B is corranged, then

[ct^a^ ... a„] is a corranged minor of [1 2 ... m],

and applying Theorem Va of § 19 instead of Theorem V6, we see that k = 0.

A similar proof can be given when the long rows of B are vertical.

Ex. .\i. Let A=\abcde\ , B= \abede'\ , B = (cea)

111 this case B is deranged, and we have

att: Din B= S + 5, aff. 5 in J = 9, afl'. Bin A=8 + b.

Thus aft: Din B + aft'. B in .1 = aft'. D in A + i.

E.v. xii. Let A=\ahcde\ , B=\abode] ,
D={cea)

'- -"12345117 '- '•251. o26

In this case B is corranged, and we have

aff. D in 5= 1+5, aft'. B in .1=7, aft: D in .4=8 + 5.

Thus aft: Z» in 5 + aft: B in .1 = aft: Z> in .1.

Theorem IV a. //" B is a square matrix {or a determinant), D' any

derangement of D, and P any complete derived product of D, then

aff. P in D' + aff. D' in 1) = aff'. P in D + 2k,

where k is a positive integer.

This is a special case of Theorem III b, and can be proved independently

in the same way as that theorem.

E.V.
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Ex. xiv. Let D = \<ibcde\ , D'= \aJ>cde'\ , P=eoC',dAa,.

Then aff. P ill />'=8 + r., aft'. />' in Z)=4, aft". /> in Z)= 8 + 3.

Thus iiti: Z' in ir + ,itt: />' in D = aft'. P in D + (i.

Theorem V a. //' D is any deterndnant (cornuiged ur deranged) derived

from a fundii mental matrix A, and D' any deranr/ement of D, and if co and co'

are the affectn nf D and D' respectively in A, then

{-lfD' = {-lfD.

Let rj be the affect of />' in D. By Theorem VII a of § 19, v is ^^^^ the

affect of B in D'.

Let P be any complete derived product of D, and let its affects in D and

JJ' be a- and cr' respectivelj'.

Then JJ =l{-lf J\ ( - If i) = S (- I r^" P

;

p'=s(-ir p, (-ir p'=S(- ir^'p.

Now by Theorem II />, a)' = ui + y (mod. 2).

Also by Theorem IV a or III b, a' = a + ?/ (mod. 2).

Hence co' + a' = (o + <T (mod. 2),

and therefore ( - I T D' = ( - 1 T />,

We see then that if any derived determinant of a yiven matria: is provided

with tlie sign determined by its affect, the residt is independent of the orders of
iirningement of the horizontal and vertical roius of the determinant.

E:v. XV. If TV is mil/ di'rinif/i'nii'iit of a determinant D, and if rj i.\- tlie affect nf D' in D,

then D'= {-\fD.

This is a particular ca.se of the above theorem obtained by taking the matrix of D as

the fundamental matrix A. It can al.so be deduced from the equation of the theorem Viy

.substituting for ( - 1)" its value ( — 1)" ' ^

E.v. xvi. Let .\=\ahede] , l) = {hde) , D' = (edb) .^
-'ia:i4 ^ '413 'i:)4

In this case

aft". D in A=a = 9 ; aft'. D' in ^ = m' = 10; aft". D' in /) = , = 5.

Accordingly (-!)"'/)'= (- if/), .ir D' = (-lfD.

Theorem Vb. //' D ?',s- any determinoiil {corranged or deranged) derived

from a fundamental matrix A, and D' any determinoid formed by deranging

the long rows only of D, and if to and &)' are the affects of D and, D' respec-

tively in A , then

(-ir'z)'=(-if /).
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Let ri be the affect of B' in D; it is also the affect of D in D'.

Let P be any complete derived product of D, and let its affects in D and

D' be o- and a' respectively.

Then D=l(-lfP. (- 1)" 7) = S(- 1)"^' P
;

D' = S (- 1 f P, {- If' i) = S (- ir'+"' P.

Now by Theorem II 6, w' = (o + r) (mod. 2).

Also by Theorem IV b or III c, a' = a- + rj (mod. 2).

Hence m' + <x' = (o + a- (mod. 2),

and therefore (- 1)"' B' = (-!)" R
Thus if any derived determinoid of a given matrix is provided with the

sign determined by its affect, the result is independent of the order of arrange-

Tnent of the long rows of the determinoid.

Ex. xvii. If D' is a determiuoid derived from the determinoid D by deranging the long

rotes ordy of D, and if tj is the affect of D' in D, then

D'={-\fD.

This is a particular case of the above theorem obtained by taking the matrix of D as

the fundamental matrix A. The result can also be deduced from the equation of the

theorem by sub-stituting for (-1)" its value (-1)"'^''.

E.v. xviii. Let A=[ahcde]
, D = (bdea) , D'= (bdea)

' .'1234' ^ M3l' ^ '143

In this case

aff. Z>in /l=o) = 10; aS. D' in A = o>' = 8 ; nS. D' in D = r) = 2.

Accordingly {-[fD' = {-l)'^°D, or /)' = (- 1)^Z>.

§ 26. Theorems concerning the affects of complementary de-

rived matrices.

Two corranged minor matrices are said to be complementary to one

another when each is formed from the fundamental matrix by striking out

the vertical and horizontal rows which occur in the other.

Complementary determinoids are defined in a similar way.

The two theorems given in Chapter in regarding complementary

sequences (Theorems Villa and VIII 6 of § 19) can be at once extended

to complementary matrices and determinoids, and lead to the two theorems

which follow.

Theorem I. // to and to' are the affects of two complementary corranged

minor matrices {or determinoids) whose orders are respectively
(fj,, v) and

{/jf, v'), then

O) + ti) = yu.//,' + vv'.
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The theorem will be proved for matrices only.

Let B = [a^y]"^, -B'=[ap,]]^

be two complementary corranged minors of the fundamental matrix

A=[a]\
SO that

[«, a;^ . . . a,>], [p^ p., . . . p^] are complementary corranged minors of the

sequence [12... «i],

and

{i/j y.,... yj], [5, q^ ... 7^] are complementary corranged minors of the sequence

[12...n],

and further fi + fi' = m, v + v' = 11.

Let &),, 0).,, o) be the vertical, horizontal and total affects of 5. in A,

and &)/, &),/, &)' be the vertical, horizontal and total affects of fi' in A.

Then w, is the affect of [«, x^ ... ,z'^] in [1 2 ... m],

and CO,' is the affect of [p,p-2 ••• /v] in [1 2 ... m].

Therefore, by Theorem VIII a of § 19,

&Jl + to/ = fifx'.

Again &)._, is the affect of [y, y-, ... y„] in [1 2 ... n],

and to.,' is the affect of [qi (/a . . . f/^'] in [12... n].

Therefore, by the same theorem

&)., + (O.f = Vl''.

Adding these two results, we see that

&) + &>' = p.fi,' + vi>'.

^2 ^2 C2 C?2 6-2 /2 gTa

£•.,-. Let
«:i *3 '".! f^3 ^3 fz g-i

iu 64 cj di gj /i 5^4

"r, h Cj c';,
''f, /» (J:.

L«,-, 60 c,) c?„ c,; /g .90 -J

riieii

^2 «'•> «i ci (^1 /i gi

/), <-, ,
iinti li' = a-i f:i 0^3 /, 313

''g «ll «.^ <•:, dr, /ft g'ii

are complementary minor determin<ii(is.

The sum of the vertical afi'ects of B and 5' =(5+ 3 = 3x3.

The 8um of the horizontal afiects of B and Z?'=4+ 6 = 2x5.

The sum of the total affects of B and B' = 19 = 3x3 + 2x5.

be a fundamental matrix.

B =
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Ex. ii. If a, and a are the affects of two complementary corranged minor determinants

of a square matrix, then
a)' = to (mod. 2).

Consequently the signs of two complementary corranged minor determinants of a square

matrix, as determined by their affects, are the same.

Theorem II. // B and C are two complementary corranged minor

matrices {or determinoids) of the fundamental matrix A, and if A' and C
are the matrices (or determinoids) obtained from A and C by reversing the

orders of both their horizontal rows and their vertical 7'cnvs, then

aff. Bin A = aff. C in A'.

By Theorem VIII b of § 19,

the vertical affect of B in A = the vertical affect of G" in A'

and the horizontal affect of B in A = the horizontal affect of C in A'.

Adding these two results, we obtain the result stated in the above

enunciation.

Ex. ill. Let A =

B=

Ui a., as tf4 a-,
'



CHAPTER V.

EXPANSIONS OF A DETERMINOID.

[The expansions of a given determinoid A in terms of the elements of any given long

row of A, in terms of the simple minor detenmnants of A, and in terms of the simple

minor deterininants of any given long-cut minor matrix of A, are first considered in

^S 27—32. Then in SS 33—36 the algebraical sum of the affected simple minor

determinoids of A of any given reduced order is evaluated. In the case of superior short-

cut simple minors considered in § 33, this sum is a certain numerical multiple of A.

Finally, all the preceding results are generalised in iJS^ 37 and 38, which contain an

investigation of the algebraical sum of the products obtained by multiplying each affected

simple minor determinoid of given reduced order of a given simple minor matrix of A by

its corranged complement or co-factor. In Case I of § 38 this sum is a certain numerical

multiple of A.]

§ 27. Expansion of a determinoid in terms of the elements
of any long row.

The chief result of the present article is contained in the following

theorem :

Theorem I. .4 determinoid is the algebraical sum of the products which

can be obtained by midtiplying each affected element of any given long row by

the corranged minor determinoid complementary to it (A).

Let A =

ft] a,. ... ttg

b, b,... 6,

ci e.2 . . . ejt . ' ' e^i

ki ka ... kg . . . ft',,

be a determinoid with m long row.s (horizontal), and n short rows.

Since every complete derived product of the determinoid contains amongst
its factors one element belonging to each long row, it is clear that A can be
expressed as a homogeneous linear function of the elements of any assigned

long row. We will suppose it to be expressed in the form

A = e,E, + e,E,+ ...+egEg+...+e„E„ (1),

and we will determine £",, the coefficient of e, in this expansion.
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Let As be the corranged minor deterrainoid formed from A by striking

out the horizontal and vertical rows containing e,, so that A,,, is the corranged

determinoid complementary to gj in A.

If we take any complete derived product of Aj and insert in it the

additional factor e^, we obtain one of those complete derived products of A in

which gj occurs as a factor. Also if we take any complete derived product of

A in which eg occurs, and strike out from it the factor eg, we obtain one of the

complete derived products of A,.. Hence the complete derived products of A
which contain gj are identical with the products which can be formed by

multiplying each of the complete derived products of Aj by gg.

Now let aphq ... k^ be any complete derived product of Ag whose affect in

Ag is cr', so that

Ag = S(-ir'(/A---'^- (2),

and let a- be the affect of ega^bq ... k„ in A.

It follows from the above reasoning that

egEg=^{--ifegapbq...ku (3).

Let (Ug be the affect of gg in A. Then by Theorem III of § 19

(T = the affect of egCiphq ... A-„ in A
= the affect of gg in A + the affect of ciphq . . . k„ in A,,

= o), + a'.

Substituting this value for <r in (3), we have

g,, Eg = S (- 1 r*
" egCipbq . . . ku

= (- Ipg., S (- ifa.bq ... k„ = (- ir'ggAg.

We see then that

Eg=={-\rAg (4),

and that

A = (- ifg.A, + (- ir'g.A, + ...+(- ir'ggA, + ... + (-ifg,. A,....(5).

Equation (5) is equivalent to the theorem (A).

It states that A can be expressed as a homogeneous linear function of the

elements gi.go, ...gg, ... g„ of any long row, and that the coefficient of any

element gg in this expansion is the corranged determinoid complementary to

gg provided with the sign determined by the affect of gg in A.

Since the signs determined by the successive affects are alternately

positive and negative, only one of the affects needs to be actually found by

counting steps.

The quantity Eg determined by equation (4) will be called the co-factor

of the element gg in A, or in the matrix of A, and wc can replace (A) by the

following equivalent statement

:
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Alternative Form of Theorem I. A determmoid is the algebraical sum

of all the products which can be formed by multiplying each element of any

given long row by its co-factor (B).

The complete evaluation of a determinoid is usually most easily effected

by successive applications of the expansion just described.

£.<••. i.

«i a., (13

6, b., 63
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Ex. V. If the elements of any one long row of a determinoid are all multiplied hy the

same scalar quantity X, the determinoid itself is multiplied by X.

Let long rows he vertical, and let

A=

Of] a^ ... ffj

.

61 b.2...bi. h

rt.'l n ^ ... h'i . , , Kjf_

A' =

«! «2 ... Xa, ... (T„

6] fto • .
. ^&i • • • ^'n

ki L...U\ ...^•„

Then A=aiAi + biBi+ ... +kiKi,

A'= \aiAi+'\biB,+ ... +X/-, /r, = XA.

Ex. vi. If, with the notation of the te.xt, ;;, is the affect of Ag in A, then by

Theorem II of i^ 26,

tog + rj, = m + n.

Hence 2(-l)
m + n u> m + 7i

,A,= (-1) 2(-l) %.,A,= (-1) A.

Thus if we multiply each element of a given long row of a determinoid A by its

affected complement, the algebraical sum of such products is equal to +A or —A
according as the sum (or difference) of the two orders of the determinoid is even or odd.

If A is a determinant, the sum is always equal to +A.

The fact that a determinoid vanishes identically when two of its long

rows are the same (see § 5.4 or § 11, Ex. iv) leads to the following second

theorem :

Theorem II. If we select any two long 7-ows of a determinoid, occupying

different positions in the determinoid, and nudtiphj each, element of one of these

rows hy the co-factor of the correspondingly situated element of the other row, the

algebraical sum of the pr-oducts so formed is identically equal to zero ...(C).

To prove this, let [cie,, ... e„], [hji., ... h.^] be any two differently situated

long rows of the determinoid A considered above. Then

what
h,E, + h,E,+ ...+h,,E„

e,E, + e.,E.,+ ... + cE,,

becomes when in it ei, e^, ... e„ are replaced by /i,, h.^, ... h„. Now the latter

sum is identically equal to A. ; and therefore h^E, + /i^fi'a + ... + /i„£'„ is what

the determinoid A becomes when in it e, , 62 ... ^n are replaced by h^, h., ... h„.

But A then becomes a determinoid in which the long row [hjt^ ... h,,] occurs

twice in different positions, and we know that such a determinoid vanishes

identically. It follows that hjE^ + h.,E., + ... + hnE„ vanishes identically.

«i hi <•] rf]

Ex. vii. Let A = a.^ h, c.< d.^

«,T ^3 (';, rf-j

and let A.,, B.^, C-,, Di he the co-factors of «.>, h-2, c-i, d^
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Then
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§ 28. Reciprocal Matrices and Reciprocal Determinoids.

Let [a]" =

ff 11 «12 (Iv

a.,] a.« ... tto;

(1)

be any matrix, and let aij be any one of its elements.

Also let Aij be defined by the equation

Aij = (-ir^Aij (2),

where w,;, is the affect of Uy in [a] , and Ay is the con-anged minor deter-

minoid complementary to ciy in [a] . Thus Ay is the determinoid formed

from (a) by striking out the horizontal row and the vertical row in which a,,-

occurs, and A^ is the co-factor of the element a^ in the determinoid (a) , or

the co-factor of the element ay in the matrix [a] .

The matrix

[K
All -4 12 • •• A-in

A-ii A^2 • An,i
.(3)

will be called the reciprocal matrix of the matrix [a]" .

Also the determinoid (A) = det \A]" will be called the reciprocal deter-
m III

iiiinoid of the determinoid (a) = det I a] .

Ill
*-

III

In accordance with these definitions the reciprocal matrix of [a] is formed

from [((] by replacing each element by its co-factor; also the reciprocal

determinoid of (a) is formed from (a)' by replacing each element by its

co-factor.

E.V. i. If we nudtipty each element of the ith long row of a given matri-x by the

corresponding element of the jth long row of the reciprocal matrix, the sum of the products

so formed is equal to zero when j 4= i and is equal to the determinoid of the given matrix

when j= i.

This is another statement of the results (A), (B) and (C) of § 27.

Let [a] be any matrix and [A] its reciprocal matrix.
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If the long rows of \a^ arc horizonUil, then
m

«il-'ljl+«r.'42+ ... +«in^„ = or (rf)"^

according as 7 + ' or j = i.

If tlie loner row.s of fa] are vertical, then

according a.s ./ + ' or /= ;'.

E.i: ii. Let [ab...i'] be a uiatri.x whose long rows are horizontal and let

[AB... A'] be its reciprocal matrix. Then

'«i A, + 6, y?, 4- . . . + /, A> = or (ab... k)

according as 7 + '^ oi' 7 = '.

A'v. iii. T/ie reciprocal of the conjugate of a given matrix is identical with the conjugate

of the reciprocal of the gioen matrix.

Let [«] be any matrix and [-1] its reciprocal matrix.

, ,
m

The conjugate of [a] is a
' '»

'—'"'
. nNow any element «„ has the same total affect in a as in [a] .

And the corranged minor determinoid complementary to <(,, in a is the conjugate
'—

'»

of the corranged minor determinoid complementary to a^j in [a] .

Since any determinoid has the same value as its conjugate determinoid, it follows that

'
—' "'

n

the co-factor of a^^ in a is equal to .l,y, the co-factor of Uij in [a] .

_m
,

^m

Consequently the reciprocal of a is A , whicli is the conjugate of [J]" .

The conjugate of the reciprocal of a given matrix will be called the conjugate reciprocal

of that matrix.

§ 29. Properties of the short rows of a determinoid.

Let A =

ft, a,, ...a,... «„

&, L ... b, ... 6„

A^i A'., . . . A".. . . . /r»

bo a doterminoid with m long rows und n short rows, the long rows being

horizontal; and let the co-factors of'«„, 6„., ... I>\ be Ag, Bg, ... Kg.

We cannot in general e.xpress A as a homogeneous linear function of the

elements of any given short row, for A has complete derived products no

factor of which belongs to the given short row. In fact, since the terms of A
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which contain a.,, b,, ... k^ respectively can be obtained as in § 27, and since

the terms of A which contain no element from the sth short row are unaltered

in value by putting a, = 0, 6s = 0, ... A;^ = 0, we have

A = a.Ag + bgB,+ ...+ ^•sA% +

a, «2 ... 0, ... 0,1

6] b. ... 0, ...bn

K\ fC-2 ... U, ... rC
jj

where the last determinant is formed from A by replacing the ith vertical

row by a row of O's. Thus A is in general a non-homogeneous linear function

of ttg, bg, ... kg.

So if we make any selection of short rows less than >; — m + 1 in number,

A in its expanded form contains terms no factor of which belongs to the

selected short rows. We conclude that A does not necessarily vanish when

the elements of short rows less than >i — in+ I in number all vanish.

If however we make any selection of n — in + 1 short rows, then every

complete product belonging to A contains at least one factor belonging to

the selected rows. It must therefore be possible to express A as a sum of

terms each of which contains at least one factor belonging to the selected

rows, or we can expand A in terms of the elements of any given n — tti + 1

short rows. Further A vanishes identically when any n — vi+ 1 short rows

are rows of zeros.

The following two results are useful in obtaining expansions of the kind

just mentioned.

a, a.j . . . Ug . . . a.„

6, bn...bg...bn

k, k,...kg...k„

o, a., . . . fts . . . a„

6, b. ... bg ... bn

A*l A'.J • • . fCf; . . . h/fl

•(A),

ffl, a., ... a.g ... Un

6, b„ ... bg ... b„

ki k.i ... kg ... k,i

(-1)"

«i a.2... ag ... an

6, 6., . . . bg ... bn

fi'i k'-t ... A-'g ... fCji

•(B).

To prove formula (A) we observe that the two determinoids have the

same non-vanishing complete derived products, and that every such product

has equal affects in the two determinoids.

To prove formula (B) we observe that the horizontal affect of every

non-vanishing complete derived product of the determinoid on the left is

greater by m than the horizontal affect of that same product in the deter-

minoid on the right.
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From formula (A) we see that

:

Tlte value of a determinoid is not altered by inserting in it an additional

sliort row ofO's after the existing short rows.

All the results of the present article are consequences of the general

result of § 30.

"l f'2 % "4 %
''1 b'i h l>i h
(-'l

C.> C'3 Ci Ci,

Ex. i. To expand tlte determinoid A

the first, third and fourth short rows.

A= sum of terms containing «!, ij, c'l in

in terms of the elements of

(1,1 «2 ".i "4 "^'.1

Ci C2 (-'3 (^4 t'5
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Let O), , «2>
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&),-, ... 6)„ be the affects oi D^, D.,, ... />,, ... D^ in A.

Let Si be the algebraical sum of all the complete derived products of Di,

when each product has the sign determined by its affect in A. 8ince every

complete derived product of A belongs to one and only one of the determi-

nants A. A, ••• A. •• -D^. we see that

^ = S, + S, + ... + Si+... + S, (1).

Let P be any one of the complete derived products belonging to A, and

let ri and ?/ be the affects of P in A and in A •

Then 8i = l{-lfP, A = S(-1)'''P (2).

Now by Theorem III a of § 25,

71 = 7)' + U)i (3).

Therefore

S,: = S(-l)''' + "'P = (-lf'S(-ir'P = (-ir'A (4).

Consequently

A=(-irA+(-irA+...+(-ir''A (5).

This result can be stated as follows

:

Theorem I. A determinoid is the algebraical smn, of all its corranged

simple minor determinants, when each of these determinants has the sign

determined by its affect in the original determinoid (A).

E.v. i. Let'

If for the sake of brevity the determinant

a, aa a-i «j
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Equation (5) remains true when the simple minor determinants D,, D,,

... Di, ... D„ are deranged in any way. We then make use of Theorem III 6

of § 25 and rephxce equation (3) by

r) = 7)' + uii (mod. 2).

In all other respects the reasoning is exactly as before. Accordingly we

can replace (A) by the following more general statement

:

Theorem II. A determinoid is the algebraical sum of all its distinct

simple minor determinants, corranged or deranged, when each of these

determinants has the sign determined by its affect in the original deter-

minoid (B).

Here two determinants are regarded as distinct when one is not simply

a derangement of the other, i.e. when one has a row which does not occur in

the other.

The more general statement (B) can also be deduced from (A) with the

help of Theorem V a of § 25.

Let Z>i', Z)/, ... Di, ... DJ be any derangements of the corranged simple

minor determinants i),, A, ... Di, ... D„, and let w/, Wj', ... w,', ... wj be the

affects of these deranged determinants in A. Then by Theorem Va of § 25,

(-ir^A=(-ir'A'.

Accordingly from equation (5) it follows that

A=(-ir'A'+(-ir'A'+...+(-ir^'-D;,

which is the result embodied in statement (B).

Ex. iii. If A =

then A= {hew) +<bca) —iach) ~{ahc) +{bca)
213 421 125 431 315

+ (.6a)_^^ +(ca6),^^^ -(ac6)^.^ +(c6«),„ -(M,3,.

§ 31. Classification of simple minor determinoids.

1. Long-cut and short-cut simple minors.

A simple minor determinoid A' of a given fundamental determinoid A is

a derived determinoid formed from A by striking out rows of one kind only,

i.e. by striking out horizontal rows only or by striking out vertical rows only.

It is understood that the retained rows may be re-arranged in any manner.

8—2

a.
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The simple minor determinoid A' will be called a long-cut or a short-cut

simple minor determinoid according as the rows struck out from A are long

rows or short rows of A. The number of rows retained of the kind struck

out will be called the reduced order of the simple minor determinoid.

Let A have m long rows and n short rows.

If A' is formed from A by retaining any n of the long rows and striking

out the other long rows, then A' is a long-cut simple minor determinoid

whose reduced and unreduced orders are /x and n.

If A' is formed from A by retaining any v of the short rows and striking

out the other short rows, then A' is a short-cut simple minor determinoid

whose reduced and unreduced orders are v and m.

2. Inferior and superior minors.

The simple minor determinoid A' will be called an inferior or a superior

minor according as its reduced order is or is not less than the efficiency of

the fundamental determinoid A. If A' is a superior minor, its efficiency is

equal to the efficiency of A. If A' is an inferior minor, its efficiency is less

than the efficiency of A.

All long-cut simple minor determinoids are inferior minors. A short-cut

simple minor determinoid may be either an inferior or a superior minor.

The terms long-cut, short-cut, inferior and superior may also be applied

with similar significations to the simple minor matrices of a fundamental

matrix.

§ 32. Expansion of a determinoid in terms of the simple minor
determinants of a given long-cut minor matrix.

The theorem to be now proved can be enunciated as follows

:

Theorem I. A determinoid is the algebraical sum of all the products

which are obtained when each affected simple minor determinant of any

given long-cut minor matrix is multiplied by its corranged complementary

determinoid (A).

An affected simple minor determinant of the given long-cut minor matrix

is here understood to be a simple minor determinant of that matrix provided

with the sign determined by its affect in the given determinoid.

I

ttii a^., ... a^n

Let A = (a)" =
I

«=i «=^ •••««'

be a determinoid with ni horizontal long rows and n vertical short rows.
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Let U=[(tui]'

^'(/,l ^^Mi2 • • • ^Wi?l

('l/^^l ('w.22 • • * ^^U2^t

be the corranged minor matrix formed from A by retaining the »,th,

Math, ...(^th long rows and striking out the remaining long rows.

Then

[(ti2t2 ••• w^] is some corranged minor of the sequence [1 2 ... «].

Let 5 = {hf

be a corranged determinant of order /x formed from U by striking out n ~ fi

short rows, so that

\huhv2 • ^im] is a corranged minor of [a„,ia„j2 ... «„,„].

Let C = {cy
9

be the determinoid complementary to B in A. It is a corranged minor

determinoid of A whose long rows are horizontal, and p and cr are given by

p = III — /i, a = n — p.

Let CO be the affect of B in A.

Then we will prove (A) by shov.ing that

^. = t{-lTBC (1),

where the various terms in the sum are obtained by choosing the determinant

B from the fixed matrix U in all possible ways.

The number of terms in the sum is r, where

p.l{n - p)l \p,/

If the various d>;terminants which B can be are denoted hy B^, Bo, ... Br,

and if the determinoids complementary to them in A are C^, C\, ... C,., and if

the affects of 5j, B.,, ... Br in A are Wj, (o.,, ... &),, the result to be proved

can be expressed more fully in the form

A =(-l)"'5,C', + (-l)"'-' 5,(7, + ..,+(- I)"'- jB.f, (2).

Let »S b'; the algebraical sum of all the complete derived products of A
which occur in the expanded product EC, each derived product having the

sign determine(i by its affect in A, and Kt the corresponding sums for the

products B,C, , B.^C.,, ... B,.Cr be denoted respectively by S,, iS'.>, ... Sr.

Every complete derived product of A occurs in one and only one of

the sums S^, S.,, ... Si, ... S,. ; for if P is any given complete derived product

of A, there is one and only one of the determinants B^, B.,, ... B;, ... B,. which

contain • ull thos<? factors of I' which occur in the matrix U, and if Bi is the
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determinant which contains them, then the remaining factors of P must

all occur in the determinoid C^, and therefore P occurs as a term in the

expanded product BiCi. Moreover the terms of the sums 8^, 8^, ... Sr are all

of them complete derived products of A with the signs determined by their

affects in A. It follows that

A = 8, + 8,+ ... + S, (3).

The result which we wish to prove will therefore be established if we can

show that

8, = (- 1)"' B,C„ 8, = (- ir'B,C„ ...8, = i- \)"'BrCr (4).

This we proceed to do. It will be sufficient to prove that

8 = {-\TBG (5).

Let h^h., ...h^ be any complete derived product of B, and let yS be its

affect in B.

Let CiCo...Cp be any complete derived product of C, and let 7 be its

affect in G.

Let b^bn ... b^CiC.^ ... Ci,, which is a complete derived product of A, have

affect a in A.

Then B = 'E(-lf b,h,-..W,

C='E{-iy c,c.,...c„

BG='Z{-lf^''b,h...b,c,c,...c, (6),

S = S(-1)" bA--b^c,c,...c, (7).

Now by Theorem III of § 19, the affect of b^b^ . . . b^, CiC. . . . c,, in A

= the affect of 6162 ... 6^ in A + the affect of c^c, . .. Cp in G.

Also by Theorem III a of § 25, the affect of 6162 •• b^ in A

= the affect of 6162 ... 6^ in 5 + the affect of B in A.

Therefore the affect o( b^bo ... h^CiC. ... c^ in A

= the affect oi b^b^ ...b^ in B + the affect of CiCj ... Cp in C

+ the affect of B in A.

The equivalent of this result in symbols is

a = /3 + 7 + 0).

Substituting this value for a in (7), we have

5 = S(-i)^^'"^" bA.-.Kc,c,...c,

= (-iy^{-lf*'bA-..b^c,c,...c,

={-irBG. ^
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We have now proved (5) or (4), and this with the help of (3) leads to

equation (2) or (1), which is equivalent to (A).

Referring to Theorem Va of § 25, it appears that the result obtained

remains true when the matrix U and the determinants 5, , B^, ...Br are

deranged, provided only that the determinoids C,, C',, ... CV are corranged.

It has been assumed in the course of the proof that the long rows of the

determinoid are horizontal, but this is clearly not essential. The same result

is true when the long rows are vertical.

We will define the co-factor of any minor determinant B (corranged

or deranged) of a determinoid (or matrix) A to be the corranged minor

determinoid complementary to -B in A provided with the sign determined by

the affect of B in A. Then the result which we have obtained can also be

stated as follows

:

Alternative Form of Theorem I. A determinoid is the algebraical sum

of all the products wliich are obtained when every distinct simple minor

determinant of a given long-cut minor matrix is multiplied by its co-factor

(B).

This theorem can be regarded as a generalisation of Laplace's development

of a determinant.

«] ij C[ c?[ C]

«2 ^'2 ('2 C?2 *2

as &3 Cs ds ea

Ex. i. Let A = (abode) =
^ '1234

Ui 64 C4 di «4

Expanding this determinoid in terms of the simple minor determinants of the matrix

of the first and second long rows, we have

A= {ab)^,^{cde)^^-{cK)^^{bde)^^+{ad)^^^{bce)^^-(ae)^,^{bcd)^^+{bc)^^(ade)^^

-{bd)Jace)^^+{be)Jacd)^^+{cd)Jabe)^^-{ce)^,^{abd)^^+{de)^^{abc)^^

«1 1),

a-i 62
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E.i: ii. Let A= (abed)

«! 6] C] C?i

^2 62 '^2 ^^2

03 h C3 (^3

04 64 C4 C?4

as 65 fo di,

Expanding the determinoid in terms of the simple minor determinants of the matrix

of the second and fourth long rows, we have

A=-{bd) {ac) +(bd) (ac) -(bd) lac) +{bd) (ae) -(bd) (ac)
^ '12^ '345 ^ 'l3^ '245 ^ '14^ '23o ^ Mf.^ '234 ^ '23^ '145

+ {bd) {ac) -(bd) (ac) -(bd) (ac) +{bd) (ac) -{bd) (ac) .

^ '24^ 'l3o ^ '25^ 'l34 ^ .',4^ '125 ^ '36^ 'l24 ^ '46^ 123

Ex. iii.

tti ch 03 Ui as

6, 62 &3 *4 h
Ci C2 C3 C4 Or,

11111
= 0.

This is seen by expanding the determinoid in terms of the simple minor determinants

of the matrix of the first thi-ee long rows. The co-factor of every determinant

= ±|1,1|=±(1-1)= 0.

Ex. iv.

cfi a., «3 ^4 % Oe

''1 ^'2 '':; ^4 '',•, ''0

(1 C, C-, f4 C^ Co

111111
=

«! «2 "3 <(4 a^ «c

61 io 63 bi br, be

c, C2 C3 C4 Cs <^G

For if we denote the first determinoid by A, and the second by A', and if Z) is any

corranged simple minor determinant of A' and a is the affect of D in A or A', we have

A= 2(-irZ>.|l,l, l| = 2(-l)"i)(l-H-l) =2(-iri>=A'.

E.r. V. Generally if A =

an ai2 ••«'in

"21 a22 ... "2,,

«m\ "ml

1 1 1

, where n > jn,

then

according as n — in is even or odd.

A = or A = (a)

Thus if an additional long row of I's is inserted after the existing long rows in a

determinoid with m long rows and n short rows, the value of the determinoid is inialtered

if n — m is odd and is reduced to if n— m is even.

Let U and U' be two similar corranged long-cut simple minor matrices

of A, both composed of the same number of long rows, and let B and B' be

two similarly formed or corresponding simple minor determinants (corranged

or deranged) of U and U' ; also let C and C be the corranged minor

determinoids of A complementary to B and B' respectively. Then if to is

the affect of B in A, the value of the algebraical sum S(— 1)"5C can

be found by means of Theorem I.
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Let V and V be the corranged long-cut simple minor matrices of A
complementary to U and U' respectively, and let A' be the determinoid

formed from A when the long rows of V are replaced by the long rows of V.

Then by Theorem I

S(-1)"-B6" = A' (8).

If U' is the same as U, then C is the same as C, the corranged minor

determinoid complementary to B in A, and A' is the same as A, and equation

(S) is simply the equation given by Theorem I.

If U' is not the same as U, then U has long rows which do not occur in

U' and which therefore do occur in V. In this case A', which contains the

long rows of U and V, has at least one pair of identical long rows and

vanishes; and therefore in this case

^{-lfBC" = 0.

Tints S(-1)'"5C" = A or (9),

according as U' is or is not the same us U.

Now let

(o' = the affect of B' in A,

e = the affect of i? in U = the affect of B' in V,

7] = the affect of U in A, r]' = the affect of U' in A.

Then by Theorem llld of § 25,

(0 = e + r], (o' = e + 7j', and therefore o)' = o) + ij' — t) (10)-

If U' is the same as U, then B' is the same as B, C is the same as C,

&>' = o), and

S (- 1)"' BC" = S (- 1)" /?C = A.

If U' is not the same as U, then

S (- 1)"' BC = (- l)'"' S (- 1)'" BC = 0.

Thits S(-1)"''5(7' = A or (11),

according as U' is or is not the same as U.

If we understand an affected simjjle minor determinant of TJ to be

a simple minor determinant of U provided with the sign determined by its

affect in A, then equation (9) gives rise to the following second theorem in

which Theorem I is included :

Theorem II. //' U and U' are any two given similar corranged long-cut

simple minor matrices of a given determinoid A, the algebraical sum of the

products obtained by multiplying each affected simple minor determinant of U
by the curraitged complement of the corresponding minor determinant of U' is

equal to A or according as U' is or is not the same as U (C).
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In equation (11), (— l)" C" is the co-factor of i?' in A. Hence by means

of this equation we can express Theorem II in another form.

Alternative Form of Theorem II. //" U and V are any two given

similar corranged long-cut simple minor matrices of a given determinoid A,

the algebraical sum of the products obtained by multiplying each simple minor

determinant of U {corranged or deranged) by the co-factor in A of the

corresponding minor determinant of U' is equal to A or according as U'

is or is not the same as U (D).

£.r. vi. Let A= [(ibcde] , U=\ahcde\ , U'= \ahcde] . Then
-'12345 -"123 ' -"234

(ahc) (de) -(abd) (ce) +{abe) led) +(acd) (be) -(aee) (bd)
^ M23^ 'lo ^ 'l23^ 'l5 ^ '123^ 'l5 ^ ^123^ '\S ^ 'l23^ 'l6

+ (ade) (be) -(bed) (ue) +(6ce) (ad) -Cbde) (ac) +(,cde) (ab) =0.

Ex. vii. When the standard double suffix notation is emijloyed, we can give formulae

which are equivalent to Theorems I and II.

Let A= (a) be any determinoid.

If m < '/>, let

[aia2...a^], [^ifio.-- Sm-i^] be fixed corranged minors of the sequence [1 2 ... m],

[.I'l .^2 . . . •^v], [2/i2/-2---2/n-ii] be complementary corranged minors of [1 2 ... ?j],

each minor sequence having the fixed order shown by its last suffix.

Then if m is the affiict of (a,,)'' in (a) , we have

2(-ir(«.r);(«^,)7_'; =(«);;, or o (E),

according as the minor sequences [aia.)...n;u], [/3i02"-/3m-n] ^''e or are not complementary,

i.e. according as they do not or do contain common elements.

If Hi > -ft, let

[aia2...a^], [Pi^'>--.^„-p] be fixed corranged minors of the sequence [1 2 ... ?j],

[xix-2...x,], [^i^i.-.^m-v] be complementary corranged minors of [1 2 ...m],

each minor sequence having the fixed order shown by its last suffix.

Then if w is the afi'ect of (a,.)" in (a) , we have
c m

2(-ir(o;',K3)",:> («),", or o (F),

according as the minor sequences [0102... aj, [/3i/32...^„_»] ai'e or are not complementary,

i.e. according as they do not or do contain common elements.

Although all minor sequences have been supposed to be corranged, it is clear that the

minor sequences occurring in the determinantal factor of each term may be either

corranged or deranged.

The summation in (E) extends over all distinct values of the minor sequence

[xiX.^.-.Xfi], and the summation in (F) extends over all dtstinct values of the minor

sequence [.r, .r2 . . . .^v].
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Ex. viii. Let m, p, q be positive integers such that p>q.

Let [xiX2....x,„], [i/u/i--- .'lj\ ^^ coiiiplenientcary coi-ranged minors of the sequence

[123 ... {m+p)], and let u be the affect of [xix-i ... .i„J in [123 ... (m + p)].

[-.?n + p

l\
(G).

"I. ?

2(-irK>):(^,);=[«,6]:-^ (H).

E.v. ix. Let U And V be any two long-cut simple minor matrices of the determinoid A

^ohose long rows only are deranged in any manner, and let other letters have the same

meanings as in the text.

Then if U' does not consist of the same long rows of A as U, we have

2(-l)"5C" = 0, 2(-l)"'i?C" = (12).

The first of these results is proved as in the text.

To prove the second result, we replace equations (10) by

a) = f + i/ (mod. 2), (a' = e + r) (mod. 2), u'= w + 1;' - T (mod. 2),

and then proceed as in the text.

If C consists of the same long rows as U, differently arranged, and if Q is the affect

of U' in U, so that by Theorem Ilii of i^ 25

Q = »/- i; (mod. 2),

wehave 2 (- 1)"5C" = (- 1)"a, 2(-l)"'£C"= A (13).

We deduce the first of these results from equation (8). Since we can convert U' into U
by Q interchanges of pairs of long rows, we can also convert A' into A by J2 interchanges

of pairs of long rows, and therefore

a' = (-i)"a.

Giving this value to A' in (8), we obtain the first of equations (13).

Then to obtain the second equation, we have

2(-l)"'iSC" = (-l)'''"\2(-l)"2?C"= (-l)"'.(-l)'"A = A.

From the second results in (12) and (13) we deduce the following generalisation of (D)

:

//' U and U' are any two given similar long-cut simple minor matrices of a determinoid A

tchose long rows only are deranged, the algebraical sum of the products obtained by

multiplying each simple minor determinant of U (corranged or deranged) hy the co-factor

of the similarly formed simple minor determinant of U' is equal to A or according as

U' does or does not consist of the same long rows of A as U (1).

§ 33. Algebraical sum of superior short-cut simple minor
determinoids of given reduced order.

We shall prove the following theorem :

Theorem. Tlie algebraical sum S^ of all the corranged superior simple

minor determinoids of reduced order v derived from a fundamental deter-

minoid A iuith m long 7-ows and ii short roivs, when each minor has the sign

determined by its affect in A, is given by

(S\, = A X Q
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where Q ' = S (— 1) , the values of k being the affects of all possible

corranged minor sequences of v — in elements derived from a fundamental

sequence of n — m elements (A).

We may without loss of generality confine ourselves to the case in which

the long rows of A are horizontal, and will therefore suppose that

A =

Oi as • • • a,(

61 6.2 ... bn

Cj C2 ... Cn

where there are m horizontal long rows and n vertical short rows.

Let A^ be any corranged deterininoid derived from A by retaining v of

the short rows and striking out the other short rows, v being not less than m,

and let a be the affect of A„ in A.

Then S,= 2(-1)""A, (1).

In the special case in which v = m, it has been already proved in § 30

that >S^ = A. This special case will be included in (A) if we make the

convention that Q " = 1. In future we shall assume that v is greater

than TO.

It is clear that &'„ can be expressed as a homogeneous linear function of

the simple minor determinants of order m which can be derived from A by

omissions of short rows, for by § 31 every one of the determinoids A^ can be

so expressed.

To evaluate iS„ we shall find the coefficient of every such determinant

in S^.

Let [«! Oj . . . a,„] be any corranged sequence of m integers selected from

the fundamental sequence [12...?;] of the suffixes occurring in A.

Let [/3i /3.2 ... /3^_„i] be any corranged sequence of i^ — m integers selected

from the remaining n — m integers.

Let [71 72 . . . 7,1-J be the corranged sequence which can be formed with

the n — V integers which are still left.

Let [piP-i ...pj be the corranged sequence which can be formed with the

integers «), a,, ... a,„, ^^, ^.,, ... |8^-.„, taken together.

Let [</i g.2 •.• Qn-m] he the corranged sequence which can be formed with

the integers l3i, /B-,, ... /8^_m, 7i, 72, ••. 7n-^ taken together.

In each of these sequences the integers which occur are arranged in

ascending order of magnitude.
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D =

fflai
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By § 30 the expression inside the large brackets in (4) is equal to A.

Accordingly )S^ = Q"J"'A (5).

Thus the theorem (A) is proved.

When D is the leading simple minor determinant of A, t; = 0. The

coefficient of this determinant in S^ is therefore Q "'. Thus we could have

defined Q as being the coefficient of the leading simple minor determinant

of A in S„.

kWe could also have defined it as being the sum S(— 1) when the values

assumed by k are the affects of all corranged minors of a determinoid with

n — m rows which can be formed by retaining only v — m of those rows.

Ex. i. Let

Then

A=
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To obtain the value of .S-, we observe that

n = 7, lit =3, v = b, v — rii=2, n —m = 4.

Accordingly S:,= Q ^ A.

Now §*=2(-])'', whore the values of yS.- are the affects of [12], [1 3], [1 4], [2 3], [2 4],

[3 4] in [12 3 4], i.e. the values of i: are 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4.

Thu.s (?^ = (-l)" + (-l)'+(-l)'+(-l)'+(-l)' + (-l)'=2,

and therefore <SV, = 2A.

Ej: iii. Theorem (A) remains true when the loni/ roios of the simple minor

deterrainoids are not corranged.

For by Theorem V ?< of § 25, if A„ is any corranged superior short-cut simple minor

determinoid of reduced order v derived from A, and if A,,' is formed from A^ by derange-

ments of its long rows, and if a> and m' are the affects of A„ and A„' in A, we have

(-irA,=(-ir'A/,

and therefore S^ = %{- 1)"a^ = 2 (- 1)" a;.

§ 34. Properties of the number Q

It is supposed that m and n are positive integers such that m ;}> 7i.

1. Various forms of the definition.

(i) Q =2 ( - 1)", where the values ascribed to u> are the affects of all corranged minor

sequences of m elements in a fundamental sequence of n elements.

This is the definition of § given in g 33.

(ii) Q =2(-l)'", where a> is the affect of [pip>... /)„,] in [1 2 ... a\ and^,, /;._,, .../)„,

are any in different integers selected from 1, 2, ...n and arranged in ascending order of

magnitude.

This definition is equivalent to (i) above.

(iii) Q is the algebraical sum of the coefficients when a determinoid with m

long rows and n short rows is expanded in terms of its simple minor determinants

of order m.

This statement is again equivalent to (i) above.

(iv) (^ is the coefficient of the leading simple minor determinant in the algebraical

sum of the short-cut simple minor determinoids of reduced order m+r derived from

a fundamental determinoid with r long rows and n+r short rows.

This has been proved in § 33.

(v) §" =( - 1)
*'" '"' "^ ^*

2 (
- 1)'''

"^^^"^ ••• +Pm
^ ^^.[jg^p ^,^^ ^^^ _ ^^_ j^,.g .^„y ,,j different

integers selected from 1, 2, ... n and arranged in ascending order of niagnitiide.
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This follows at once from (ii) above, for if a is the affect of [pip.i p,n} in [1 2 ... 7i],

we have

<•>= 2 {{pi-l)-{k-iyi'={pi + p.2+...+p„,)-im{m+ l).

(vi) ^= —;(-!) 2(-l) , where /ij, ^2) ••• /"m are rtwpo**!We

airangements of m uiiequal numbers selected from 1, 2, ... n.

This is obtained from (v) by removing the restriction as to the order of arrangement

oi PuPi, Pm-

2. Special properties.

This is an immediate consequence of the tiret definition of Q .

(ii) §"=§"
.

^ ' m n~m

To prove this, let [bib-, ... b,,,] be any corranged minor sequence of order m of the

ftnidamental sequence [a^a^ ... «„], and let [c-^c^ ... c„_,„] be the complementary corranged

minor sequence formed with the remaining elements of the fundamental .sequence.

Let u be the aft'ect of [6162 ... 6m] 'Q [ata2 ••• ^n],

and let u>' be the afiFect of [c„_,„ ... C2C1] in [«« ••• (i>(ti]-

Then §"=2(-ir, Q" =2(-ir'.
»i n-m

But by Theorem VIII 5 of g 19, w'=a).

Consequently Q =Q .
* "^ n-iii m

(ill)
Ql
= l.

This is the conventional definition of Q given in § 33. That it is the only possible

definition can be seen by putting m=0 in (iv) of sub-article 1. We can also obtain it from

(i) and (ii) above, for from these we have

(iv)
Ql

= l.

For by (iv) of sub-article 1, Q i.s the coefficient of (a) in the algebraical sum of the

simple minor determinoids of reduced order /• derived from the fundamental determinoid

(»)^

3. Formulae of reduction for Q .m

Various formulae of reduction can be found by means of which the values of O" can be
m

determined for all values of vt and n, m being :^n. Four of the most useful of these

formulae are given below.

(i) First pair of formulae.

C"'''=cY"+(-i)'"e::r^(-i)'"$;:_Tv...+(-i)"'"C!---(^)'
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The second of these can be deduced from the first by means of the result

- m + H _ III + n

V — V
in ti

We proceed to prove formula (A).

We have in the first place by formula (G) of § 18

n"' + '-^2f_])<^'i+?2+. +P™)-4'«(m + l)
,j,

where [pi p.^ ... p,n] is any corranged minor of order m of [1 2 ... (m + i-)].

The various term.s in the sum are obtained by choosing for py, po, ... pm ^ny m of the

integers 1, 2, ... {ni + r) arranged in ascending order of magnitude. The smalle.st integer

pi can have any one of the values 1, 2, .../;,... (»•+!).

Let <S', be the sum of the terms in which /), has the value 1 ; let S^ be the sum of the

terms in which pi has the value 2 ; and generally let S^ be the sum of the terms in which

p, has the value k ; so that

QT''=^S,+.%+...+i%+...+S,^, (2).

We will proceed to evaluate •S'j.

We have from (1),

'Jt= 2(-1} (i),

where \_PiP3---Pm] is any corranged minor of order m — 1 of the sequence

[(/:+l), (/(: + 2), ...(m + r)].

Writing p-2 — k= qi, p^ — k= q.j^, Pm — k = qm-\-, and observing that

po + P3 + ...+p,n-\m{m+\) + k

= [p2-k)-^{pi-k)Jr... + {r>,n-k)-km{mJr\)+ k^{m-l)k

= ?:+?2+ ---+?iii-i-3("i-l)™+ (^'-l)'»i

we see that ,Vj. = ( — 1) 2( — 1) (4),

where now \_q\qi...qm-\\ is any corranged minor of order m — 1 of the sequence

[12...(m + r-/i.-)].

Referring to (1), we see that this result is equivalent to

^=(-if-"'"(?;;^-^ (5).

Substituting in (2) the values of iS'i, S-,, ... S^ + i given by (5), we obtain fornmla (A),

(ii) Secoiid pair of formulae.

Ql
+ ^^Q-'^ +^-Wi/ +... + (_l)^§^ +

'-' + ... + (_l)'"§™-- ...(C),

The second of these formulae can be deduced from the first by means of the result

V — V

We proceed to prove formula (C).

c.
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We know that
§"''^'' = 2(- 1)" (6),
m

where the values of w are the affects of all possible corranged minor sequences [piP2---Pm]

of order m derived from the fundamental sequence [1 2 3 ... (m + r)'].

There will be one term in the sum (6) corresponding to each such minor sequence.

Now the minor sequences of order m can be classified as follows

:

Class 1. The sequence [1, 2, 3, ... w].

Clem 2. The sequences [1, 2, 3, ... (m-l), qi], where ^i is any element of the

sequence [(ni + l), (m+ 2), ...{m + r)].

Class 3. The sequences [1, 2, 3, ... {m — 2), jj, q^l-^
where [qiq^i] is a corranged minor

of order 2 of the sequence [»», {?n+ l), ... (>« + /•)].

Class (^+ 1). The sequences [1, 2, 3, ...(m — k), q^, q^, ... ji], where [?i</2.--?i] is a

corranged minor of order i of the sequence

[(ot-^- + 2), (m-k+S), ...(m+ r)].

Class ())! + !). The sequences [qiq^.-.qm^ where [qiq-z- <!„,] is a corranged minor of order

m of the sequence [2, 3, ... (i/i + r)].

Let Sk be the sum of the terms in (6) which correspond to the minor sequences

belonging to Class (^+1).

Then q"^ +
'-

= s,+Si+S..-{-... + .S,+ ...+S (7).

We will proceed to evaluate <S'jt.

For a minor sequence belonging to Class (k + l), we have

0) = the affect of [1, 2, 3, ... (m-k), q^, q-,, ... q^] in [1, 2, 3, ... (m+r)']

= the affect of [1, 2, 3, ... (m-k)] in [1, 2, 3, ... (m + r)]

+ the affect of [ji 9.2 . .
. yj in [(m-k+ l), {m—k+ 2), ... {m + r)]

= the affect of [^j jo . .
. ^J in [(m — k+l), {m-k + 2), ... {m + r)]

= ^• + the affect of [qfq-^...qt] in [{m- k+ 2), {m-k+ 3), ... («i+r)];

for the relative affect of each element of [ji(/o...^j.] is less by 1 in

[{m-k+ -2), {m-k+3), ...(m+ r)]

than in [(m-k+l), {m-k+ -2), {m-k + 3), ... {m + r)],

there being one additional element (m-k + \) before it to be counted in the latter

sequence.

Thus for the minor sequences of this class, we have

at = k+ lo\

where

a = the affect of [qiq-i-.-qi,] in [{m- k+ 2), {yn-k + S), ... (m+r)]

= the affect of any corranged minor sequence of order k in a given fundamental

sequence of order /• + /• — 1.
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When qi, (/o, ... q^. receive all passible values permissible in this class of minor

sequence.s,

and 2 (-ir=2(- !)'•+" =(-i)''2(-ir'=(-i)*^*:+'"'.

We have now proved that ,S'j.= (- 1) Q .(8).

Substituting in (7) the values of S^, Si, S.^, ... <S',„ given by (8), we obtain the

formula (C).

4. Tiihnfar representation of the values of Q .

With the help of the foi'mula of reduction (A) the following table of values can be

constructed for Q .

Values of m
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The value of ^ is the iniruber common to the mth vertical column and the nth
m

horizontal column. For example, the table shows that Q'.=3 and that Q_ =10.

Since Q' =1, the numbers in the first vertical column are all I's. This being known

the following vertical columns can be filled up in turn by repe;ited applications of the

formula of reduction (A). Any one of the other three fornuilae of reduction may also be

used to construct the table.

5. Relations between the numbers Q and binomial coefficients.

From the table just constructed we can form the following subsidiary tables, in which

m and n are positive integers.

Table I. Values of Q'
. Table II. Values of

§'""*'
.

Values of m
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Let the coefficient of :!'" in the expansion of (1 H-.r)" be denoted by B{rn, n), so that

B{m, n) is the number of combinations of n things taken in at a time, and

ot! {n—tn) ! \m

The above tables suggest that

Q —Q =0 =B(m,n). Q =0 (Ji).
^2»i ^2m + l ^2m ^ ' " ^2m+l ^ '

We shall proceed to prove the correctness of these results.

We shall first show that

O" =0""- + o""-, m hems, *-?i-2 (9).
lit III 111 --i

^

Let P =2( — 1) ' ' '", where [^,j02.../j„,] is any con-anged minor of [1 23... »i],

so that

„^ Jm(,»4.1)^„

The possible sequences [pi/'t.-.p,,,] M'ly I'c classified as follows :

Class I . Those in n<hich pi, p-i, ... /'„, '^fl belong to the sequence [123... (/* - 2)].

Forthe.se
^^_,^P<n>'. + -^Pr. ^

^n-.
_

HI

Class 2. Those in which p„, = n-\, and P\, p->y Pm-t M belong to the sequence

[12 3...(w-2)].

For the.se

Class 3. Those in vjhich. Pm — n, and /),, p-i, ... p,„-\ all belong to the sequence

[12 3...(.i-2)].

For these

2(-i)'"+^'-'+-+^"'=(-i)"2(-i/'+^^'+-+^"-=(-i)" />,;;:;.

Class 4. Those in which p,n-\~'n- 1, p,„= n, and pi, p.>, ... /B,„-2 "'^ belong to the sequence

[12 3...(n-2)].

For these

Adding these four results to obtain 2 (
- 1) ' ' '"for all possible sequences

[pi p.,... p,n\ we see that

p" ^p»--_p"--^
(11).

Utilising (10) we at once deduce the truth of (9), and from (9) we can pass on to the

proof of formulae (E).

To verify that §' =B{m,n),\ei
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Then the result to be proved is

f {m,n)= B{m,n), where m'jfn (12).

From (9) we have

f {in, n)= f{m, »i — 1) + /(to- l,n — 1), where »j;^« - 1 (13).

And by a known property of binomial coefficients, we have

B {m,n) =B (m,n -\) + B{m-l, n-\), where )/i>h-1 (14).

Now suppose that there exists an integer r-\ such that (12) is true for all values

of » up to r — 1 and for all values of //* not exceeding m up to r- 1. Then (13) and (14)

show that (12) is also true for all values of ii up to / and for all values of »i not exceeding

n up to ;•- 1. But (12) is true when m = r and n = r, for

f{r,r) = Ql = l = B{r,r).

It follows that (12) is true for all values of ii up to r and all values of m not exceeding

n up to r. By successive repetitious of the same reasoning it follows that (12) is true for

all values of n and all values of ni not exceeding /'.

Such an integer r—l certainly does exist, for (12) is clearly true for small integral

values of n whenever mif'n.

Hence equation (12) is true generally, and we conclude that the result

Ql = B(.n,n)

is true general! v.

The remaining results included in (E) can be pro\ed similarly by writing

Q =/()«,«), or Q =f{m,n), or Q =f{m,n).
am+ 1 -ini -'" T 1

§ 35. Algebraical sum of inferior short-cut simple minor
determinoids of given reduced order.

We shall prove the following theorem :

Theorem. The algebraical su»t S^ of all the corranged inferior short-cut

sinvple minor determinoids of reduced order v derived from a fundamental

determinoid A, each minor having the sign determined by its affect in A, is

equal to the algebraical sum of all the minor determinants of order v of A,

each determinant having the sign determined by its affect in A. It is therefore

cdso equal to the algebraical sum of all the derived products of or^der v of A,

each derived product having the sign determined by its affect in A (A).

Let A = («)"_

,

having m horizontal long rows and u vertical short rows.

Let A^ be any corranged determinoid derived from A by retaining v of

the short rows and striking out the other short rows, v being less than m,

and let w be the affect of A^ in A.
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Then the algebraical sum tS\ may be defined by the equation

S^=li-lfA, (1).

It is clear that S^ can be expressed as a homogeneous linear function of

the minor determinants of order v of A, since A^ can be so expressed by the

expansion of § 30. We will find the coefficient of every such determinant

in »SV.

Let D = (a^y)"^

be any corranged minor determinant of order v derived from A.

This determinant D is contained as a minor in one and only one of the

determinoids A,,, viz. in the determinoid

a; = (aty)" .

Let &)' = the affect of A/ in A,

r] = the affect of D in A,

T]' = the affect of D in A/.

Then the coefficient of Z) in S^, being the coefficient of D in (- 1
)" A/, is

(-1^"'.

Now the horizontal affect of X) in A = the affect of D in A/ = tj',

and the vertical affect of Z> in A = the aff"ect of A/ in A = tu'.

By addition, or by Theorem Illd of § 25, it follows that

7) = W + t) .

Accordingly D occurs in >Si^ with the coefficient (— if, and therefore

&V = S(-1)''/) (2).

This last result remains true when the determinants D are deranged in

any manner, for it has been shown in Theorem Vet of | 25 that (—1) D is

unaltered by any derangement of D.

Thus S^ is the algebraical sura of all the distinct minor determinants of

order v, these determinants being either corranged or deranged, and each

having the sign determined by its aff'ect in A.

Again let P be any derived product of A of order v whose affect in A is a.

Then P is a derived product of one and only one of the minor determinants

of order v. Suppose that these minor determinants are all corranged and

that P is a derived product of D having affect <t' in D.

Then P occurs in the expansion of D with the coefficient (— 1) , and we

see from (2) that it occurs in (SV with the coefficient (—1) . But by

Theorem III a of § 25, r) = a' + t).
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Thus S, = l{-lfF (3).

The order of arrangement of the factors of P is of course immaterial.

Equations (2) and (3) are together equivalent to (A).

We can also deduce (3) directly from (1) by observing that P occurs as a

derived product in one and only one of the determinoids A„.

Ex. i. If

then

A=
ai
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Then the algebraical sum S^ may be defined by the equation

,S, = S(-1)"A, (1).

Since A^. can, by the expansion of § 30, be expressed in terms of its

minor determinants of order fi, it is clear that S^ can be expressed as a

homogeneous linear function of the minor determinants of order fi derived

from A. We will find the coefficient of every such determinant in S^.

Let D = (a^f^

be any corranged minor determinant of order fi derived fi'om A. This

determinant is contained as a minor in one and only one of the determinoids

A^, viz. in the determinoid

Let co' = the affect of A/ in A,

rj = the affect of D in A,

7/ = the affect of D in A/.

Then the coefiBcient oi D in S^ is {— 1)

Now the horizontal affect of Z* in A = the affect of D in A/ = ?]',

and the vertical affect of D in A = the affect of A/ in A = &>'.

By addition, or by Theorem llld of § 25, it follows that

Tj = 0)' + r)'.

Accordingly D occurs in S^ with the coefficient (— I'l , and therefore

^; = S(-1)''Z) (2).

This result remains true when the determinants D are deranged in any

manner.

If P is any derived product of A of order ft whose affect in A is a: we

deduce from (2) as in § 35 that

S, = l(-lfP (3).

Equations (2) and (3) are together equivalent to (A).

Comparing the results of the present article with the results of the pre-

ceding article, we see that in any determinoid :

The algebraical sum of the inferior short-cut simple minor determinoids of

reduced order r or efficiency r

= the algebraical sum of the {inferior) long-cut simple minor determi-

noids of reduced order r or efficiency r

= the algebraical sum of the minor determinants of order r

— the algebraical sum of the denved products of order r (B).
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Ex. i. From Theorem V6 of !$ 25 it follows that Theorem (A) above remains true

when the long rows only of the simple minor determinoids are deranged in any manner.

Also iu Theorem (B) the simple minor determinoids nnist be either corranged or have

only their long rows deranged.

Ex. ii. If A=

then
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Let A = (a,.B)

be the corranged deterniinoid complementary to A' in A. It is a simple minor

determinoid of the matrix A
lit

Let a> be the affect of the determinant A in A.

Then S=-S.{~1)'" A" A"'" (1)

is the algebraical sum which it is required to evaluate.

With this notation

[aia-i... ay\ [;S^^2 • /^n-i-] are complementary corranged minors of [12...«];

[.fi^j •• -'V], \.l/\y-i .'Im-A ^re complementary corranged minors of [1 2 ... ?n].

The summation in (1) is to extend over all the corranged minor sequences [xi-v-, ... ,t'i]

of V elements derived from [1 2 ... m\

Let a)i = the affect of [oin^ ... a^] in [1 2 ... «],

a)2= the affect of [.ri-r., ... .)v] in [1 2 ... m\

so that (0 = 0)1 + 0)2.

Then ,S'= (-l)""2(-l)"=.l'' j"-".

Since n - v > m - v, the Ions rows of .-1 ' are horizontal.

Expanding; A in terms of its simiile minor determinants, we have
' ^ »j - 1'

'

-1„_,=2(-1) («,„),1 = 2 (
- 1 )

' («„J

where \}i\qi--q,„-„^ is any corranged minor of order nt — v of [/3i32---/3ii- ] <i"d rj is the

affect of [(/I '/o-- ?»,->-] ill [/3i^2---ft.-4

.fll—v

111 -V
Consequently 5= ( - 1

)"' 2 2 ( - 1 )"•
'*''

(a,.) " {a„,

.rq
"

where 2 denotes summation for the different values of {([iqi.-.qm-v]-
'I

Here the two summations are independent, and their order can be reversed.

When we sum with respect to \xiX2...x^'\ keeping [q\q-i-.-qm-v\ fixed, >; also remains

fixed, and by Lap/ace. s development of determinants, included in Sj 32,

^, ,,„,, ,v, ,»-,. /».''2-«-'/i92-.'/™-A ,„

2(-l)'(a™)„K,),„_^=( a =.!,„.
a^ ^ 1 2 . . . »( /

Therefore ;S=2(-ir^\r"

.

Niiw the affect of A in A

= the affect of [ala2...rI^ (/if^i...^',,,-^] in [1 2 ... ji]

= the affect of [aioo.-.n^] in [1 2 ... /(]

+ the affect of {qiq->...q„,-J\ in [/5i/i2...ft,-^] = 0)0 + 1;.
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Hence ;S' is the algebraical sum of all such determinants as A^' , when each determinant
m

has the sign determined by its affect in A.

Let [siSo...s„,] be the corranged minor of [12...w] formed with the elements of

[oi(i2...a„], [jij2. ••?»!->.] taken together.

Then by Theorem V 6 of § 25

S=2(-l)'(a„)™,

where tr is the affect of the determinant (nig)"' in A.

We see then that

<S' is the algebraical sum of all those simple minoi- determinants of A icAic/i contain

the gioen short-cut matrix, each of these determinants having the sign determined by

its affect in ^ (A ).

By Theorem Ilia of § 25, it follows from this that

<S' is the algebraical sum of all those complete derived products of A which contain

factors from every one of the short rows of A which belong to the given short-cut

matrix, each derived product having the sign determined by its affect in A (B).

The coiTesponding theorem for a given long-cut matrix of the determinoid is contained

in § 32.

Corollary. The algebraical sum of the products obtained by multiplying each

affected element of a given short row of the determinoid A by its complementary

determinoid (or by multiplying each element of the short row by its co-factor) is

equal to the algebraical sum of all those affected simple minor determinants of
A ichich contain the given short row. It is also equal to the algebraical sum

of all those affected complete derived products of A which contain a factor

belonging to the given short row (C).

This result is deduced by taking the given short-cut matrix to consist of one short row

only.

The corresponding result for a long row of the determinoid is that contained in

Theorem I of § 27.

§ 38. Algebraical sum of the products obtained by multiplying
each affected simple minor determinoid of given reduced
order of a given simple minor matrix of a given determi-
noid by the complementary corranged minor determinoid
lying in the complementary simple minor matrix.

1. Formation- of the algebraical sum.

In the above algebraical sum an affected simple minor determinoid of the

given .simple minor matrix is a simple minor determinoid of that matrix

which is either corranged with respect to the given determinoid or has only

its long rows deranged and which is provided with the sign determined by its

affect in the given determinoid. By Theorem V 6 of | 25 it is immaterial

whether these simple minor determinoids are corranged or have their long

rows only deranged.
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This being understood, the vahie of the algebraical sum is the same

whether the given simple minor matrix and its complement are corranged or

deranged. In order however that we may be able to state the result

of evaluating the sum in a simple form in all cases, it will be assumed that

the two complementary simple minor matrices are both corranged.

If D is any minor determinoid of a given fundamental determinoid A,

and if D is either corranged oi- has only its long rows deranged, we will define

the co-factor of Z) in A to be a determinoid D' such that D' = {— \f D^,

where D^ is the corranged minor determinoid of A complementary to D, and

o) is the affect of D in A. Then by Theorem Yh of § 25, the product DD' of

the determinoid D and its co-factor is independent of the order of arrange-

ment of the long rows of D. In particular the product of a corranged minor

determinoid and its co-factor is equal to the product of the corresponding

affected minor determinoid and its co-factor. More generally if D' is the

co-factor of D, then (—\)''D' is the co-factor of {—\^D.

Using this definition of a co-factor, we see that each term in the above

algebraical sum is obtained by multiplying an affected simple minor deter-

minoid of the given simple minor matrix (whose long rows only may be

deranged) by its co-factor; and that the same term can be obtained by

replacing the attected simple minor determinoid by the corresponding

corranged minor determinoid and multiplying this latter determinoid by its

co-factor.

2. Statement of results.

For the sake of clearness we shall suppose that the two fiwed comple-

mentary simple minor matrices are composed of vertical roivs of the given

determinoid.

Let A = (a)"
m

be the given determinoid.

Let A" = [rt,,]" , A"~" = [a.^]"""
HI '- -^ Ht in •- ^-1

III

be two fixed complementary corranged simple minor matrices of A formed

from A by striking out vertical rows, so that

[«,«.,...«,], [/3,/3,.../3„_.]

are two fixed complementary corranged minors of the sequence [1 2 ... n].

Let A''=(a^)\ A"'" = (aya)"'"

be any two complementary corranged minor determinoids of A of given orders
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belonging respectively to the matrix A"^ and to the matrix A , so that

[^1*2 •••*>], [2/12/2 •••y,n-M]

are any two complementary corranged minors of the sequence [12 ... m] of

given orders jx and m — fx.

Let to = the affect of A in A.

Then the sum to be evaluated is

S^^^-lfia^S {ay,)"~" =^(-lf A' A"" (1),

the summation extending over all possible corranged minors [xiX., . . . a;^] of

the sequence [1 2 ... m] of the given order fi.

Let Q)i
= the affect of [ctid^ ... a^] in [1 2 ... «],

and Wo = the affect of [xiX., ... a-v] in [1 2 . . . iti],

so that <o = 10, + o),.

Since eoi remains constant during the summation, we can replace (1) by

s=i-iri(-irA:A:z (2).

The determinoid A'^ may be either a .superior or an inferior simple minor

determinoid of the fixed matrix A .

So the determinoid A _' may be a superior or an inferior simple minor

determinoid of the fixed matrix A

The result of the summation depends on whether A , A are superior

or inferior simple minors of their respective matrices.

To express the result in a convenient form some additional notation will

be introduced.

«- f

Let t, = the efficiency of the determinoid A'

e., = the efficiency of the determinoid A

Thus 61 is the smaller of the two numbers fi and v, and e.j is the smaller

of the two numbers m —
fj,,

n — v.

Let 8 = the difference of the orders of the first determinoid A'^

,

e = the efficiency of the second determinoid A

in each product A A

Then h = ^Ji — v or v — n according as /i > !< or v > fi:

also e = e.2, and is the smaller of the two numbers m — fi, n — v.

n — v
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We shall show that the evaluation of the sum S leads to the following

results

:

Case I. When both the determinoids A" , A "'"
are superior simple minors

of their respective matrices, then

8 = (-lfQ"-"^ (A).

Thus S is a certain numerical multiple of the given determinoid. This

case, which includes § 32, can be regarded as a still further generalisation of

Laplace's development of a determinant.

Case II. Wlien one of the deteroiinoids A' , A " is a superior and the
•'

fi m — fi
*

other is an inferior simple minor, then

S = (-l)'^S(-irA„+,, (B),

whei-e A,^+,., is any corranged simple minor determinoid of A formed luith e^

vertical rows of the first matrix A and e., vertical rows of the second matrix

a" ', and a is the affect of A,^+,, in A.

Thus Aj^+e^ contains all the vertical rows of that one of the two fixed

matrices A" , A to which the superior determinoid belongs, and it contains

as many vertical rows of the other matrix as are equal in number to the

efficiency of the inferior determinoid belonging to it.

In this case S is expressed as an algebraical sum of certain simple minor

determinoids of A of reduced order ej + e.,.

Case III. When both, the determinoids A\ A " are inferior simple
fx m — fi

* *

minors of their respective matrices, then

^'=(-if s(-ir''A„+., (C),

where Ae +,^ is any corranged simple minor determinant of A formed with e,

vertical 7'ows of the first matrix A and 6„ vertical roivs of the second matrix
III

A'^ '
, cr is the affect of i^e^+e, it^ A, and a' is the affect of the corranged

sequence formed ivith the vertical rows of A omitted in Aj^+f, /'/( the corranged

sequence formed with the vertical rows of A omitted in A^,+t,-

Since ej + eo =//(., Af,+ej is a determinant of order in..

In this case jS' is expressed as an algebraical sum of certain simple minor

determinants of A of order fi + e,,, but the signs of these determinants are in

general not those determined by the aft'ccts of the determinants in A.
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Note. Corresponding results for matrices composed of horizontal roxos.

We write ii= (a)"
,m

where [ain2...aj, [f3ift"-/3„, _m] are two fixed corranged complementary minors of the

sequence [12...w], and [^x\X2....v^\ \^y\!/2---yn-y\ are any two corranged complementary

minors of the sequence [1 2 ... k] of given orders v and n - v.

Then .S'= 2(-ir(0'' (««„)""" =2(-ir^'' J"-"
,

where a> is the aflect of A" in A.

The values of S in the various cases are clearly obtained from those just given by

interchanging the words horizontal and vertical, interchanging the letters m and n, and

interchanging the letters ii and v.

Before proceeding to the proofs of formulae (A), (B) and (C), we shall

give some examples in illustration of them.

Ex. i. Let

A= (abccle) , A" =\ace] , A =[6^1

.Uso let S=-(ace) (bd) + (ace) (bd)
^ '12345^ '6789 ^ M2346^ '5789

...+ (ace) (bd) - (ace) , (6c?)^^ '46789^ 'l236 ^ '66789^ 'l234

There are 126 terms in S.

In this case (ace) and (bd) are both superior simple minors of their respective
12345 6789

matrices; also

m = 9, n = o, /i= 5, v = 3, 8 = 2, c= 2.

Therefore formula (A) gives S= ( - 1
)

' §^ A= 2A.

Ex. ii. Let

A= (abcde) , A'' =[bce] „ , ,
4""''= rac?],„,,,^.

^ 'l234o6' 111 ' -"123456' m - '123456

Also let ,S=(bce) (ad) -(bee) (ad) + {bee) {ad)
^ '\2^ 3466 ^ 13^ '2456 ^ 14^ '2356

••-(M,„M),„,. + (M.„M),„,-
46 123o oo li34

There are 15 terms in S.

In this case {bee) and {ad) . are inferior and superior simple minors of their

respective matrices ; also

f, = 2, ^2 = 2, S=l, e=2, (-1)*' = (-1)'=1.

Therefore formula (B) gives

S={abcd)^^^^^^ + {abde)^^_^^^^-{acde)^^^
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Ex. iii. Let

A = {abcde)
, , A' =[<kI] , A"'" = [bce]

'I2345G' ra >• ^123456' III •- -'123456

Also let S= (ad) (bee) -(ad) (bee) +(ad) (bee) ...
^ '1234^ '66 ^ '1235^ '46 ^ '1236^ '46

...-(ad) (bee) +(ad) (bee) .'2456^ '13 ^ '34S6^ 'l2

In thi.^ case (iid) ami (bee)__ are superior and inferior simple minors of their

respective matrices ; also

f, = 2, es. = 2, 8 = 2, f= 2, (-l)''' = (-l)*=l.

Therefore formula (B) gives

S=(abcd) +(abd^) —(acde)^ '123456 ^ '123456 ^ 'l23456

^.v. iv. Let A= (abcdef) , A" =\ben , a"'" =lacd]^ •''1234' m L •'-'1234' m L '1234

Also let 5= - (bef)Jacd)^^ + (be/)Jaed)^^ - (bef)Jacd)^^^

- (be/)Jacd)^^ + (bef)Jacd)^^ - (bef)^^(aed)^^.

In this case (bef) ^ and (acd) are both inferior simple minors of their respective

matrices ; also

8=1, . = 2, (-I)*^=l.

Therefore formula (C) gives

S=(abce) - (abde) - (bede) - (abcf) + (abdf) + (bed/) - (aeef) + (adef) - (cdef\

where (abce) is short for (abee) , and so on.

The values of a-' for the successive determinants are equal to the affects of / in [df],

f in [c/'j, / in [a/], e in \de\ e in [ce], e in [ae], 6 in \bd\, b in [be], b in [06].

Thus for the successive determinants

the values of a- are 1 , 2, 4, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 8,

and the values of <t' are 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1.

Er. V. When m = n and fi-v, each of the formulae (A), (B), (C) gives Laplace's

development of a determinant.

Ex: vi. When /j= i', each of the formulae (A) and (B) gives the generalisation of

Laplace's development contained in § 32.

Ex. vii. When fi = v = \, we obtain the theorems contained in § 27 and in the

Corollary of § 37.

Ex. viii. In order that the results of §§ 30, 32, 33, 35 and 36 may be included in

formiilae (A), (B), and (C), we must regard the corranged complement of any simple

minor determinoid of a given determinoid as being a determinoid whose value is 1.

3. Proof of Formula (A) in Case I.

This case occurs when fi>v and ni — ii>n-v.

A necessary consequence of these inequalities is m>n.

Hence this case can only occur when the two fixed complementary simple minor

matrices are long-cut minors of A.

c. 10
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To obtain fonuula (A), we commence by expanding A" in terras of its simple minor

determinants by § 30. The expansion is

where [PxP-i pf] is any corranged minor of order v of [.<[.>;.> ... .r^],

and 17 is the afifect of [p\P2 py] in \.ViX2 ... *>].

The summation extends over all such values of [piPi ... p^]-

Inserting this value of .4"^ in (1) or (2), we have

.?=(-!)" 22(-ir+''(o;;K3)^:'' o).
jrp

Here we have first to sum for all corranged minors [pip^ Pr\ of order v of the fixed

sequence [.Vi.v^ «>], and then to sum for all corranged minors [.f, x.. ... .<>] of order /j of

the sequence [1 2 ... m].

Let [yiy> ... <lm-v\ be the (corranged) complement of \j>iP2 ...p,,] in [1 2 ... m].

Then [^1^2 • ,'/m-c] is a corranged minor of [q^qo ... ?,„_].

In forming the terms of (3), [piP2 Pv], [?i?2 •• ?m- J maybe any two complementary

corranged minors of [1 2 ... hi] of orders v and m-v, and when these are given,

U/il/i ... 2/m-i^] ma^y be any corranged minor of order m—fi of [qiq-z •qm-y].

Hence the double sum (3) can be evaluated by first summing for all coiranged minors

{2/\!/i ••• 2/m-ii] of order m - /i of the fixed sequence [ji J2 ••• qm-v\ and then summing for

all corranged minors [ji jo ••• gm-v] of order m-v of [1 2 ... m].

When we sum in this way, we have

5=(-l)"-22(-ir + ''(a^);;(a,s)»-_: (4).

q»

Let [mjJ^j •• UfL-y] be the (corranged) complement of [yij/j •J/m-i^] in [qiq-2 ••• qm-v\
which is also the (corranged) complement of [^,^2 ... Pv] in [.ViX^ ... ^11].

Let o- =the afifect of [1/1^/2 ... i/m-t^] in [?i?2 •• ?7n-i-]>

<r' = the affect of [«i wj ... !V - J in [2i J2 • • • ?ni - v]i

<B2'= the affect of [piPz ... p^] in [1 2 ... re].

Thus by Theorem VI of § 19

<^2+ 7 = "2
' + tr'

;

for [12. ..Ml] can be converted into |jOi/>2 ... p^?<iM2 •• «>'-i'yiy2 ••• ym-^] both by a^

forward moves followed by r; forward moves, and by w-,' forward moves followed by

a-' forward moves.

Also by Theorem VIII a of § 19

o- + 0-'— (^ - 1/) (?re - fi).

Therefore <a, -(-,, = (^ _ ^) („i _ ^) + „.^' + o- (mod. 2).

Accordingly

*-(-!/ 22 (-1) (a^) ia,^) (5).
Q y y m (J.
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When [qiq> ... (jm-f] is kept constant, («,,„)
"^

, ot and m./ remain constant, and by § 33

2(-l) (a„n) =('«„«) X 0, , ,

= ("on) X V

(/x- I*) (m-ju ),.»( — ;( , , . u»| + a)j' , . I' , , H — I'

Thus .s=(-i)>''-"^'"-'" (;>;-; 2(-i)'--"- (.o: (««);;,:"„ (<5)-

p

Here we liave replaced 2 by its equivalent 2.

1 V

Now M, +M»' is the affect of (<',,„)' in A.

Therefore, by § 32, the result (6) is equivalent to

.?=(-!)<''-''*'"-''' §™-" A (7).

Again the equality ,, _ j)(^-.') ('"-m)^(_ j)(^-.') («-)

is true except when (m ~ ") ('" - m) - (m ~ ") ('* - ") '^^ oc^d,

or (^ — v){(m -»i)-(^- !/)[ is odd,

or ;i-i/isodd and (>»— ?i)-(/i-i/) is odd,

i.e. except when /i-i-isodd and iti-n is even.

But in this exceptional case, Q =0.
. m - n

Therefore in all cases

U - V

m- fi

,_,v (n-i') (m-ij.) n'""" _./_!>,*''-'' <"-')
rt'"~"

^
t^
— v

^ ^ ^
fl— V

It follows that we can replace (7) by

A = (-l)<''-'''<"'-'^'§"';J'A = i-l)'''"''^'""'''§"'7A (8).

Since in the present case fi = ^- i/, f = n — v, we see that »

•^=(-i)'^§::> (9)>

and this is the formula (A).

It may be observed that if we re|)lace A" ' bv any similar minor matrix B" ' of A

which is not complementary to J' , and if we also replace the minor deterrainoid A

of ^-1 ' by the correspondina; minor determinoid B" ' of B" '

, the .sum S thus

obtained has the value zero. Thus we could enunciate a more general theorem than (A)

analogous to Theorem II of § 32.

4. Proof of Formula (B) in Case II.

(i) We will first suppose that A'' is an inferior simple minor of A" , and A"'"
M

' m III -
ij.

a superior simple minor nf .l'

This occurs when fi<v and m-fi>ii-ii.

Since these ineqiialities can be .satisfied both when }n>n and when »(<», we see

that the present case can occur both when the two fixed complementary simple minoi'

matrices are long-cut minors and when they are short-cut minors.

10—2
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To prove formula (B), we commence by expanding the inferior minor determinoid

a'' in terms of its simple minor determinants. The expansion is

f J'
J,

(*

where [Pip2 pA i'* '^'^y corranged minor of order /i of [o] 02 . . .
a^],

and i; is the afl'ect of [pips.-./v] in [aj n.> . . . a^].

The summation extends over all such values of the sequence \_piPi ...p^]-

Inserting this value of A" in (1) and (2), we have

,s'=(-ir22(-i)"'+''KyK3);;;_': ao).
xp '^

The summations with respect to {x\.r., ... x,^ and [pip:, ... p^ are independent of one

another and can be performed in either order.

When we keep {p\Pi • p^ constant and sum for the dift'erent values of [.r, .!•.,... .?>],

rj remains constant, and by § 32

X ^ " I" "'^'x'-i^ \ 12. ..Ill I '"

Since m>n + a- v, the Ions rows of A" ^ '' are vertical.'^ ^
ni

It is on account of this fact that we can apply § 32 to obtain the result (11).

It now follows that 5=2 (-1)"' + "^" """""
(12).

P

Let [qj</2 ^k-m] be the (corranged) complement of [p\P2 P^i] i" [1102 .•• "i-li

and let m,' be the affect of [pip^ ...pn^i^-i li„-„] in [12...ji].

Then a); forward moves convert [1 2 ... n] into [aia-, ... a^fiifii ... ^n-v]y

and Tj forward moves convert this into [pip-i ...p^qiq^... q^-i^^i^i ^n-v\-

Also by moving each of the q's in turn to the right of the ^'s, commencing with q^-^t

we can clearly convert the last .sequence into [/)i/>2 .•i'(ift^2 ... /3n-i'3i2'2 •• Jo-m] by

{v~ ii){n — v) moves.

Thus we can convert [1 2 ... «] into [pi/^o ... />^/3i 02 .•• Pn-p1\1-2 • ?>'-»'] by

{v- ii){ii- v) + o>, + i] forward and backward moves.

Therefore by Theorem 116 of § 19

(v — ^i){n.-v) + o>i + r) = ai (mod. 2),

and therefore ui + j; = (v - /i) {n -v) + wi' (mod. 2).

We see then that S= (-l) f"-"""--'
2 (- l)'"''.I^ +

''~''
(13).

p

Here aii' is the affect of /l"
''~

' in A.w

Let [si.«2 ... «,i + ^-i] be the corranged minor sequence of [1 2 ... ?i] formed with the

elements of [piP2 •• Ph], [&1P2 •• ^n-v] taken together, .so that

, ^n+ii-v
^

. =(«u)n + ij.-i' ^ "'ill
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is the corranged minor determinoid of A of which A" '' " is a derangement, and let

<T be the aftect of A , in A.
« 4- /I - c

Since the lone rows of .1 "
** " are vertical and m/ is the afi'ect of A ** " in A, it

follows from Theorem Vi of § 25 that

Thus from (13) we deduce that

,S'=(-1)''-''""-"'2(-1)'a ^ (14).

Now in the case under consideration

€i=fi, f.j = (t-i', 8 = 1/-/^, t= n-v.

Also A
,

, l>einR a derangement of ^" ''""
which is given by (11), is any

corranged simple minor determinoid of A which contains fi (or ej) of the vertical rows

oi a" and all the n-v (or f.) vertical rows of A
m \ -/

j„

Accordingly (14) can be written in the form

^=(-l)''2(-l)"A^^^^^ (15),

where every symbt)l has th(! same meaning as in formula (B).

Thus formula (B) is proved on the supposition that A" is an inferior minor and

A a suiierior minor.
7fi- ^l

^

III —fj.

(ii) Next let us suppose that A' is a superior simple minor of A'' and that A

is an inferior simple minor of ^1 '
, so that

^i>i' and in — fi<n —V.

Let 0)' be the aftect of A _" in A, m denoting as before the affect of A^ in A, and let

,S"= 2(-1)'" A"~" a" .

^ ' 111- \L tL

Then S' can be evaluated by the case already considered.

Using (15), we have

5' = (_1)('-'-«^^)-2(-1)''a ^ ,

where A _ is any corranged simple minor determinoid of A formed with m - /i of the

vertical rows of .1 ' and all the p vertical rows of .4'
.

trt m

Now a + a>' = fi {»i - fi) + p {n - v).

.V ,n-v
Therefore ;S= 2 ( - 1

)" A' A"
fi m-it.

_/_
J
•,('('»-/') + "(«-'') ^1

= (_!)(''-)('"-'') 2(_1)-A ^ (16).
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In the present case f\ = v, f2=m —
iJi, S — fi — v, e= m-ji.

Therefore equation (16) can be written in the form

S=(-1)''2(-1)"a,^^^^ (17),

where every symbol has the same meaning as in formula (B).

Thus formula (B) is always true in Case II.

Ex. ix. From formula (B) we can deduce that in Case II

5=(-l)''2(-l)"/'^^^,^ (B'),

•where P^ , ^ is any one of the derived products of A of order c\ + e-i which contains e, factors

belonging to f\ of the vertical rows of the first matrix A and t^ factors belonging to

{•) of the vertical rows of the second matrix A , and as is its afect in A.

All the products P
, ^ contain factors from every one of the vertical rows of the

matrix to which the superior determinoids belong.

To prove formula (B') we observe that every one of the determinoids A _^^ can be

expanded in terras of products of the type /' ^ , and that every such product occurs

in one and only one of the determinoids A ,

Let P be any one of the products P ^ which occurs in the particular determinoid

A , and let ar' and 07 be the affects of P in A , and A.
f| + eg Cl +6;

Then A,_^^^ = 2(-1)''P, (- 1)' A^,^^^= 2 (
- l)"^'^' />.

Now by Theorem IIIc of § 25

Thus (-1)'A^_^^^ = 2(-1)''A

Substituting this value in (B), we obtain (B').

Formula (B') expresses S as the algebraical sum of certain derived products of a
of order fi + fj.

Ex. X. It can also be deduced that in Case II

5=(-l)^'2(-l)''i),^^^^ (B"),

where D _,_^ is any one of the minor determinants of A of order fi + f-) in which t, of the

vertical rows of the first matrix A and to of the vertical roirs of the second matrix

A occur, and p is its affect in A.

In each of the determinants D , every one of the vertical rows of the matrix

containing the superior determinoids occurs.

Formula (B") can be deduced from the formula (B) by expanding each of the

determinoids A , in terms of its simiJe minor determinants and using Theorem IIIo?
e, +e, 1 o

of § 25.

It expresses S as the algebraical sum of certain minor determinants of A of

order fi + f2.
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5. Proof of Formula (C) in Case III.

This case occurs when ^ < k and m - fi<n- v.

A necessary consequence of these inequalities is m < n.

Hence this case can only occur when the two fixed complementary simple minor

matrices are both short-cut minors.

To obtain the formula (C), we expand each of the inferior minor determinoids

a" , A "in terms of its simple minor determinants.
f» m-/x

The expansions are

where \_P\p^lp^L^ is a corranged minor of [a\a,...av\,

[yig'2...y,„_^] is a corranged minor of [^i0.>.../3n-i.]j

r)i is the affect of \_PiP>---Pit\ in [oj 02 . .

.

a,],

1)2 is the affect of [q\qi...qm-ii] 'n [P\^-2---lin-v\

Inserting these values of A'' , A'^"'' in (1) or (2), we have

5=(-ir222(-ir^'"+''^(a.,rK,)::: (i»)-

xpq ,x ' ''•'m-ij.

The three summations are independent and can be performed in any order.

When we keep [piPz-.-Py], [q\<]2---q,„-ij] fixed, r;, and 1)2 remain fixed, and by § 32

2(-i)^kp):k,),„_:=(,
,./ )=K,. (19)-

Thus S=22(-ir+'''+''M"' (20).

Let

[uiUo...Uv^^] be the complement of [PiP2---Pi^^ in [aia2...ai.],

[i?ii'2...«'„-^ -,„ + (-] be the complement of [?i92...?„,-^] in [ft/a2"-fti-4

[/•[ (V ... '/•„,] be the corranged minor of [12...k] formed with the elements

Pi, P-i, ••• ?i. q-i, ,
[wiW2...Wn-m] be the corranged minor of [12. ..re] formed with the elements

?«,, ?<2, ••• n, "2, ••

Also let 0)' be the affect of [p\P2--- Piiqiq-s---qm-ii] in [1 2...?i],

and (r' be the aftect of [w, «2- •."'- f] i" ['"'1 '"2 . Wn - m].

Then

m, forward moves can convert [12... re] into [aja-2...^\^>---]y

wi + rji forward moves can convert it into [pip2...UiU-2...^i^2---]<

a), + ?)i + ')2 forward moves can convert it into [jOip2..."i"2...?i?2.-.i'i''2-..]-

Consequently [12...?(] can be converted into [joi j02-.- «i"2-.-?i9'2'"^r''2 •••] by

•^\ + 1i+V2+ {''-H-){"^~H-) forward and backward moves.
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The same conversion can be effected by a> + o-' forward moves.

Therefore u)i + ri-i + T]2 + (v - fi){m-fi.) = a>' + <t' (mod. 2).

Thus S={ - i)*--"'*™-/^) 22 ( _ j)"+<'-
^i"' (21).

pq
'"

Let <r be the affect in A of the corranged minor determinant

(r,ri...rm\
a ).

12... m /

Since a' is the affect oi A^ in A, it foUows from Theorem Va of § 25 that

Hence S=(- l)'"-"'*"'-"' 2(- 1)"+' A,„ (22).

Now in the present case

fi=ft, f2 =m —
fi, 6 = 1/ — /I, ( = m—ii.

Observing the form of A'^, which is a derangement of A,„ , in (19), we see that (22) is

equivalent to

5=(-1)*'2(-1)-+''a,,^,^,

where every .symbol has the same meaning as in the formula (C).

Thus the formula (C) is always true in Case III.



CHAPTER VI.

PROPERTIES OF A PRODUCT FORMED BY A CHAIN
OF MATRIX FACTORS.

[The equality of matrices, tlie addition and subtraction of matrices, and the

multiplication of a matrix by a scalar number are first considered in §§ 39—41. Then

in §g 42—46 a product of two matrices is defined and the chief properties of such

a product are discussed. The I'emaining articles, i^§ 47—55, deal with a product formed

by any chain of matrix factors. The active and passive rows and the standard form of

the product are defined. It is shown that such a product is always associative and dis-

tributive but in general not commutative. Finally the chief properties of such products,

including the properties of active and passive rows, are discussed.]

§ 39. Law of equality for matrices.

1. Similar and inversely similar matrices.

Two matrices will be said to be similar when each has the same number

of horizontal rows as the other and also the same number of vertical rows as

the other, i.e. when the vertical and horizontal orders of the one are the same

respectively as the vertical and horizontal orders of the other.

They will be said to be inversely similar when the horizontal and vertical

rows of the one are the .same in number respectively as the vertical and

horizontal rows of the other.

Ex. i.

"i ''1 'i dj

<(.j b.i 0-2 d-2

«3 ki C3 d-i

and

/*! '/I
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2. Equality of similar matrices. Identical equality.

Two similar matrices are equal when eveiy element of the one matrix is

equal to the correspondingly situated element of the other matrix. In this

case the two matrices are identically equal to one another.

Ex. iii. If

then

\_Xi yo z..

^i= «i. ^^1= 61, ^l = Cl,

"1 h 0,"

Oj 62 Cj

.T'2= a2, y2^^2i ^^^^^2*

3. Equality of dissimilar matrices. Conventional equality.

Two dissimilar matrices will be said to be equal when the similar matrices

to which they can be reduced by the addition of rows of O's after existing

rows are equal. This definition is equivalent to the following two state-

ments :

( i ) If a- is any element of one matrix and y a con-espondingly situated

element of the other matrix, then x = y.

(ii) If X is any element of one matrix, and if the other matrix has no

correspondingly situated element, then a; = 0.

In this case the two matrices may be said to be conventionally equal to one

another.

According to the above definition, two matrices which differ only by final

rows of O's are equal.

Again when two dissimilar matrices are equal, all rows which one matrix

has in excess of the other must be rows of O's ; and if we strike out fi-om

each matrix the rows which it has in excess of the other, we reduce the two

matrices to a pair of equal similar matrices.

The sign of equality connecting two matrices will in general denote

a conventional equality; but if the two matrices which it connects are

similar, as will in practice almost invariably be the case, then it denotes also

an identical equality.

Ex. iv.

i.e. if

and

or if
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The two matrices then reduce respectively to

^1 yi 0-
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p
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Such conclusions are only true in general when the sign of equality stands

for conventional equality. But if at any stage in the reduction of an equation

by this process two similar matrices are equated, the equality is then

necessarily an identical equality.

Ex. iv. If A + B=C, then C-B=A.

Ex. V. U A+B= A + C, then B=C.

§ 41. Multiplication of a matrix by a scalar number.

If [< = fflo, a.22 •

(Itni U »/jo . . . Uniii _

is any matrix and /c is any scalar number, the product kA or k [a] is defined

to be the matrix given by the identical equation

kA^klal" = ^«-^> ^""^ ka,n
III

The product Ak is defined to be the same as kA.

Thus to multiply a matrix by a .scalar number k, every element of the

matrix must be multiplied by k.

>Such products are clearly distributive ; for example, A- (A + £) = kA + kB

;

also

(A.-1 + A-.,) {A+B) = kiA+k^B + k,A + k^B.

Ex...
^P'. .'-n r3<'. 3. 3,n

L«3 62 '2 J L3a2 3i, 3coJ

E.v. ii. If .1 is a matrix with m. long rows and k is any scalar number, then

det/i-A=k"'detA.

Ex. iii. If A and B are any two matrices, similar or dissimilar, and if k is any scalar

umuber except 0, then each of the equations

A=B, kA=kB

is a necessary consequence of the other.

Thus in any matrix equation we can multiply or divide both sides by any scalar

number which is not zero.
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§ 42. Product of two matrices.

1. Active and passive rows.

If A and B are any two matrices, the product AB is defined below to be

a certain third matrix which is completely known when A and B are known.

If this third matrix is denoted by C, we have the identical equation

AB = C.

A and B will be called the factor matrices, and AB or its equivalent

will be called the product matrix.

In the product AB yte shall always regard the factor matrix on the left as

the operator or multiplier and the factor matrix on the right as the operand

or multiplicand.

The horizontal rows of A and the vertical rows of B will be called active

roius. The remaining rows of A and B, viz. the vertical rows of A and the

horizontal rows of B, will be called passive rows. The number of active rows

and the number of passive rows in either factor matrix will be called

respectively the activity and the passivity of that factor matrix. The

activities and passivities of the two factor matrices will also be called the

activities and passivities of the product.

The product A B will be said to be a product in the standard form or

a standard product when the passivities of A and B are equal, i.e. when the

number of passive rows in one factor matrix is equal to the number of

passive rows in the other factor matrix.

When the standard double-suffix notation is employed, then for a standard

product AB has the form [a] [6] , and for other products AB has the form

[a] [a] , where r =|= s.

2. Product of two matrices wIto.se passivities are equal.

Let .4 =

a,., . . . «.,

«., (hr

... r/,„,J

5 =

"u "12 • • • "m

f>2i h, ... bin

Ori Oy^ . . , Orn

be two matrices such that the number of vertical i-ows in ^4 is equal to the

number of horizontal rows in B.

The product AB will be defined to be the matrix

C = Gf»i Civi • • C^

_ ^mi ^m2 . . . C„
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u receiving all integral values from 1 to r (A).

This definition of the product is equivalent to the following two state-

ments :

The product matrix has the same number of horizontal rows as the

first factor matrix and the same mimber of vertical I'ows as the second

factor matrix (B).

The element C/j common to the ith horizontal row and the jth vertical

roio of the product matrix is the sum of the products which can be

obtained by multipli/ing each element of the ith horizontal row of the

first factor matrix by the corresponding element of the jth vertical roiu

of the second factor matrix (C).

As a particular case of such a j)roduct we have

r6„

[a.irtio... ff.v] ^ [a,i6,; + acM.j + ... + airbrj] = [Cy].

Since Cy = det [c,;], it follows that

f,j = det[(/,i«.-2--- dir]

hr

Thus the element Cij common to the ith horizontal row and the

jth vertical roiu of the product matrix is the determinoid of the product

formed by multiplying the matrix of the ith horizontal or active 7-ow of

the first factor matrix into the matrix of the jth vertical or active row

of tlie second factor matrix (D).

If then the matrices of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . . active rows of A are denoted

by (I,, a.i, 03, ... , and the matrices of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, ... active rows of B
are denoted by 6,, ^.,, 63, ... , we have Cij = detaibj, and

det (( 1 6] , det a, b., , ... det a^ 6„

«.„ a.„ ...a..,. 0.,, o.«i...o.j„ _ det a,,bt, det a„b„, ...deta.,6„

• "ir '
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where
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Cij = det aihj = det [a^ Ui^... «,>]

u receivinff all integral valuesfrom 1 to r ...

6.,
-^f-Hu^iijj

.(F).

Rv. i.

"i bi

an bo c, J

a\
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3. Product of two matrices whose passivities are not equal.

Let A and B be two matrices such that the number of vertical rows in A
is not equal to the number of horizontal rows in B.

In this case to obtain the product matrix AB, wo will

insert additional final passive rows of O's in the factor matrix which

has the smaller number of passive rows,

and so reduce the product AB to a product A'B' in which A' and B' are two

matrices whose passivities are equal. The product AB will be defined to be

the product A'B', which can be found as in sub-article 2.

Thus in order to define the product AB in this case, we replace one of the

factor matrices by another conventionally equal to it.

"I
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This is illustrated by the final expressions given in Exs. ii and iii.

In Ex. ii we strike out one final redundant passive row in the second factor

matrix. In Ex. iii we strike out two redundant final passive rows in the first

factor matrix.

We see then that there are two ways of reducing a product of any two

matrices to the standard form, and we have the following theorem

:

A product AB of any tivo matrices can he reduced to the standard form

(1) hy adding final jMSsive rows of O's to the matrix tvith the smaller

number of passive rows

;

(2) hy striking out the redundant final passive rows in the matrix with

the larger number of passive rows (G).

The second method is the more convenient to adopt in practice.

bn 6,2 .. . hui

'

If now A =

IX
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In place of (E) we have

a„ 0,2 ... a„

a„, a„ a^

.d^ni (tm2 • • • ^mr

K by, ... btn

hx h: Ki

L ^Sl ^b-2 • • • ^S7l _

det «! bi, det «, h, ... det a, 6„

det a., bi, det a., 6o, ... det a. b^

_det a,„6i, det a„ib.i, ... det a,„bn,

(I).

When the abbreviated standard double-suffix notation is employed, the

general definition of a product takes the form :

[«]' [bf = [c]" ,^m '-
-'s ^ -^m

where

Cij = det Uibj = defc [ctii«i2 . . . «;>]
/>,,

b.

u receiving all integral values from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers r

and s (J).

Ex. iv.

det [ajS]]

det [0262]

.71

J

"1

.71.

Oi 02 03 n4

^1 ft fe 04

.71 72 73 74.

det[rti6i

,
Jet [^2 62]

L7aj

r„.,-i

, det[ai6i]

03

ft

L73.

det [«! bi]

.74.

Oj
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elements without in any way altering the product matrix. If we speak of a

row corresponding to a redundant final passive row we must understand it to

be a row of O's.

§ 43. Properties of the passive rows in a product of two
matrices.

1. The i)roduct matrix is the sum of the products of tJie matrices of every

pair of corresponding passive roivs.

Let [4\bT = [cr,

and let C„ be the product of the matrices of the i(th pair of corresponding

passive rows in the factor matrices, so that

Cu =

«1U

l- (^inu -J

\_0m0u2 • • Oun}'

Then C„ is a matrix similar to [cl in which the element common to the
m

ith horizontal row and the jth vertical row is aiub^j.

Therefore when u receives all integral values from 1 to the smaller of the

two integers r and s, we see that

C\ + C,+ ... + C„ + ...

IS a matrix similar to Icl in which the element common to the ith horizontal

row and the _;th vertical row

= (kihj + (H2hj + ... +aiubuj+= Cij.

Therefore Ci + (7,+ ... +C„+ ... =[c]\

Ex. i.

Ex. ii.

«! hi
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2. The elements of a given passive roio of either factor matrix only occur

in the elements of the product matrix after each of them has been multiplied by

an element of the corresponding passive row of the other factor matrix.

This is an immediate consequence of the previous property. It can also

be seen from the expression

It

for any element of the jjroduct matrix. Wherever an element aph from the

A;th vertical row of the first factor matrix appears in such expressions, it is

multiplied by some element b^q fcom the A;th horizontal row of the second

factor matrix. So wherever an element b^,, belonging to the ith horizontal

row of the second factor matrix occurs in such expressions, it is multiplied by

some element a^^ belonging to the A^th vertical row of the first factor matrix.

3. The product matrix is unaffected by the insertion or the omission of

final passive rows of O's in either factor matrix.

In fact the only effect of such a change is to add zero terms to or subtract

zero terms from the various elements of the product matrix.

Ex. m.
, ,

L«2 "2 C2 "2 «2J

"ai
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5. If any non-redundant passive rotv in either factor matrix is a row of

O's, ?«e can strike out that row and the corresponding passive row in the othei-

factor matrix luithout in any ivay altering the product matrix.

Let \aX [6]" = [c]",
- 'm '- 's '- -"m

and let the product of the matrices obtained from [a]
, [6] by striking out

the wth passive row in each be [rf] .

Then
Cy ^ Oil Oy + . . . + Cl;^ „_i 0,1—^J + fljM Ojij + ff;, 7«+l "m+1,j + • • • )

and rfy ^ (iji Ojj + . . . + fl; ,(_! Oji—i,j + cti,«+i o«+i,7 + . .

,

where the terms not shown are the same in both series.

If the ?<th passive row in either [a] or [b] is a row of O's, then o.i„6,y = 0,

and therefore c,j = dy.

We conclude that

M''=M"-

This theorem also follows immediately from sub-article 1. For with the

notation used there, we have

[c]" = [rf]" + Cu.
"-7/1 //(

If one of the wth passive rows is a row of O's, (7„ = 0, and therefore

M"=[c]".

tti bi ci di
"
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additional corresponding passive roiu of O's in the corresponding position in the

other factor matrix without in any wai/ altering the product matrix.

Ex. vii'•[
"i ^'i <'i di

((, i) c.> do ft (32 J~La.. 6o C2 d..\

Other illustrations of this theorem are given by Exs. v and vi when the equations

occurring in them are read backwards.

7. The product matrix is unaltered when the sign of every element in two

corresponding passive rows is changed.

This is an immediate consequence of sub-article 2.

„ ... r«i 6i <i
Ex. vni.

L a., bo Co _
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Ex. xi.

For each side

"
a, 61 c,

"
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matrix occur only in the I'th horizontal row of the product matrix. Again an

element bpj where p is variable occurs only in such elements of the product

matrix as Cqj where q is variable. That is, the elements of the jth vertical or

active row of the second factor matrix occur only in the jth vertical row

of the product matrix.

3. If any active row in either of the factor matrices is a 7-ow of O's, the

corresponding row in the product matrix is a row of O's.

This is an immediate consequence of the preceding two pi'operties.

Ex. i.

a, 6,

r "1 y, -j

L a., y., J

(ai a, + b, aa), 0, («, 71 + 61 y.)

(0301 + 62 02). 0, {a^yi + b.iy-i)

(asai + ijaa), 0, (a^y^ + bsyo)

Ex. ii.

a
I 6, C] o?i
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Ex. iv.
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7. We can re-arrange the active roivs in one or both factor matrices in

any manner, provided that the corresponding roius in the product matrix are

subjected to exactly the same re-arrangements.

This will be obvious from formula (I) of § 42.

Ex. viii. If

then

fai &i ci di

L «2 t>2 ^2 ^2

[02
62 ^2 (^i

"I

a, 61 C, di J

a, 0, y, S,
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9. We can multiply all the elements of any active rotv in either factor

matrix by a scalar number k, provided thai we also multiply all the elements of

the corresponding row in the product matrix by k.

This follows immediately from sub-articles 1 and 2.

Ex. xii. If

«i bi ci rfi"
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§ 45. Other properties of a product of two matrices.

1. Equivalence of conventionally equal matrices.

If either factor matrix in a product of two matrices is replaced hy another

conventionally equal to it, the product matrix is either unaltered or is replaced

by a matrix conventionally equal to it. The same thing is true when both

factor matrices are replaced by matrices conventionally equal to them. For

if additional final passive rows of O's are inserted in one or both factor

matrices, or if existing final passive rows of O's are removed from one or both

factor matrices, the product matrix is unaltered. And if additional final

active rows of O's are inserted in one or both factor matrices, or if existing

final active rows of O's are removed from one or both factor matrices, the new

product matrix is obtained from the original product matrix by inserting or

removing corresponding rows of O's, i.e. the original product matrix is replaced

by one conventionally equal to it.

Conversely if a matrix G is given as the product AB of two factor matrices,

any matrix conventionally equal to G can be expressed as the product of two

matrices conventionally equal to A and B. For the identical equation (7 = AB
remains true when we insert any final rows of O's in G and corresponding

final active rows of O's in A and B.

From the first statement we conclude that in multiplying matrices, as

well as in adding and subtracting them, we can consistently regard con-

ventionally equal matrices as equivalent. The sign of equality must then be

understood to denote conventional equality.

2. Distributive character of a product of two matrices.

The product of two matrices taken in specified order is distributive.

To show this it will be sufficient to prove that

(1) [«]:,{[<+[<}=[«]: [6]; +[«]![<.

(ii) {[a];'+m;}[c];' =[«];; [c];+
[6];;

[cj;.

That (i) and (ii) are identical equalities is at once seen by expressing

both sides as single matrices.

Proof of (i). Let n be the larger of the two number.s p and y, and let s be the larger

of the two numbers X and ji.

Then [*]'>['']!''

where &i; = if i>\ or j > p,

and W^ = M!.

where <^i;
= if i>ii or j>q.
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Also Ml +K = [C + [<=[<'
where dij= hi^+ Cij

.

Therefore the left-hand side of (i) =[^1' r(/l" = r.r]",

where ^i^- = 2 «,„ d^j= 2 a^,, (&„>+ c,y

)

« receiving all integral values from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers r and s.

Again w:m:=m:[6]:=m:,

[<m:=[<w:=m:,
where ^ij= 'S.ai,fi„j , )'ij

= 2a,„c„y,

?« receiving the same values as before.

Therefore the rieht-hand side of (i) =\S\ +\y\ =("?/]",
* -"ni * '

-* m "-"^ m

where y,,-= /3,y + y,,,-= 2 a,„ 6„-+ 2 a^,, c„j

.

u u

Thus the left-hand side is equal to a matrix [x] and the right-hand side to a matrix

[y] such that

The equalities in the above reasoning are conventional, but the last two matrices

being similar are identically equal.

Proof of (ii). If we denote the larger of the two numbers X and ^l by »h, and the

larger of the two numbers p and q by r, then by similar reasoning it can be shown that

the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (ii) are respectively equal to two matrices

M . \v\ such that

3. Non-commutative character of a ^iroduct of two matrices.

A product of two matrices is in general not commutative.

By multiplying out the two products [a] [6] , [6] [a]
, it is at once seen

that their product matrices are not equal except in certain very special cases.

In fact the orders of the two product matrices are in general different, being

m and n in the one case and s and r in the other case. Even when m, n, s

and r are all equal, the two product matrices are still different except in

certain special cases.

For if Tal \hT = \a-T , and [6]'" [al " = fwl , we have

Xij = aa h^j + ai.^hy + ...+ aimbmj,

y.ij = ba a^j + bi.,a„j + ... + hi,„ a,„j.

Thus in general Xij and yij are not equal, and therefore [x] 4= [y] •
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Note. Special commutative products.

In § 46. 6, it is shown that a product of a square matrix and its conjugate reciprocal

is commutative.

In Ex. i of f^ 67, it is shown that when a product of two square matrices of tlie same
order is a non-zero scalar matrix, then the product is commutative.

4. Conjugate of a product of two matrices.

Theorem. The conjugate of the product of two matrices taken in a given

order is identical ivith the product of the conjugates of the two factor matrices

taken in the reverse order.

To prove this we have to show that
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Thus [«6c],2
^"i^y^^is

\ 1
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It has been shown in § 41, Ex. iii that we can multiply both sides of a

given matrix equation by any scalar number and that we can divide both

sides by any scalar number which is not 0.

Ex. iv.

r 1, 3, 2, 1
-1

L 2, 3, 1, 5 J

4,
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Ex. iiL [1]^[< =M^
where m, is the smaller of the two numbers r and «.

Here the equality is conyentionaL

£-.r. iv. [a]:[l]:=[a]:,

where n is the smaller of the two numbers r and s.

Here again the equality is conventional

2. One factor a scalar matrix.

A square matrix of the form

""A-

0^-0

A-

_0 ... A-j

in which every element of the leading diagonal is equal to the scalar number

k and every other element is equal to 0, \nt11 be called a scalar matriw with

argument k.

We shall use i [1] as an abbreviated notation for the scalar matrix of

order m with argument k, for that matrix is cleariy the product of the scalar

number k and the unit matrix [11 .

The fact that [a] is a scalar matrix of order m with argument k is
m

expressed by the equation

m m

We can now state the following obvious theorem

:

If either factor matrix in a standard product of ttvo matrices is a scalar

matrix with argument k, it is equivalent to the scalar multiplier k, i.e. it causes

each element of the other factor matrix to he multiplied by k.

Ex. V.

k 0'
r i

"I

r oi 6i ci 1 r oi 6i ci
"I I

_ r kai it, tci
~\

\ I- \ a<, b, c \ a, 6^ c, ^ „ , ka^ lb, kco J

r oi 6i ci n r oj ii ci
"1

|_ 02 62 "2 J L "-2 ^2 ''2 J

*ti]:-w:=M:-*[i]:=^-M:-Ex. xi.

Ex. viL it[l]; . [a]; = k . \1]\ [ar,=k\_a]l

,

where m is the smaller of the two numbers r and s.

.J
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where n is the smaller of the two numbers r and i.

Ex. ix. There it no matrix which can be regarded as being cdways equivalent to the

non-zero scalar number k for purposes of multiplication.

If there were a matrix [x] which could be regarded as equivalent to the non-zero

number t, we should have

- -"m - 'm+ r ' 'm-i-r

Now the product matrix on the left has only m horizontal rows and cannot be

conventionally equal to the matrix on the right which has m+ r horizontal rows, none of

which are rows of O's. Accordingly the above equation is impossible.

On the other hand the scalar multiplier k can in every paiticular case be replaced by

some scalar matrix with argument I:

3. One factor a quasi-scalar matrix.

A square matrix of the form

'a .
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Ex. xiii.

'«1
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The results (1) and (3) lead to the following theorem

:

Theorem. Of the two products MM', M'M which can he formed with a

matrix M and its conjugate reciprocal matrix M' that one in which long rows

are active rows is a scalar matrix with argument A, where A is the determinoid

o/M (A).

The product in question is that one in which the passivity exceeds (or is

not less than) the activity.

Equations (2) and (4) as well as equations (1) and (3) are included

in (A), for [.4] is the conjugate reciprocal of a and A is also the
'"

'—'it

determinoid of a .

'—
' n

When [a] is a square matrix, so that n=m, the four products considered

above are all equal, and we have the following theorem

:

Theorem. If [a] is a square matrix and if \_A'\ is its recipi'ocal

matrix, then

[ff] A =A la.] = a \A] =\A] a = A [11 ,

•—
' m "—

' III
' '

III
'

'
111

where A = («)"' (B).

Thus the product [«] A is commutative and in it we can interchange
'—

' III

the two factors or replace each factor by its conjugate.

Ex. xiv. Let

Then

p-ll
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Accordingly

1, 3,
2-

L2, 4, Oj

PROPERTIES OF A PRODUCT

= [-: :?: 1] - ^ [

[CH. VI

4,
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Since Oy = -^Aij,

the inverse matrix is obtained from the conjugate reciprocal matrix by

dividing each element by A.

Dividing both sides of equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) of the previous

sub-article by the scalar quantity A, we have

^

III m

\a]" a =[«]" a =[1] ', when m<n (5),

o [a]" = a ral"=[l] ,whenm>n (6).

The first equations in (5) and (6) lead to the following theorem

:

Theorem. Of the tivo products which can he formed with a matrix arid

its iyiverse, that product in luhich long rows are active rows is equal to a unit

matrix (C).

Similarly by dividing throughout by the scalar quantity A in (B), we

obtain the following theorem

:

Theorem. If [a] is a square matrix and if a is its inverse matrix,
'—

' m

then

[a]'" ex =a [«] =a [«]'" = [a]'" « =[1]'" (D).
*- -• )n *- -' lit *- -^ III *- •' til .

* -* JH

111 — Hi

Note. More generally if A and B are two matrices such that one of the two products

AB, BA is a luiit matrix, 'we may say that the two matrices are inverse to one another.

When ABia a, unit matrix, B may be called an inverse post-factor of A. When Bxi is a

unit matrix, B may be called an inverse pre-factor of .4.

It will be shown in g§ 81 and 82 that the following results are true except in special

cases:

(i) If in<n, then [a]" has an infinite number of inverse post-factors but no inverse

pre-factor.

(ii) If m>n, then [a]" has an infinite number of inverse pre-factors, but no inverse

post-factor.

(iii) The square matrix [a] has a unique inverse matrix which is both an inverse

pre-factor and an inverse post-factor.

Thus AB cannot be a iinit matrix unless the long rows of A and B are active rows.

The inverse matrix defined in the text may be called the principal inverse matrix to

distinguish it from other inverse matrices.

1 2"!

E.V. xix. The principal inverse matrix of 3, 4
r -3. i. i

]
L i, i, -M
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Accordingly

I, i-

rl. 3, 2-1 '' " r-s
J, J-) rl, 0-|

^-, ^ =
I

3, 4 = I
'

- 3i -5.

'1,
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Ex. i. To reduce the product P=\ahcde\ .[pqr]
234 ['^y®]i23 46 '" " standard

product.

^^^ '1234 ' -"lasii •' '1234'

so that P= \abcde'\ [xi/zw]

First Method. Insertion of rows of Ci.

We have in succession

:

(1). P=[abcde]^^[x7/zw]^^^^ = labcde]^^[3y!w]^^^^^^.

(2). [^y^«'],23,=[P?-].„4['^y»].2345=LP?'^]l234t'^>«1.2345-

(3). [^H,23,o=[P?'-00],,3,„[«/3y8],,3,,.

(4). P=[abcde]^^ . [pq'<X)\,,J''^y^\,,,,-

The first and second steps are obtained by the properties of passive rows (see g 43. s),

and the third step by the properties of active rows (see (5 44. e).

The final expression for P has the standard form.

Second Method. Omission of redundant rows.

Making use of the properties of passive rows (see § 43. 4), we have in succession :

(1). P=[<'bcde]^^[.ry2w]^^_^^ = [abcd]^^[Ti/zw']^^^^.

(2). [^H,,3, = [/>?'-],,3j'^y8],23,5=br]„3,[°3y8]j^3.

(3). P^[abcd]^,^ . [pqr\^_JaPyS]^^_^.

Third Method. Operations of both kinds.

We have in succession :

(1). P=[abcde'\ \xuz\d\ =[abcde'\ \xyzw'\L jjoL J -'1234 " -'12'- ^ -"12340

(2). \xyzw\^_^^ = [pqr]^^_^^[a^yh]^^_^^={pqr\^^^[a»yb\^_^.

(3). [^^y'\,,,=[pqr\.^,,,{a^yS]^,,.

(4). P=iabcde]^^.[pqr]^^_^^^[a^yK\^,^^.

To leave the middle matrix unaltered we must leave the suffixes of the second matrix

unaltered at the first step. In the present case we then fall back on the second method.

E.r. ii. To reduce the product P=\abcde'\ \_pqr^
^

. [a^y]
^
to a standard form by

omission of redundant rows.

Let labcde]^^[pqr]^^^^ = [.vt/z]^^,

so that ^=[^z],,,[«3y],.,-

Then we have in succession :

(1). P=[T>/z]Ja^y\^ = [Ty-]Ja^y]^^_.

(2). [xyz]^^ = [abcde]^^\j>qr]^^^^ = ["M,, [Pi'']^^^^-

(3). M,, = [a&^<l,2 [??],,,,-

(4). P=[abcd]^^[pq\^^^.[a^yl^.
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Here the first two steps follow from the properties of passive rows and the third step

from the properties of active rows.

Note. A more general treatment of the reduction to a product of standard form is

given in § 50.

2. Proof of the associative 'property.

We proceed to show '\i A, B, C are any three matrices

A.BG = AB.G (A).

Since each of these products can be reduced to a standard product, it

will be sufficient to prove that

[<-M:M:=M:m;-w: (B).

m:w:=M:. m:m>m: w-Let

so that \aX A^X [cV = [*']"

and let Xy be any element of the matrix [«] .

Since ra-l" = \aY [jol"

,

it follows by the properties of active rows that

- Prj

Again since [p] — [b] [c] ,

it follows by the properties of active rows that

Pu

Py

Lprj

•(2),

hu
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On the left-hand side we have a matrix with a single element Xy.

On the right-hand side we have a matrix with a single element

u V

where u receives all integral values from 1 to r, and v receives independently

all integral values from 1 to s.

But when similar matrices are equal, their corresponding elements are

equal.

Therefore xy^'Z'S.aiuhuvCvj
M V

Similarly if

mim: =[?]:,. m:m:=[2/]:
so that

we have

n r -I
'I

[arm.[c]=[y]

[yy] = [?a?;2 •••%]

LCs,

= [aiiai2--. air][by

(li.bn + cii-Ai + ... + auhn

Co:

L c,,-
. "iAs + (li.hs + . . . -f- ai,b,.s

from which we conclude that

yi}^^ —* -^ Cliu Ouv (^vj

u V

the values received by u and v being the same as before.

From (3) and (6), it follows that

M =[2/]

Thus (B), and therefore (A), is proved.

If then A, B, C are any three matrices, we may write

A.BG=^AB.G=ABC

.(3).

(4),

(5),

•(6),

.(7).

.(8),

and call ABC the product matrix or the product of the three matrices

A, B, C taken in this order.

In evaluating the product ABC either pair of adjacent factor matrices

can be associated together and replaced by their product matrix. This result

may be stated as follows

:

A product ABC of any three matrices is always associative (C).
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It is clear from the corresponding property of a product of two matrices

that a product of three inatnces is not commutative, i.e. the order of the

factors camiot in general be changed without altering the value of the

product matrix.

3. Proof of the distributive property.

We shall now prove the following theorem

:

A product ABG of any three matrices is always distributive (D).

First let A=X + Y, where X and Y are matrices.

Then {X+Y)BC = (X+Y).BC==X .BC+Y.BC
= XBC+ YBC (9).

We have here used the facts that a product of three matrices is

associative and that a product of two matrices is distributive.

Next let C = X + Y.
•

Then AB{X + Y) = AB .{X + Y) = AB . X + AB . Y
= ABX + ABY (10).

Lastly let B = X +Y.

Then A{X+Y)C = A.{X+Y)C = A.iXC+ YC)

= A.XC+A.YC = AXC + AYC (H).

Thus if E is any one of the factor matrices A, B, C, and if J? = A'' + F,

the product ABC is the sum of the partial product obtained from ABC when

E is replaced by X and the partial product obtained from ABC when E is

replaced by F; and this result is the theorem (D).

§ 48. Associative and distributive character of a product of

any number of matrices.

1. Proof of the associative property.

We have seen that any two matrices A, B taken in this order give rise to

a product matrix denoted by AB, and that any three matrices A, B, C taken

in this order give rise to a definite product matrix ABC.

We will now consider the product of any four matrices A, B, C, D taken

in this order, and we will in the first place define ABCD to mean A . BCD,

i.e. the product matrix obtained by multiplying the matrix A into the

matrix BCD.

Since a product of three matrices is associative, we have

ABCD = A .BCD = A .{B .CD) = AB .CD

= {AB.C).D = ABC.D.
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Having shown that

ABCD = A . BCD = AB.CD = ABC . D,

we have shown that we obtain the same product matrix ABCD when we

divide the four letters into any two smaller groups of adjacent letters. The

smaller groups being themselves associative, it follows that we still obtain the

same product matrix ABCD when we divide the four letters in any manner

whatever into groups composed of adjacent letters. Accordingly ABCD is

a definite product matrix which is always obtained however the four letters

are associated, so long as their relative order remains unchanged. That i.s,

a product of four matrices is always associative.

We will next consider the product of any five matrices A, B, C, D, E
taken in this order, and we will in the first place define ABODE to mean

A . BCDE.

Since products of three matrices and products of four matrices are

associative, we have

ABODE = A . BODE = A . (B . ODE) = AB . ODE
= AB.{O.DE) = ABO.DE
= {ABO .D).E = ABOD . E.

Having shown that

ABODE = A . BODE= AB .ODE = ABO.DE = ABCD . E,

we have shown that we obtain the same product matrix ABODE when we

divide the five letters into any two smaller groups of adjacent letters. The

smaller groups being themselves associative, it follows that we still obtain the

same product matrix ABODE when we divide the five letters in any manner

whatever into groups composed of adjacent letters. That is, a product of

any five matrices is always associative.

In both cases the product is clearly in general not commutative.

Proceeding in this way, we obtain the following result

:

A prodtict of any number of matrices is always associative but is in

general not commutative (A).

2. Proof of the distributive character.

Let X = ABO...DEF...KL

be a product of any number of matrices A, B, 0, ... D, E, F, ... K, L.

First let E = E, + E.^, where E is any factor matrix of the product except

the first and last, and E^ and E^ are matrices.

Let Xy be the partial product obtained when we replace the factor matrix

E in the complete product by E^, and let X^ be the partial product obtained

when we replace E by E^.
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Let P = ABC...D, Q = F...KL

be the product of all the factor matrices which precede E, and the product of

all the factor matrices which follow E in the product A'.

Then by the associative property of all matrix products and the distri-

butive property of a product of two matrices, we have

X = PEQ = P.EQ^P.{E, + E,)Q

= P.{E,Q + E,Q) = PE,Q + PE„_Q

Next let A = A^ + A2, and let Xj, Xn, be the partial products obtained

when A is replaced by A,, A^ respectively in the complete product X.

Let Q = BO . . . DEF . . . KL be the product of all the factor matrices which

follow A in the product X.

Then X = AQ^ {A, + ^.) Q = A,Q + A,Q = X, + X^.

Finally let L = L^ + L.,, and let A'l, X., be the partial products obtained

when L is replaced by ij, i, respectively in the complete product X.

Let P = ABC ... DEF ... K be the product of all the factor matrices

which precede L in the product X.

Then X = PL = P{L, + L,) = PL, + PL, = X, + X„_.

We see then that if E is any factor matrix whatever of the product X,

and if E=Ei + E„, then the product X is the sum of the two partial

products obtained from X when E is replaced by E-^ and by E^ respectively.

This result is equivalent to the following statement

:

A product of any number of matrices is always distributive (B).

§ 49. Active and passive rows in a product formed by a
chain of matrix factors.

Let [*] be the product matrix of any number of matrices

arranged in this order,

so that [<[<[<[<[<... m: =[< (1).

The various matrices occurring in the chain on the left will be termed

factor matrices or matrix factors of the product.

It will be observed that the number of horizontal rows in the product

matrix is equal to the number of horizontal rows in the first factor matrix,

and that the number of vertical rows in the product matrix is equal to the

number of vertical rows in the last factor matrix. .
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For the product of the first two factors is a matrix of the form [p] ; the

product of this matrix and the third factor is a matrix of the form [qY ; and

proceeding in this way the product of all the fiictors is a matrix of the

form fa;] .

m

The horizontal rows of the first factor matrix and the vertical rows of the

last factor matrix will be called active rows. All other horizontal and vertical

rows occurring in the factor matrices will be called passive rows.

The number of active or horizontal rows in the first factor matrix and the

number of active or vertical rows in the last factor matrix will be called the

activities of those respective matrices, and they will also be called the activities

of the product. Thus the activity of the first factor matrix is m, the activity

of the second factor matrix is n, and the activities of the product are m and n.

The smaller of the two activities m and n, which is the efficiency of the

product matrix, will be called the efficiency of the product.

The number of vertical passive rows and the number of horizontal passive

rows occurring in any factor matrix will each be called a passivity of that

factor matrix and also a passivity of the product. The first factor matrix has

one passivity a', the last factor matrix has one passivity X. The intermediate

factor matrix [rf] has in general two passivities S and 8', but if 8 = 8' it has

only one passivity.

The I'th horizontal or active row of the first factor matrix will be said to

correspond to the tth horizontal row of the product matrix. So the i'th

vertical or active row of the last factor matrix will be said to correspond to

the ith vertical row of the product matrix.

Again let D = [d] , E=[e]' be any two consecutive factor matrices in the

chain. Then the ith vertical (passive) row in the matrix D on the left will

be said to correspond to the ith horizontal (passive) row in the matrix E on

the right, so long as these tth rows occur in both the matrices. If 8' > e, there

will be vertical rows in D whose corresponding horizontal rows in E are

absent. Such rows will be called redundant final vertical passive rows of D.

So if h' < e, there will be horizontal rows in E whose corresponding rows in

D are absent. Such rows will be called redundant final horizontal passive

rows of E.

Thus we have established a one-one correspondence between the active

rows of the two extreme factor matrices and the rows of the product matrix.

Also in every two adjacent factor matrices of the chain we have established

a one-one correspondence between the non-redundant vertical passive rows in

the matrix on the left and the non-redundant vertical passive rows in the

matrix on the right.
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In the case of any intermediate factor matrix the non-redundant

horizontal passive rows correspond to the non-rediindant vertical passive

rows of the adjacent matrix on the left, and the non-redundant vertical

passive rows correspond to the non-redundant horizontal passive rows of the

adjacent matrix on the right.

The product is said to be of standa7-d form or to be a standard product

when in every pair of adjacent factor matrices the number of vertical rows in

the matrix on the left is equal to the number of horizontal passive rows in

the matrix on the left. In such a product there are no redundant final

passive rows. This case occurs when

a' = /3, ^' = 7, 7' = S, ....

Thus a standard product has the form

w:m:w:M;w;-w:=[< (2).

The products which occur in practice are almost invariably of standard

form, and in future chapters a product will always be understood to be a

standard product. In the next article it will be shown that the consideration

of products which are not of standard form is superfluous.

§ 50. Reduction of a product of any number of matrices to

a product of standard form.

Let M:[<...[<[<-m:=[<

be a product formed by any chain of matrix factors.

Let [d] ,
[e]' be any two successive factor matrices of the product and let

[<[<=m:'-

In consequence of the associative property of the chain we can in it

replace \d'\ [e]' by {pX without in any way altering the product matrix

If S' > e, we can increase e to S' by inserting in [e]' additional final

horizontal passive rows of O's. We can also diminish S' to e by striking out
5'

the redundant final vertical passive rows in [d] . By the properties of

passive rows in a product of two matrices the matrix [pf and consequently

the matrix [a;] is entirely unaffected by either of these operations.
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-,«'

If 8' < e, we can increase 8' to e by inserting in [d] additional final

vertical passive rows of O's. We can also diminish e to S' by striking out the

redundant final horizontal passive rows in [ej . By the properties of passive

rows in a product of two matrices the matrix [p^ and consequently the

matrix [a;] is entirely unaffected by either of these operations.

Treating every pair of adjacent factor matrices in one of these ways, we

finally reduce the product to the standard form.

The reduction is most conveniently effected by repetitions of the opera-

tion of striking out redundant final passive rows. The various factors of the

reduced product have then their lowest orders and contain no redundant

rows. The reduction can also be effected by repetitions of the operation of

adding final passive rows of O's, or again by a combination of both kinds of

operations. In the following examples use is made of the abbreviated

notations introduced in § 47. i.

£!x: i. [abed] laByB] [pg'\ luviv]

Here we have at each step omitted redundant final pa.ssive rows.

Ej.: ii. [«6crf]^Ja/3y8]^^J;,j]_^^^.[«<;«.],,„

= \abcd'\ \a8y8] \ pci] fuvw]
L J,2L f^/ J,23o l-f 2J12346'- ^1234

Here we have at each step inserted additional passive rows of O's.

Ex. iii. ["'"],.,Myfi],23jw],.,3„[«'""],o:„

= [«*«],J«0y8], 234 b?],.,345 [^^"'^n

= [«*«]l2N^VS0],234[p^],2345[«""'],2

= [abc]^Safiy&0]^,^^[p<j]^,^^J,uuo]^,^.

Here we have omitted redundant final passive rows at the first and third steps, and we

have added a final passive row of O's at the second step.

13
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§ 51. Expressions for the elements of a product matrix of

any number of given matrices.

1. Product of two matrices.

If HrHM
then Xij='Eaiubt,j (1),

u

where u receives all integral values from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers

a' and /8.

This result is equivalent to the definition of a product of two matrices

given in § 42.

2. Product of three matrices.

If Djf=[«T['j]!M",

then Xij = ^'S.aiuhuvCvj (2),
U V

where u ranges from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers a and /3,

and V ranges from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers /3' and /3,

the summations with respect to u and v being independent.

To prove this, let [p]" = [?)]J[cr, so that M"^ =[«-]"_M^
Then by the previous case

X^ ^ ^^ Cljy^jhlj ^^ — (f'iu ^— Offl^Cl,j) = — .w (Hu^UV^Vj'
U it v U V

3. Product offour matrices.

then Xij='S,ZZaiubuvCvwdwj (3),
u V to

where u ranges from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers a' and /9,

V ranges from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers /3' and 7,

and w ranges from 1 to the smaller of the two numbers 7' and S.

To prove this, let [;>]; = WJ'^'M;', so that [4„=l^'Tjpi-

Then by the previous cases,

U li V 10

— SS'^ah r (^ •— — -w -- ^Hii'-'uv^vw^wy
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4. Product of any number of matrices.

The corresponding result for a product of any number of matrices will

now be obvious.

For products of standard form the results are somewhat simpler.

Thus if [<=[<m;[c];m;,

then x,j = %'El,aiubuvCm,dwj,

where u receives the values 1, 2, 3, ... a,

V receives the values 1, 2, 3, ... /3,

w receives the values 1, 2, 3, ... 7.

§ 52. Properties of the passive rows in any product formed
by a chain of matrix factors.

The properties enumerated in this and the following article are all

deducible from the properties of a product of two matrices together with

the associative property of any chain of matrix factors, in virtue of which

any two adjacent factor matrices in the chain can be replaced by their

product matrix. In a few cases the distributive property of the chain is also

made use of

The properties can also be deduced from the expressions given in § 51

for the elements of the product matrix.

1. The product matrix is the sum of all the partial products which can be

obtained from the chain by replacing any given pair of adjacent factor

matrices by the matrices of a corresponding pair of their non-redundant

jmssive ro^vs, all other factor matrices being left unaltered.

Let ^5 ... GDEF ...L = X be the product of the matrices A,B, ... C, J),

E,F, ... L arranged in this order.

Let Pi,P.^,Pj, ...he the products of the matrices of pairs of corresponding

passive rows in the product DE.

Let X^, X«, X^,, ... be the values assumed by X when we replace DE by

Pi, Po, P3 ... in the chain.

By the properties of a product of two matrices

DE=P, + P„_ + P,+ ....

Therefore X = AB...G (P, + P, + P,+ ...) F ... L.

By the distributive property of the chain tiiis is equal to

AB ... (JP,F ... L + AB ... CP,F ... L + AB ... CP,F ... L + ....

That is, X = A', + X, + X,+ .... .

13—2
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Ex. i. 02 bo

_ Ci bz

-a, br
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Ex. ii.

«! 6] C]

a-> h, c-2

«•> 6.) c.>
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Again if E is any factor matrix except the last and contains a vertical

passive row of O's, we can strike out that row in E and the corresponding

horizontal passive row in F without altering Q m any way. Therefore we

can replace EF by the same matrix Q in the chain both before and after this

change, and consequently X remains unaffected by the change.

Ex. iv.
«! ^1 ^1

a.) h; C)

«i Hi 71

"
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9. If we strike out any number of pairs of corresponding non-redundant

passive rows in two given adjacent factor matrices of the chain and leave the

other factor matrices unaltered, we obtain a partial product. Any sum of such

partial products in which every pair of corresponding non-redundnnt passivf

rows of the two given adjacent factor matrices occurs once and onlg once

is equal to the jjroduct matrix of the chain.

This is at once seen when each j)artial product is expanded in the manner
described in sub-article 1.

Ex. ix. [abc] [a/3y8] \ha'\ [XulL JjoL I J1234L 11234'- '^-'123

Ex. X. H^],2["/^7S]i234[H„3[V],,3

§ 53. Properties of the active rows in any product formed by
a chain of matrix factors.

1. The elements of any given row in the product matrix are homogeneous

linear functions of the elements of the corresponding active rotu in the chain.

The letters denoting matrices, let the product be

ABC ...KL = X.

Let P = ABC ... K, Q = BG ... KL, be the product of all the matrices

except the last, and the product of all the matrices except the first respectively,

so that

X=AQ and X = PL.

Using the properties of a product of two matrices, it follows from the

equation X = AQ that the elements of the i'th horizontal row of X are

homogeneous linear functions of the elements of the ith horizontal or active

row of the first factor matrix A.

Similarly from the equation X = PL, it follows that the elements of the

jih vertical row of A' are homogeneous linear functions of the elements of

the jth. vertical or active row of the last factor matrix L.

2. The elements belonging to any given active row of the chain occur in

the product matrix only in the elements of the corresponding row.

Using the same notation as before, we see from the equation AQ = X that

the elements of the ith horizontal row of A occur only in those elements of

X which belong to its ith. horizontal row. So from the equation PL =X we

see that the elements of the jth. vertical row of L occur only in those

elements of X which belong to its jth vertical row.
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3. If any active row in either of the two extreme factor matrices is a, row

of O's, the corresponding rmv in the product matrix is a row of O's.

This follows immediately from sub-article 1.

Ex. i. The product matrix of

_a3 1)3 C3 fl?3

<ii /^i 71
~' '~ ^1 m-i 111 pi

a. /3,. y.> ?.) ??i2 71.2 p.2

_ "3 ft 73 J L ^3 »"3 «3 P3 J L ^3 ^13 _

Xi ^.1

Xo fio

has the form

'•1
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Ex. iv. Let iP'r

If we strike out all the horizontal rows of the first factor matrix and the product matrix

except the i'th, and all the vertical rows of the last factor matrix and the product matrix

except the _;th, and then equate the determinants of both sides in the resulting matrix

equation, we obtain

a-i,- = det[ai]ai2...«ir][^]« M^ • M'

l.^

Thus the above theorem provides us with convenient expressions for the elements

of the product matrix.

Ex. V. A product formed by any chain of matrix ftxctors can always be expressed

in the form

AMB=\a][M[h]l,

where ^1 =[,(]'' and i?= [^]" are the first and last factor matrices and M \h the product

of all the intervening matrix factors. If we denote the matrix of the ith. active row of A

by U; and the matrix of the yth active row of B by bj, we have by Ex. iv

AMB = [a]'\M][h]" =

Aeta^Mbi, deta^Mb.,, ... detoii/i,,

deta^Mbi, deXa-iMb-i, ... deta-^ifb,,

det a^Mb„det a^Mbi, det a,nMb.,

The special case in which there are only two factors in the chain is contained in

formula (I) of § 42. It can be included in the above by regarding J/ as a unit matrix.

If the chain is of standard form, as is most usual, M will lie of the form [c] .

5. We can replace any of the active rows in one or both of the extreme

factor matrices by rows of O's, provided that we replace the corresponding rows

in the product matrix by rows of O's.

Since this theorem is known to be true for a product of two matrices, we

can use the same method of proof as in sub-article 4.

[a6c],„3 [«3],.,3 [M,2 b?"],., = [^^'^,23'

where in \iibcde'] the second hoi'izontal row is a row of O's.

6. We can insert additional active rows of O's anywhere in one or both of

the extreme factor matrices, provided that we also insert similarly placed

corresponding rows of i)'s in the product niatrir.

This theorem is the converse^ of the j)rcceding theorem.

Ex. vi.
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7. We can re-arrange the active rows in. one or both of the extreme factor

matrices in any manner we plea.se, provided that the corresponding rows m the

product matrix are subjected to exactly the sane re-arrangements.

Let X = ABC...KL = AQ = PL.

If similar re-arrangeraents of the corresponding horizontal rows of A and

X convert them into A' and A'^', then from the equation AQ = X we deduce

that^'Q = Z'or
A'BC ...KL = X'.

Again if similar re-arrangements of the corresponding vertical rows of

L and X convert them into L' and X', then from the equation PL = X we

deduce that PL' = X' or

ABO...KL' = X'.

Ex. If

then

«! 61
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Again let the insertion in L of the additional vertical row whose matrix

is y convert L into L', and let the insertion in fl of the corresponding vertical

row whose matrix is ABC ... Ky or Py convert fl into H'. Then from the

equation PL = fi it follows by § 44.8 that PL' = Q', or

ABC...KL' = £l'.

Ex. is. If

"l 61 'l

'
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Let ^4 become A' when to each element of the I'th horizontal row of A
there is added k times the corresponding element of the jth horizontal row of

A, and let the product matrix X become A" when to each element of the

ith horizontal row of X there is added k times the corresponding element of

the jth horizontal row of X. Then from the equation AQ = X it follows by

§ 44.10 that

A'Q = X' or A'BC...KL = X'.

Similarh' if L and X become respective!}' L' and X' when to each

element of the t'th vertical row there is added k times the corresponding

element of the jth vertical row, it follows from the equation PL = X that

PL' = X', or

ABC ...KL' = X'.

Ex. xii. If

a., h.,

ra, ft

02 ^2

h "h >h~* '"^i hi "1 ^i

I; nu n->

_ «3 *3 _j i_ 03 ^3 _i \_h "h 'h^ i_ ^^3 F3 '3 TS

M2 "^2 ^-2

.r, 1/1 zi
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Conversely if X = ABC ... KL is the product ynatrix of any chain of

matrix factors, and if X' is any matrix conventionally equal to X, then

X' can he expressed identically in the form X' = A'BC ... KL', where A' and

L' are conventionally equal to A and L respectively.

It fuUdws from the first result that in multiplying together any number

of matrices we can consistently regai'd conventionally equal matrices as

equivalent.

2. Conjugate of a. product of any number of matrices.

Theorem. TIte conjugate of the product of any number of matrices taken

in a given order is identical with the product of the conjugates of the factor

matrices taken in the reverse order.

We have shown in § 45.4 that this theorem is true for a product of two

matrices. Hence to prove that the theorem is true generally, it will be

sufficient to show that if it is true for a product of n matrices, then it is also

true for a product of n -I- 1 matrices.

Suppose that the theorem is true for any product whatever of n

matrices.

Let A^, Ao, ... An, An+i be any n + 1 matrices, and let X be their product

matrix when they are taken in this order, so that

X = A1A2 A,^An+i.

Let Ai, A./, ... Af A'n+i, X' be the respective conjugate matrices of

j4i, Ao, ... A,i, A„+,, X. Further let

P = A,A,...An

be the product matrix of the first n factor matrices, and let P' be the

conjugate of P. We then have X = PAn+^, and fi'om this it follows by

§ 45.4 that X' = A'„+iP'. But by supposition

P = An A ,i_i ... An A,

.

Thus X' = A'„+,P' = A'n+,A,: ... A.: A,'.

Thus if the theorem is true for all pnxhiets of n matrices, it is also true

for all ]irii(lu(;ts of n + 1 matrices. It follows that it is true generally.

, ,
»t

I I

w
, ,

I'
I I

u
I

,
ill

then .1' ~ d c b a .
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Ex. ii. If

then

«1 *1

"
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§ 55. Special cases of a product formed by a chain of matrix
factors.

1. One factor a zero matrix.

If any factor in a chain of standard or general form is a zero matrix, the

product matrix is a zero matrix. For each element of the product matrix is

a homogeneous linear function of the elements of the zero matrix, and is

therefore equal to zero.

2. One factor a imit matrix.

If any factor matrix in a product of standai'd form is a unit matrix,

it can be omitted. For if P is either of the adjacent factor matrices, we can

replace the product of the unit matrix and P by P simply.

A standard product of any number of unit matrices is itself a unit

matrix. A general product of any number of unit matrices is conventionally

equal to a unit matrix.

Ex. i. a., 6o
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Any number of scalar matrices with arguments ^', , k„, ... k^ occurring in

a product of standard form can be replaced by the scalar multiplier k^k, ... k„

if there are other factor matrices in the product.

A standard product of scalar matrices with arguments k^, k^

a scalar matrix with argument kik, ... k^.

kn is

E.V. ii.

"l ^'l
<-'!

a-i bn Cn

«3 f>3 C3



CHAPTER VII.

DETERMINOID OF A PRODUCT FORMED BY A CHAIN
OF MATRIX FACTORS.

[The determinoid of a product of two given matrice.s i.s first considei'ed in §i; .'56 and 57.

Then in Sjg 58 and 59 the value of the determinoid of a product of any number of given

matrices is found. If the efficiency of the product is r;, the determinoid of the product

is in general equal to a sum of products of minor determinants of order rj formed from

the factor matrices in a prescribed maimer. Certain special cases are considered in

§5j 60 and 62; and in ^ 63 the determinoid of any product is reduced to the determinoid

of a product in which one of the activities is 1. Finally the preceding results are

generalised in § 64, where exactly corresponding results are obtained for the algebraical

sum of the affected minor determinants of any given order k of a product of given

matrices.]

§ 56. Determinoid of a product of two given matrices.

In this chapter and all fnture chapteis a product of any number of

matrices will always be expressed in the standard form without redundant

passive rows.

Let then .4 = [a] , B = [b]' be any two given matrices such that the

number of vertical rows in A is equal to the number of horizontal rows in B,

and let X = [a] be their product matrix when they are taken in the above

order, so that X = AB, or more fully

The number /• is the passivity of the product, and the numbers m and n

are the two activities of the product. The smaller of the two numbers

//( and n {pv either of them if they are equal) will be denoted b}- rj. Then

77 is the efficiency of the product. We shall proceed to investigate the

value of (x) or det X. The final results which will be obtained can be
III

stated as follows

:

Theorem I. If Ihe passiirity of the product AB is lests tlian its efficiency,

then

dH AB = 0.

c. 14
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Theorem II. //' the passivity of the product AB is not less than its

efficiency, reduce the product AB to the product A'B' of two square matrices

of order r] by striking out corresponding passive roivs in both the factor

matrices and active roivs in the larger factor matrix ; let A, A' he the

determinants of the square matrices A', B', and let to, m' be their affects in

the matrices A, B from which they are derived; then

detAB = li-iy''"A^'.

Thus det AB can be expressed as an algebraical sum of the products

of all possible pairs of determinants of order t] derived from A and B
respectively in the manner described.

General Formula equivalent to Theorem II.

Let the product \x\ =[«] \]A ^^'^^^ efficiency >], tvhere t]-^r. Then

{x)l = ^{-\Y^-' {a„„)]{brn)\

where [miW, ... ?«,], [r^r^ ... r^], [n^n„ ... n^] are minors of order y of

[12 ... m], [1 2 ... r], [1 2 ... n] respectively

;

ft) = affect of ia-mry in [a]|^

,

w' = affect of {b„y^ in [6]",

or o) = affect of [m] i?i [1 2 ... m], a' = affect of [n] i>i [1 2 ... w] ;

and the summation extends over a complete set of distinct values of each

of the minor sequences [m]
,

[?] ,
[n] .

It will be convenient to divide the investigation into several cases.

Case I. m = ?i = ?• = r).

In this case A, B and X are all square matrices of order 7n, and their

determinoids are all determinants of order m.

By the definition of the product of two determinants of the same order,

we have

(a) (b) =(x) .

Therefore

det X = (x)'" = (a)" (b)'" = det ^ X det B.

This result is equivalent to the following theorem

:

Theorem A. If A and B are both square matrices, then

det AB = det A x det B.

Case II «. ?; = «, r < ??.

In this case ?h <j: n, r < m, r < n.
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Expanding the determinoid (.»)
" in terms of its simple minor determinants

of order n, we have

det X = (*)" = S(- 1)" (*i„)"= 2 (- 1)" det [a-^,]" (1),

where [pi p, . . . p,i] is any corranged minor of order n of [1 2 ... ?k], and

&) is the affect of [pip, ... /),J in [1 2 ... ??i].

Now from the equation [.«]"=[«]' [6]" it follows by the properties

of active rows (see § 53.4), that

W" =[«pi]' M"-'^ n '^ n r

By the properties of passive rows (see § 52. s), we can insert n — r

additional final passive rows of O's in each of the last factor matrices.

When this is done, we obtain

r (tpii «Pi2 • "p.r ...

l^lpn-i ^hn-^--- ^hnr 0...0_

'~

6ii 6i„ ... 6,„

6.,i 6.„ ... 6,.„

_0 ...0

.(2).

This is an equation of the form considered in Case I. Applying

Theorem A and noticing that the determinants of the square factor matrices

on the right in (2) are both zero, we see that

det [;i'pi]" = 0.

Hence from (1) it follows that in this case

det X = det AB = 0.

Case II 6. ?; = //*, /• < t).

In this case /; <j: m. r < m, >• < n.

Expanding the determinant (*) in terms of its simple minor determinants

of order m, we have

det X = {xf = S(- 1)" {x,.y = S(- 1)" det K;]"' (3),
"'

q
'"

q
'"

where ['/I'/j ... f/,,,] is any corranged minor of order m of [1 2 ... ?i], and

o> is the affect of [(/if/.j ... r/,„] in [1 2 ... ?(].

From the equation [,r] = [a] [b] it follows by the properties of active

rows that

k];;;=L"j;„lm;-

14—2
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By the properties of passive rows we can insert m — r additional final

passive rows of O's in each of the factor matrices on the right. They then

become square matrices of order m whose determinants vanish, and applying

Theorem A we see that

det [«,„] = 0.

Substituting this value in (3) we see that in this case

detA' = det^B = 0.

The results obtained in Cases II a and II h can be summarised as follows

:

Theorem B. If the passivity of the product AB is less than its

efficiency, then

det AB = 0.

Ex. i. det

«i 6i ci
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Case III b. rj = m, r = 7/.

In this case n -^ m, r = m, r :( n.

As in Case 116,

det X = {xf^ = S (- D" det [x,g\l = S (- 1)" det [a][^ [6,,]"'

,

where [^i^j ... g,,,] is a corranged minor of [12 ... n] having affect w.

Since r = m, we have by Case I

det [a]'' [6,,]'" = det [a]'" [6,,]'" = (a)'" (6,,)'".

Observing that (a)"' = det A and is constant, and using § 30, we have

det ^Y = S (- D" ia)l {hS^ = (a): S (- 1)" (M^

= (a)""(6)'' =det^ xdetJ5.

213

The results obtained in Cases I, Ilia and III 6 can be summarised as

follows

:

Theorem C. If the smaller of the ttvo matrices A and B is a square

matrix {or if the passivity of the product is equal to rj), then

det AB = det A X det B.

Ex. iv.

Ex. V.

or

Ex. vi.

det

'
ff, 6, ci
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Expanding (.») in terms of its simple minor determinants and making

use of the properties of active rows, we have, as in Case II a

det X = (x)" = S (- D" {x,S = S (- l)*" det [a,,-]'' [b]" (4),
'" p "

t>
"

•

where [piP> jo,,] is a corranged minor of [1 2 ... in] having affect &>.

Also by the definition of a product of two matrices

(a;^,)" = det [a^,]|^ [6]"

— Ctpj u ^ul J ^ ^'pi u ''w2 5 • - • — ^pi n ^u
u u u

.(5),

^f'/)„«^I(l> ^ C'p^ub'Uil •• —i(lpntl"U

where u receives all integral values from 1 to r.

Expressing the last determinant as a sum of partial determinants

we have

(v)" = ^

^PnUi^'wili (^pnU2"U22i •• ^^PaU^Oii^n

= tu,

where each one of the suffixes m,, it.,, ... (/„ receives independently of the

others all the values 1, 2, ... r.

If any two of the suffixes u-^yU^, ...Un are equal, the determinant U
vanishes. Hence the last summation may be considered to extend over

every possible arrangement of )i numbers u^, xi^, ... u„ all different selected

from the numbers 1, 2, ... r.

Now if \_qiqo ... qn\ is any one corranged minor of order n of [1 2 ... r],

the sum of all the determinants U obtained by choosing for w,, ii^, ... ««

all possible arrangements of the numbers ^i, q«, ... qn is

*^ ^P\ V ^V\ y '-^ Pi ^ ^ ' * * * '~' Pi W y

^ ^^P2 V ^Vl > — ^^P2 V ^V2 ) • • • *^ ^;;2 V **"

= F

•" ^^p„ v"mi ^ Ofp„ V Oxf2 ) • • • -^ ^PnV "v
V V V

where v receives all the values qi, q^, qn-

But by the law of multiplication for determinants

V^ia,,)" {bS.
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Selecting the corranged minor [q,q„ ... q^] o( [I 2 ... in] in all possible

ways, we have

(^,o:=sF=s(a,,);;(M:.

Substituting this value in (4), we obtain

detX = l(-iy{x,y=%l(-ir{a,,)l(b,y (6),

p "
/' 1

where the summations with respect to [piP2---Pn] and [^i^o ••• 9»i] are

independent.

Let o- be the affect of [q^q^ ...
g'
J in [1 2 ... r], so that m + o- is the affect

of (a^a)" in [aV or A, and a is the affect of (bm) in [b] or B. Then
^^

II ^ •'ni " '

equation (6) and the equations obtained from it by performing the

summations with respect to [piP2---Pn\ only and [qiq-^-.-qn] only are re-

spectively :

detz=2S(-ir+'(a^,)''(-i)''(V)" in
p 1 "

det Z = S («.,)" (M" (8)>

q
^ '" ' «

det.Y = E(-l)'' det [«^,]'' [6]" (9).

Here [pip-. .- pn] is any corranged minor of order n of [1 2 ... vi],

[qi q.2 qn] is any corranged minor of order ?i of [1 2 . . . r],

w is the affect of [piPs ... pn] in [1 2 ... ?n],

a- is the affect of [qt q.^ ... q,^ in [1 2 ... r\

and S, S mean summations for all such values of [/), p.. ... p,^ , [qiq, ... q,i]

p 1

respectively.

To deduce (8) from (7) we notice that when [(/i^o ... 5,,] remains constant,

(6ji) remains constant, whilst by § 30

S(-l)'"(a^,;)''=(ai,)".
p

Equation (9) simply gives the value of det X obtained in (4).

An inspection of equations (7), (8), (9) shows that they can be obtained

as follows

:

To obtain (8) we may strike out pairs of corresponding passive rows in

the product AB till it is reduced to a product A'B' in which B' is a square

matrix of order 17. When this is done in all possible ways, we have (using

Theorem C) as an equation equivalent to (8)

det ^5 = S det ^'5' = S det ^'x det 5' (8'),
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To obtain (9) we may strike out active rows of A in the product AB till

it is reduced to a product A'B in which A' and B are inversely similar

matrices of common activity or efficiency tj, and denote by (o the atfect of A'

in A. When this is done in all possible ways, we have as an equation

equivalent to (9)

det AB = 1 {- l)" det A'B (9').

To obtain (7) we may strike out pairs of corresponding passive rows of

A and B and active rows of A in the product AB till it is reduced to

a product A'B' in which A' and B' are both square matrices of order 77,

and denote the affects of A' and S' in ^ and £ by w and <o' respectively.

When this process is carried out in all possible ways, we have as an equation

equivalent to (7)

det AB = 1 (- I
)"*'"'

A'B' = S ((- l)''det A' . {- l)" det B'} ...{!').

Equations (7), (8) and (9) are clearly also true in Cases I and Ilia.

Case IV b. r] = m, ?• > rj.

In this case n <j: m, r > m.

Expanding {x) in terms of its simple minor determinants and using the

properties of active rows, we have as in Case 116

det Z = (,r)" = S (- !)•" {x,,,)'" = S (- l)'^ det [a]'' [M™ ,

where [q^ q,, ... g,,,] is a corranged minor of [1 2 ... »] having affect u>.

Evaluating det [a] [61,]" by a method similar to that used in Case IVa,

we have

det X = 22 (- 1)^ (rt,^);;; (- d^^' (hji (lo),

det X = 2 (a,p)™ (6,,)"', (11).

det Z = 2 (-1)"' det [a]
''[6

J'" (12),
q

"'

where [?i (/• • • • ?>»] is a corranged minor of [12...w],

[p^Pz . Pm^ is a corranged minor of [1 2 ... ?•],

w is the affect of [91 50 ... 5,,,] in [1 2 ... »],

<r is the affect of [pip-i Pvi} in [12...r],

and 2, 2 denote summations with respect to [^^i^). • Pni] and [qiq^ g'™]-
/' '/

Equation.^ (10), (11) and (12) are clearly also true in Cases I and 1\U.
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The results obtained in Cases IVa and IVb and given by equations

(7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12) can be sununarised as follows:

Theorem D. // the passivity of the product AB is not less than its

efficiency, then detAB can he evaluated by any one of the following rules:

Rule I. Strike out pairs of corresponding passive rotvs in both factor

matrices so as to form an auxiliary product A'B' whose passivity is equal to

the efficiency rj. Then detAH is equal to the sum of the determinoids of all

such auxiliary products. Since the smaller factor matrix; is by this process

reduced to a square matrix of order >}, the determinoid of each auxiliary

product is by Theorem (J equal to the product of the determinoids of its

factors. Thus

detAB^l det A'B' = 1 \det A' . det B'\
I-

Rule II. Strike out active rows in the larger factor matrix of the product

AB so as to form an auxiliary prodtict A'B' of tiuo inversely similar matrices

of common activity and efficiency rj. Give to the determinoid of the auxiliary

product the sign determined by the affect w of the reduced matrix in the matrix

from which, it has been derived. Then det AB is equal to the algebraical sum

of the determinoids of all such auxiliary products. Thus

det A 3 = 1 (-I)" det A'B'.

Rule III. Strike out corresponding passive rows in both factor matrices

and active rows in the larger factor matrix of the product AB so as to reduce

it to an auxiliary product A'B' in which both factors are square matrices of

order ij. Give to the determinoid of the auxiliary product the sign determined

by the sum of the affects a), w' of A', B' in A, B respectively. Then detAB is

equal to the algebraical sum of the determinoids of all such auxiliary products.

By Theorem A the determinoid of each auxiliary prodtict is equal to the

product oj the determinants of its factors. Accordingly

det AB = % (-1)""*"" det A'B' = S |(- 1)" det A' . (- l)"' det B'}.

The above rules may be made applicable to the case in which the

passivity of the product is less than its efficiency if we understand that

wherever there is no row to strike out, a row of O's is to be inserted. With

this understanding they can be applied to all products whatever of two

matrices.

The final result given by Rule III is usually more conveniently obtained

by using the result given by Rule I or that given by Rule II as an inter-

mediate result.

In equations (7), (9), (10), (12) the minor sequences [p] , [g] can clearly

be deranged in any manner in each term. The summation then e.xtends

over a complete set of values of [p] which are such that no two are simply
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derangements of one another and over a complete set of values of [q] which

are such that no two are simply derangements of one another. Consequently

the general result given by Rule III of Theorem D can be expressed in the

form given in the general formula following Theorem II.

^.r.vii. If X=[a6c]^^[a07]^^3 =
«1 &1 Cl
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If we now apply Rule I to each term, we have such results as

det[rT.k-]jJa,5]^,,^ = (a6)^Ja/3)^, + (ac)^,,(a«_.,4-(6e)_,^(«3),,^.

Substituting these results, we have

det .V = (a^)^^ j(a6)j., - (a6)j3 + {ab)^^+{ab)^^^ - (a6).,^ +(a6)^^

)

+ (a|3).^^ {{be)^,^ - {bc)^^ + (6^),, + (6c),3 - (*«)„, + {be)J
This is the resvilt which Rule III gives.

219

§ 57. Determinoid of a product of two matrices in certain

special cases.

1. One factor a unit matrix.

If one of the factor matrices is a unit matrix, it can be omitted.

For if in the product ^5 of two matrices the first factor matrix A is

a unit matrix, then AB = B, and therefore det J,5 = det£; and if the

second factor matrix fi is a unit matrix, then AB = A, and therefore

det ^5 = det ^.

Ex. i. det

'10 0"
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Ex. iii. det
a-i bi ci

DETEEMiyOID OF A PKODUCT

-, 1"A 0'

[CH. VII

r^
'^ '^^

I A = det
hdi hbi hci

I ^ ^1 <H— h- '

Aa« hb^ hc^ cUi hi Ci

3. Product of two inversely similar matrices.

Let [a] [6] be a product of two inversely similar matrices, or a product

in which the two activities are equal. When r>m let a^, a„, ... a^ be the

simple minor determinants of [a] fonned by the omission of passive or

vertical rows, and let ySi, /S,, ... y3^ be the corresponding simple minor

determinants of [6] . Applying the results of § 56 to a product of this

special kind we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem. (1) Ifr<m,then

det\aX [6]"' = 0.

(2) If r -^711, then

det [a]"" [6]" = o,ySi + Oa/S, + . . . + 2^/3^,

%.e. det [a] [6] = def [a, otj . . . aj /3=

In the latter formulae the minor determinants a,, ou, ..., /8i, ySj, ... may
be corranged or deranged ; also they may be affected or unaffected.

r . -^ ^h h^
Ex. iv. det

02 ^2 ^2

flf, 6, C3 I

= {<^),,{lm) +{ac) (In) +{bc) (mn)

= det[4,5iCi]

1 _i

where A^, Bi, C] and Xj, J/j, aVj are the co-factors of a^, 61, Cj and l^, m^, n^ in

Oi 61 Ci

<u h^ Ci

03 63 C3

and

^ WI2 ^
1

^ ]»: nj respectively.

^ BI3 713 r
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Theorem II. In any given pair of adjacent factor matrices of the chain

strike out pairs of corresponding passive roius until the number of corre-

sponding passive roius in each of those matrices is reduced to rj, and let X be

thereby reduced to X'. If this is done in all possible ways, detX is the sum

of all such terms as det X'.

In this way the determinoid of the original product X can be expressed

as a sum of determinoids of auxiliary products obtained from X by striking

out pairs of corresponding passive rows in any selected pair of adjacent factor

matrices.

To prove this theorem, let i) = [rf] and E=[ey be the two selected

adjacent factor matrices. When the product DE is reduced to a product of

passivity 77 by striking out pairs of corresponding passive rows in its two

factor matrices, let D and E become respectively i)' = [di„] '',£"= [em] , so

that DE becomes

where [«, u^ ... «,] is any corranged minor of order j; of [1 2 ... 8].

Further let

AB...D =
[p]l

= P, E...Sr=[qri = Q,

so that by the properties of active rows (see § .53.4)

AB ...D' = [/;,„]]_
= P', E'...ST= [ry,„]'^' = Q'.

Then X = AB ... BE ... ST=PQ, X' = AB ... D'E' ... ST=P'Q'.

Now from the equation A^ = PQ it follows by Rule I of § 56 that

det Z = S det [p,„] " [5„i]" = S det P'Q' = 2 det A",

and this establishes the theorem.

Kr. ii. det[a6crf]j^[a/3y]j^^J/»m;j]j^JX^>']j.,^^

= det [abed]
^ ^

[a/3]
^ ^ ^ ^

[Imnp]
^ ^

[X^..]

+ det[a6crf]jjay]j^^^ [Ininp]^^ [V^lj^

+ det [abed] [/Sv] [Imnp] [\uv]

Here the efficiency is 2 and we have reduced the two middle factor matrices. The
theorem can be again applied to each term of the last sum so as to reduce the first two

matrices or the last two matrices.

Theorem III. In that eidreme factor matrix of the chain which has

the larger activity strike out active rows so as to reduce its activity to y, and

let X be thereby reduced to X'. If this is done in all possible ways, det X
is the suin of all sucIl terms as {— l)" det X', ivhere w is the affect of the

reduced extreme matrix in the original extreme matrix.

1234

34
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In this way the determinoid of the original product X can be expressed

as an algebraical sum of determinoids of products obtained from X by

striking out active rows in the extreme factor matrix with the larger activity.

First suppose that m >n, so that the first factor matrix A has a larger

activity than the last factor matrix T, and t) = n.

Let A'=[(iu,y be any matrix formed from A by striking out in—n

horizontal rows, so that

[?<, M... ... tt,] is any corranged minor of order 77 of [1 2 ... m],

and let o) be the affect of A' in A or of [u^ u, ... u^] in [1 2 ... in].

Further let B...DE...ST= [q]
" = Q.

Then X = AB...DE...ST=AQ, X' = A'B ... DE ... ST ^ A'Q.

From the equation X = AQ, it follows bv Rule II of § 56 that

det Z = I (- 1)" det K,]" [q]" = 1{- 1)" A'Q = S (- 1)" detZ'.
u ^ °- u u

Next suppose that n > m, so that T has a larger activity than A, and j; = m.

Let 2"=[iij'' be any matrix formed from T by striking out n — m

vertical rows, and let tu be the affect of T in T. Further let

AB...DE...S=[i^'' =P.

Then X = AB...DE...ST=PT, X' = AB ... BE ... ST = PT'.

From the equation X = PT, it follows by Rule II of § .56 that

det X = S (- 1)" det PT = 2 (- 1)" det X'.
V V

Ex. iii. det [abcd]^\a0y]^^^^ t'™"^]i23'^'"']i234

= det [abcd\^[afiy1^_^^^ \lmnp\^^{\y]^^_^^

+det [a6crf]j,[a^y]j,j^ L^'""^], 23 1'"'] 1231

"

Here the efficiency is 2 and we reduce the last factor matrix, which has the larger

activity.

Each teiTii in the last sum can be further expanded by Theorem II.

Theorem IV. //' the common passivity of any two consecutive factor

matrices D, E of the chain is equal to the efficiency tj, so that these two matrices

contain exactly 77 pairs of corresponding passive rows, then detX is equal to
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the determtnoid of the product of all factor matrices of the chain from the

first up to D multiplied by the determinoid of the product of all factor

matrices of the chain from E to the last, i.e.

detAB...DE...ST={detAB...D)xdet{E...ST).

lu this case B = rj.

Let AB.. D = [p]l=[p]l=P, E...ST =
[.j]l

=
[cj]l

= Q,

so that X = [.v]l=[prj.jr-=PQ.

Now PQ is a product of two matrices whose passivity and activity are

both equal to rj, for tj is the smaller of the two numbers m and n.

Consequently PQ is a product of two matrices in which the smaller factor

matrix is a square matrix.

It follows by Theorem C of | 56 that

det Z= det PQ = det P x det Q = (det AB ...D)x (det E ... ST).

Ex. iv. det

Oi h Ci d\
'
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If fl^ is one of the extreme factor matrices, the theorem follows

immediately from Theorem IV, for H is then one of a pair of adjacent

factor matrices whose common passivity is r). This case is illustrated by
Ex. V.

If fl^ is one of the inner factor matrices of the chain, let

X = AB...DHE...ST

=w:m:...m:[A]:w:...w:w:=h:-

Let P = AB...D^[p]l, Q = E...ST=[qr^,

so that ^ = [pV [h] " [o] " = PHQ.

Then by Theorem IV

detX = detP.det5'Q, det fi^Q = det 5 . det Q, detPQ = det P . det Q.

Therefore

det Z = det P . det if . det Q = (det P . det Q) . detH
= detPQ . det fl" = det X' . det H.

Ex. vi. det [a&]^ Ja^]^^J6,0iJV"],,

= det [aic]^ Ja^]^^^ . det [lm]^^_ . det [X/xv]^^

= det {ahc\Ja0\^^_^.{\^)^^_. {lm)^^_

= det [aic]^ Ja^]^^,^[V>'],,- (im),,.

Theorem VI. Let all the factor matrices of the chain be reduced to

square matrices of order t) by striking out coi-responding passive rows in

adjacent factor matrices and active rows in the &rtreme factor matrix which

has the greater activity. Let the product of the determinants of these square

matrices be formed when each determinant has prefixed to it the sign deter-

mined by its affect in the matrix from which it has been derived. Then det X
is the algebraical sum of all such products of derived determinants of order tj.

Informing each term in the e~rpression for det X we may as an alternative

give to the determinantal factor derived from the extreme factor matrix with

the larger activity the sign determined by the affect of the sequence of the

retained active rotvs in the sequence of the original active roivs, and give to

every other determinantal factor the positive sign.

To prove the theorem, let

^ = w: m: [c]i ... w; [tr^=ABc... st.

15
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By repeated applications of Theorem II, we obtain

detX= S det [a,,V [K^]] [c^y]] ... [v]"" [<«]"

,

where [a,a„ ... a, ] is any corranged minor of order ?; of [1 2 ... a],

[/Si/S, • • /3,] is any corranged minor of order t; of [1 2 . . . /S],

[71 72 • • • 7i] is any corranged minor of order rj of [1 2 ... 7 ],

[cTiO-o ... tr,] is any corranged minor of order 7/ of [1 2 ... cr ],

and the summation extends over all possible values of these minor sequences.

Since either m or n is equal to t), it follows by Theorems IV and V that

det Z = S det K]" [««]" .(6,^)"(W ... (v)'

' V ' • ' 1
'^^'^1 ' ' 1

=s(aj;,,(M;(c^v)^--(v);;(u; in

First Ca.se. Let t) = n, so that m i. 77 and (?„,) " = (^^i)'' •

Then by § 30

(a,„);;^=2(-i)"(a,„.);|,

where [niivu ... ?w,] is any corranged minor of order ?; of [1 2 ... m], and o) is

the afiect of [/HiHIo ... »i,] in [12...??i], which is also the vertical affect of

ia,„S in [aV

Substituting this value in (1), we have

detZ = 2(-l)'"(a„„);(&.^r^(c^,); ...(v);(U; (2),

where now the summation extends over all values of the minor sequences

[m^in. ... m,], [a^a.,... a,], [/3,^. ... l3,], ... [a.a., ... cr,].

This proves the alternative form of the theorem for the present case.

Let &)„ = the affect of [«!«„ ... a,] in [1 2 ... a],

cop = the affect of [/3i/3o ... /3,] in [12... /3],

&>„ = the affect of [a-^a-^... cr,] in [1 2 ... a].

Then from (2)

det Z = S (- 1)""^"«4'. (- l)"« + '^3 B'.{- l)"^ + "r C" ... (- 1)"" r
(3),

where A' = (a,„.)\ B' = {K^)\ C' = (c^,)\ ... T' = (U'-

Since &j + a)„, tUa+top, to^ + m^, ... w, are respectively the aflfects of

A' in .4, 5' in B, C in C, ... T' in T, this proves the first form of the

theorem for the present case.
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Second Case. Let n = m, so that ?* <t ?? and («!„)'' = («!„)''

.

Then (U"=S(- If (<„„)',

where [iiiti^ ... »,] is any corranged minor of order ?; of [1 2 ... ?i], and w' is

the affect of [»i 7U ... n,] in [12 ... n].

Substituting this value in (1), we have

det X = -2 i- if ia,^y {K^y (c^,y ... is,S (t^n)" (4),
V V T V ^

where now the summation extends over all values of the minor sequences

[«,ao...a,], [/3,/3o... /3,], ... [o-, <r, ...o-,], [n,n, ... n^].

This proves the alternative form of the theorem for this second case.

Let &)„, &)3, a)y, ... w, be defined as in the first case. Then from (4)

detZ = S(-l)"''4'.(-l)"'' + "^£'.(-l)"^ + "-'C".. .(-!)"'' + ">'.. .(5),

where A' = {a,S^, B' = {K^)'^, C ={0^,)"^, ... T = {t,S^.

Equation (5) is equivalent to the first form of the theorem for this second

case.

Both forms of the theorem have now been proved for all cases.

The values of the determinoid of any product

w::=w:m:m;-w:w:
given by Theorem VI can conveniently be embodied in the two general

formulae which follow

:

Formula A. The alternative form of Theorem VI is equivalent

to the formula

{x)i = s (-
1)"'"'"'

(«„.);; {K,)] (c,,); ... (v); (u;

,

where {m^m.. . . . m^'\, [«,«.....«,], [/Sj/S, ... /3,], ... {11^11... ..n^]

are respectively coi'ranged minors of order 77 of the sequences

[12...m], [12. ..a], [12.../3], ... [12...».],

and CO, ft)' are the affects of [«i]
, [«] in [1 2 ... »i], [12 ... h].

If Tj = m, we have

[»t] =[12... ??i], («,^)'' = («ia)'', and o) = 0.

If tj = n, we have

[/.] =[12...H, (t,u)" = {tcy, and «' = 0.

Thus in all cases one of the two quantities to, &>' is zero.

15—2
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Formula B. The corresponding formula for the first forini of

Theorem VI is

{.T)l = 2 (-1)"" {a„.s .
(-1)"' (K,)" . i-ir' (c,,)" ... (-1)"' {t^y,

m ^7 1 T 17

where (Oa, cob, ... cot are the affects of {a^naY y (^as)'', .•• {t<Tny i^^

[a]\ [6]^ ... [t]".

Note. These formulae have been proved on the supposition that the minor sequences

[to] , [a]
, [/3] , ... [»!] are corranged. The summation then extends over all possible

values of such minor sequences. But from § 52. e it follows that the minor sequences

[a] , [fi] , ... [o-] can be subjected to any derangements whatever in Formula A;

and from Theorem V a of § 25 it follows that the minor sequences [m]
,
[n] can be

subjected to any derangements whatever in Formula A. Also from Theorem Va of § 25

it follows that in Formula B all the minor sequences can be subjected to any derangements

whatever. Consequently in both formulae all the minor sequences can be subjected to

any derangements whatever.

When the minor sequences are deranged, the summation with respect to [a] must

extend over a complete set of values of that minor sequence, no two of which are simply

derangements of one another, and similarly for the other minor sequences.

Ex. vii. Using Formula A, we have

det [a]l [b]] H; = 2 ( - 1)"+ "'

(a^)l (M^ (W'

= 2(-l)"(a,„.)^(6<^)^(Cp,)^

This is equivalent to

det[a]l[b]l[c]l=2{-ir

where [jjg'] is any corranged minor of order 2 of [12 3],

[uv] is any coiTanged minor of order 2 of [12 3 4],

[ay] is any corranged minor of order 2 of [12 3],

a> is the affect of [pq] in [1 2 3].

Since there are 3 possible values of [pg], 6 possible values of [uv], and 3 possible

values of [.?;'/], there are altogether 54 terms in the sum.

Ex. viii. det [a]* [6]° [0]^ [d]] == 2 ( - 1)
"'

(«:J3 {b^)l (cp,)^ (rf,„)^

,

where [aja-ins], [^ift^s], [yiyiya], [»r"2"3] ^-re respectively any corranged minors of

order 3 of [12 3 4], [12 34 5], [12 345], [12 3 4], and a is the affect of [niU^^is] in

[12 3 4].

The number of terms in the sum is 4x10x10x4 or 1600.

Ex. ix. If the two activities of the product are equal, then in Formula A, m and a'

are both zero. In this case we may write

The minor sequences [aiaa...a,], ... [o-, cr2...o-,] may be all either corranged or

deranged, and det JT is a determinant of order >;.

«p„ apv
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we have by the properties of active rows

dy

dyi

Therefore •Tjj det [Xijj S Otiy Oyy Cy^t, CC^j^j
,

where u receives the vahies 1, 2, ...a; v receives the vahies 1, 2, .../3; 2c receives the

values 1, 2, ... y.

This is the expression for Xij given by § 51.

§ 59. Progressive development of the determinoid of a product

of any number of given matrices.

If X = ABC ... ST is any standard product of given matrices whose

efficiency is -rj, the full expansion of detX in terms of products of minor

determinants of order jj can be obtained directly by means of Theorem VI

and one of Formulae A and B in § 58. This method has already been

illustrated in Exs. vii and viii of § 58.

It is usually more convenient to develop the expansion systematically,

step by step, by repeated applications of Theorems I—V of § 58. The most

straightforward plan is to commence by reducing the extreme factor matrix

which has the smaller activity to a square matrix of order 7/ in all possible

ways by omissions of corresponding passive rows in it and the next matrix

;

then to reduce the next matrix to a square matrix of order t] in all possible

ways by omissions of corresponding passive rows in it and the matrix next to

it ; and so to reduce each of the successive factor matrices in turn till the

other extreme factor matrix is reached ; and finally to reduce this extreme

matrix to a square matrix of order ij in all possible ways by omissions of

active rows.

An alternative plan is to commence by reducing the extreme factor

matrix which has the large activity to one whose activity is r] in all possible

ways by omissions of active rows. Then det X is expressed as the algebraical

sum of a number of determinants of auxiliary products, each of which can be

evaluated systematically as before starting from either end of the corre-

sponding auxiliary chain.
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Ex. i. Let A'= [«&crf] [a3vl r/»il .
L Jio.'i'- '-'1234 '- ^123

Replacing the last factor matrix hy square matrices of order 2 and using Theorems II

and V of § 58, we have

det.r= detraiorfl [^v] \lnx\ +^<it\ahcd^ [07! Um'X
'- -'123'- '-'1234'- '23 I- -'123'- ''1234'- -'13

+det[a6crf]^^^[a3]^^,^Jfo«]j^,

= A^t\p.hcd-\^_^py\^^^.(lm),^,^ +det[«6crf]^^,^[ay]^,^^.(M„

+ det[a6<:c?]^.,Ja/3]j,^^.(im)j,.

This is the first step in the process of expanding detA'. In it we have expressed

detA' as a sum of terms of the form det4£C=det J5.det C, where C is a square

matrix. The second step consists in now replacing the second matrix from the end in

each term by square matrices of order 2. Using the same theorems as before, we have

det A'=5 . {Im) + S . {Im) + 5, . (Im)
,

1 ^ '23 2 ^ '13 3 ^ '12'

where ,S = detfafccrfl \3y]'- -'l23'-'^'-'l234

= det[a6]^^J%]^,+det[ac]^,^[/3y]^^+detK]_^j3y],^

= («^),23^>\2 + (»«).23(^>).3+('^'^).23W,,

S= (ab) (ay) +lac) (ay) +(ad) (ay)
2 ^ '123^ "12 ^ '123^ ''l3 ^ 'l23^ ''l4

+ (*'=).23(">)23+^^'^\23(''>)24+(^^),23(''>)34'

+ (*'^),23("3)23+(^'^),23('^)24 + (^'^).23(<'«34-

In this second step we have expressed det A' as a sum of 18 terms of the form

det ABC= det A . det B . det C, where B and C are square matrices of order 2. The third

step consists now in replacing the third matrix from the end in each terra by square

matrices of order 2. Since the third step is the last step, this is done by omissions of

active rows. Using equations of the type

we have finally

det.V= 1(«6),, -(<^6),3 +(ab),^^}{(^0y)^^_{lm)^^ + {ay)^^{bn)^^ + {a0)^^(,lm)^j

+ {(6C),2
-(6«)i3 +(*'^)23 }KW.,3(fe»)23 + (ay)33(?'»),3+(°3)„(^'»),2

+ {{bd)^^ - ibd)^^ + {bd)J (Oy)^^ {Im)^^ + {ay)^^{lm)^^ + (o^)^^ (Jm)^^

+ {(cd)^^ - {cd)^^ + {cd)^_^
} {W,,{lm),, + (°y)3,(M,3 + (a«3, ilrn)J

.

We have now expressed det X as the sum of 54 terms of the form

±det^BC=±det^.det5.det(7,

where .4, B, C are square matrices of order 2, and det J, det 5, detC are determinants of

order 2.
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Ex. ii. Let X=[abcd] [a/3y] Urn'] .-
-"las'- '-'1234'- •'12.1

Replacing the first factor matrix by matrices with activity 2 and using Theorem III

of § 58, we have

det.r=det[a6crf]^^[a07]^^^JH,23 - det[a6cc^],3[a/3y]^^^^[H,23

+det[a6cc;],Ja/37]^,3jto0i23-

Thus det A' is expressed as the sum of three determinants, each of which can be

evaluated hy the process pursued in Ex. i.

§ 60. Determinoid. of a product in which one of the factors is

a scalar matrix.

Let X = ABC ...T= [«]"_ [h][ [c]J . . . [«]" = [a;]" be any standard product

of a number of given matrices in which the efficiency is rj. Then in deter-

mining det X we can use the following results

:

1. Unit matrix. If any factor matrix is a unit matrix, it can be simply

omitted, and we have
detZ = detZ'

where X' is the product of the remaining factors of the chain.

For by § 55.2, X = X' ; and since X and X' are similar matrices, it

follows that det X = det X'.

2. Scalar matrix. If any factor matrix of the chain is a scalar matrix

with argument /;, it can be replaced by h multiplying the determinoid of the

product X' of the remaining factor matrices, and we have

det A' = A" det Z'.

For by § 55.3, X = hX'. Since X and X' are similar and X' has therefore

efficiency »/, it follows that det A'=det AX' = A''det X'.

Clearly the scalar factor matrix can be removed to any new position in

the chain provided that its order is so adjusted that the chain remains normal

in form.

3. Numerical factor. If any factor matrix of the chain has the numerical

or scalar factor /t, we can show similarly that

detZ = A''detZ'

where X' is the product which remains after the numerical factor h has been

removed from the chain.

In fact the numerical factor h occurring anywhere in the chain can be

replaced by a scalar matrix with argument h and vice versa.
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Ex. i. Aatlahc] [atiyh]^^n]\[lm] = AetWihc] [aM] Urn]
- -'12'' ' -'123'- 'i'- •'1234 '- Jri"- ' -'123'- -'1234

,"1 r , -1

'1 ''"1

Ex. ii.

[CH. VII

det
a-, hn c-

r
«, /3, 7, 8,

~l

02 02 72 S2

as /33 73 83 _

/*

,^

A

0/;
L J L

1.2 m.2

h '"3

= det/5 [«ftc]_ Ja/3y8]^^,J^»0„ = ^' det[a6c]^ J„0y8]^^JH,

§ 61. Expressions for the determinant of a product of any
number of given matrices in which the two activities are

equal.

We shall confine ourselves in the present article to products of four

matrices, but the method adopted will be general in character and the

results obtained can be at once extended to products of any number of

matrices.

Let then

be a standard product of four factor matrices in which both extreme factor

matrices have activity rj, and no one of the passivities r, s, t is less than ?;.

It will be observed that in this case det A' is a determinant.

Referring to Formula A of § 58, we see that it has already been proved

that

where

AeiX = ^{a,r)' {h.)\c,tY {dt^y (A),

[?-i?-2 ... »•,] is any minor of order t] of [12...»-],

[s,So...s,] is any minor of order t) of [12...s],

\tit^ •••*,] is any minor of order r/ of [1 2 ... <].

These minors may be either corranged or deranged, and if we consider

that two minors of the same sequence are distinct when one is not simply

a derangement of the other, the summation extends over all distinct values

of these minor matrices.

The minor sequences [r,r2 ... r,], [sjS,. ..«,], \tito...t^ have respectively

p, (7 and T distinct values, where

/r\ /s\ /f^

P
= -o-

Let p distinct values of the minor sequence [i-jj-o ... ?,] arranged in any

order be called the 1st, 2nd, ... uth, ... pth values of that sequence.
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Let a distinct values of the minor sequence [,s,S2...s,] arranged in any

order be called the 1st, 2nd, ... nth, ... ath values of that sequence.

Let T distinct values of the minor sequence \t^t„...t^ arranged in any

order be called the 1st, 2nd, ... wth, ... rth values of that sequence.

When [/•,?•„...»•,], [SiSj... .9,], [<,t...<,] have respectively their (tth, wth

and wth values, let (a,r)'', (&„)\ (c^)''. (f^n)'' be denoted respectively by
T T n T

*1M, Pu») 7u«" "w\-

Then
det Z = S 2 S a,„ ^„„ 7„,<, S„, (B),

where (/, v, w are independent of one another, and

u receives all the values 1, 2,

V receives all the values 1, 2,

w receives all the values 1, 2,

P'

T.

Now by § 51 we have

where

Therefore

e = S S 2 «!„ ^uv Toio 6,(11 •

det X = det [a]'[/3]"[7]^[8]' = det A'B'G'D' .(C),

or det Z = det [a„a,o ... ttip]

/3n A=..-/3,a

Ppl Ppj • • • PpiT

7ii 7i2 • • 7i'

721 722 • • 72T

7ol 7<r2 ••• 7<"

8n

•(D).

We have thus expressed det ABCD in the form det A'B'G'D', where

A', B', C, D' are matrices whose elements are the derived determinants of

order t? which can be formed from the matrices A, B, C, D respectively, and

where each of the extreme factor matrices A', D' contains only one active

row.

We may regard (D), or its equivalent (C), as a concise way of expressing

the results of Theorem VI in § 58.

To explain more thoroughly the formation of the formula (D) we will

introduce some further terms.

The minor matrix formed from A by retaining only the ?-,th, r.th, ... r,th

vertical rows and arranging them in this order, and the minor matrix formed

from B by retaining only the r,th, r^th, ... r,th horizontal rows and arranging

thein in this order will be called respectively the vertical minor of ^4 and the
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horizontal minor of -B corresponding to the sequence [vir, ... rj. Then A has

p vertical minors and B has p horizontal minors corresponding one by one to

the p values of [r,r2 ... r,]

.

Again the minor matrix formed from B by retaining only the Sjth,

s.,th, . . . s,th vertical rows and arranging them in this order, and the minor

matrix formed from G by retaining only the Sith, s.,th, ... s,th horizontal rows

and arranging them in this order will be called respectively the vertical

minor of B and the horizontal minor of G corresponding to the sequence

[sj Sj . . . s,] . Then B has <t vertical minors and C has <t horizontal minors

corresponding one by one to the a values of [.s-jSo ... s,].

Similarly G has t vertical minors and D has t horizontal minors corre-

sponding one by one to the t values of [ijt^ ... i,].

All these minors are inferior simple minor matrices of reduced order 77.

Then «]„ is the determinant formed by the itth vertical minor of A, /3„„ is

the determinant formed by the intersection of the wth horizontal minor and

the t;th vertical minor of B, y^ is the determinant formed by the intersection

of the fth horizontal minor and the iwth vertical minor of G, and §,„ is the

determinant formed by the wth horizontal minor of D.

The elements of the nth horizontal row in B' are the simple minor

determinants belonging to the wth horizontal minor of B, and the elements

of the t;th vertical row in B' are the simple minor determinants belonging to

the 2;th vertical minor of B. Similarly the elements of the tith horizontal

row in G' and the elements of the wth vertical row in C are respectively the

simple minor determinants belonging to the wth horizontal minor and the

wth vertical minor of G.

The choice of the successive minor matrices of the factor matrices in

forming equation (D) is not entirely arbitrary. For the successive horizontal

minors of any one factor matrix must correspond to the successive vertical

minors of the preceding factor matrix.

If

Ri, R«, ... 2?p are the 1st, 2nd, ... pth values of the sequence [r-jr, ... »,],

Si, S2, ... Sa are the 1st, 2nd, ... o-th values of the sequence [sjSa ... s,,],

Ti, T.,, ... Tr are the 1st, 2nd, ... rth values of the sequence \tiU ... <,],

we may say that the vertical rows of A and the horizontal rows of B follow

the scheme {R^, R.., ... R^), the vertical rows of B and the horizontal rows

of G follow the scheme {S^, S^, ... S„), and the vertical rows of G and the

horizontal rows of i) follow the scheme (T^, T^, ... T^) as regards their orders

of arrangement. The schemes {R„ R,, ... R^), (S„ S^,... S,), {T,, 2;, ... Tr)

can be chosen arbitrarily.
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Since by Formula B of § 58 the formula (A) above remains true when

every one of the determinantal factors has prefixed to it the sign determined

by its affect in the matrix from which it is derived, the same is true of the

formulae (B), (C) and (D). This can be also seen by applying the results

contained in § 52.7 and § 53.9.

X
a, 6i Ci di

a.> ^2 ^2 d.i

«.1 h Cg d3_

Ex. i. If

n, 3, 7, Si

"•2 ti- y-i 82

a.-! /3:) y-i S3

«4 /3i 74 ^i
_

then AeiX=d&iA'B'C'D\ where

.4'=[(a6c)j.^^, {abd)^,^^, {acd)^,^^, (6crf)^,J

'itiy^),,, i'^y^),,, (°/38),.,3 (a/3y),,^

(/3yS),^^ (ayS),^^ (a^S)^^, (a^y)^,^^

(3>8),34 («^«).34 (<"3S),3^ (a^y),3,

(M).>34 ("^^)2:u (''^«)234 ('"3y),3^

?! '/»! /i, /;,
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Here the successive arrangements of the vertical rows of the first three factor matrices

follow the scheme (2 3 4, 13 4, 12 4, 12 3) in each case, and the minor determinants are

aflfected, i.e. they have prefixed to them the signs determined by their aflFects in the

matrices from which they are derived.

If the arrangements of the vertical rows of the first three factor matrices follow the

schemes (234, 134, 124, 123), (134, 124, 123, 234), (124, 123, 234, 134)

respectively, we obtain the formula

detZ=det[Zl/iVP] [BCDA] [C'lyA'B'] [P']
"-

-"i '1234'- -'2341'- -'3412

~B, C, A ^1

B, Co A Ai

B3 V3 7)3 .^^3

B^ d i>4 Ai

=det[Zii/iiV,Pi]

Ci B{ Ai Bi
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Second Method. We may also proceed as follows

:

Select any corranged derived determinant /3 of order ri belonging

to the middle matrix. Retain in the two extreme matrices only those

passive rows which correspond to the rows of the middle matrix

retained in /3. Let a be the determinant formed by the rows retained

in the first matrix, and let 7 be the determinant formed by the rows

retained in the last matrix. Then

detZ = Sa^7 (A'),

where all the terms are obtained by selecting /3 in all possible ways.

Defining w, , a>^, m^ as before we also have

detZ = 2(-l)""a.(-l)'"=^.(-l)'"'7 (B').

When formula (B) or (B') is used it is clearly quite immaterial in both

cases whether the derived determinants a, /9, 7 are corranged or deranged.

Ex. i. det[.c y .-]

« h g
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Ex. iv. det[?i Hi] III]

a h g
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-A H (}-
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then

detA'= det[(X/i), (Xv), (m")]

(«c). (ad).

(ac)^. (ad)^

(6c)^„, (6rf)^,, (crf)^,

(6«),3, (M),3, (crf),3

(6«)„ . (M), . (cci)
23 J

(Im)

(In)

(Ip)

(mn)

{mp)

{lip)

(2),

where (Xfi) stands for (X^i) ^, {Im) for (??n) ^, and so on.

This follows at once from formula (D) of § 61. We can also obtain the result by the

methods of the present article. For we know that det A' is a homogeneous linear

function both of (X/x), (Xi/), {fiv) and of {Im), {In), {Ip), {mn), {mp), {np), and therefore

we can write

det A' = det[(Xfi), (Xi'), {fiv)]

«11 «I2 «13 «14 «I5 «!

^2\ ^22 ^23 ^24 ^25 ^2 6

.«31 «32 fSS «34 635 635
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Taking A in the first form and expanding it in terms of the elements of the leading

horizontal row, we have

Hi <'ll •••"!. J- 1 «1, J + l ••«i«

A=2o(a)"'+ 2(-l/.r,- 1^2 «2i-""2,i-i a2,y + i -.."2,

">
J

I i/m ''ml • • O'ln, j - 1 "ui, ; + 1 •

Now the co-factor of t/i in Aj is (
- 1) A^j, and therefore

A, = (-l/"'2yi^0-.

We have therefore A=%(a) —22.;^^^^;^,

and this is equivalent to the result given above.

Ex. xi. Putting 2q= in Ex. x, we have

.r, x., ...A-,„

.'/i "n «i2 •••«!„,

»/2 «.2i aj.^ ...a2„,

I .'/m «ml «m2-.-am,

a^i a.,2 ...ao„, y-i

^inl ^jH'i ••• ^' tiini yni

X^ Xi . . . X,,^

det[.ri.r3 ...x,„] A

A generalisation of this result is given in j; 116.

Ex. xii. Expansion of a bordered determiiwid.

If

we can show that

A = ^u(a)..,-(-1)

Zq Xi X'l t,, x^

2/1 an an ...«!„

y.2 a^i O22 ...«2n

ym "ml am2.-- Umn

.t'l .i'2 . . . .^n

«11 "12 .""li.

«.2i «._« . . . ajn

"ml "m2'"<'mn

where m < ?»,

- det [.f] A'2 . . . x„] vl

yi

.'/2

Wicre r.ll" is the reciprocal of [<i] .

When we expand A in terms of the elements of its leading long row, we obtain

l/l ail «12 ••"!, j-l «1, j + l ••«ln

A = 2„ (a)" + 2 ( - 1

)
' Xj

'

y-i "21 «22 • • • "2, i - 1 «2, y + 1 • • • »2»

2^)11 <*ml <'m2 • "m. i-1 '< m, j + t

= 0„(a)" + 2(-l)'.'VA, .(4).

Let }'i be the co-factor of y, in Aj, and let A', be the co-factor of Xj in the determinoid

formed from A by .striking out the first vertical row. Then

r,={-\y-' A,j.

c. 16
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Expanding A,' in terms of the elements of its first vertical or short row, we obtain

by §29
A, = 2yir, + A/= (-l)'-'23/..-li, + A/,

where

A/ = O21 ...«2, i-l «>, j + l •••«2n

a„,i . . . a,,^
J _ 1 «„^ J + 1 . . . «„,n

(_l)"'+>-> v..

= (-1)" <^21 •••f'-2, j-1 "i.i + l 'Hn

Now substituting for Ay in (4), wc obtain

A = 2o(a\", + (- 1)'" 2 X, Xi-^lx^yiAij,

and this is equivalent to the result given above.

Ex. xiii. If

j

«11 «12 •«ln yi

321 "22 •••«2„ y2

"ml 0»j2 •• "nvn Vm

Xi X-i . . . X„ Zo

a-n f<i2 •••f'ln

"21 "22 0-2n

, where m < n,

{-\y+''d<it[x^x....x„]A
.'/2

«Aen A = (-l)"'+".-o(a)^ +
"ml '*m2 • • • <*»nri

Xi Xi ...X^

where [A] is the reciprocal matrix of [a]" .

Bx. xiv. We will prove the identity

{a.i-,2+ 6yj2 4. £Kj2+ 2/^1 2i + 2(72, a;, + 2h.Xiyi} {axi' + byi + czi'+ %fy,_ Zo,+ 25-22.1:2 + ^hx^.yii

-{ax^X2+hl|^y^->rCz^z.i^-f{y^z.^^y^^^)^g{z^x^^z.:2X^)\h{x^yi^X2y^))'^

+ 2i''(2,.r2-22.r,)(.i,-iy2-X2yi)+ 2G'(.j;i;y2-.'-2^l)(yi22-.y2-'l) + 2fl'(yi22-y2Zl)(«l.J:3-%.«l)-

Let the matrix

a h g

h h f

.9 f e

be denoted by i^, and let

.1 H a~^

H B F
G F r

be its reciprocal.

Then the expression on the left

det

det[.r,_y,2i] (/,

det [x^y-y 22] (/)

r.'-,

L ^i J

''1

h J

det[.(i,//,--il(^

, det [x-iy^z-^
<f>

.'/2

L -2 J

L ^ J
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= det
•^1 V\ ^1

I

_
•^•2 y-i ^2

J

a h ij'^ r i-[ x^i

I' '' / H\ >/-i = det[A')'xr]

where X={yih-y-ih), '^={h^'i-2-i^i), ^={->hy-i-x-iy^.

^ A II a'
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Fi-om (B) above, ov from Furmida B of § 58, we obtain

detX=2a'p„0'„„y™,8'„5 (D),

where a'p„,^„„,y',.,„, 8',,., are the aftected minor determinants corresponding to the unaffected

minor determinants op,,, 0„„, y^, d„q respectively ; and from this it follows that

iP r,3'T' r.,n^ rx -i" (E),detA- = de.[«"]^[/3'];[y];[8-];:

where now

£x. i.

.
= (-1)

p-i
= (-1)

?-i

det

h
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and let .S'j be the algebraical sum of all distinct detenninants of order k

derived from [«] , each determinant having the sign determined by its

atfect in [a;] , and fc being any number which does not exceed either m or n.

Then the theorems and formulae given in §§ 56—o8 can all be generalised by

replacing det A'' by S and t] by k. The generalised results can either be

proved by the methods adopted in §§ 56—58 or deduced from the results

obtained in those articles. The most fundamental results are tho.se given

in the following two theorems

:

Theorem I. //' (my one of the passivities a, 8, y ... p, a- is

less than k, then

Theorem II. If no one of the passivities is less than k, then

(1). s,= :£(-!)"

(2). S,= S(-ir

(3). S.^Xi-D"

(4). S,= l

(«,««),. (bafi),, (Cfiy)

(aia)[j,l>afi)^, (Cfiy)

U'l.) _Jb„l,) ^
(Cgy)

k

(t<rn) J. >

whe7-e

[?«i vu... nir] ,
[a, ttj . . . aj , [0i ySo • • /3,] , ... [o", cr., . . . a,] ,[/;,??,... )?,.]

are minors of the sequences

[12... m], [12. ..a], [12.../3], ... [12...^], [1 2 ... «]

respectively, and

ft) = affect of [nil ni., ... ni/] in [12 ... m],

ft)' = affect of [», n„ ... n,.] in [1 2 . . . /( ].

The summation extends over all distinct values of each of the minor

sequences [m]
,
[a]

, [/S] , ... [ct]
, [»] .

The first form of S^ in Theorem II is a generalisation of Theorem II of

§ 56 and Theorem VI of § 58. It shows that (S\. is equal to the algebraical

sum of all products of determinants of order k which can be formed from the

given product by striking out active rows in excess of r in number and corre-

sponding passive rows in excess of/- in number.

The second and third forms of iS't are generalisations of equations (9)

and (12) in § 56. The fourth form of St is a generalisation of Theorem C
of § 56.

The second, third and fourth forms can be deduced from the first form by

perfiirming one oi- both of the stunmations with respect to the minor sequences
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[nijiru ... nir], [ihri. ... n^]. Consequently in order to prove Theorem II

completely, it is sufficient to prove the correctness of the first form of S/i.

Results corresponding to Theorems II—V of § 58 are easily deduced from

Theorem II.

Proof of Theorem I. Suppose that at least one of the passivities

a, 0, 7, ... p, a is less than k, and let (;c„,,j) be any one of the derived

determinants of \w] of order k.
m

By the properties of active rows we deduce from equation (1) that

[^.nn]l=[a,n,]l[b]l[c]]...[s]l[t,„]l (2).

Here the product on the right has efficiency k, and it follows by

Theorem I of § 58 that

(s.<m)^ =det[a'„,J^ =0.

Thus in this case every derived determinant of order k of [x] vanishes,

and therefore

Sk = 0.

Proof of Theorem II. Suppose that no one of the passivities a, /3, j, ... p, a

is less than k, and let (,r„,„) be any one of the derived determinants of [a:]
I' in

of order k.

We obtain as before equation (2) in which the product on the right has

efficiency k. Since no one of the passivities is less than k, it follows by

Formula A of § 58 or by § 61 that

(a;,„.n)^. = - («ma)^. (&ap)j^ (c^y),. •.•
(v) j. (^.7»), (3).

Here [?;ii ??i2 . . . mj] ,
[a, a2...ai], [A /Sj . . . ^t] , . . . [o-i o-, . . . crj, [?ij ?i., . . . nj

are minor sequences of order k of the fundamental sequences

[12...m], [12. ..a], [12.../3], ... [1 2 ... o-], [12...?i]

respectively ; and the summation extends over all distinct values of each of

the minor sequences [a]
, [/3] , ... \_<j\ , the minor sequences [m]

,
[?t]

remaining fixed.

Let &), &)' be the affects of [??i]
, [?;] in [1 2 ... m\ [1 2 ... ?;] respectively.

Then

(-ir^"'(a;„„)'=s(-i)""'"(a„j;;(6.3);...(v);(u; w,

the summation beinsf as before.
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k .

Now to + &>' is the afifect of (xj^n) in [x]
k

Therefore S,= l{- l)"*"
(a:,,„)l (5),

the summation extending over all distinct values of each of the minor

sequences [i/i]
,
[n] .

From (4) and (5) we obtain the first value of (S^ given in Theorem II.

Thus Theorem II is proved.

Ex. i. Let [a;]" =[a] [6]", where /-"j; «; and k<i;n.

Then if {Xp^) is any minor determinant of [.r] of order i; and if

m = affect of [^1^2 •• pj if [1 2 ... ?»], £i)'=affect of [5'i^2 •• ?j] '" [12...m],

we have [.r^,] [ = [«„,] ^ [6„] ^ ,
(^r^,) ^

= (ap,)
^ (6i,)

*

.

Therefore ,S, = 2 2 ( - 1

)

" +
"'

(«^,) ' (6„)
*

.

Since S(-ir(a,,)'=(a)* 2 ( - 1)"' (6,,)' = (6)"

it follows that ,Si = 2(-l)"(a,„)^ (6)^= 2 (a) ^^(6)^ (G).

The same result is obtained at once from the fourth value of .?j. given by Theorem II.

Tkus if the passimty k of a product of two matrices does not exceed the efficiency, then

the alf/ebraical sum of the affected ininor determinants of order k of the product matrix is

equal to the product of the determinoids of the factor matrices.

This result is a generalisation of Theorem C of § 56.

E.V.U. If '^ = K'-],2345['''^V^]l23'

then *3 = (a6c),,3,,(a3yS)„3.



CHAPTER VIII.

MATRICES OF MINOR DETERMINANTS.

[The complete matrices of the minor determinants of any given order of a fundamental

matrix are first defined in § 65. Then in § 66 it is shown that any complete matrix of

the minor determinants of order ^ of a product of given matrices is in general equal to

any correspondingly formed product of complete matrices of the minor determinants of

order k of the factor matrices, but that it vanishes when any passivity of the product is

less than I: Finally in § 67 the values of the reciprocal and the conjugate reciprocal of

any standard product of square matrices are found.]

§ 65. Matrices of the minor determinants of a fundamental
matrix.

1. Definition of a complete matrix of the minor determinants of given

order of a given fundamental matrix.

Let X = [x'\
m.

be any given matrix and let k be any number which does not exceed either

m or n, so that X has minor determinants of order k.

Let [mi «!„ ... mi:] be any minor of order k of the sequence [12 ... m], and

[)?i H.J ... ?ijt] be any minor of order k of the sequence [1 2 ... ?*]. Then the

minor sequences [/rtiW,... nik], [n,n., ... nj have respectively /j, and p distinct

values, where

Here two minor sequences of a given fundamental sequence are regarded

as distinct when one is not simply a derangement of the other.

Let any
fj.

distinct values of the minor sequence [nii^n., ... »%], arranged

in any order, be called the 1st, 2nd, ... jjth, ... yu-th values of that sequence.

Let any i> distinct values of the minor sequence [fiiWa ... nj, arranged in

any order, be called the 1st, 2nd, ... gth, ... 7'th values of that sequence.
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Let the simple minor matrix of X formed by retaining only its ?/iith,

??i„th, ...«ij;th horizontal rows and arranging them in this order be called

the horizontal minor of A'' (of reduced order k) corresponding to the sequence

[miTTlj ... ?Mt].

Let the simple minor matrix of X formed by retaining only its ?iith, «oth,

... njfeth vertical rows and arranging them in this order be called the vertical

minor of X (of reduced order k) corresponding to the sequence [uitii ... «*].

Then X has ^distinct horizontal minors (of reduced order k) corresponding

respectively to the 1st, 2nd, ... ^Jth, ... /uth values of the sequence [w^mj ... m^];

and it has v distinct vertical minors (of reduced order k) corresponding re-

spectively to the 1st, 2nd, . . . qih, . . . j'th values of the sequence [ih 71., . . . n/c].

Let ^pq be the minor determinant of A'' of order k formed by the inter-

section of the joth horizontal minor and the gth vertical minor of X, so that

^p(j = {^mn) , where [niinh... nik] and [11^11.. ... ?/J have respectively their ^th

and (yth values.

Then the matrix [^Y will be called a complete rivitrix of the (unaffected)

minor determinants of order k of X.

The determinants forming the elements of the pi\\ horizontal row of [^]

are simple minor determinants of the pth horizontal minor of A" ; and the

determinants forming the elements of the ^th vertical row of [^] are simple

minor determinants of the 5th vertical minor of X.

Every distinct minor determinant of order k of X occurs once and only

once as an element in [f] .

2. Schemes offormation for complete matrices of minor determinants.

The elements of a given minor sequence [»;, jjJo ... ?»j,.] can be ai-ranged

in kl different ways, and the elements of a given minor sequence [«i?io ... n^]

can be arranged in A'! different ways. Also any yx given distinct values 01

th(^ minor sequence [;«, ?«2 ... m^:] can be arranged amongst themselves in /a!

different ways, and any v given distinct values of the minor sequence

[n, /la . . . Wj;] can be arranged amongst themselves in v\ different ways.

Accordingly the matrix [^j" defined above can be formed in fj,l vl k\ kl

different ways.

To describe ;uiy j)articular one of these matrices, let the 1st, "ind, ... /ith,

... /xth distinct values of the minor sequence [»t, ?«.j ... m/^] which are selected

be denoted by jl/,, jlA, ... Mp, ... M^ respectively, and let the 1st, 2nd, ... (/th,

. . . i/th distinct values of the minor sequence [n, n., ... %] which are selected

be dcnoti'd by .V,, K.., ... N,,, ... N^ respectively. Then we shall say that in
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the t'ormatiou of f^Y the horizontal and vertical rows of \x] follow the

schemes (M^, M^, ... Mp, ... M^), {N^, iV„, ... Ng, ... N^) respectively.

When the schemes (jJ/j, M.,, ... M^), (iVj, Ko, ... iV^) are given, the matrix

[^y is completely determinate.

In the special case of a square fundamental matrix [cc] , we have n = m,

v = fi, and it is possible for the sequences N^, Nn, ... if^ to be identical with

the sequences il/j, M., ... M^ respectively. When this is so, then in the

formation of the matrix IPY the horizontal and vertical rows of \x\ will be

said to follow the common scheme (M^, AL, ... M^).

Ex. i. Let [IJ be a matrix of the minor determinants of order 2 of [x] .

r /43N

If [^]

©• © © ©• © (s)

d- (s)' (H)' ©• (H)' (s)

d' (!) (H). © © ©
then the horizontal and vertical rows of [x] follow respectively the schemes

(12,1.3,2 3) and (43,42,41,2 3,31,12).

Here J/i = [12], J/,= [13], }fs=[23];

and iVi= [4 3], iV^2= [-12], 3-3= [41], X, = [2 3], X=[31], X, = [12].

Ex. ii. If [I] is that matrix of the minor determinants of order 3 of [-«/''"], ,3^
i°

which the horizontal and vertical rows follow the schemes

(1.23,124,432,431) and (241,24.3,431,231)
respective!}-, then

~
(y«'^)l23> (y^^),23' ('^^^)l23' (3'^^)l23

(^'«'^)l24' (^"-'^)l24' ("''^)l24' (2'-^)l24

(y^^)43.. (.yW')!,.)' ('<'^^)43». (3'^'^)432
ra:=

(i/wx) iywz). {mzx) {y^^).

Ex. iii. If [|]_ is that matrix of the minor determinants of order 2 of \xyzxv\
^

in which the horizontal and vertical rows follow the common scheme

(12, 13, 14, 2 3, 2 4, 3 4),

then [«]

(^),,.
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3. Standard schemes. Standard matrices of minor determinants.

Let A = [a, a.^ ... «,„]

be any fundamental sequence, and let the corranged minor sequences of order

k of A be so arranged that

if ap occurs before a,, in A, then all minors beginning with Up are

placed before all minors beginning with a,

;

if a, occurs before ff^ in A, then all minors beginning with Up a,j

are placed before all minors beginning with cip (ir
',

if Ur occurs before «». in A, then all minors beginning with apa^ar

are placed before all minors beginning with a.p a, «s

;

and so on.

The corranged minor sequences of order k of A when so arranged will be

said to form the standard arrangement of the distinct minor sequences of

order k.

If f/^= [zt] Wo . . . ;/^.], F= [vi Vo . . . yj are any two corranged minor sequences

of order k of A, and if [it, lu ... ?/,_,] = [i\ v^ ... yj_,] but M; + '^'i.
then in the

standard arrangement of the minor sequences of order k of A, the minor

sequence U occurs before or after the minor sequence V according as m;

occurs before or after Vi in A.

When J/j, M.,, ... M^ is the standard arrangement of the distinct minor

sequences of order A; of [1 2 ... m] and JV,, N.,, ... N^ is the standard arrange-

ment of the distinct minor sequences of order A- of [1 2 ... n], then the schemes

(il/i, M„, ... M^), {Ni, N^, ... Ny) will be called standard schemes, and the

corresponding matrix [^Y will be called the standard matrix of the minor

determinants of order k of the fundamental matrix [x] .

In a standard matrix of the minor determinants of a square fundamental

matrix the horizontal and vertical rows follow a common scheme.

Ej:. iv. In the .stiuidard matrix [^1* of the minor determinants of order 3 of the

matrix \abcd] the horizontal and vertical rows follow the schemes

(123, 124, 125, 134, 1 :i r., 14 5, 234, 235, 245, 345)

and
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Ex. V. The matrix [|] occurring in Ex. iii is the standard matrix of the minor

determinants of order 2 of \xi/zu!\

4. Complete matrices of affected minor determinants of given or'der.

Let [fl be defined as in sub-article 1, and let oj and &>' be the vertical

and horizontal affects of the minor determinant ^^, in the fundamental matrix

[x] , so that
VI

(o = the affect of the pth value of [vii m„ . . . ;;;J in [12... ?»]

= the affect of the pth hoi-izontal minor matrix of X in X,

a)' = the affect of the 5th value of [n^ n., ... n^] in [1 2 ... n]

= the affect of the (/th vertical minor matrix of A' in X
;

and let

? PI ~ \ ) iPV

Thus ^'pq is the minor determinant ^p^ provided with the sign determined

by its affect in X.

The matrix [^'] luill be called a complete matrix of the affected minor

determinants of order k of X.

Clearly [^'] = [^"] , where [^"] is some complete matrix of the wjia^ecfed

minor determinants of order k of A' which has different schemes of formation

to m;.

If (j)/,", M^', ... M/', ... M;'), (N,", K", ... Nq", ... NJ') are schemes of

formation for [f"]" , we choose M/ to be any derangement of the sequence

Mp which has an even affect in [12 ... vi] and N^" to be any derangement of

the sequence N^ which has an even affect in [1 2 ... ?)]; for an affected minor

determinant can be regarded as a derangement of a minor determinant whose

affect is even.

Ex. vi. Let [^] , be that matrix of the affected minor determinants of order 2 of

[ahcd'\ in the formation of which the horizontal and vertical rows follow the standard

schemes
(12, 13, 2 3) and (12, 13, 14, 2 3, 2 4, 3 4);

in other words let [^] , be the standard matrix of the affected minor determinants of

order 2 of [ahcd'l . Then
'• -'123

"+(«*),,,, -(«'),,,. +M),.,. +(6e)^.^, -(M)j,, +{cd)^^_'

[|]'= -(«^),,> +K),3. -(«'0:3' -(*«), 3' +('"^)i3' -^"^\z

_+(«?') ,,3, -(«'').,3, +("<^).,3. +(*<^).,3. -('"')o3. +(^^)23_
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We also have

(«&),2. ((^a),.. («'^),2' (*«),,' ('^*)i2' ('^'^),2

(«6)^^, (ca)^|, (a-^),,,, (*c)3j, («^6)3,, (crf)^^

_(a&).,3, (ca),3. M),3. (&c)^^, (c?6)23, (c<^),,3_

Thus [I] is that matrix of the unaffected minor determinants of order 2 in which the

horizontal and vertical rows follow the schemes

(12, 3 1, 2 3) and (12, 3 1, 14, 2 3, 4 2, 3 4)

respectively.

E.v. vii. If the minor sequences J/,, Mo, ... Mp, ... M^ are so selected as to have all

even affects in [1 2 ... m], and if the minor sequences N^, N2, ... iV,, ... iV^ are so selected

as to have all even affects in [12...)i]; in other words if the /x successive distinct

horizontal minors of [x] have all even affects in [.v]" , and if the v .successive distinct

vertical minors of [.!] have all even aflect.s in [".?]"
; then the matrix T^l" in which the

horizontal and vertical rows of [.v] follow the schemes (i/,, Mo, ... J/^), {JV^, y^, ...Jy„)

respectively can be regarded both as a matrix of the unaffected minor determinants of

order k of X and as a matrix of the affected minor determinants of order k of X; for

every element of [|] is then a minor determinant of order i; of A' whose affect in X is

even.

§ 66. Matrices of the minor determinants of a product formed
by a chain of given matrix factors.

The result contained in formula (D) of § 61 is a particular case of a more

general theorem which will be considered in the present article.

Let X = ABC...ST

be a standard product of a number of given matrices in which the passivities

are not subject to any restrictions. Let r] be the efficiency of the product,

i.e. the efficiency of the product matrix X, and let k be any number which

is not greater than t), so that the product mati-i.x; A' has derived determinants

of order k. Then we will prove tiie following results

:

Theorem I. 0""!/ '^"^ of the passivities is less than k, then evert/ complete

matrix of the minor determinants (unaffected or affected) of order k of the

product matrix X is a zero matrix.

Theorem II. If no one of the passivities is less than k,then every complete

matrix of the minor determinants {unaffected or affected) of order k of the

product matrix X is equal to the product of any set of correspondingly formed
complete matrices of the minor determinants {unaffected or affected) of order k

of the factor matrices A, /?, C, ... S, T.
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The nature of the correspondences alluded to in the enunciation of

Theorem II will be explained in the proof

We shall prove the above two theorems for products of four matrices, but

it will be obvious that similar proofs can be given for products of any number

of matrices.

Let then X = ABCD (1),

or more fully [< = [<[<M;[< (2),

be a standard product of four given matrices A, B, C, D, the efficiency of the

product being t] ; and let k be any number which is not greater than tj.

Let [rwi 7)1., . . . »«i] be any minor of order k of the sequence [12 ... m],

and let [n^tu ... Mjt] be any minor of order k of the sequence [12 ... n ].

Then we can determine in many ways /j,, v distinct values of the minor

sequences [in^in^ ... wij, [ni?!2 ... ««,•] respectively, where

m\ (n

k)' "^[k

Let Ml, M2, ... Mp, ... M^ be any one selection of /x, distinct values of the

minor sequence [ni^ in., . . . yHj],

and let iVj, N^, ... Xq, ... iV^ be any one selection of v distinct values of

the minor sequence [n, ih ... «i].

Let [^]' , [I']' be respectively the matrix of the unaffected minor

determinants of order k of [a;] and the matrix of the affected minor

determinants of order k of [a;] in which the horizontal and vertical rows

of IxV' follow (in both cases) the schemes (ill,, M^,... M^) and (Ni,N„,...N^
m

respectively.

Then we will prove Theorems I and II by determining the values of the

matrices [^]
" and [^'] "

.

Proof of Theorem I. Suppose that at least one of the passivities r, s, t is

less than k.

Let the minor sequences [niitn.^ ... jnj and [n^ n., ... v^l have respectively

their pth and qth. values, so that

Cpq ^ y^mn } •

From equation (2) it follows by the properties of active rows contained in

§ 53.4 and § 53.7 that

[Xmat^ =[a„n'\[ [^]'^ [c]\ [din]\ (3).
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The product on the right in (8) has one of its passivities less than the

activity k, and therefore by Theorem I of § 58

k k

(a.'m„)^. = det [a-,„„]^ = 0.

Thus ^prj = ; and since l^'m — i ^vi' ^^ ^^^° \i^\fi ^'p^ = 0.

These results are true for all the values 1, 2, ... fi of p and all the values

1, 2, ... vofq.

Consequently

[?];=o, [n;=o (A).

This establishes the truth of Theorem I.

Proof of Theorem II. Suppose that no one of the passivities r, s, t is less

than k.

In this case every one of the factor matrices A, B, G, D has minor

determinants of order k.

Let [t-iT-o ... >>], [sjSi ... Sk\, [<i<2 ... ^i] be respectively any minor sequences

of order k of the fundamental sequences [12 ... ?•], [12 ... s], [12 ... t\

Then we can determine in many ways p, cr, t distinct values of the minor

sequences [i\r„ ... rj, [s, s, ... sj, [tit, ... tk\ respectively, where

r\ ( s\ It"©•
Let It,, R,, ... Rii, ... Rphe any p distinct values of the minor sequence

[r^r. ... n-];

let Si, Si, ... S^, ... S, be any tr distinct values of the minor sequence

[s,s, ... Sjfc];

and let T,, T^, ... T^, ... T, be any t distinct values of the minor sequence

[Ut,...tu\.

Let [a] be the matrix of the minor determinants of order k of \aY in

which the; horizontal and vertical rows of fa] follow the schemes

{M„ M^, ... Mp, ... M^) and («,, IL, ... R„, ... R^) respectively;

let [0] be the matri.x of the minor determinants of order k of [b]' in

which the horizontal and vertical rows of [b]" follow the schemes

(Ru R,, ... R,„ ... R,) and (,S',, S„ ... S,, ... S,) respectively;

let [7] be the matrix of the minor detti-niinants of order k of [c] in

which the horizontal and vertical rows of [c] follow the schemes

(<S„ S.,, ... S„ ... S,) and {T„ T,, ... T,„ ... Tr) respectively;
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and let [S] be the matrix of the minor determinants of order k of [rf] in

which the horizontal and vertical rows of [d] follow the schemes

(T,,T,, ... T,„ ... T,) and (iV,, N„ ... N^, ... A\) respectively.

Then
k k k k

where [m^ m^ . . . m^], [r^ r^... Vk], [sj s„... sk\ [U t„... fJ, [»i /(., . . . »;•]

have respectively their pth, uih, vih, wih, qth values.

The matrices [f]"^, [a]
,

[/S] , [7] ,
[S]*^ luill he called a set of corre-

spondingly formed complete matrices of the unaffected minor determinants of

order k of X, A, B, C, D ; and the product [a]*" [/S]" [7]^^ [8]" will he called

a product of the complete matrices of the unaffected minor determinants of

order k of A, B, C, D formed in correspondence with [^^X

The correspondences in the formation of the matrices of the minor

determinants consist in the following facts

:

(1) The horizontal or active rows of the first factor matrix fnl' and the

horizontal rows of the product matrix [x] follow a common scheme.

(2) The vertical or active rows of the last factor matrix [d]" and the

vertical rows of the product matrix [x\ follow a common scheme.

(3) The two sets of mutually corresponding passive rows which occur

in any two adjacent factor matrices follow a common scheme.

It should be noticed moreover that in the sense of § 49 the pth horizontal

minor of X corresponds to the pth horizontal minor of A, the qth vertical

minor of X corresponds to the gth vertical minor of D, and the wth, vth, z/jth

vertical minors of A, B, C correspond respectively to the !(th, i'th, wth hori-

zontal minors of B, C, D.

We will now determine the value of any element f^j of the matrix [^J .

Let the minor sequences [wii m« ... m*]
,
[r^ r^... r^]

,
[sj S2 . . . sj ,[tit^_ ... tk\

.

[«i?io ... /ift] have respectively their pth, wth, t)th, wth, gth values.

By the properties of active rows contained in § .53.4 and § 53.7 we deduce

from the equation

w:=[«];;.m:M:M:

that [^m„]^_ = [a„n]^[b]^[c]^ [rf,,,]^ (4).

Here the product on the right has both its activities equal to the efficiency

k, and is a product of the kind considered in § 61.
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Applying Formula A of'§ 58, we have

(*'m«\. = det [x,nn]^ = - (a».r)^ i^rs)^ (c^f)^, (rf(„)^ (5),

where the summation extends over all the p, a, r values of the minor

sequences [»•, r, . . . ?-J , [Si s-,... Sj,], [<i ti ... tk], whilst the two minor sequences

[//(, nu ... 7%.], [?!, n„ ... nil] remain fixed.

Equation (5) can be written in tlie form

?P1 = •«—'-' ^pu Puv yvto "wq \^)>
u V w

where u, v, w are independent of one another; u receives the values 1, 2, ... p ;

V receives the values 1, 2, ... cr; w receives the values 1, 2, ... t; and p and q

remain fixed.

By § 51 all the equations of which (6) is t^'pical are together equivalent

to the matrix equation

m\ = {^lmlbl[K (B).

Having proved formula (B), we have proved Theorem 11 for matrices of

unaffected minor determinants.

When the schemes (il/,, M„, ... M^), (N^, N.,, ... N^) are given, the matrix

[f]' is completely determined, but the product on the right of (B) is still to

a large extent arbitrary, since it is still open to us to select the schemes

(iii, R„, ...R,), {S„ S,, ...S„), {T„ T., ...T,) in any manner we please.

Thus when [^J" is given, there are many products which can be placed on

the right in (B) ; but by the properties of passive rows (see § 52.8) all these

products are equal to one another.

'r< I prove Theorem II for matrices of affected minor determinants, let

&) = the vertical affect of fj,, in X = the vertical affect of a^,, in .d,

&)' = the horizontal affect of f^,^ in A' =the horizontal affect of 8„,,, in /),

&>, = the horizontal affect of a^,, in A = the vertical affect of /9,„, in B,

ft), = the horizontal affect of /Su„ in 5 = the v(^rtical affect of y^,,^, in (7,

0)3 = the horizontal affect of 7„,„ in C = the vertical affect of 8,(„, in D.

Thin by the definition of ^'p,,, we have

^ P'l
— \~ ^) ?i"i'

Let

^'«D = (-!)"' "'
^uv, y'v«> = {-^)"' 'yvtv, S'„,/ = (-l)"' "8,1.,,.

c. 17
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Then ^'pg, «',,„, /3'„„, 7'™,, S'„„/ are the determinants fj,,, a^„,, P„„, 7„„,, 8,„,j,

each provided with the sign determined by its affect in the matrix from

which it is derived.

From equation (6) it follows that

f pi]
_ V V -c „'- ^ -, ^ a .

U V w
'> R uv y vw *-* w"/ .(7),

and from this it follows by § 51 that

mi^i^X^^Mim: (C).

The matrices occurring in formula (C) are the matrices of the affected

minor determinants of order k of X, A, B, C, D formed by following the same

schemes as before ; and having proved formula (C), we have proved Theorem II

for matrices of affected minor determinants.

Note 1. Deduction of Theorem I from Theorem II.

When one or more of the passivities is less than k; we can, using the properties of

passive rows, replace the product on the right of (I) or (2) by one which has no passivity

less than k by inserting pairs of corresponding additional final passive rows of O's in the

factor matrices ; and we can then apply Theorem II. Since in this case one at least

of the modified factor matrices will have all its minor determinants of order k equal

to zero, we see in this way also that [^]'' =0 and [^'] =0.

Note 2. Standard equation for a matrix of the minor determinants of a given product.

Equation (B) assumes many different forms according to the choice made of the

schemes {il„ JL, ... M^), {R,, R., ... R,\ {Su S.„ ... .%), {T„ T,, ... Tr), (iVi, 1V2, - K);
but it gives in all cases one of the matrices of the minor determinants of order k of the

product of the four given matrices. When in particular all the schemes are standard

schemes, the equation will be called the standard equation for the matrix of the minor

determinants of order k of the given product.

The standard equation always gives the standard matrix of the minor determinants;

but there are of course other forms of the equation which also give the standard matrix.

Similar remarks may be made of equation (C).

Note 3. Products not of standard form.

It is clear that Theorems I and II remain true when the product of the given matrices

is not a product of standard form.

Ex. i. Let

r n
•'1 !/i

•^•3 1/3

«! bi c,

'
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Then

"(^),/
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where A =

ipi),, («0,„ ('»«),

(/'0,3 («o,; ('«o,

(^'i)o3 (;'»0,3 ('"")„3 {Pi).„ ('lO„ ("i^).

(6C)^2 M42 ("*)4

(^'^^az
^'"'^2 ^"''\

(be) ica) (ab)

(bc)^^ (««)3, («*)3

(6c) (ca) (a6)^

C =

(M'')23 (''>k)23 (V).,3 ('^''),3 ('^'^)33 ('"^) 23

(''')3: ^"^h^ (V);, (^-)3'. (''-)3\ (-'-^a,

(M"),, (''^)i2 '^'^'')i2 (^'^\o ^'"'^^2 ^""^^2

D

(W23 («y)23 (''«23

(/3r)3, (ay)3^ (a/3)^^

(/3y),„ (ay),^ (a^)^^

(W,, (ay)^^ (a/3)^^

(/3y)24 M24 (°«24

Oy)3, (ay)3, (a0)3^

Here we have equated the matrices of the unaffected minor determinants of order 2,

following the schemes
(12, 13, 23), (23, 13, 12)

for the active rows of the first and last factor matrices respectively, and the schemes

(43, 4 2, 3 2, 41, 31, 21), (2 3, 31, 12), (2 3, 3 1, 12, 14, 2 4, 34)

for the passive rows of the first, second and third pairs of adjacent factor matrices.

the standard equation for the (unaffected) minor determinants of order 2 of the product

matrix is

(-y),2
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§ 67. Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of a standard product

of square matrices.

In a standard product of square matrices, the matrices must all have the

same order.

Let then [*]"
' = [a]™ [6]'" [c]'" ... [s]" [<]'" (1)

- -'lit ^ -'m ^
-* m ^ -'m *- -'m *- '

m

be a product of" any number of square matrices of the same order ?/i, and let

[Xr, [A^. [B]"', [G]'", ...[S]'", [T]'"

be the reciprocal matrices of

[a.]
, [«] ,

[b]
,

[c] , . . . [a]
,

[t]
'- 'm '- -' m '- ' III ^ ' m '-

-' in '• '

m

respectively.

If in equation (1) we equate the matrices of the affected minor deter-

minants of order yn — 1, the scheme for both the horizontal and the vertical

minor matrices of reduced order m — 1 being in every case

(234. ..m, 134...m, 124.,.w, ... 123. ..m-1),

where 1 is omitted in the first minor sequence, 2 in the second, 3 in the third,

... m in the mth, we obtain

[X]"' = [A]"' [B]'" [C]'" ... [ST [T]'" (2).
'- 'm '- -' III '- m ^ 'ill '- ' III

'- ' III ^ '

If we equate the conjugates of both sides in equation (2), we obtain

by § 54.2

I—I
^i

I—I
*" 1—I

"*
I—I ™ 1—I

m
I—I

m
X = T S ... G B A (3).

'—
' m '—

' Hi ^—'
tit

'—
' lit

'—
' III

*—
' lit

Equations (2) and (3) lead to the following theorems

:

Theorem I. The reciprocal of a standard product of any numher of

square matrices taken in a given order is equal to the product of the reciprocals

of the factor matrices taken in the same order.

Theorem II. The conjugate reciprocal of a standard product of any

numher uf square matrices taken in a given order is equal to the product of

the conjugate reciprocals of the factor matrices taken in the reverse order.

Note. Alternative Proof.

We can prove Theorem I without making u.se of the general theorem of § 66.

Using the same notition a.s in the text, let .I'y, 5'^, ... A"„ be the corranged minor

determinants of [«]'", [''] "i •• W'" formed with the same rows as Aij, fi„, ... Jfy

respectively, so that
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where

and therefore
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[A'aA't, ... A\,„] = ( - 1)'-'
[Ai.Ai, ... .1,„,], [B\jB'y... B',,,^] = ( - 1)'"' [5„£,, ... /?„„].

First let ["]'"
f^'T" = H'"-

Then by the properties of active ro\v«

fl!]] orj.2 ... nil,,,

X'ij = det
"^. + 1,1 «i + l,2 ••• «i + l,m

."„a "„

''21 • hi -I Ki + i hm

h, l>m,j-\ l>m.i + l

Here the corraiiged simple minor determinants of the two factor matrices on the

right are A'^, A'i-2, A'i,^ and B'^j, B'-,j, ... B'„,j respectively. Hence by § 57.3

X'ij = det [^',1 A'i2... A'i,„]

B\, ^

, and therefore Xy = det [J,i Ai2...Ai,„]

rB,j

It follows that [.V] = r.-l] [B] .

Thus Theorem I is proved for a product with two factors.

Next let ["]"'M"' W"' = M"'-

Write [6]"'M'" = [H'", «o that ["]'" [pT = [^T*-
-' m '- -^

III
'•'-'»( "^ oi *-' -'in *- 'III

Thon [X]"' = lA]"'lP]"', and [P]'" = [B]'" [C]'"

.

'- -' III ^ -^ III
'^ ' m '- -* m ^ -^ III ^ -"

III

Therefore [A'] "' = [^1 '" [B] "' [C] '"

.

^
HI )ii m III

Thus Theorem I is proved for a product with three factors.

Proceeding in this way we see that the theorem is true for a product with any

number of factors.

Having proved Theorem I, we can deduce Theorem II as in the text.

Ex. i. //' a product of two square matrices of the same order is a non-zero scalar

matri.v, then the product is comnuUative.

Let [a] [61 =/fc[l]
,

where /I- +

Equating the determinants of both sides, we have

(a)™ (6)™ = ^'",

and from this we see that (a) =)= 0, (6) =(= 0.
wi m

Let A = (a)"' + 0.

Further let [^] ,
[B\ be tlie reciprocals of [«] , [6] .

.(4).

" m '- -'ill
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,
,m

Prefixing A on both sides of (4), we obtain by Theorem (B) of § 46.6 and by § 55,2
'—'m

I—i^'*

A [61 = /• .1 .

Now postfixing [a] on both sides, wo have

A m'" [«]'" = -{-A [1]™.

Since A=t=0, we deduce that

[6] [a] =/•[!] =[a] [6] .

Thus the factors of the i)roduct [a] [b] can be commuted.

From this theorem we deduce Ex. xviii of § 46.

As an example we have

also

2, 4, 6
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Ex. iii. It-

then

?1 JHi «i"



CHAPTER IX.

RANK OF A MATRIX AND CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
THE ROWS OF A MATRIX.

[In the first two articles, §§ 68 and (59, the rank of any matrix whose elements have all

definite values is defined, and the meaning of a connection between its rows is explained.

The next throe articles, SJiJ TO— 72, contain a number of theorems relating to the rank of

sucli a matrix and the connections between its rows. In § 73 the rank of every complete

matrix of the minor determinants of a given fundamental matrix is determined. Lastly

in § 74 the preceding definitions and theorems are extended to matrices whose elements

are rational integi'al functions of certain variables.]

§ 68. Rank of a matrix whose elements are constants.

Let A = [a] be a matrix each of whose elements has a .single definite

value, and let s be any number which is not greater than the efficiency of the

matri.x. If all the derived determinants of order s of the matrix vanish,

then all derived determinants of orders greater than s vanish ; for every such

determinant can be expanded in terms of derived determinants of order s.

The rank of the matrix A is the greatest order which a non-vanishing

derived determinant can have. Thus the rank of the matrix^, is r when A
has at least one derived determinant of order r which does not vanish, whilst

every derived determinant of order r + 1 vanishes and therefore every

derived determinant of oi-der greater than r vanishes.

A matrix will be said to have rank when ,ili its elements vanish,

i.e. when it is a zero matrix.

Clearly the rank of a matrix cannot exceed its efficiency. A matrix

whose rank is less than its efficiency will be called a degenerate matrix.

A matrix whose rank is equal to its efficiency will be called an undegenerate

inatrii: An undegenerate matrix has non-vani.shing derived determinants of

ail orders not exceeding the efficiency; its determinoid may or may not

be equal to zero. In a degenerate matrix of efficiency ?;, all derived

determinants of order i) vanisli ; also the detenninuid of the matri.x vanishes.
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A siwjular matrix is one whose determinoid vanishes. A non-singular

matrix is one whose determinoid does not vanish. An undegenerate matrix

may be either non-singular or singular ; and a singular matrix may be either

undegenerate or degenerate. On the other hand a degenerate matrix is

necessarily singular, and a non-singular matrix is necessarily undegenerate.

A determinoid will be said to have the same rank as its matrix.

Ex. i. Each of the matrices

"2
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Thus a product of two matrices cannot be a non-zero scalar matrix unless the active

rows of the factor matrices are long rows.

Assuming that n ^ ;/(, we obtain by equating the determinants of both sides

2 («,„);" (ft,,,) ;" = >t-»'+o,

where ['/i 1/2 • '/ml '^^ ''^"y cori'angod minor of order m of [12...?*].

This result could not be true if all the determinants (ai„) vanished, or if all the
ni

determinants (6„i) vanished.
m

Hence both the factor matrices must have rank vi and be undegenerate.

Ex. viii. If tv;o matrices are inverse to one another, then both of them are undegenerate.

This is a particular case of E.x. vii. It follows that a degenerate matriv has no inverse.

Ex. ix. If the determinoid A of a matrix does not vanish (i.e. if the matrix is non-

singular), then the matriv itself and its reciprocal, its conjugate reciprocal and its inverse

are all undegenerate.

For with the niatri.\ and its conjugate reciprocal we can form a product which is

a non-zero scalar matrix with argument A. It follows from Ex. vii that the matrix and

its conjugate reciprocal are undegenerate. The (principal) inverse matrix, being a non-

zero scalar multiple of the conjugate reciprocal matrix, is also undegenerate. Further by

Ex. viii every inver.sc matrix is undegenerate.

Ex. X. If a square matrix is undegenerate {or non-singular), then its reciprocal, its

conjugate reciprocal and its inverse are all undegenerate [or non-singular) square matrices.

This is a particular case of Ex. ix.

Ex. xi. If [.1] is the reciprocal of the square matrix [rf] , and if (a) =A, then

the equation

det[A]l = {A)'l = i:"-'

is true in all cases whether [«] is or is not degenerate.

Equating the determinants of b<ith sides in the equation

[«]"'T"'=A[1]™ (1)',

m

we have aM)"' = a"' (2).

Now equation (2), like equation (1), is an identity in the elements of [a']'" . Since

A is a function of those same elements which tloes not vanish identically, it follows

from (2) that

(^);;:=A"'- , (3),

and equation (3) is also an identitii in the elements of r«l"'.

We can deduce Ex. x from (3); for equation (3) shows that (.4)'" does or does not

vanish according as A docs or does not vanish.
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Ex. xii. //' [4]"' ' is the reciprocal of a matrLc [a]™ in which the number of

short rows is greater by 1 than the number of long rows, and if

then

, ,m+l , p ,m+l
(a) = det \a\ = A,

{A) =det[A] =(m + l)A

Let bg, Bg be the oon'anged simple minor determinants of [a] , [^],^ formed

by striking out the 5th vertical rows, this being true for all the values 1, 2, ...(-/»+ 1)

of q ; and let

10 = affect of b„ in [a] = affect of B„ in \A]

Then

'"-Ju ^21

u„,i — "»i,(j — 1 ^'m,g+l ••• ''mm

A„

J

Jim •'12m J.

^-('\Q--ilq, '^'lQ-''2(ii •• — ''l<j''lm4

"21; •^19) ^""23^291 •••

~ ^IIW A->q^ ... A — Ujfiq A ,,

[-^lij ^ig ••• ^mQi

"A .

A .
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Thus 6,5, = A'"-A"'-'(A-(-ir6,) = (-l)"A"— 6,,

Since this is an identity in the elements of [a]
,
and 6, is a function of those

elements which does not vanish identically, it follows that

^, = (-l)'"A

Consequently we have

(4)™ + ' = 2(-1)"'ZJ, = (». + 1)a'"^\
m

We observe that all tlie affected simiile minor determinants of [yl] have the
* •- - 111

common value a"' .

§ 69. Connections between the rows of a matrix whose elements

are constants.

Let A = [a] be a matrix of constant elements with ni horizontal and

n vertical rows.

There is said to be a connection between the horizontal rows or their

matrices when there exist scalar multipHcrs Aj, h^, ... /(,„, not all zero, such

that

/(, [a„ai., ... ff,„] + /i,[aoia.^. ... a.,„] + ... + h„,[a,n.,a,„o ... a.,„„] = (1).

The matrix equation (1) i.s equivalent to the »i scalar equations

/'i«ii +/'2"2i + +l'm",m =0,

h,ay, +h.,a.,.. +...+ //,„«,„„ =0,

/(,a„„ + /i,«„,„+ ... +/(„,«,„„, =0.

By the properties of passive rows (see § 43. i), it can also be written in

the form

[/', K...h,„-\

f^ml (-^1)

= (2).

If hi is -not zero, the ith horizontal row (or its matrix) is said to be

connected with the other horizontal rows (or their matrices). In this case the

matrix of the ith horizontal row can be expressed as a homogeneous linear

function of the matrices of the other horizontal rows.

When no such relation as (1) exists, the horizontal rows (or their matrices)

are said to be unconnected.
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Again there is said to be a connection between the vertical rows of A
or their matrices when there exist constant scalar multipliers ki,k.,, ... kn,

not all zero, such that

"a„
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.

2
~

.')

1

L - J
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Secondly suppose that there is a connection

[CH. IX

A-,

" "n
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Theorem III. If r is the rank of a matrix A, and if Ar is one of its

non-vanishimj denved deterviinants of order r, then :

(1) the horizontul (and (dso the vertical) rows of A which occur in A^.

are unconnected

;

(2) all other horizontal (and similar1 1/ all other vertical) rows of A are

connected with those occurring in Ar.

The first part of this theorem is contained in Theorem II. It remains to

prove the second part of the theorem.

Let A = \a^ , and A^ = («„„) .

We will fir.st a.ssnme that r < ni, so that there are horizontal rows of A
which do not occur in Ar. Let the uth horizontal row of A be one of these,

and let

^"^P,i ctpr.

A" =
'+1

(',',n

Up

A' =
r+l

('un J

'Pill "i'lVa

L <^'j„i Hl'jr

SO that A is the matri.x formed with the horizontal rows of A which occur
r+l

in A,, and one additional horizontal row of A placed in the final po.sition, and

A is formed from A by retaining only those vertical rows which occur

in A,..

Further let vl,, A.., ... Ar, Ar+i be the simple minor determinants formed

from A by omitting its 1st, 2nd, ... /'th, ()' + l)th horizontal row re-

spectively, each determinant having the sign determined by its affect

in A
r+l

Applying the prefactor [A^ A., ... A r -4,.+i] to A , we have

[A, A,...Ar Ar+i]

"p.,i ('p.- •• "Pi II

= 0. .(5).

'Prl "Pr

. ^ui ^W2 • ' • ^xm.

To see this wo notice that the ith element of the product matri.x on the

left in (5)

= det[i4, A.,... Ar Ar^i\

";'l'/l "I'l'fi • "Pl'lr "Pli

'p. '/I '^'pr'Pi
•• '^Pr'lr "Pri

Ul(ji "«5j ... a Uqr "«»

= Ar+.,

18
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the left-hand member of this last equation being the expansion of the

determinant on the right in terms of the minor determinants of order r

belonging to the first r vertical rows.

Now if { is one of the numbers (ji, q2, ••• qr, the determinant A,.^.! has two

identical vertical rows and therefore vanishes ; and if i is not one of the

numbers qi, q^, ... qr, then A,.+i is a derived determinant of A of order r + 1

and vanishes because the rank of A is r. Thus the ith element of the

product matrix on the left in (5) vanishes for all values oft, and consequently

the product matrix is a zero matrix.

Since J.r+, = A,. 4=0, it follows from (1) that the ut\i horizontal row of A
is connected with the horizontal rows of A which occur in A,.. Thus the

second part of the theorem is proved for horizontal rows.

We will next assunie that /• < n, so that there are vertical rows of A
which do not occur in A^. Let the rth vertical row be one of these and let
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Since ^r+i = ^r =1= ^h it follows from (6) that the t'th vertical row of A is

connected with those vertical rows of A which occur in A,.

Thus the second part of Theorem III is proved for vertical as well as for

horizontal rows.

The following corollaries depend simply on the fact that the rank of

a matrix is always cither equal to or loss than the number of long rows, and

is less than the numher of short rows when the matrix is not square.

Corollary 1. If the long roivs uf a matrix A are unconnected, the rank

of A iniist be equal to the number of long roivs, i.e. must be equal to the efficiency

of A.

Corollary 2. If there is any connection between the long roivs of a matrix

A, the ra,nk of A muat be less than the number of long roivs. i.e. must be less

than the efficiency of A

.

Corollary 3. There are always connections between the short rows of

a matrix which is not square.

Corollary 4. The number of rows in a set of unconnected short rows of

a matrix A cannot exceed the efficiency of A.

Corollary 5. If a determinant vanishes, there are connections between its

horizontal rotus and also connections between its vertical rows. If a determinant

does not vanish, then its horizontal rows and also its vertical roius are

unconnected

.

Note \. The proof of the theorem in the text depends on the fact that all determinants

of the types A^ + 1 vanish. Observing the forms of A, ^ , , it is clear that these determinants

all vanish when the derived determinants of order r+\ of ,1 which contain A^ as a minor

all vanish. We have therefore the following theorem :

If i^ri^ <"- non-vanishiny derived determinant of order r of a matrix A, and if all those

derived determinants of order r+ \ of A which contain A,, as a minor vanish, then every

horizontal {or vertical) row of A is connected with those horizontal [or vertical) roivs of A
which occur in A^.

iVofe 2. If we do not assume that A^ is non-vanishing, then under the same circum-

stances we can only conclude that there is some connection between the horizontal (or

vertical) rows of A which occur in Ar and every other horizontal (or vertical) row of ^-1.

Theorem IV. If any s parallel rows of a matrix A are unconnected,

they form a simple minor matri.v of rank s having at least one non-vanishing

derived determinant of order s.

Let Ag be the matrix formed by the ,s rows. Thon the .s- unconnected

rows arc necessarily long rows of /!,. Hence /!« has derived determinants of

order*. These cannot all vanish, otherwise by Theorem III there would be

connections between the s rows.

18—2
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It follows that the rank of Ag is s. We could deduce this theorem from

Corollary 1 of Theorem III.

It may be further observed that if any s parallel rows of a matrix A
are connected, they form a simple minor matrix Ag whose rank is less than s.

For if the s rows are short rows of Ag, the rank of Ag is necessarily less

than s. And if the s rows are long rows of A^, then by Theorem III the

rank of Ag could only be s if the s rows were unconnected.

Theorem V. //' r is the rank of a matrix A, then :

(1) it is possible to select r unconnected rows of each kind in A;

(2) it is not possible to select more than r unconnected roius of either

kind in A.

The first part of this theorem is included in Theorem III.

The second part of the theorem follows from Theorem IV.

For if it were possible to select r + 1 unconnected rows of either kind,

the simple minor matrix of A formed by them would have a non-vanishing

derived determinant of order r + 1, and therefore A itself would have

a non-vanishing derived determinant of order r + 1. This however is

impossible, since the rank of A is r.

Theorem VI. If r is the rank of a matrix A, and if we select any

r unconnected rows of A of either kind {horizontal or vertical), then every

other ro%u of A of the same kind is connected with the r selected rows.

By Theorem IV the matrix of the r selected rows contains a non-

vanishing derived determinant of order r. The theorem now follows from

the second part of Theorem III when we take this determinant for Ar.

Theorem VII. If all the horizontal (or vertical) 7-ows of a matrix

A are connected ivith r of them, the rank of A cannot exceed r. If those

r roius are themselves unconnected, then the rank of A is equal to r; conversely

if the rank of A is equal to r, then those r rows are unconnected.

Let A = [a] " , and first let all the horizontal rows of A be connected with
m

the Pith, p^th, ... prth horizontal rows.

To prove the first part of the theorem in this case, we will show that if

is any derived determinant of A of order r+l, then A = 0.

Let [a,-, a,;, . . . a;,,] = [A,-, /(,-, . . . hi,.] [«j,i]"

,

where i receives all the values 1, 2, ... m, be the connections of the various
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horizontal rows of A with the pjth, /;„th, ... p,X\\ horizontal rows. These

relations are together equivalent to

[«]'! = Ml [«pi]"-

By the properties of active rows it follows that

The product on the right has efficiency r + 1 and passivity r. Since

the passivity is less than the efficiency, the determinant of the product

matrix is zero. Hence, equating the determinants of the two sides, we

have
A = 0.

Next let all the vertical rows of A be connected with the ^ith, q.,th, ... 5,.th

vertical rows. Then the single matrix equation which expresses all these

connections has the form

in '
III

^ -"r

By the properties of active rows it follows that

Equating the determinants of both sides, we have as before

A = 0.

Thus in both cases every derived determinant of A of order ?•+!

vanishes, and therefore the rank of A cannot exceed /.

Thus the first part of Theorem VII is proved.

To prove the second part of the theorem we observe that if the r rows

are themselves unconnected, the matrix formed by them has a non-vanishing

derived determinant of order r, which is also a non-vanishing derived

determinant of order r of the matrix A. Thus the rank of A cannot be less

than r. But it has been shown that the rank of A cannot exceed r.

Consequently the rank of A is equal to r.

Again if there wore a connection between the r rows, then all the rows of

A of the same kind would be connected with /•— 1 of them, and therefore by

the first part of the theorem the rank of A could not exceed r—\. Hence

if the rank of A is r, the r rows must be unconnected. Thus the third part

of the tiieorem is proved.

Theorem VIII. If a connection exists between any of the active rows of

either extreme factor matrix in a product formed by a chain of matrix factors,

then there is exactly the same connection between the corresponding rows of the

product niittrix.
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This follows from and is a generalisation of the properties of active rows

considered in § 53. 9 and § 53. 10.

We can also prove it directly as follows.

Let K,.KK-KK=K. (^)-

First suppose that there is a connection

[h, h,...hr][a,,]l = (8)

between the p,th, ^^ath, ... p,.th horizontal rows of the first factor matrix

[«,]" .

By the properties of active rows (see § 08.4) it follows from (7) that

[v]:m!M^-w:w:=[v]:-
Prefixing the matrix [h^ k ... hr] on both sides of this last equation, and

making use of (8) we obtain

[h, A,...A,][..>,]; = o (9).

Thus there is the same connection between the j^ith, p«ih, ... prth

horizontal rows of [x]" as between the p^th, p„th, ... p,-th horizontal rows

of [a]" .

Similarly the connection

m;
/,•„

/'V J

leads to [,r„J 0.

That is, if there is any connection between the qith, q.^th, ... qMi vertical

rows of the last factor matrix [t] "
, then there is the same connection between

the g'lth, q./ch, ... g^th vertical rows of the product matrix [x] .

It should be observed that the converse of the above theorem is not true.

A connection between either set of rows in the product matrix does not

necessarily lead to a connection between the corresponding active rows in an

extreme factor matrix.

§ 71. Theorems concerning the rank of a matrix whose elements

are constants.

Most of the following theorems serve to facilitate the determination of

the rank of a given matrix.
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Theorem I. // A^ is a non-vanishing derived determinant of order r of

a iiuitrix A, and if all those derived determinants of A of order r+ 1 ivhich

contain A^ as a minor vanish, then all derived determinants of A of order

r+\ vanish, and therefore the rank of A is r.

If A has no derived determinants of order r+ I, so that r is the efficiency

of A, the rank of A is clearly equal to r.

We shall suppose that r is less than the efficiency of A, so that A has

derived determinants of order r+l.

Let A = r«i A, = (a,„) .

Then by Theorem III of § 70 the r horizontal rows of A which occur in

A, are unconnected. Further it has been shown in Note 1 of the same

theorem that all other horizontal rows of A are connected with those

r uncoimected horizontal rows. It follows from Theorem VII of § 70 that

the rank of A is r and that all derived determinants of A of order r+l
vanish.

The thcoi'eni can also be proved as follows:

Let

'1>,\ "Pi.!

'p.^i "^^p.j'j

A'' =
't^,.i a^^f, . . . ap,.n

LOui 0,1., ... «„„ J

where u is one of the suffixes 1, 2,

and V is one of the .suffixes 1, 2,

'PlQl "Plli ... a

"I'r'h ^'prq-i (''Pr'lr C'lir^'

L "n\ aVI ... aUf

.. m not included in p^, p..,

.. n not included in (/,, q.^,

,
r+l

a„v J

.. pr,

.. q,..

By hypothesis det A =0, i.e. A has no non-vanishing derived deter-

minant of order ;• + 1. Further A has a non- vanishing derived determinant

^r = («iK)) of order r. Therefore the rank of A is r and its last vertical

row is connected with the first /• vertical rows. It follows that all vertical

rows of A are connected with those of its vertical rows which occur in A,,
r+l

and since Ar =j= those latter rows (?• in number) arc unconnected. Con-

sequently by Theorem VII of § 70 ^ has rank r. By Theorem III of § 70

the first r horizontal rows of A are unconnected and the last horizontal
I'+i

row is connected with the first r horizontal rows. It follows that every

horizontal row of A is connected with those r horizontal rows of A (them-

selves unconnected) which occur in A,.. Hence by Theorem VI of § 70, the

rank of A is r.
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Theorem II a. If Ar is a non-vanishing derived determinant of order r

of a matrix A, and if all those derived determinants of A of order r + 2

which contain A^ as a minor vanish, then all the derived determinants of A of

order r+2 vanish, and therefore the ?'ank of A cannot exceed r + 1.

We will assume that A has derived determinants of order )• + 2.

If there is a derived determinant Ar+i of order ?• + 1 containing Ar as

a minor which does not vanish, then since all derived determinants of order

r + 2 which contain Ar+i as a minor vanish, it follows by Theorem I that the

rank of A is ?• + 1.

If on the other hand every derived determinant of order r + 1 which

contains A^ as a minor vanishes, then by Theorem I the rank of A is equal

to ?•.

Thus the rank of A is either ?• or r + 1, and cannot exceed r + I.

Theorem II b. // Ar is a non-vanishing denved determinant of order

r of a matrix A, and if all those derived determinants of A of order ?' + s

u'hich contain A, as a minor vanish, then all the derived determinants of A of

order r + s vanish, i.e. the rank of A cannot exceed r + s — 1.

It is here implicitly assumed that A has derived determinants of order

r + s. If it has no derived determinants of that order, then the rank of A
naturally cannot exceed ?• + s — 1

.

The above theorem has already been proved (in Theorem I and Theorem Ila)

for the special cases in which s = 1 and s = 2.

To prove it in general, assume that it is true when s = i.

Let all the derived determinants of A of order r + i + 1 which contain A,

as a minor vanish.

If ^1 has a derived determinant Ar+i of order r-{-i containing Ar as

a minor which does not vanish, then since all derived determinants of A of

order r + ; -I- 1 which contain Ar+; as a minor vanish, it follows from Theorem I

that the rank of J. is /• + i.

On the other hand if every derived determinant of A of order r + i

containing Ar as a minor vanishes, then by the assumption the rank of A
cannot exceed r + i — 1.

We conclude that the rank of A cannot exceed r-i-i.

Thus if the theorem is true when s = i, it is true when s= i + 1.

Since it has been proved to be true when s = 1 and when s = 2, it is true

generally.
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Ex. i. Let (j>

II
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Ex. iii.

Li, 1, 1, iJ

-', -1, 0-

0, 4, -1

1. 1,

1,-3, -2

Here the ranks of the factor matrices are 2 and 3. and the rank of the product

matrix is 1.

L 1, 1, 1 J

Ex. iv.

Li, 1, 1, 1

,
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Theorem IV. If X =ABC ...ST is a standard product of any number

of matrices, the rank of the product matrix X cannot exceed the rank of any

one of the factor matrices.

Fii-st let X = A BC be a staadard product of three matrices, and let

P = AB, so that X^PG.

Then by Theorem III the rank of X cannot exceed the rank of either

P or C. and the rank of P cannot exceed the rank of either A or B.

Consequently the rank of X cannot exceed the rank of A or B or C.

Next let X == ABCD be a standard product of four matrices, and let

P = ABC, so that X = PD.

Then by Theorem III the rank of X cannot exceed the rank of either

P or D. Also by the first case the rank of P cannot exceed the rank

of A or B or C. Consequently the rank of X cannot exceed the rank of

A or B or C or D.

Proceeding in this way, the theorem can be proved to be true for a

standard product of any number of matrices.

Theorem V. The rank of a matrix is nnaltei'ed when it is multiplied

hij ur into any undeyenerate sipiare matrix, provided that the product so

formed is a standard product.

First let b]°'M"=M" (1),m VI III

where [a] is any matrix whatever and [p] is any square matrix of

order and rank m.

We will show that the rank of [xl is equal to the rank of [a] ,

r—i '"

Let P be the (principal) inverse matiix of [p] as defined in § 4G.g.

By Ex. X of § 68 the rank of P is m.
'—

' in

Prefixing the matrix P on both sides of (1), we obtain

(—I "'

P [*•]"=[«] (2).
'—

' m

Applying Theorenj ill, we .see from (1) that the rank of [x] cannot

be greater than the rank of [a] , and we see from ("2) that the i-ank of

\a] cannot be greater than the rank of [.rl , or that the rank of [.i-l

cannot be less than the rank of ittl . We conclude that the rank of
m

[x] is equal to the rank nf [u] .
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Next let
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M''M"=W"

[CH. IX

...(3),

where [n] is any matrix whatever and [q] is a square matrix whose

order and rank are both ?!.

I—^«

Let Q be the inverse matrix of [q] ; its rank is n.
I—.„ n

I—I

"

Postfixing Q on both sides of (3), we obtain

h: Q =[a]: .(4).

From (3) we see that the rank of [x] cannot be greater than the

rank of [a]' , and from (4) we see that the rank of [x] cannot be less

than the rank of [a] . We conclude that in this case also the rank
Hi

of [x] is equal to the rank of [a] . This completes the proof of

Theorem V.

An immediate consequence of the theorem is that if

[?]"'[«]''[?]" = [*•]''.
'"'

7ft
*- m -^ n ^ -'m

where [a] is any matrix whatever and [p]

'

, [q] arc nndegenerate squai-e

matrices of orders m and n respectively, then the rank of [.c] is equal

to the rank of fa] .

in

The following corollaries are particular cases of the theorem.

Corollary 1. If all the elements of any horizontal or vertical rotu

of a matrix are multiplied by the same nun-vanishing scalar quantity k,

the rank of the matrix is unalte7-ed.

Corollary 2. //' to the elements of any horizontal or vertical row of

a matrix we add the corresponding elements of any parallel roiu each

multiplied by the same scalar quantity k, the rank of the matrix is un-

altered.

Corollary 3. If the horizontal and vertical rows of a, matrix are

re-arranged amongst themselves in any manner, the rank of tlie matrix

is unaltered. ,

Ex.

'"
«! bi Ci di

kti'i kb-i kc2 kd-i

«3 63 C3 d^

has the same rank as

«1
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We Jeduce this from the theorem of the text by means of the equation

ka-t kho koo kd^

as h C3 rf-,

(/j, bi + kd^, Ci, 6?[

Ex. i.\. «2i l>2 + kd',, c-i, d^

_«,), h + kdi, C3, rfjj

This follows from the equation

"«!, bi + kdi, c,, rf,

~

a-2, bi + kd^, c-,, (/._.

as, bs + kdj, C3, f/3

"1 0"
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Two eqnipotent matrices have eqvial ranks.

Any matrix [a] of rank r is equipotent with the matrix formed from the unit matrix

[1] by adding m — r final horizontal rows of O's and n-r vertical rows of O's.

Theorem VI. If any rotu of a matrix A is connected %vith certain of

the parallel rows, then the rank of A is equal to the rank of the matrix

obtained from A by striking out that row.

Since the rank of a matrix is unaffected by any re-arrangement of

its rows, it will be sufficient to consider the case in which the row in

question occuj)ies the final position in the matrix.

Let the matrix be fal" and let the final horizontal row be connected

with the preceding horizontal rows, the equation expressing the connection

being

\_hju...h,„ i][a];;;; = o.

have then
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A'.r. xiv. Tin; augmented matrix [n, <]''' " /«/.•.• the same rank as [a]*" inhen and only

when each of the vertical rows of [c] is connected tvith the vertical rows of [aY .

Let [a]" =A, M"=f, K c]"'" =^'.

First suppose that A and ^1' have common rank r. Then the matrix A has r

unconnected vertical rows, and every vertical row oi A' is connected with these. Con-

sequently every vertical row of C is connected with them, and therefore every vertical row

of C is connected with the vertical rows of A.

Next suppose that every vertical row of C is connected with the vertical rows of A

.

Then by Theorem VI the matrix A' has the same rank as A.

r h ~i"
Ex. XV. The augmented matrix has the same rank, as [6] wh.cn and only when

each, of the horizontal rows of [c] is connected with the horizontal rows (f [6]".

Let [h]l = B, [< = C, rn" =B'.

First suppose that B and B' have common rank s. Then the matrix B has s

unconnected horizontal rows, and every horizontal row of 5' is connected with these.

Consequently every horizontal row of C is connected with them, and therefore every

horizontiil row of C is connected with the horizontal rows of A.

Next suppose that every horizontal row of C is connected with the horizontal rows of

B. Then liy Tlieorein VI the matrix B' has the same rank as B.

Theorem VII. //' a matrix A has rank r, and if we fix our attention

0)1 amj particular s unconnected horizontal (or vertical) rows of A, where

s < r, then we can alivays determine a set of r unconnected horizontal (or

vertical) 7-oius of A luhich includes these s particular rows.

It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for horizontal rows.

Let Ax be a non-vanishing derived determinant of A belonging to the

matrix formed by the s particular unconnected horizontal rows of A.

If all the derived determinants of A of order r which contain A^ as

a niinnr vanished, then liy Theorem lib, the rank of A could not exceed

»• — 1, whereas A has by hypothesis rank r.

Hence there is at least one derived determinant A^ of A of order r

containing Ag as a minor which does not vanish.

The r horizontal rows of ^i whieli occur in A,, (i.e. which contribute

elements to A,.) are imconnected, and the s particular horizontal rows are

all included among those r rows.

This establishes the theorem.

The theorem can also be easily deduced from Theorem VI.
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III particular if we fix upon any one row {horizontal or vertical) of A
which is not a roiu of O's, then (the rank of A being r), tve can always

find r - 1 parallel rows of A which together with that one row form a set

of r unconnected rows of A.

Note 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a given matrix shall have rank r.

It appears from Theorem I that necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix A

being of rank r are

:

(1) that A shall have a non-vanishing derived determinant A^ of order r;

(2) that every derived determinant of order r + 1 of ^ which contains Ar as a minor

shall vanish.

A more direct proof of this result is given in Ex. v of § 110.

Note 2. Rank of a symmetrical or self-conjugate matrix.

Special theorems relating to the rank of a symmetrical or self-conjugate square matrix

are given in § 119.

§ 72. Rank of a product of two mutually conjugate matrices.

1. Rank of a product of two mutually conjugate real matrices.

I—I in

Let M,„i,.=M»

be a product of two such matrices, eacli of rank r, and suppose that (flp,)^ is a non-

vanishing derived matrix of order r.

Then by the properties of active rows

r t"'
'

r 1^

' 'n

Equating the determinants of both sides, we have

Kp)'= ^i + ^2+- + ^'
(^)'

where Aj, A2, ... A„ are the simple minor determinants of the matrix [Opi]^, and are real

quantities. The right-hand side of equation (1) can only vanish when A,, A,, ...A^

all vanish. But one of these determinants is the non-vanishing determinant (Upg)^, and

therefore {Xpp) JpO. Thus the product matrix [.r] has a non-vanishing minor deter-

minant of order r, and since its rank cannot exceed the rank of [a] , it has rank r. We

conclude that

:

Ant/ product of two mutually conjugate real matrices has the same rank as the factor

matrices (A).

2. Rank of a product of tifo mutually conjugate undegenerate matrices.

An undegenerate matrix in which the sum of the squares of the simple minor

determinants is equal to zero will be called an extravagant matrix. In an extravagant

matrix the simple minor determinants are not all zero, but the sum of their squares

vanishes. Clearly no real matrix, i.e. no matrix whose elements are all real, can be

extravagant ; also no matrix whose elements are all pure imaginary quantities can be

extravagant.
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Let [a] be an undegenerate matrix of rank r, so that the horizontal rows are long

rows and n <(: r. With this matrix and its conjugate matrix a two products can be
'

—

>n

formed, viz. a [a] and [a] « . In tlie first of these short rows are active; in the
'—

'tt
'—'n

second long rows are active.

Consider first tite product a [a]'=M" in which short rows are active.
'—'n

"

By Ex. V of § 71 the product matrix [r] has rank r.

Consider next the product [a] a =[yX '" iuhich long rows are active.

In this case det [,y] is equal to the sum of the squares of the simple minor

determinants of [a]" . Hence (y) does or does not vanish according as the sum of these

squares does or does not vanish, i.e. according as the matrix [a] is or is not extravagant.

We conclude that

:

A product of two mutvally conjugate undegenerate matrices of rani- r has itself rank r

except when the matrices are extravagant and long rows are active rows. In the

exceptional case [lohich cannot occiir when the matrices are 7'eal), the rank of the

product is less than r (B).

Ex. From equation (1) we see that the product of two mutually conjugate matrices of

rank r can only have rank less than r when every undegenerate active simple minor matrix

of rank r is extravagant.

§ 73. Ranks of all complete matrices of the minor determinants

of any given fundamental matrix.

When the rank of any matri.x whatever is known, the rank of any com-

plete matri.x of its minor determinants of any given order is also known, as is

shown by the theorems which follow.

Theorem I. If a matrix is undegenerate, then every complete matri.x of

its minor determinants of order s is undegenerate fur all possible values of s.

Theorem II. If \a] is a matrix of rank r, and if [A] is a complete

matrix of the minor determinants of order s of [a] , then :

m

(1). if s > r, [AY has rank 0;

(2). if sifr, [A]"^ has rank f''')

.

c. 19
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Proof of Theorem I for a square matrix.

Let [a]™ be any square matrix, and let [A]" be any complete matrix of

its minor determinants of order s, where s :(> m. Further let [B] be the

matrix each of whose elements is the co-factor in [al of the corresponding

element of [A]^. Then by Ex. ix of § 32, we have

[Af b" = A [1];; (1),

where A = (a) = det [a] .

For the elements A,,, A;,, ... A,> of the I'th horizontal row of [Al

and the elements Aj,, Aja, ... Aj^ of the jth horizontal row of [A]

are corresponding simple minor determinants of two long-cut minor matrices

TJi, Uj of [a] . Each of these long-cut minor matrices is composed of s

horizontal rows of [a] and has only its long rows deranged. If j = i, then

Uj is the same as f/j ; if / 4" ^' then Uj is not composed of the same long rows

of [o] as Ui. Further Bj,, Bj,, ... Bj,„ are the co-factors of Aji, Ajj, ... Ajm

respectively. Therefore by Ex. ix of § 32, we have

An-Bj,+Ai,Bj,+ ... + Ai,„Bj,n = or A (2)

according as j ^ i or j = i.

All such equations as (2) are together equivalent to (1).

By equating the determinants of both sides in (1), we obtain

(A);;(B)>A'' (3).

From (3) we conclude that when A 4= 0, then (A)'' =j= ; or that when

[o] ' is undegenerate, then [A]** is undegenerate.

We have now proved that Theorem I is true for square matrices.

Ex. i. It is shown in § 113 that

(A); = ± A*, (B);; = ± a^

"(::')• «=("':>(,";')•

the above equations being identities in the elements of [a] .
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Proof of Theorem I for any matrix.

Let [a] be any undegenerate matrix whatever, and let [A]*^ be any com-

plete matrix of its minor determinants of order s, so that

First suppose that long rows are horizontal, so that 7n 1^ n, fi if- v.

Then [a] has a non-vanishing simple minor determinant (a,?) of order

m, and therefore an undegenerate simple minor square matrix [a,^] ; and

[A] has a simple minor matrix \A.,S\ which is a matrix of the minor

determinants of order s of ra,o] . Since the square matrix \a^q] is

undegenerate, therefore, as just proved, the matrix [A,„]'' is undegenerate

and (Aio)" =|= 0. Thus the matrix [A]\ having a non-vanishing simple minor

determinant (Ajb)", is undegenerate and has rank fi.

Next suppose that long rows are vertical, so that m -^ n, fi -i;. v.

Then [a]" has a non-vanishing simple minor determinant (op,)^ and

therefore an undegenerate simple minor square matrix ["pi]^; and [A] has

a simple minor matrix [A,,,]" which is a matrix of the minor determinants of

orders of [OpX- Since the square matrix [cfpi]" is undegenerate, therefore,

as just proved, the matrix [Am]" is undegenerate and (A„,)_^ ^ 0. Thus the

matrix [A]", having a non-vanishing simple minor determinant (Am)^, is

undegenerate and has rank v.

Proof of Theorem II.

The first part of the theorem is obvious, for if s > r, and if [a]" has rank r,

then every minor determinant of order s of [n]" vanishes, and therefore every

element of [A]" vanishes.

To prove the second part of the theorem, lot the matrix [a] have rank r

and let {apq) be one of its non-vanishing derived determinants of order r,

where of course rif-m and r
:f>

n.

Then by Theorem III of § 70 every horizontal row of [a] is connected

with the horizontal rows of the minor matrix [ffp,] .

19—2
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Therefore there exist quantities hi^, hi„, ... hir such that

[a,ia,i, ... ain'\ = [A, 1^,2 ... /(ir] [%i]".

and there exists a matrix [/(] such that

[a]"=[A]'' KJ"

[CH. IX

.(4).

-aj,y
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Let Tj be the efficiency of the matrix [a] , so that ?; is the smaller of the

two numbers m and n. Then the theorem shows that the rank of any

complete matrix [A] of the minor determinants of given order s of [a] is

dependent on the rank of [u] in accordance with the following scheme

:

Scheme I. Rank of [A] for a given value of s.

Rank of [a]
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Let the factor matrix with the smaller rank have rank r, and let the result of

equating the matrices of the minor determinants of order r on the two sides of the

above equation be

w:[5]:=m; (8),

where ^ =
f;:)

, . =
(;^),

. = Q.
We have to show that in all the cases that are possible the matrix [:c] has rank r.

This will be proved by showing that the matrix [A']" has rank 1.

Case I. Both factor matrices have rank s.

In this case r = a, and equation (8) becomes

Since [4] has some non-vanishing element ^^i and [5]"" has some non-vanishing

element B^j, it follows that [A']" has some non-vanishing element Xij = A^xB^j.

Thus [A']" cannot have rank 0. Again since the factor matrices on the right of (8)

have rank 1, it follows that the rank of [A']" cannot exceed 1. Accordingly \XY ^^^

rank 1.

Case II. [a] has rank s, and [b] has raiik n.

In this case r = n; also m -^ s, and therefore /i ^ o-.

Equation (8) becomes [A]' [5]^ = [A']\

Since [A] is undegenerate and has rank a, there cannot be any connection between

its vertical rows, and therefore [X] cannot have rank 0. Accordingly [A'] or [A']" has

rank 1.

Case III. \a] has rank m, and [b] has rank s.

In this case r = m; also nJ^is, and therefore i'<(r-

Equation (8) becomes ['•
]

i
[ ^] ^ = L-^']

i
•

Since [B] " is undegenerate and has rank tr, there cannot be any connection between

its horizontal rows, and therefore [A']"" cannot have rank 0. Accordingly [X]" or [A']"

has rank 1.

§ 74. Rank of a matrix and connections between its ro-wrs when its

elements are rational integral functions of certain variables.

Let * {.-v) -

011 <^12 •• f^ln

•^21 022 ••• 02n =w
0.1.1 0m2 • • • 0m

be a matrix in which the elements are rational integral functions of certain variables
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Such a matrix will sometimes be called a (rational integral) functional matrix.

We will define the rank of the matrix * (.r) to be the greatest possible order of

a derived determinant which does not vanish identically.

Thus if the rank of * {x) is r, there is at least one derived determinant of order

r which does not vanish identically, but all derived determinants of orders higher than r,

if such exist, vanish identically.

If * {x) becomes * (c) when definite values given by

[XiX2...X,] = [c^Ci... c,]

are ascribed to the variables, then *(c) is a matrix whose elements are constants. The

rank of * (e) cannot exceed the rank of * (.r), but it may happen that the rank of * (c)

is less than the rank of * {x).

The matrix * {x) is degenerate or undegenerate according as its rank is less than

or equal to the efiiciency of the matrix. It is singular or non-singular according as

det * {x) is or is not identically equal to zero. It is a scalar matrix when it has

the form
"

(^ ...

^ni"'= <?)...

^ ^ 'm

... (^

where <^ is a rational integral function of the variables ^i, .^2, ...x,.

There is said to be a connection betioeen the horizontal rows of the matrix * {x) when

rational integral functions vii V21 ••• Vm '^^ ^^^ variables .«,, ^2, ...x, exist, one at least

of which is not identically zero, such that

Vl [</>ll 'i'Vi — <l>in] + I-!. [4>2\ <^22 ••• 02n] + ••• + "/m [<t>ml 4>m2 — 0mn] = (1),

4>n
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The theorems contained in the preceding articles of this chapter can be at once

extended to functional matrices of the kind here considered.

Note. Rank and connections of a matrix whose elements are any continuous functions

of certain variables.

Let the same notation be retained for the variables and the functions.

The matrix [0] may be said to have rank r when it has a derived determinant of

order r which does not vanish identically, whilst all derived determinants of order greater

than ; vanish identically, i.e. for all values of the variables.

There will be a connection between the horizontal rows of the matrix [0] when there

exists a relation of the form (1) in which ?;i, r)^, ...Vm are continuous functions of the

variables and do not all vanish identically. In particular the ith horizontal row will be

connected with the remaining horizontal rows when there exists a similar relation in

which r)i = \. The horizontal rows of the matrix will be unconnected when no such

relation exists. Connections between the vertical rows are similarly defined.

The continuous functions being supposed capable of expansion by Taylor's Theorem,

theorems corresponding to those given in the text can be established.

Ex. i. If a product of two {rational integral) functional matrices is a non-zero scalar

functional matrix, then both the factor matrices are undegenerate.

Let [(^] [i//-] =x [1] ' ) where (p^j, \f/ij, x are rational integral functions of xi, X2, ... x,

and )^ does not vanish identically.

If « < m, we obtain by equating the determinants of both sides

for all values of the variables. Since ;( does not vanish identically this is impossible.

Accordingly the product of the two matrices cannot be a scalar functional matrix when

n<.m.

Assuming then that n <f:
m, we have by equating determinants

2(0i,)™('l',i)>X"'.

where [i^i qn... 5,„] is any corranged minor of [1 2 ... ii\ of order m.

Since ;('" does not vanish identically, it follows that there must be at least one of the

determinants (i^i,) which does not vanish identically, and at least one of the deter-

minants (i/'-gi) which does not vanish identically.

Hence both
[<^]^^^ and ['I'],,, must have rank m.

Ex. ii. 1} A — \a'\ is a matrix whose elements are functions of the variables x^, x^, ...x,

and if A is any derived determinant of A which does not vanish identically, then the

horizontal rows and also the vertical rows of A which occur in A are unconnected.

The proof is exactly similar to the proof of Theorem II in § 70.
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Let A= (np,) . If there were any connection between the horizontal rows of A, then

there would exist an identical relation of the form

where Ui, n-^, ...v^ are certain rational integral functions of the variables x^, j:,, ...x,

which do not all vanish identically. Such a relation could only exist if the determinant

{cipq) vanish identically, which by hypothesis is not the case.

i-'.v. iii. If A=[a] is a functional 'matrix of rank r whose elements are rational

integral functions of tlie variables Xi, xo, ... ,v, and if A,, is a derived determinant of order r

of A viliick does not vanish identically, then all horizontal rotes (and similarly all vertical

rotes) of A are connected with those horizontal (or vertical) rows of A tchich occur in A^.

The proof is exactly similar to the proof of Theorem III in § 70.

If Ar= {a^) , wo obtain the relation (5) of § 70.

Since Aj, A-^, ... A,., Ar + i
are now rational integral functions of .j^,, ^"2, ...x,, and A^+t

does not vanish identically, this relation shows that the ?zth horizontal row of A is

connected with those horizontal rows of .-1 which occur in A,.

Ex. iv. Equipotent functional matrices.

Any two similar matrices [(^] , [\//-] whose elements are rational integral functions of

certain variables .r,, ^2, ^-3... are said to be equipotent when they are connected by a

relation of any one of the equivalent forms

w>w:[Cw: (1).

m:=[Cw:w: (2).

[<M.SK=\.<MtX< (3)'

where [a'\
, [6] ,

[c]
,

\d'\ are undegenerate square matrices whose determinants have

constant values, but whose elements, subject to this condition, may be any rational integral

functions of the variables Xi, .r^, x^, ... .

Clearly when a relation of any one of these forms is given, relations of the other forms

can be deduced.

The following are some of the properties of such equipotent matrices :

(i) Two equipotent functional matrices have equal ranks.

(ii) If two functional matrices are equipotent, any rational integral function x "f the

variables .I'l, x-,, .V3, ... which is a common factor of all the elements of one

matrix is also a common factor of all the elements of the other matrix.

Consequently the highest common factor of all the elements of one matrix is

also the highest common factor of the elements of the other matrix.

(iii) If two functional matrices are equipotent, any rational integral function x which

is a common factor of all the derived determinants of order r of one matrix

is also a common factor of all the derived determinants of order r of the

other matrix. Consequently the two sets of derived determinants of order r

have the same highest common factor.
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(iv) If [0]" is a functional matrix of rank r, it is equipotent with a naatrix of the

form

Xi ... ...

X2...O 0...0

... Xr ...

where Xv X^i Xr ^^^ rational integral functions of a;,, x^, x^ Further

the functions Xv X2) •Xr '^^^ ^^ ^° arranged that each is a factor of the

next following one.

The second property follows immediately from equations (1) and (2) which show that

all the elements of either matrix are homogeneous linear functions of the elements of the

other matrix. The third property follows similarly from the equations obtained by

equating the matrices of the minor determinants of order r on both sides of (1) and (2).



CHAPTER X.

MATRIX EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE.

[In the first three articles of this chapter, §!^ 75—77, matrix equations of the first

degree are defined, and equations of the specially simple form X+A = B are considered.

The next six articles, S§ 78—83, deal with the solution of equations of the forms AX=C,
XB=C, AXB=C, where A, B, are any known matrices. The special cases in which

A and B are undegenerate square matrices are first considered in §§ 78—80 ; and the

general cases are considered in §§ 81—83. The equation AXB=C is the most general

equation which is solved in this chapter. Finally §§ 84 and 85 give a summary of cases

in which it is allowable to cancel a matrix factor which is common to both sides of

a matrix equation.]

§ 75. Matrix equations of the first degree.

An equation in which the quantities equated are matrices is called a

matrix equation. Each term in the equation may be either a single matrix

or a product of several matrices. If the equation involves one and only one

unknown matrix whgse elements are to be determined so that the equation

is satisfied, and if this unknown matrix does not occur more than once as a

factor in any term of the equation, then the equation will be called a matrix

equation of the first degree.

If the unknown matrix whose elements are to be determined is denoted

by the letter A', then the most general matrix equation of the first degree

can be put into the form

A,XB, + A^XB^+ ... + ArXBr = C (1),

where Ai, A„, ... A^, B^, B^, ... B^ and Care known matrices whose elements

are given constants.

The equations considered in the present chapter are all reducible to the

form

AXB=C (2),

where A, B and C are known matrices whose elements are given constants.
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Any value of the matrix X which satisfies the equation (1) or the

equation (2) will be called a solution of that equation. A solution X from

which every solution can be obtained by giving particular values to its

elements will be called the general solution of the equation. A matrix X
which satisfies the equation and has all its elements finite will be called a

finite solution of the equation. If any one of the elements of X is infinite,

then X will be called an infinite solution of the equation.

If there exists a matrix A' which has all its elements finite and which

satisfies the equation (1) or the equation (2), then the equation will be said

to admit of finite solution, or sometimes (the word finite being understood) to

admit of solution.

Equations of the special form [a] [a;] = [c] or

K = c .(3)

will be fiirther considered in the next chapter. The solution of this special

equation is equivalent to the solution of a system of linear equations in

Algebra, and includes the solution of a linear vector equation in Vector

Analysis.

§ 76. Solution of an equation of the form X = A.

Case I. X and A are similar matrices.

Let X = [x] , A = [«] , so that the equation is

Ml =
[«]l (1).

In this case the matrix equality is identical and serves to determine the

vin elements of X.

In fact equation (1) is equivalent to the 7nn scalar equations

Xij=aij (2),

where i receives the values 1, 2, ... m, andj receives the values 1, 2, ... n.

These mn equations determine the matrix X completely and uniquely.

Equation (1) is also equivalent to the m equations

[a;,-i Xi^ ... a;,„] = [ffli, a.-j ... ai„] (3),

and to the n equations

.(4).

-x,j
-
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Case II. X and A are dissimilar matrices.

Let X = [a;] , A = [n]
, so that the equation is

m:=w;
In this case the matrix equality is conventional.

Two elements of X and A which occupy the same positions in those two

matrices, or which have the same horizontal affects and the same vertical

affects in their respective matrices will be called corresponding elements of

X and A. Thus if Xij is an element occurring in X and Oij an element

occurring in A, then the two elements Xy, aij are corresponding elements of

X and A.

The equation is impossible unless those elements of A which have no

corresponding elements in A' are O's. If every such element is 0, so that

every row of A which has no corresponding row in A' is a row of O's, then

the equation is reducible to the form considered in Case I by omissions and

additions of final rows of O's in A, and has a complete and unique solution.

Such equations have already been considered in § ',Vd.

Ex. Consider the equation

^11 •»12
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§ 77. Solution of an equation of the form X + A = B.

li X + A ^ B, vfe have X = B-A, or X = C, where C = £ - ^, and is

a known matrix. The equalities are of course conventional. Thus the

equation can be reduced to one of the form considered in § 76.

It is a necessary condition for the existence of a solution that the matrix

B — A shall be conventionally equal to a matrix similar to X.

When this condition is satisfied, the equation has a unique solution.

Kr.i. W3 + W: = [6]

This equation is equivalent to

p •!
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We shall show that this equation has always a unique solution.

Let a = det A ={a) . Then by hypothesis a 4= 0.

'—' '"

Let [.4] be the reciprocal and therefore A the conjugate reciprocal

of [a]".

I—I
"I

Prefixing the matrix A on both sides of equation (1), we obtain

where [7] is a known matrix. Hence by § 46. s we have

•(2)

a .

a .
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Ex. ii. Since A is an undegenerate square matrix we see by Theorem V of § 71 that

when the equation is satisfied, X must have the same rank as AX, i.e. the same
rank as C.

Thus the solution \x\ has the same rank as fcl .

Ex. iii. If ?»>», then equating the determiuoids of both sides in formula (A),

and making use of Ex. xi of § 68 and Theorem C of § 56, we obtain

°w, =(<-)„•
m m

Thus in this case the sohition \x\ is or is not singular according as the matrix [cl

is or is not singular.

E.r. iv. If we denote the inverse matHx of \a\ by A . the solution of the
m

equation [a] [.r] ^ [c] in the present case takes the form
' »i III til

[.,]"= A H" .(B).

This is obtained from (A) by dividing both sides by a ; or it can be obtained directly

from (1) by prefixing A on both sides, since now A [a] ' =[1] .

The inverse matrix A is also undegenerate, having rank »!.

If we denote the inverse matrix by A~^, then from AX= C we have

A-^AX=A--^C,

X=A-^C .(C).

Ex. v. Solution of the equation AX = when A is an undegenerate square matrix.

Putting C=0 in the equation of the text, we .see that the equation AX=0 has in this

case the unique solution
X=0.

This also appears from Theorem V of § 71, which shows that X has the same rank

as the zero matrix on the right, and must therefore itself be a zero matrix.

Ex. vi. We will solve the equation

"12 3"
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Prefixing the latter matrix on both sides, we obtain

305

- 10, 0,
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79. Solution of an equation of the form XB=C when B is an
undegenerate or non-singular square matrix.

Let X = [a-l ' , £ = [61 , C= [cl , so that the equation to be solved is

w:m:=w: w.
where [6] has rank n.

n

We will show that this equation always has a unique solution.

Let /3 = det £ = (b)" . Then by hypothesis /3 =}= 0.

1 1"

Let [£] be the reciprocal and therefore B the conjugate reciprocal

of ml.

Postfixing the matrix B on both sides of (1), we obtain

[xY [by B =[c] B =[7] ....
'

' n ' n

where [7] is a known matrix. Hence by § 46.5 we have

(2),

5?ii 2C~i2 — *^i'i

- '^mi *^m2 ' • • ^mn -

^ 0...0

/3...0

...8

7ii 7i2 ••• 7i«

7,1 7™, ... 72,,

. 7'«J 7m2 • • • 7mi

or ^M>[c]:£ =[7]: .(A).

This last equation determines the matrix X completelj' and uniquely, for

"t gives

|S^n = 7ii. ^^I2 = 7i2' •• ^^y = 7y' ••• ^^nm = ymn-

If equation (1) has any solution, it must be that determined by the

equation (A). No other solution is possible.

Now postfix the matrix [b] on both sides of (A). We then have

or [xf [6]" = [c]" .

1

—

i'^

This follows from the fact that B \bY is a scalar matrix with
, I

- -'n

argument /8.

Thus the value of X or [x]" given by (A) does actually satisfy (1), and

therefore equation (1) has a unique solution given by (A).
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Ex. i. Since [y]' =[«]" 5",

wehave •y„ = 5„c„ + fi*<r^ + ... + 5„c„.

Thus y„ is the determinant formed from or (6)* by replacing the rth horizontal

row of (6) by the trth horizontal row of [c]*

.

Ex. iL Since £ is an undegenerate square matrix we see by Theorem V of § 71

that when the equation is satisfied, X must have the same rank as XB, Le. the same
rank as C.

Thus the solution [x] has the tame rani as [c] .

Ex. iii. If n>m, then equating the determinoids of both sides in formula 'A: anc

making use of Ei. li of § 68 and Theorem C of § 56, we obtain

Thus in this case the solution [x\ is or is not singular according as the matrix [0]

is or is not singular.

Ex. iv. If we denote the inverse matrix of [6] by B , the solution of

in the present case takes the form

W' =[<:}' ~b' 'B).

, ,•

We obtain this by postfixing B on both sides of (1).

If we denote the inverse matrix of B by 5"', the solution of XB=C in the present

case takes the form
X=C5-» (C).

E!x. V. Solution of the equation XB = 0, urhen B is an uridegenerate square matrix.

Putting C= in the equation of the text, we see that the equation XB = has

the unique solution

^ = 0.

This also appears from Theorem V of § 71, which shows that X must have the

same rank as the zero matrix on the right of the equation, and must therefore itself

be a zero matrix.

Ex. vi. The solution of the equation [x] [6] =[c] can be deduced fhjm the

solution of the equation considered in § 78.

For equating the conjugates of both sides we have the equivalent equation

T"7"=7".

20—2
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Prefixing [5] , the conjugate reciprocal of [6] , on both sides, we have

,—I Tit
, ,

m
/3.. =[B]" c .

'—
' 11

'—
' n

If we now equate the conjugates of both .sides, we obtain

/3[.r]"=[c]" 5".
'

—

n

Ex, vii. "We will solve the equation

r n
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We tlieii ubtiiiii

Xi X.2 X3 {abc) Iflac) (aba)

y\ ih Ih _ (i3&c) {a^) (ahff)

2, z, Z3 {ybc) {aye) {aby)

809

".'1 ?<'2 «'3 (S6c) (aSc) («68) J

whore (n6c), (aac),... stand for (aic)
, ,

(oac) ,....

li^x. x. If [«]"' is any undegenerate square matrix whose determinant and reciprocal

are « and [.-1] ,
the solutions of the equations

[a] [:i-] = [1] , [x\ [a] = [1]

- m (1 .—

I

[.rl'" = ^ A .

Thus mi undegenerate square matrix has one and only one inverse matrix, viz. its

principal inverse matrix as defined in § 46.6. This matrix is both an inverse pre-factor

and an inverse post-factor.

Ex. xi. Let
"• -^ 111 •" ' ijj *- -*

where X' + O.

Let a, fi be the determinants and [.I]
,
[B] the reciprocals of [«] , [/']

Solving for [a] and [h'] respectively, we have

Then

["]
f^ III

,

,

'" /.»( - 1

/J = — [a]

[b]'" = -A ,

I—, '» l.m - 1

7V«<s i/" a product of two square matrices of the same order is a non-zero scalar matrix,

each of the two matrices is a scalar midtiple of the conjugate reciprocal {or of the inverse)

of the other.

§ 80. Solution of an equation of the form AXB = C when A and
B are undegenerate or non-singular square matrices.

Lot^=ral"', A' = [.(]", B = [b]" , C = \c]" , so that the e<iiiatioii to

be solved is

w"'M"[ir=w" 0).

where [a] has rank i/i ami [6| lias rank ».

Let a = (let .1 =(«)'"
, fS = dvi n = {b)"

in )i

Thru hy hypothesis a ^ and /3 4= 0.
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Let [A]
,
[B] he the reciprocals and therefore A , B the conjugate

reciprocals of fa] , [6] .

m n

Prefixing the matrix A and postfixing the matrix B on both sides

^-'m —'71

of (1), we obtain

"' _ „ F ! n I 1
W

I 1
71

(2),
m m 71

^ w Mim ^ =^ w >B =[7].

(vhere [7] is a known matrix. Hence b}' § 46.5 we have

a ...

a ...

... a

.r.,, .r.« . . . x.r,

m

Xmt X- Xr,

/3 ...

/3 ...

Lo ... /3.

«/3m;>i"'[c]':£"=m:

7ii 7i2

721 722

7in

72n

L7ml lm2

.(A).

This last equation determines the matrix X completely and uniquely, for

it gives

a/3«ii = 7ii. «/S.rj.2 = 7,2, ... a^Xij = 7^ , . . . a^x^n = 7m«-

If equation (1) has any solution, it must be that determined by the

equation (A). No other solution is possible.

If now we prefix the matrix [a] and postfix the matrix [6] on both

sides of (A) and observe that [a]™ A =a [1]'"
, B [^j" = /3 [1] , we obtain

a^ [«]" H" [/)]" = [a]" A [c]" B [b]" = «/3 [c]" ,

'
' m '

' ;i

[«rM"m"=[c]".

This shows that the value of X or [x] given by (A) is actually a solution

of equation (1). Thus equation (1) has a unique solution given by (A).

Ex. i. Making use of Theorem V of § 71, we see that when the equation AXB=C is

satisfied the matrix X must have the same rank as the matrix C.

Thus the solution ia;] has the same rank as ff] .

In fact r.cl and fcl are equipotent matrices.

E.V. ii. Solution of the equation AXB = 0, when A and B are undegenerate square

7natrices.
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Putting 0=0 in the equation of the text, we see that the equation .-1X5= has

the unique sohition

A'= 0.

This also appears from Theorem V of § 71, which shows that Xmust have the same
value as the zero matrix on the right, and must therefore itsulf be a zero matrix.

Ev. iii. We will solve the equation

2 3

1 4

"1 r T

'2 y-i '2

'"2
1

0"!

3 2 1

4 2

2 1 3

1 4 2

The conjugate reciprocals of

~2 1

3 2 1

'"2 3"^

1 4
4 2
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•(1).

§ 81. Solution of any equation of the form AX = C.

1. Augmented and unaugmented matrices of the equation.

We shall assume that the equation to be solved is

[arM"=M"

so that .4 = [ft] '
, X = [w] '\ C= [c] " .

One special case of this equation, that in which A is an undegenerate

square matrix, has already been considered in § 78.

The matrices

A=[a]\ A'=[a,cY-\

A =

a,„ ... a,,

• n.. A' =

Cvi

. . ftoo

I- ^* mi ^'-m-i ^mp ^m\ *-m:CjM-i . . . Cn

will be called respectively the unaugmented matrix and the augmented matrix

of the equation.

2. Reduction of the equation to an irreducible equation of the same kind.

An equation of the form AX = C will be said to be irreducible when the

horizontal rows of the augmented matrix A' are unconnected. We will now
prove the following two theorems

:

Theorem I. If the ith horizontal row of the augmented matrix A' of the

equation [a] \_x] = [c] is connected with certain other horizontal rows of A',

then the given equation can be replaced by the equation obtained from it by

strikinq out tlie ith horizontal rows o/Tol and \c^ .

Theorem II. If the augmented matrix A' of the equation [a]'' [x] =[c]"

has rank r, then by striking out m — r corresponding horizontal rows of A
and G we can reduce the equation to an irreducible equation of the form

To prove Theorem I it will be sufficient to prove it for the case i = m;
for by the properties of active rows we can re-arrange the horizontal rows of

A and C so that the ith. horizontal row in each comes into the final position,

and then the I'th horizontal row of A' also comes into the final position in A'.

Suppose then 1;hat the »tth horizontal row of A' is connected with the

preceding m — 1 horizontal rows by the relation

L^'ml ^^v ''tnp ^ml ^iffi '" ^mnj — L 1^2 ••• ''yn—ij L^' ^J _i \^)'ftj/io C7/11 C«
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By the properties of active rows, this relation is equivalent to the two

relations

,-\ = [KK...h^,-\[aV •(3).[a„,i a„|o . .

.

[f,„, c,„, ... c,„„] = [/(,/i. ... /(,„_,] [c]"^_| (4).

To prove the theorem we have to show that the solutions of the equation

[a]" ,M" = [c]" , (5)

are identical with the solutions of the equation

[«]"[..•]" =[cr (!)•

Now if (1) is satisfieJ, it follows from the properties of active rows that

(5) also is satisfied.

Again if (.t) i.s satisfied, we have

[A,/-, ... /-,„_,] [«]:„., m; = [hju... /',„->] [c]i_,

.

i.e., making use of (3) and (4), we have

[o,„i a,„., . . . a,„p] [;e]
" = [c„„ c,„g . . . c,„,J (6).

From (5) and (6) we deduce that

["]" [.']" = [c]" .

Thus equations (1) and (5) have identical solutions, and therefore in

determining the solutions of (1), we can replace it by (4).

We have now proved Theorem I.

Next let A' have rank r and let the pith, pnih, ... prth horizontal rows of

A' be unconnected. Then all other horizontal rows of A' are connected with

these. Therefore by Theorem I we can strike out all horizontal rows of A
and C in the given equation (1) except the p^th, p.th, ... yvth and so replace

(1)%
in

The horizontal rows of the augmented matrix

f'ijjl ^1p-il
fl
pii> Cyijl Cp.y, ... Cj,.^n

, . . . C„

= ["/.!' S.]'

'Prl "Pr^--- "PrP '^'Pri ^Pr^ '^Pr^ .

of equation (7) are unconnected ; and equation (7) is therefore an irreducible

equation of the form [«]'"[«]'= [c]". Thus Theorem II is proved. The

horizontal rows of ^l and (' in (Mjuation (1) can alwa3-s be so arranged that
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the first r horizontal rows of A' are unconnected. When this is done, the

reduced equation actually is [a]*" [a;]" = [c]" .

When we reduce the equation AX = Ghy Theorem I, the rows struck out

from A' are connected with the remaining rows of A' , and therefore also the

rows struck out from A are connected with the remaining rows of A.

Consequently by Theorem VI of § 71 the omission of these rows produces

no alteration in the ranks of A and A'. We have therefore the following

theorem

:

Theorem III. ^Yhen an equation of the form AX = C is reduced by

repeated applications of Theorem I, the augmented and unaugmented matrices

of the reduced equation have respectively the same ranks as the augmented and

unaugmented matrices of the original equation.

We see then that in equation (7), [a^i]*" has the same rank as [«]''
.

Similarly [c^i] has the same rank as [c] , and [aj,i , c^i]
*"'

' has the same

rank as fa, cl
*"'

"

.

Ex. i. In the equation

ri 3 4"!

1 1 2

5 3 8

the augmented matrix

Xi yi 2i Wi

"
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If there is a finite matrix [a] satisfying the equation

[aYlr]" = [c]" (1),

then the form of this equation shows that each of the vertical rows of [c] is

connected with the vertical rows of [a]*" . Again if each of the vertical rows

of \c\ is connected with the vertical rows of [aY , then by the definition of

a connection there must exist a relation of the form (1) in which the matrix

[x] is finite, i.e. has all its elements finite.

Thus equation (1) admits of finite solution when and onli/ when each of the

vertical roxvs of [c] is connected with the vertical rows of [a] (8).

This result is equivalent to the above theorem, as has been shown in

Ex. xiv of § 71.

Alternative proof of Tlieorem IV. We will commence by .showing that the

condition

riink of ^-l' = raiik of A (9)

is a necessary condition for the existence of a finite solution.

Suppose that there is a finite matrix [,'•] satisfying equation (1).

Then if there is any connection

[A,/^,...A„,][a];,^ = (10)

between the horizontal rows of .1, we see by prefixing [/'i^a ... /',„] on both sides

of (1) that

ih,h„...h„^\o-\l=Q (11),

and from (10) and (11) it follows that

[^,;5,.../^„]K<];;" = o (i2).

This shows that to every connection between the horizontal rows of A there

corresponds exactly the same connection between the horizontal rows of A! . Con-

sequently A' cannot have more unconnected liorizontal rows than A, and the

rank of A' cannot e.xccod the rank of A.

Further the rank of A' cannot be less than the rank of A : for every non-

vanishing derived determinant of A is also a non-vanishing derived determinant

of A\

It follows that when equation (1) admits of finite solution, A' must have the

same rank as ,1.

Thus (9) is a necessary condition for the cxi.stence of a finite .solution.

Now in the next sub-article a finite solution of equation (1) will actually bo

obtained whenever the condition (9) is satisfied.

Thus (9) is a sufficient as well as a necessary condition for the existence of

a finite .solution.

When equation (1) admits only of infinite solutions, we cannot deduce (11)

from (10). In fact it will be shown in sub-article 7 that there may be infinite

solutions when the condition (9) is not satisfied.
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Ex. ii. In the equation of Ex. i the unaugmented and augmented matrices

"I 3 4 10 1 25 9"

112 4 1 11 7

5 3 8 14 5 41 33

_

13 4"'

I 1 2

_5 3 8

have common rank 2.

Consequently the equation admits of finite solution.

4. General solution of the equation AX = C ivhen it admits of finite

solution.

As before let the given equation be

[«.]"[..]"= M" (1).

And now let A and A' have common rank r, so that equation (1) admits

of finite solution. Then A and A' have a common non-vanishing derived

determinant of order r. Let (fly^) be any such determinant. We will

consider first the general case in which there is no restriction on (a^^) ,
and

then the special case in which ((/)' the leading derived determinant of

order r of [a]'' does not vanish and {a.p,j) is taken to be (a) .

Case I. (apg)"^ = a 4= 0.

By sub-article 2 the solutions of the given equation (1) are identical with

the solutions of the irreducible equation

.(13),k]:w:=m:
whose augmented and unaugmented matrices both have rank r.

By the properties of passive rows (see § 52.9), we can write (13) in the

form
r n '' r T " r n P " '* r n " r n '*

kj: m: = m: - [vir" m:.,. = m:. (i*).

where [t^To ... Tp_,.] is complementary to [q^q., ... g^.] m [1 2 ... p].

Equation (14) can be solved for the matrix [a',i]" ^Y §
'^^

Let (ap,)''=a, and let [^4^,^]'^ be the reciprocal matrix of [flp,]]^. Then

prefixing Ap^ , the conjugate reciprocal of [a^J^., on both sides of (14), we

obtain by § 78 the following result

:
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First form of the general solution.

// A and A' have common rank r, and if {a^.j) = a =)= 0, then equation (1)

is satisfied when and only when

^ ['''vi] " = ^w [f'i'i] " - ^/"7 [«P'] "^
*"

[*'ti] "_
,.

,

or a [«-,y,] " = [7] " - [«.t]
'.
'

' [*Vi]
J_

,.

,

where 7,^ is the value of the determinant formed from the determinant {a-pq)

when its ith vertical row is replaced by the jth vertical row oflc^-il ,

and Uij is the value of the determinant formed from the determinant (Upq)

when its ith vertical row is replaced by the jth vertical roiu of[ap^'' (A).

Formula (A) gives the general solution of equation (1). In this solution

arbitrary values can be assigned to the n (p — r) unknown elements which do

not occur in [a;^] , and the remaining 7-71 unknown elements, viz. those which

do occur in [./•,,,] ,
are expressed as unique linear functions of these.

If x^.j is any one of the elements of [.r,,] , we have

ax^.j = y;j - ahrfru - '^ir^^r,} - - air^_r^r,^rj (15).

We have now proved the following theorem :

Theorem V. If the unaugmented matrix A and the augmented matrix A'

of the equation [a] [x] = [c] have common rank r, then the equation admits

of finite solution, and the general solution expresses ??( of the pn unknown

elements as linear (in general non-homogeneous) functions of the remai7iing

(p — ?•) n unknown elements to which arbitrary values may be assigned.

Since the general solution contains {p — ?•) n arbitrary elements, which

may be real or imaginary, the total number of solutions is 00 ^'p"''"'. In the

special case in which r = p, no arbitrary elements occur in the general

solution, and there is a single unique finite solution. In fiict this .special

case is equivalent to that considered in § 78.

Note 1. The simplest parti<ndar solution in Case I.

This is obtained by assigning zero values to all the (arbitrary) elements of [.(-,,] "_
and is given by

a Ki] " = Ki^ [f'pi] " = [y] " > ['Vi] " _ ,.
= 0.

This particular solution can be obtained by solving the equation

["J
I!

[-'V]
" = [';.!]"'

and it has the .same rank as [<;,,,] _.
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Note 2. Alternative method of solution in Case I.

The general solution can also be obtained directly from the reduced equation (13)

by prefixing the conjugate reciprocal matrix Apg on both sides before transferring terms
t—I

J.

to the right-hand side. This method is often more convenient in practice.

Writing

so that [ai,]

the general solution is given by

I > f

w:m:=[7]:

.(16),

.(A').

The result (16) shows that formula (A') can by the properties of passive rows be

transformed into the second equation in (A). It also shows that if we equate e^ch

of the rn elements of the product mati'ix on the left in (A') to the corresponding element

of the matrix on the right, we obtain rn scalar equations each of which determines one

of the unknown elements occurring in [.v^i] . In fact these scalar equations are the

same as the rn scalar equations given by the second matrix equation in (A).

Case II. (a)]| = a + 0.

We can always before proceeding to the solution of the given equation

re-arrange (if necessary) the horizontal rows of A and C and the passive rows

of A and X in such a manner as to form an equivalent equation in which

(a) , the leading derived determinant of order r of A, does not vanish. Thus

every case can always be reduced to this special case.

In the present case we can replace the given equation (1) by the irre-

ducible equation

K[<=m: (17).

and this by the properties of passive rows can be written in the form

[<M:=m;: as).

where now

[h:=[c]:- '2, r+l "2, r4-2 «.,,

La>-, r+l '-^r, r-t-2
.. a.

•^r-i-i,\ ^r+1,2 ••• ^r+l,n

<r+2,l ^r-l-2,2
....(19).

Writing (a) = a, and denoting the reciprocal matrix of [a] by [A] ,
we

can solve equation (18) for [x] by prefixing A on both sides as in § 78

;

*'
'

—

' r

and we then obtain the following result:
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Second form of the general solution.

If A and A' have common rank r, and if (a) = a =)= 0, equation (1) is

satisfied ivhen and onh/ when

or a [a-]" =[7]';

'l.r+l "l,r+2

«.,H

- ^r,r+\ *r, r+i! • • ("rp

'')•+!, 1 "^r+l.-i

''r+%\ -ir+a,

2

tuhere y.j is the determinant formed f-oni (a) when its ith vertical row is

replaced by the jfh vertical roiu of [c] , and a^ is the determinant formed

from (a) when its ith vertical row is replaced by the jth vertical nnv o/'[a]'',

so that in particular [a] = a [1] (B).

Formula (B) gives the general solution of ecjuation (1) in this special

ease. The solution expresses the rn elements of [x] as linear functions of

the remaining (p — r) n unknown elements to which arbitrary values may be

assigned.

If xij is any one of the elements of [x] , we have

*^y = 7.;/
- "i. r+l a^r+1, }

- a.-, r+-2 AV+2,j- -BLipXpj (20).

Formula (B) can of course be deduced from formula (A) by putting

[;;, p,... ;v] = [9, cj, . .

.

,/,.] = [12... r], [r, t, . . . r,. ,] = [(r + 1 ), (r + 2), . . . p].

Note .3. T/ie nimplest particular solution in Case II.

This is obtained by assigning zero vahies to all the arbitrary elements and is given by

...0

This particular solution can be determined by solving the equation

and it has the same rank as Fcl .

Note 4. Alternative method of solution in Case II.

The general solution can also be obtained in this case directly from the reduced

'—'**

equation (17) by preBxing the matri.\ A on both sides.

711 yij •
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Writing

so that

the general solution is given by

MATRIX EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST DEGREE

Z''K- = K-
I—I

J.

[CH. X

..(21),

w:w;=[y]:,

where yij, Ojy have the same meanings as in (B).

Since [a] = a [1] , the last equation is the same as

a 0...0 ai,r + i ai,r + 2--- "ii'

a ... 09^ r -hi ^2, r + 2 ••• ^2p

...a

w:=[7]: m
By the properties of passive rows formula (B') is equivalent to the second equation

in (A).

If we equate each of the rn elements of the product matrix on the left in (B') to

the corresponding element of the matrix on the right, we obtain rn scalar equations

each of which determines one of the unknown elements occurring in [.r] .

E.v. iii. We will solve the equation

13 4 3 2

112 5 2

2 3 13

10 16 2

It is easily seen that the augmented and uuaugmented matrices have common rank 3.

In fact if the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th horizontal rows of the augmented matrix are denoted

'i y\ -1
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we obtain the general solution in the form

224, 162, 18"

[^- .'/'-],,
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Prefixing
A, A,

B, B.,
, the conjugate reciprocal of

a, b; 1

L - - J

on both sides, we

obtain

where

•^l 2/1 -^i

.!,
7/.J

z..

ipb), iqb), (rb) {cb), {db)

(ap), (aq), (ar)
^ ^

(ap), (aq)
_

ipb), iqb), ... stand for {pb)^„j {qb)^,, ... .

•«-3 2/3 H

Ex. V. The equation [a] M = [1]

admits of finite solution when and only when [«,
1]''" has the same rank as [a]

,
i.e.

when and only when [a] has rank m.

If n>in and {a\ is undegenerate, the general solution contains (n — m)n arbitrai-y

elements.

If /;,= )/( and [(']' is undegenerate, the equation has a unique solution which is finite.

In other cases the equation has no finite solution.

Thus the matriv [a] has an inverse post-factor when and only when its rani: is m. This

condition being satisfied, it has an infinite number of inverse post-factors when n>m, and

a single unique inverse post-factor when n= m.

Ex. vi. The general solution of the equation of Ex. iii can be obtained as follows :

First solution. Reducing the equation to

['y--],

'1
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Second solution. Reducing the equation to

1 12 5 2"!

2 3 13 [xy z]^^

10 16 2

28 18 12"'

22 21 9

29 19 6

I"- 16, 2, 13

and prefixing the matrix , we obtain6, 2, 3

18, -6, -14
_

1, -10, -19, 0, 0'

1, 0, -9,-10,

-8, 0, 22, 0, -10_

This is equivalent to the second solution in Ex. iii.

t^.^^] I 2346

-27,
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6. Solution of the special equation AX = 0.

If the matrix G vanishes the given equation (1) becomes

[a]''[*]"=0 (24).

In this case the augmented matrix A' is the same as the unaugmented

matrix A. Hence the equation always admits of finite solution. In fact

A'^ = or [x] = is always a solution.

First let [aV have rank ;• and let («.) = a 4= 0.

Then the equation can be replaced by the irreducible equation

[«]:w =0,

or [a]' [*]" = -

^l.r-fl "'l,r+2 . . . a„

f's, r+i f'e, r+2 •• a^p

3Cq

^T+l.Tl

"fil X^,

Prefixing A on both sides, we obtain as the general solution

«w! =

'I, I'+i a,,,-

*2, >•+! ^2, (+2

/"r, )+] 0(r ,

•'r+1,1 •^r+1,2

*^r+2, 1 ^r+2,

:

...(C).

This determines the ?-« unknown elements occurring in [x] as homo-

geneous linear functions of the remaining (p — r) n unknown elements to

which arbitrary values may be assigned. The quantities a„,r+» have the

same values as in formula (B).

Since

'''V+1,1 *)-+],2 ••• *V+1,II

^)-+2, 1 •*'r+2, 2 • • • ^r+2, n

*,
Pl

.(„„ *<pn

a .
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If [x]' is anj' one of the solutions of (24), its first r horizontal rows are

by (C) connected with the last p — r horizontal rows.

Hence by TIkmuvih \'I of § 71 tiie rank of [.<] is equal to the rank of

•''-V+l,! •''^/•+l,2 ••• *'»+),«

•^r+a, 1 *^V-t-'j, -J • • • Xr+2, n

But this last matrix, being entirely arbitrary, can have any rank from

to the smaller of the two numbers p — r and n. Since there is no loss of

generality in assuming that (a) =1" 0, we deduce the following theorem

:

Theorem VI. The equation [«]'' [./]" =0, where [a]'' has rank r, has

finite solutions of all ranks from to the smaller of the two numbers p - r

and n.

If r = p, then X = is the only solution of equation (24). If r < p, then

there are other solutions. We deduce the following theorem :

Theorem VII. The equation AX = leads to X = as a necessary

consequence when and only when the rank of A is equal to the passivity of

the product AX. It has non-zero solutions when and only when the rank of A
is less than the passivity of the product AX.

Next let [aV have rank r and let («„„) = a 4= 0.

Then the equation can be replaced by the irreducible equation

k.]:m;=o,

or ["/"/]
l K.J " = - b'pr] I

'
''

[-'v.l
l_ ,.

.

where [t, T; ... Ti,_r] is the complement of ['/, (/^ ... r/,] in [1 2 ... p].

Prefixing Aj„i on both sides, we obtain as the general solution of (24)

«w;:=-wr"K.];., (E).

where the qu.antities «„„ have the same values as in funnula (A).

This determines each of the rn unknown elements occurring in [.',,,] as

homogeneous linear functions of the ii'maiiiing (p — r) n unknown cicments,

to which arbitrar}' values may bo assigned.
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Ex. viii. The general case can be reduced to this special case. For the equation

[«]" [.>]" + [c]" =

can be written in either of the forms

"it «12 ••«!? <-'u <-'l2 •• Ci„

^21 ^22 • • ^2P ^21 ^22

L_ "ml "m2 •

•«^n ^12 •
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We have thus proved the following theorem

:

Theorem VIII. The infinite solutions of the equation \a\ [x] = [c] are

given by [x] = Ic [A'] where k is an infinite scalar quantity and [X] is n

finite non-zero solution of the equation [a]*" [a;] =0.

We know from Theorem V that the einiation \aY [x]' =0 has uon-zero
III p

solutions when and only when the rank of [</]'' is loss than p. Accordingly

we have the following further theorem :

Theorem IX. The eiinatioti [a.Y [x]' = [c] hits infinite solutions when

and only ivhen the rank <f the unaugmented matmx [«] is less than the

passivity p.

We now see how to determine all possible solutions, both finite and

infinite, of the equation [a] [.r] = [c] or AX = C.

If we denote the ranks of A and A' by r and ?•' respectively, we have the

following results

:

If ?• = ?•'< p, the equation has both finite and infinite solutions.

If r = r' = p, the equation has a unique finite solution.

If r < p and r' > r, the equation has only infinite solutions.

If r = p and r' > r, the equation has no solution.

§ 82. Solution of any equation of the form XB = C.

1. Augmented and unaugmented matrices of the equatimi.

We shall assume that the equation to be solved is

K,\K = K, ^1).

so that Z--=[,r]', /?=[/>]", C=[c]\
III T in

One special case of this equation, that in which 7)* is an nndegenerate

square matrix, has already been considered in § 79.

If we equate the conjugates of both sides of (1), we obtain the ecjuivalent

equation
I—Iff I—1 1"

I—i'"

6 X = c (2).
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Equation (2) has the form considered in § 81, and the solutions of (1) are

the conjugates of the solutions of (2). Hence the properties and solutions of

(1) can be deduced from the properties and solutions of (2) which can be

obtained from the results of § 81.

We can however treat equation (1) independently by methods similar to

those used in § 81. The vertical rows of B and G will now play the same

parts as the horizontal rows of A and C in § 81, and we shall have to postfix

matrices instead of prefixing them.

The matrices

£ = M =

6ll by. .

bn b.,, .
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3. Necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a finite solution

of the equation.

This condition is contained in the following theorem

:

Theorem IV. The equation XB = C has a finite solution or finite solutions

when (iiid only lulien the augmented matrix R' has the same rank as the

unaugmented matrix B.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem IV in § 81.

4. General solution of the equation XB = C luhen it admits of finite

solution.

Let the augmented matrix B' and the unaugmented matrix B of the

given equation

KK = K. (i>

have common rank s, so that the equation (1) admits of finite solution.

Then B and B' have a common non-vanishing derived determinant of

order s. Let (6^,) be such a determinant. We will consider first the

general case in which there is no restriction on (bpq) , and then the special

case in which (b) the leading derived determinant of order s of [6] does

not vanish and (6^,) is taken to be {b) .

Case L (b,,,)] = /8 + 0.

By sub-article 2 the .solutions of the given equation (1) are identical with

the solutions of the irreducible eejuation

[<[m:=k]: (^).

whose augmented and unaugmented matrices both have rank s.

By the properties of passive rows (see § 52.9), we can write (3) in the

form

w:[w.:=m:-k]:"'[m:., =[«: w.

where [t,To ... t„_,] is complementary to [p,Pi ...ps] in [1 2 ... a].

Equation (4) can be solved foi- the matrix [.i\j,] by § 79.

Lot (6^,,)' = /i, and let [^i;,,/] be the reciprocal matrix of [6p,] . Then

postfixing Bj,,, , the conjugate reciprocal of [6p,] , on both sides of (4), we
I 1 g

obtain by §79 the following result:
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First form of the general solution.

If B and F have common rank s, arid if {hpq{ = ,S =1= 0, then equation (1)

is satisfied tuhen and onhj luhen

^[-..]:=[7]:,-K]:'n/3j:-..

ivhere y/j is the determinant formed from (bpq) when its jth horizontal row is

replaced by the ith horizontal row of [cjg] , and ^y is the determinant formed

from (bpq)' when its jth horizontal row is replaced by the ith horizontal roxu of

[6i,] , so that in particular [/S^,,] = /S [1] (A).

Formula (A) gives the general solution of equation (1). In this solution

arbitrary values can be assigned to the m (a- — s) unknown elements which

do not occur in [a;,^] , and the remaining ms unknown elements, viz. those

which do occur in [xjp]
,
are expressed as unique linear functions of these.

If Xip. is any one of the elements of [j'lp^ , we have

A%j = l!j
-

•'•Vt, /3,,; - a.-;r2 ,S,2 ; - ... - J--;,^_^ 0,^_^j (5).

We have now proved the following theorem

:

Theorem V. If the unaugmented matrix B and the augmented matrix B'

of the equation [xY [b] = [c] have common rank s, then the equation admits

of finite solution, and the general solution expresses ms of the ma unknown

elements as linear (in general non-homogeneous) functions of the remaining

m (a — s) unknoiun elements to which arbitrary values may be assigned.

Since the general solution contains m (<t — s) arbitrary elements, which

may be real or imaginary, the total number of solutions is oo 2"»('^-«). In the

special case in which s = a, no arbitrary elements occur in the general

solution, and there is a single unique finite solution. In fact this special

case is equivalent to that considered in § 79.

Note 1. The simplest particular solution in Case I.

This is obtained by assigning zero values to all the (arbitrary) elements of [.r,,]

and is given by

^[^•lJl=K]:„s;=[y]^ [-u]:r^=o.

This particular solution can be obtained by solving the equation

and it has the same rank as [cj,] .
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Note 2. Alternative method of solution iyi Case I.

The general solution can also be obtained directly from the reduced equation (3)

by postfixing the conjugate reciprocal matrix D„ on both sides before transferring
' 'a

terms to the right-hand side.

Writing Ml'5^' = [/3]',

.(6),«o that [iS,,]; = [b^]] 5„ = /3[1]^

the general solution is given by

[xY [/3]' =[y]' (A'),

where yij and fty have the same meanings as in (A).

Using (6) formula (A') can by the properties of passive rows be transformed into the

second equation in (A). Moreover when we equate each of the ms elements of the product

matrix on the left in (A') to the corresponding clement of the matrix on the right, we

obtain ms scalar equations each of which determines one of the unknown elements

occurring in [j'i,J' . In fact these scalar equations are the same as the ms scalar

equations given by the second matrix equation in (A).

Case II. (6)' =/3 + 0.

In this case (to which every other case can be reduced) we can replace

the given equation (1) by the irreducible equation

[.r]^[6]'=[c]' (7),

and this by the properties of passive rows can be written in the form

M'm"=m' w,
"- * m *- s '-III

where now

m"=w> "•2,8+1 •^2,8+2

*'7n,8-fi ^m,s+i

t^K+l.i 0«-|-i,2 •• • Os+l,S

/'.s+ 2,1 t,+.,,, ... b,+,,.

.(!)).

Writing (6)' = /3, and denoting the reciprocal of [b]"^ by [B]' , we can

solve equation (8) for [x]' by postfixing £ on both .sides as in § 79, and we

then obtain the following result

:

Second form of the general solution.

7/ B and B' have common rank s, and if (6)* = /3 =(= 0, then equation (1) is

satisfied when and only when

/3 [.'•]> ml '^^
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or /3 [x] = [7] .
- ''2, S+l '<2, S+2 .. a-.,,

'-m^s+l **'»(,s+2

Ps+1,1 Ps+1,3 • •• Ps+l,s

A.+2,l /8,+2,2.--A+2,.

Pa] P(r2 • • Pas -

where 7,;; is </(e determinant formed from (b) when its jth horizontal row is

replaced bi/ the ith horizontal roiu of [c] , and /3y is the determinant fwmed

from (b) when its jth horizontal row is replaced by the ith horizontal row of

[6] , so that in particular {0) = /3 [1] (B).

Formula (B) gives the general solution of equation (1) in this special

case. The solution expresses the ms elements of [x] as linear functions of

the remaining m (cr — s) unknown elements to which arbitrary values may be

assigned.

If Xij is any one of the elements of [x] , we have

P'fy ~ 7V ~ '^i,S+l PS+I, j
~ *'i,S+2 Ps+2, j ~ • • . Xi^ P^j (i")-

Formula ( B) can of course be deduced from formula (A) by putting

[2),p, ... pr] = [q^q, ... qr] = [l2 ... 7'], [t, t, . . . t,_,] = [(s + 1 ), (.9 + 2), ...a].

Note 3. The simplest particular solution in Case II.

This is obtained by assigning zero values to all the arbitrary elements, and is given by

yii 712 • yi8 ...

y-n 722 •• 72. •••

Vmi ym2 yms ...

This particular solution can be determined by solving the equation

and it has the same rank as \c\ .

Note 4. Alternative method of solution in Case II.

The general solutiou can also be obtained in this case directly from the reduced

equation (7) by postfixing the conjugate reciprocal matrix B on both sides.

3m:

Writing

.so that r^l'
s

the general solution is given by

[bv^^ = ^[\r (11),

W M' =[7]' (B'),

where y^j, (3ij have the same meanings as in (B).
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Since [/3]' = |3 [1] , formula (B') is equivalent to the .second equation in (B). If

we equate each of the m> elements of the product matrix on the left in (B') to the

corresponding element of the matrix on the right, we obtain ms scalar equations each

of which determines one of the unknown elements occurring in [x] . In fact these

scalar equations are the same as the ms scalar equations given by the second matrix

equation in (B).

5. General solution of an irreducible equation of the form XB = C which

admits offinite solution.

This is the only case which it. is necessary to consider, since an equation

which is not irreducible can always be replaced by an irreducible equation.

If w:m:=Mi (12)

is an irreducible equation in which (6^1) =t=
0, then to obtain the general

solution we use the properties of passive rows to write (12) in the form

[*.;>]l[^.];=ml (13),

and then solve (13) for [a^p] as in § 79 by postfixing the conjugate reciprocal

of [6pi] on both sides.

As an alternative we may obtain the solution for {x-^^ directly from (12)

by prefixing the conjugate reciprocal of [6^,] on both sides.

The matrix [.I'lp]' for which we solve is derived from [.i] by retaining

only those passive rows which correspond to the pixssive rows of [6]

occurring in [6^,] .

Ex. i. Wc will solve the equation
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12 1

1 3

2 1

5 1 6

2 3 2_

By the properties of passive rows this is equivalent to

y

1^28 22 29""

18 21 19

12 9 6L

.(14).

r-.r-i
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Postfixiug

-.1
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Thus if /3 = (bpg)'
=t=

0, we have from (A)

/8[^,,]^ = -K]''n^]" ,*- *^ ' ii>
- -" m ' •' IT — X

[CH. X

•(C),

where [t, t, ... t^s] is the complement of [piP2 ps] in [1 2 ... o-]; and if

/3 = (t)" =1= 0, we have from (B)

^K
^l,S+l '*'l,S+2

<^2, S+1 *<'2, S+2

- "^m, S+1 ^m, s+2

Ps+1,1 Ps+1,2 Ps+l,S

Ps+2,1 Ps+2,2 •• Ps+2,S

Pal P<r2 • • • P(TS

(D).

In formulae (C) and (D) arbitrary values may be assigned to those

elements of r.rl" which occur on the right.
m

We can replace (D) by

'^l.s+l -^1,8+2 • .
. ^la

^M'^- 2, s+1 '*-^,S+2^5. fi4-1 • • • ^2t

^m,s+l ^m,8+2 •*• '^m<r J

Pfi+ 1,1 Ps+1,2 ••• PS+1,S H ^

/3«+2,i A+2,2 ... y8s+2,s -,8

/3« /3« /3.

•(E).

The following theorems can be proved in the same way as the corre-

sponding theorems in sub-article 6 of § 81.

Theorem VI. The equation [x]" [b]" =0, where [6]" has rank s, has

finite solutions of all ranks from to the smaller of the two numbers m
and a — s.

Theorem VII. The equation XB = leads to X = as a necessary

consequence luhen and only when the rank of B is equal to the passivity of the

product XB. It has non-zero solutions when and only when the rank of B is

less than the passivity of the product XB.

Ex. vi. The general case can be reduced to this special case. For the equation

M'[6]'' + [c]" =
'--'m'--'(r '--'m

can be written in the fonu

«11 .2^12 ... 'iff 1 ...

a.-2i 3^22 ... -V-Za 1 . .

,^m\ ^»7»2 ... '**mff O i) ... I

bn
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Ex. vii. //' there are s unconnected connections between the vertical rows of the matrix

{xl , the matrix cannot have more than n — s unconnected vertical rows.
'- ' m

This can bo proved in the same way as Ex. ix of .^ 81, and is merely another way of

expressing the result of Theorem VI.

7. Infinite solutions of the equation XD = G, ivhen (7=|= 0.

Concerning the infinite solutions we have the Collowinsf two theorems,

the proofs of which are similar to the proofs of the eorresj)onding theorems

in §81.

Theorem VIII. The infinite solutions of the equation [x] [b] = [c] ai-e

given by [x] = k [X] tuhere k is an infinite scalar quantitj and [A'] is a

finite non-zero solution of the equation [«]'' [6] = 0.

Theorem IX. Tlie equation [,/]" [6] = [c] has infinite solutions ivhen

and only when the rank uf the unaugmented matrix [6] is less than the

passivity cr.

If we denote the ranks of B and B' by « and s' respectively, we have the

following results

:

If s = *' < 0-, the equation has both finite and infinite solutions.

If s = s' = cr, the equation has a unique finite solution.

If s < cr and s' > s, the equation has only infinite solutions.

If .s = c7 and / > s, the equation has no solution.

§ 83. Solution of any equation of the form AXB = C.

1. Augmented and unaugmented matrices of the equation.

We shall assume that the equation to be solved is

K.KK=K.. (1).

so that A = [a] ' , X = [x] \ B = [b]" . C = fcl " .

One special case of this equation, that in which A and B are both

undegenerate square matrices, has been already considered in § 80. A
second special case, that in which B is a unit matri.x, has been considered

in § 81. A third special case, that in which ^1 is a unit matri.x, has been

considered in § 82.

c. 22
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The matrices

will be called the unaugmeiited matrices of the equation.

The matrices

[CH. X

4'=[a, c]''", B' =
h

L^J

A'

Oil Cfl2 . . • fjflp Cii Cjo ... Cy,i

a.2i a.^ ... aop c.i C22 ... c.>„

*m/) ^}n\ "-7n2^m" • •
. (^Ji

B' =

bn
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certain of the other horizontal rows of A', there must exist a relation of the

form

[(/,:, a,o . . . «,p Cfi d. . . . Ciu] = [/'i /(

.

... fi ,„_i] [upi , Cpi]
''

"^

.

By the properties of active rows it follows that

[a,-i ttf, . . . a,p] = [/(, /(, . . . /;,„_,] [api]^_, (2),

[c,-i C,-.., ... Cin] = [llJh hm-i] [Cpi] .(3).

To prove the theorem we have to show that the solutions of the given

equation

[«]1m;w:=w;;, o)

are identical with the solutions of the equation

MLH:m:=M:,-, w.

Now if (1) is satisfied, it follows by the properties of active rows that (4)

also is satisfied.

Again if (4) is satisfied, we have

Uh >h... /'m-i] K'>]1_, M^ Ml = U'l ^'-^ ''">->] [c^.]l_, >

i.e., making use of (2) and (3), we have

[an a,-, . . . a,p] [x]'[b]l= [c,;, c,-, . . . c;„] (.5).

But (4) and (5) are together equivalent to (1).

Hence if (4) is satisfied, (1) also is satisfied. Thus (I) and (4) have

identical solutions.

By Theorem VI of § 71, the augmented and unaugmented matrices of

the reduced equation (4) have the same ranks as the corresponding

augmented and unaugmented matrices of the original equation (1).

Proof of Theorem II. Let the vertical rows of B' other than the Jth be

the 9,th, f/jth, ... ry„_,th. If the ^'th vertical row of B' is connected with

certain of the other vertical rows of B', there must exist a relation of the

form

'K~
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which by the properties of active rows is equivalent to the two relations

hi = [K]
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same rank s as B'. Hence all vertical rows of B" are connected with its

(/ith, (j-.th, ... fy,th vertical rows, and these are themselves unconnected. By

Theorem II we can now strike out all the vertical rows of [b]
,
[c^„] other

than the f/,th, ^..th, ... rj^th and so replace (9) by

k];w;[mi=m; (10).

In this last equation the augmented and unaugnicnted matrices have the

same ranks us in the original equation (1). Thus, using the notation of § 2.8,

the augmented matrices [rfpi, Cj,,]
'' an< of equation (10) have

ranks r and s respectively, and the equation is therefore irreducible. Thus

we have reduced the given equation tt) an irreducible equation of the /'or//i

K [']; wl=[ot (11).

If the first r horizontal rows of A' are unconnected and the first s vertical

rows of B' are unconnected, then the reduced equation actually is (11).

In the course of the above proofs we have established the following

theorem, which is a deduction from Theorem VI of § 71.

Theorem IV. When an equation of the form AXB = G is reduced by

repeated applications of Theorems I and II, the ranks of the augmented and

unaugmented matrices of the reduced equation are the same as the ranks of

the corresponding augmented and unaugmented matrices of the original

equation.

Also the matrix C has the same rank in the reduced equation as in the

original e(|uation.

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a finite solution

of the equation AXB = C.

These conditions are contained in the following theorem :

Theorem V. The equation AXB = C lias a finite solution or finite

solutions when and only wlien the augmented nuitHx A' has the same rank as

the unaugmented matrix A and also the augmented matrix B' has the same

rank as the unaugmented matrix B.

According to this theorem necessary and sufficient conditions ft)r the

existence of a finite solution are

rank of A' = rank of .1, rank of K = rank of B (12).

Proof of the necessity of these conditions. Let [a.]" be a finite matri.x

satisfying the given equation

[<w:w:=m;;, (d-
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Writing M; [6]^ = [A-i; , we have [c]^ = [a]^ [k]"^

.

This shows that every vertical row of [c] is connected with the vertical

rows of [a]*" , or by Theorem VI of § 71 that the matrix [a, c] ' has the

same rank as the matrix fa] .

Writing [a]l [x]^ = [h]^ , we have [c]^ = [h]^ [6]\

This shows that every horizontal row of [c] is connected with the

. ^ 6 ]

"

horizontal rows of [6] " , or by Theorem VI of § 71 that the matrix

L "^ J
tT,in

has the same rank as the matrix [6] .

Thus if the given equation (1) has a finite solution, the conditions (12)

must be satisfied.

Alternative proof of Theorem V. Let the equation (1) have a finite sohition

[x]" . First let A have rank r. We will show that A' also has rank r. Clearly the

rank of A' cannot be less than r. It is therefore sufficient to show that the rank

of A' is not greater than r.

Let [Opi, Cpi]'"' be the matrix formed by any r+ 1 horizontal rows of A'.

Since there is a connection between every r+ l horizontal rows of A, there must

exist a relation of the form

[/<iAo.../^., ,][«„]' + ,
=0 (13),

where hi, A2, ... /v + i are not all zero.

Now .from (1) we deduce by the properties of active rows that

Prefixing [A1A2 ••• ^r + i] on both sides and making use of (13), we obtain

ih.h., ... A,„] [c,,]l^^ = (14),

where (13) and (14) are together equivalent to

[hih, ... h,,,] K„ c,,]^';\ = (15).

It follows that there is a connection between every r + l horizontal rows of

A', and that the rank of A' cannot be greater than r. Accordingly .4' has the same

rank r a,s A.

Nest if B has rank s, we can show in a similar way that B' also has rank s.

Proof of the sufficiency of these conditions.

In equation (1) let A and A' have common rank r, and let B and B'

have common rank s. Further let (op„)^4=0, (&»?)] + 0, these being minor
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determinants of orders r, s of A, B respectively. Then by sub-article 2, we

can replace the given equation (1) by the irreducible equation

[m:m;[m>w; (16)-

Since by Theorem IV the unaugmcnted and augmented matrices of (16)

have the same ranks as the corresponding unaugmented and augmented

matrices of (1), the matrices [flp,]'', [6,,] must have ranks /• and s respec-

tively, and therefore p <|: r, o- «j; s.

When all elements of [x] except those occurring in the minor matrix

[a^uj arc put equal to zero, equation (16) becomes

[('pu]l [^uv]l [K,]] = [c]l (17).

Now by § 80, equation (17) admits of a finite solution for [*•„„] .

Accordingly we can determine a finite solution of (16) in which all

elements of [.r]" except those occurring in the minor matrix [*„„] have zero

values, and the finite matrix [xY thus determined is a finite solution of the

given equation (1).

Thus when the conditions (12) are satisfied, the given equation (1) admits

of finite solution.

4. General solution of the equation AXB=C when it admits of finite

solution.

As before let the given equation be

[<[<m:=m: (1).

Let A and A' have common rank r, and let B and B' have common
rank s, so that equation (1) admits of finite solution.

Let (apu) be any non-vanishing derived determinant of order r of A, and

let (bcq) be any non-vanishing derived determinant of order s of i^. We will

consider first the general case in which there arc no restrictions on («pu) .

(bcq) , and afterwards the spi'cial case in whicii (a)
,
(b) , the leading derived

determinants of orders ?•, s of A, B, do not vanish and (a^,,)
,
{b„]) are taken

to be (a)
,
(b) respectively.
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Case I. (apu)l = a^O, (6„,)' = ^4=0.

By Theorems I—IV the given equation (1) can be replaced by the

irreducible equation

k]:m;[mi=m;. as).

where p Jf. i' and o- <|; s.

Now let [Xy be the matrix formed from [xY by putting all the elements

belonging to the minor matrix [.r„J equal to zero and leaving all the other

elements unaltered, and let [A''']'^ be the matrix formed from [x]" by leaving

all the elements belonging to the minor matrix [«„„] unaltered and putting

all the other elements equal to zero.

Then by the definition of addition

[,/]" =[X]^ +[A"]^:

and by the distributive law

Kj; [.rj; [b,,i = [.„]; m; [b,,i + [a,,]; [xj; [6,,]^

.

Since all the horizontal rows of [A""']" except the ;(ith, Moth, ... !/,.th rows

are rows of O's, and all the vertical rows of [X'Y except the t^jth, j^oth, ... Vgih

rows are rows of O's, it follows by the properties of passive rows (see § 52.5)

that

[M,'M;[M>[M';[-^-];.[M>[M'm;[Ml (i9)-

The result here obtained is clearly an immediate consequence of the fact

that the elements of the product matrix [a^j]'" [«]" [big] are homogeneous

linear functions of the elements of the middle factor matrix.

Making use of (19) we can write (18) in the form

k»];;[-^j;[m>m;:-[m' m;[M>ra'^ (20).

whei'e [^] involves only those elements of [x]" which do not occur in the

tninor [.«„„]'.

Equation (20) can be solved for the matrix [«„„] as in § 80.

Let (iipti) =0, {b„q) =^; and let [Ap^^
, [5„j] be the reciprocal matrices

r s

of [opu] , [bvq] respectively. Then prefixing and postfixing Ap„ , B^q ,
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the conjugate reciprocals of [a^j'
,
[tj", on both sides of (20), we obtain

the following result

:

First form of the general solution.

IfA and A' have common rank r, and B and B' have common rank s, and

ifio-puY = a 4= and {Kq)' = (8 + 0. ^^'en equation (1) is satisfied when and only

when

r X r s

«/3[a;„j' ='^ [c,j" li^, - A„„ K,]' [Z]^ [6,J^ 5„, ,

or «/S[^,n.];.=[7r;-w:[A'];[/8]i.

where a,j is the value of the determinant formed when the ith vertical rov of

{(ipu) is replaced by the jth vertical row of [api]*^ ; ^tj is the value of the

determinant formed when the jth horizontal roiu of (b^i) is replaced by the

ith horizontal row of [big]' ; and [X]" is the inatrix formed from [;'] by

putting [.'{•,„]"' = (A).
r

It may be observed that the values of the minor matrices [«!«] , [/Sm] of

[a]
, [/3] are given by

[«„.]'> a [1];, [^.,]>/3[l];; (21);

i.e. if j has one of the values ?(,, lu, ... Ur, then a^- = or a according as

i'^j or i=j; and if i has one of the values y,, y,, ... I's, then /S^ = or ,8

according as j =)= i or j = i.

Formula (A) gives the general solution of ecjuation (1). In this solution

arbitrary values can be assigned to the pa- — rs unknown elements which do

not occur in [;<„„]', and the remaining rs unknown elements, viz. those which

do occur in [it„J , iife expressed uniquely in terms of those pa — rs arbitrary

elements.

Since the elements of [f] in (20) are linear functions of the pa — rs

unkniAvn elements which do not occur in [',a'] .
, the same is true of the

elements of [^ud]
* determined by the solution of (20).

We have now proved the following theorem :

Theorem VI. /_/" A and A' have common ra)ik r, and B and B' have

common rank s, then the equation [a]^_ [x]" [b]"^ = [c]"_ admits offinite solution,

and the genei-al solution of the equation expresses rs of the pa unknown elements
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as linear (in general non-homogeneous) functions of the remaining pa — rs

unknown elements to which arbitrary values may be assigned.

Since the general solution contains pa — rs arbitrary elements, which may

be real or imaginary, the total number of solutions is oo ^fi"^"''*'. In the

special case in which r = p and s = a, no arbitrary elements occur in the

general solution, and there is a single unique finite solution. In fact this

special case is equivalent to that considered in § 80.

Note 1. The simplest partindar solution in Case I.

This is obtained by assigning zero values to all the elements of [X]*^ and is given by

«^[^j; = ^'[c,j;'s^' = [yj;. (22),

all other elements of [x] having zero values.

This particular solution can be determined by solving the equation

\P;ni]l [•'•"j' [6,,,]' = [Cp,]',

and it has the same rank as [Cpg] .

Note 2. Alternative proof of (19).

Let [X] Xo ... ^p-r^ be complementary to \jiiU-2 ... ?v] iu [1 2 ... p],

and [/'I M2 ••• Mcr-s] bs complementary to [viVo ... I'g] in [1 2 ... er].

Then by the properties of passive rows (see § 52.8 and § 52.9) we have

Kii: [.']; iKt = K«]: i''.a]; [61,1: + KAir' [•'-^.];-,. i^^^k^

-t<7-S I= [«p.<],. ['"J,. [*»v]^ + KJ^ [-^'..ii.],." [W,,.

.(23).

+ [«m]^" [•''•^Jp-r [*'«]* + [''"^^r ^^''"'K-r ^^''"K-s

Putting [a;„„] = in the identity (23), we obtain as a particular case

Ki]^. ['7]p iK]l = K«]^ IwV/^ [Wl_, + ["p^]r''' [-''A-'lp-,. i^'-iil

+KA]r'"[-'v];:;[*Mj:_, (24).

From (23) and (24) we see that

Ki]^ m; m: = K»]; ['•»,.]: [u: + k.];. [^];m: (19).

Equation (23) can be deduced from the general identity

K ft]

a, ^
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which can be proved in the sauie way. For by i^ .'52.8, wo have

347

r T*" r n" r/ t" r t n p-

c

J'A.., -'AM L^'-'J

NoTp; 3. Alternative method of solution in Case I.

We can also obtain the general solution directly from the reduced equation (18)

, ,
r ,

,
»

by prefixing and postfixing A„^ , B^ on both sides. This gives
'

' r ^—^ ,,

h: m; i/3]:

=

m: w,
where iiij, ^^j, yy have tlie same meanings as in (A).

If in (A') we put [.i']''= [A']''+ [A'']'' and make use of (21), we obtain the second

equation in (A).

By applying the identity (22) in (A') or the identity (23) in (A) we obtain more

expanded forms of the solution.

Note 4. Extension of the abbreviated notation for augmented matrices.

In Note 2 we have used an obvious exten.sion of the notation for augmented matrices

given in § 2.4.

When we write

we iniderstand X to be the matrix formed by placing the horizontal rows of the second

of the two matrices

«, *],„ - [<-. d]^

immediately below the horizontal rows of the first without altering their relative order,

or by placing the vertical i-ows of the second of the two matrices

[:]:,. [:,]:

immediately to the right of the vertical rows of the first without altering their relative

order.

Thus X =

"u
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we understand Y to be the matrix formed by placing the horizontal rows of the second

of the two matrices

immediately below the horizontal rows of the first without altering their relative order.

The conjugates of the matrices A' and V will be denoted by A'' and }'', where

X' =
a,
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Second form of the general solution.

//' A and A' have cvminon rank r and B and B' have common rank s,

and if (a) = a =j= and {b) = /3 4= 0, then e(juatio?i (1) is satisfied when

and only when

a/3 [./•]' = 7' [cY li^ - 7' [«]' [A']" [h]' £ '

,

«/8m;,=[7]:-h:[a'];[/3];,

where aij w the value of the determinant formed, ivhen the ith vertical row

of (a) is replaced by the jtli vertical roiu of [«] ; /3,-j is the value of the

determinant formed when the jth liorizontal row of (6) is replaced by the

ith horizontal ro-w of [6] ; and [XY is given by (27) and is formed from

[x\ " by jmtting [xf = (B).

Formula (B) gives the general solution of equation (1) in this special

case. The solution expresses the rs elements of [x] as linear functions

of the pa~rs remaining unknown elements to which arbitrary values may
be assigned.

Note S. The simplest particular solution in Case II.

Thi.s is obtained by assigning i;ero values to all the arbitrary elements and is given by

yii •• 7i« ...

w: - y,i ... vr, ...

... () ... 0,
.(29).

... ...

This particular solution can be obtained by solving the equation

and it h;us the .same rank as fcl .

r

NoTK 0. Forms of [a]''
, [0] in Case 11.

it will be observed that the matrices [«]'', [/i] have the forms

[..J^

80 that
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Note 7. Alternative method of solution in Case II.

The general solution can also be obtained directly from the reduced equation (26) by
I—.'• —,"

prefixing and postiixing A , B respectively. We then obtain

h:w:m>7. {cx^ =[yt .(B-),

where aij, fi^j, ya have the same values as in (B). Proceeding as in Note 3, we can

deduce from (B') the formula contained in (B).

Ex. i. We will solve the equation

.(31).
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.SVco/ifl? Method. Instead of using formula (2(J) we may proceed as follows. By the

properties of passive rows

2 1 3

1 8 4
[.^ !l - Hi.3

2
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Writing [x 1/ z w]^,^

.fi »/, »'i
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It has been shown in sub-article 4 that

m;=w:-["]:[A'j;m:.

whore [A']" is obtained I'runi [x] by putting [./'uu] = 0.

As an alternative we may obtain the solution lor ['„„] directly from

equation (35) by prefixing the conjugate reciprocal of ["i„] and postfixing

the conjugate reciprocal of [b,.,] "" both sides.

The matrix [.(,„,]' for which we solve is derivetl from [.;•] b^- retaining

only those rows of [.;;]"' which correspond to the passive rows of [a] occurring

in [((,„] and to the passive rows of [6] occurring in [6„,] .

Ej;. iii. To solve the equation

[abc]
j2 [a?yH 123 [P?''] 1234 = ["'^y]

12

for [^yiw] „ wliuii (6f)
,
=t and (/"i''),,,,

=1= 0, we write it in the I'ort

M ,2 [^H 23
[pqr]

j3^
= [a/3y] ,, - [abc]^,.

'•l
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6. Solution of the special equation AXB = 0.

When the matrix C vanishes, the given equation (1) becomes

w:[<m:=o (37).

In this case A' is the same matrix as A and B' is the same matrix as B.

Hence the equation always admits of finite solution. In fact X = or

[^x]" = is always a solution.

If A and B have ranks r and s respectively, and if («) =a^O,{h) = /8 =|= 0,

we first replace (37) by the irreducible equation

["]: m; k = 0-

"[«];:['];M:>-M:m; [6];,

where

r
... *vm

[a-j: = .(38).

Then prefixing A and postfixing B we obtain the general .solution in
' 'r '—

's

the form

a^[a^]l = -^\ar, [X
]l
[b^^^ = - [a^l [X]lWt (C).

Here a,j, (3ij have the same values as in formula (B).

This solution determines each of the rs elements of [x] as homogeneoris

linear functions of the remaining pa — rs elements to which arbitrary values

may be assigned.

If r = p and s = a there are no arbitrary elements in the solution. In

this case X = is the only solution. In all other cases there are other

solutions besides A"^ = 0.

Since there is no loss of generality in assuming that (a) 4" ^^d (h)" =j= 0,

we have proved the following theorem :

Theorem VII. The equation AXB = leads to X = as a necessary

consequence when and only when the rank of each of the extreme factor

matrices A and B is equal to its passivity. The equation has non-zero

solutions when and only \uhen the rank of one of the extreme factor matrices

is less than its passivity.
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More generally if A and B have ranks r and s respectively and if

((V)|; = a=t=0, (M] = /S + 0.

wc first replace (37) by the irreducible eijuation

k]:m;[m>o (39),

or K,.]'[^.j;[M>- K.]' m; [Ml (^0).

where [A'] is obtained from [a;] by putting [xuv] = 0.

Then prefixing A^,, and postfixing B^,/ , we obtain the general solution

in th(! form

«;8K„]' = - 5^' K,]" [A']' [h,]l k!^ = - [a]; [A']; [i3]l

(D),

where a;j, l3ij have the same values as in formula (A).

This solution determines each of the rs elements of [.tVo] tis homoijeneous

linear functions of the other pa — rs unknown elements to which arbitrary

values may be assigned.

Ex. iv. The equation fol'' \xY 161" = is satistiud when {aV Ul" = and when
'--'Ht^-'p'--'(r '--'7i['--'p

[.I-]" [U] =0. Hence by ^ 81.6 and §82.6 if r, is the smaller of the two numbers

IT, p - r, and if Xj is the smaller of the two ninnber.s p, cr - «•, the e<iu.ition certainly has

solutions of all ranks from to the greatm' of tlio two numbers r,, sj.

E.v. V. If a determinant {a) of order m contains a zero minor matrix [a„„] ' of orders

p and (/, then if p +q>m the determinant necessarily vanishes, but if p + q= m or <m,
the other elements of the determiiumt can be so chosen that the determinant does not vanish.

The first part of this theorem can be proved .us follow.s. The determinant can be

expanded in terms of the simple minor determinants of the matrix [«!,,]' .

This matrix contains p horizontal rows of O's. Tlie number of the remaining

horizontal rows is m- p, which is less than q. Consequently every simple minor

determinant of order q contains one or more rows of O's, and vanishes. It follows

that the determinant (a) vanishes.
m

The second part of the theorem can be proved by obscr\iny that the non-vanishing

determinant of the unit matrix Fll hius zero minor matrices the sum of whose orders

is equal to jn or to any number less than m.

Ex. vi. If R is the least of the three numbers /j, o-, (p - ;•) + (o- - s), the matrix [A']" can

have any rank from to R, but cannot have rank greater than R,

First suppose that (p-r) + (o--«) is the lea.st of the three numbers. 'I'licn [A']" has

a derived determinant of order (p - r) -(- (o- - s) which contains a zero minor matrix with

23-2
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cr — s horizuntal rows of O's and p - ' vertical rows of O's and lias all its other elements

arbitrai-y. By Ex. v the arbitrary elements can be so chosen that this determinant does

not vanish. Every derived determinant of greater order (/j-r) + («•-«) + u contains a

zero minor matrix with a- — s + u horii^ontal rows of O's and p- r + u vertical rows of O's, and

therefore vanishes by Ex. v.

Next suppose that p is the least of the three numbers, so that a <i^i- + s. Then

[A']"^ has a derived determinant of order p which contains a zero minor matrix with

r horizontal rows of O's and p-{<T-s) vertical rows of O's and has all its other elements

arbitrary. By Ex. v the arbitrary elements can be so chosen that this determinant does

not vanish.

The case in which a is the least of the three numbers can be treated similarly.

Thus [A']" can always have rank as great as R, but can never have rank gi'eater

than R.

Further when it has any given rank we can always reduce its rank to any lower

number by making certain rows to consist of zero elements only. The above theorem

is therefore true.

£.v. vii. The equation [a]'' [x]" [i] = [c] can certainly have solutions of rank as

great as R. For the arbitrary elements in [A']" can be so chosen that [A']" has a

non-vanishing derived determinant of order R whose matrix is a derangement of a unit

matrix, and the value of this determinant is unaltered when any zero minor matrix is

replaced by a matrix of arbitrary elements.

By Theorem IV of § 71 the equation can have no solution whose rank is less than

the rank of \c^ .
' '- -'m

7. Infinite solutions of the equation AXB = C, where C^O.

Any infinite matrix ^[A']'', where k is an infinite scalar quantity and

[A']*^ is a finite non-zero matrix, satisfies the given equation (1) when and

only when [a] [A]" [6] =0. Conversely if [A']"^ is any finite non-zero

matrix such that [a] [AT] [6] = 0, then k [X] satisfies the given equation

when and only when k is infinite. We have therefore the following theorem

:

Theorem VIII. The infinite solutio7is of the equation [aY [v]'^ [6]" = [c]

are given by [*•] = k [A] , where k is an infinite scalar quantity and [A']" is

a finite non-zero solution of the equation \ii\ [x] [?)] =0.

We know by Theorem VII that the equation [a]*" [«] [6] = has finite

non-zero solutions when and only when either the rank of [a]*" is less than p

or the rank of [6] is less than a. Accordingly we have the following

theorem

:
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Theorem IX. Tlie equation A XB = C has ivfinite solutions when and

only when one of tlie nnaiifjniented niatrices A, B has rank less than its

passivitij in the product AXB.

Denoting the ranks of A, B. A', B' bj' )-, s, r', s', we can classify the

sohitions of the equation [</]'' [.']'' [/;] = [c] as follows:

Case I. r = r', s = s'. There are finite solutions.

(1 ) If ?• = r' = p, and s — s' = a, there is a unique finite solution.

(2) If r < p or s< a, then; are hoth finite and infinite solutions.

Case II. ?• < / or s < s'. There are no finite solutions.

(1) If /• = /3, s ~ a, there is no solution of any kind.

(2) ll' r < p or .s-< a, there are infinite solutions.

55 84, Cancellation of matrix factors in a matrix equation.

The first three of the following results have been proved in §§ 81—83;

and the remaining results are immediately deducible from them. All

products are supposed to be in standard form.

( 1 ) The equation A X = leads to X = us a necessary consequence

when and only luhen the rank of A is equal to its passivity in the product AX.

(2) Tlie equation XB = leads to X = Q as a necessary consequence

when and only when the rank of B is equal to its passivity in the product XB.

(3) The ('quutio)i AXB = leads to A"^ = as a necessary consequence

when and only when the ranks of A and B are equal to their passivities in the

product AXB.

(4) The equation AX = A Y leads to X = 1' as a necessary consequence

when and only when the rank of A is eipial to its piissivity in tlie products

AX, AY. '

Tliis rr)ll()\vs fi-om ( 1) when we write the equation in the form

.l(A'-F) = 0.

(.')) The equation XB — YB leads to X = Y as a necessary cou.'seqxience

when and only when the rank of B is eqitid to its passivity in the products

XB. YB

'i'his follows fi-oni (2) when we write the equation in the form

{X~Y)B = 0.
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(6) The equation AXB = AYB leads to X = Y as a necessary con-

sequence when and only when the ranks of A and B are equal to their

passivities in the products AXB, A YB.

This follows from (3) when we write the equation in the form

A {X - T) 5 = 0.

Ex. If [«?'<]„ has rank 3, and if

then

i.e. M 123 = 0' '"^""^ [''.'/] 123 = [P'l] 123

§ 85. Cancellation of matrix factors in a matrix identity.

An equation which involve.s certain constants and certain variables and is true for

all values of the variables is called an ideiititi/.

In the following matrix identities variable elements will be denoted by the letters

X, y, z with suffixes, and constant elements by earlier letters of the alphabet with suffixes.

Similarly X, )', Z will denote matrices whose elements are independent vaiiables, and

.4, B, C, ... will denote matrices whose elements are constants.

(1) Any identity of the form AX=C leads to A=0, G=0 as necessary eoyiseqtiences.

In particular the identity ^4^= leads to A=0.

If the equation [a]'' [.r] = [c] is identically true, then the equation

rtji Xij + aio-r^j + ... + «,p.tpj = Cy

is identically true. We have therefore aii = a,-2= ... = aip= 0, and c„=0. Similarly every

element of [«]*", and every element of [c] must vanish. Accordingly the given matrix

equation can only be identically tr;ie when [a]'' =0 and [c] =0.

CoROLLART. Any identity of the form AX=BX-\-C leads to A = B and C=0. In

particular the identity AX=BX leads to A=B.

This is deduced from tlie above theorem by writing the identity in the form

{A-B)X = C.

Ex. i. The identity ['/]
.r.2

r -\

x-

leads to [a]
'

E.i: ii. The identity [.(]"

X2

leads to [,(]""^' = 0.
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For it is equivalent to

359

w:
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r s r '^~\"

To prove the first result we will consider the identity [a, b] '

\ =0. This

can be written \aY \-'r]" + [bY (c]" = 0.

By (1) it therefore leads to [«]'' = 0, [b]' [c]" = 0.

If \c] is known to have rank s, the last result shows that [61 = 0. Since !«! =

and [6] = 0, we have [a, b]
'

'
= 0. This proves the first result.

The second result can be proved similarly by considering the identity

i-ir[:]
7--f-S

From the third identity we deduce by the first result that [.r, a] ' [c] =0 for

all values of \.r'\'' , and from this it follows that Fcl = 0.

From these three results we deduce the following; three corollaries.

\

= [b] , 111 which [c] has rank s, leads to

[a] = [b]

The identity f.r, c] ' \a^ = \.r, c] ' 16] , in which Fcl has rank s, leads to

The identity [.r, af " [af
+

' f '^
1

" = [,r, a] "' "
[/3]

^ +
' f

'

r, s

fi]" //ace ranks q, s, leads to [al '
" = \bV '

.

, in which [a]
,

£".). V. Each of the identities

[.r, .1-2... 3-„, 1]
[«]","*^'i=

0,

r 1 " +

1

[a]
' 'm + l

y-i

lln

1
L J

0, [.r, .r, ... ,t-,„ 1] Wi'^l^

Ih

y-i

0,

leads to [a] = 0.

£',!. vi. The identity •'2 y« -•! 1

.

•^•3 3/3 % 1 _

[al^= leads to [al* = 0.

Ex. vii. The identity [.r, .j-o Ca 1] [»]' leads to [<;] = 0.
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(5) Any identity of the form [xY {a]" [x]" = [c]" leads to [a]°' = 0, [c]",= as

necessary consequences. In particular the identity [x]'' [a]" [x] = leads to [a] = (J.

By equating corresponding elements on both sides we obtain identities of the type

^ i X{„ a^jf Xyj = Cij,

U V

SiiK-0 there are no two terms on the loft which contain the same product .ri„.t'„j,

it follows that (/,„.= 0, c'y = 0.

(C) If [a] is a self-conjuffate square matrix of order m, the identity

[Xi X., ... X,,,] [il] [<] leads to [«]" = 0, c- = 0.

Here the product on tho left is equal to the matrix [e], where e= 2 aji.x^ + 22 aij.r^.Vj

,

the first summation extending over all values of / from 1 to ;/), and the secoml summation

over all corranged minor sequences [y] of order 2 of [1 2 ... /«]. Thus the given identity

is etiuivalent to the identity

2 an .5,f + 22 a-ij .Vi .Vj = c.

This can only be true when

E.v. viii. The identity

a II (/
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Ex. X. The identity

[CH. X

[x y z 1]

Ex. xi. The identity

a h g u
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For by sti'iking out active rows we can deduce an identity of the forra considered

m Ex. xiii. Tlie following corollary can be immediately deduced fnmi this theorem.

V [']„ + r
" " I'elf-conjugate square matrb: and [«]'^ has rank r, the identitij

Ex. .\iv. The identity

a It fi ?(

I, h J r

1/ f c v

u r ir d

"1 r 1
.7'

.'/

[,r ,, z IJ

r , ,, , ,

'/ // q V

!, I,'
/•' ,•'

r/' f c' w'
j

fl J ' " i

1l' v' W d' \ 1
L J L J

r -[

X

y

lead.s til

a h
(J

II

h h f r

g f ,; V

U V V fl

=
I

r , ,, , , n
a II (] II

// /)' ./' !

g' f r w
I

7l' v' ic' d'
L "J

This can be .seen directly .since the identity is equivalent to

ax- -\rbf +c,-2 +2/ys +^gzx +2/iX7/ +2!/,r +2v!/ +2?K +d
= «'.r- + b'l/i+ c'z"-+ if'i/z + 2g'zx + 2/i '.r // + 2u'x + 2v'y + 2 u-'z + d'.



CHAPTER XL

SOLUTION OF ANY SYSTEM OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS.

[Connections between linear functidns and between linear equations are first considered

in § 86. In §§ 87—89 any system of linear algebraic equations is replaced by a single

equivalent niiltrix equation, and the general solution of the system is then obtained by

the methods of Chapter s. In §!^ 90—93 complete sets of unconnected solutions of any

system of linear algebraic equations are defined, and by means of them a symmetrical form

is given to the general solution. In the two following articles, §§ 94 and 95, properties of

mutually orthogonal solutions are considered ; in particular it is shown that a system

of linear equations whose matrix is real has always a complete set of unconnected

mutually orthogonal real solutions. In i^ 96 another interpretation is given to connections

between linear equations. Finally § 97 dejxls with the conditions for the existence of

functional dependences between algebraic functions.]

§ 86. Connections between linear functions and between linear

equations.

Let

/] =Oii.'^i +ni2«2 +... + «ina'« +01,71+1 =0"!

/; =a-,i.r, + cu^x, + ... + (f.>„,c„ +(/,,„+, =0 1 cj-v

i
fm = C'ml a'l + f')n2-''2 + • • • + amn^'n + "m.ji+i = }

be a system of m linear equations in the n variables x^, a;.,, ...^„; so- that

fufai •fm are a system of »?i linear functions of the same variables.

There is said to be a connection between the m linear functions f\,f«, fm
and also a connection between the ?m linear equations /] = 0, y!, = 0, ... /,„ =

when there exist constants /i,, h.2, ... h,„, not all zero, such that

/',./; + /',/"2+...+/'m/,n = (2)

identically, i.e. when there is a connection between the horizontal rows of the

matrix
f 11 tt'i-2 • • (li,n+i

«,>, a,>, ... a„n+^r n"+'

L ^^ml "^*»C2

of the form

[hju...h„,][a]"^' = (3).
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If there exists a relation of the form (2) or (3) in whicli /(, + 0, then the

t'th function /; is said to be cuimected with the other functions, and also the

I'th equation yi = is said to be cunuected with the other equations. This case

occurs when the I'th horizontal row of the matrix [a] is connected with the
m

other horizontal rows.

If no such relation as (2) or (3) exists, then the m functions/,,/., .../,„

are said to be ^inconnected, -.ind also the in equations / = 0,/. = 0, ...y',„ =

are said to be unconnected. This case occurs when the horizontal rows of the

matrix [a] are unconnected.

A set of values of x^, x„, ... x,i which are all finite and which satisfy all

the equations (1) constitute a finite solution of the system of equations, or a

finite common solution of all the m equations (1). When at least one .such

set of values exists, the system of equations will be said to admit of finite

solution. In this case it will sometimes be said for the sake of brevity that

the m equations themselves admit of finite solution, this being understood to

mean that they have a finite common solution.

iVbie. It will be shown iu § 96 that if the system of equations (1) admits of iinito

solution, then there are connections between the m equations when and only when some

of the equations are redundant, being necessary consequences of the rest. In determining

tlie common solutions of the ;/i equations these reduudant equations can be omitted.

§ 87. Solution of any system of linear equations. First treat-

ment.

The m scalar equations

a,i a-, + rt,2 X. + . . . + «iM x„ = c, ^

cUi «, + a.„ X., + . . . + «2,j ,/„ = C;
(1)

are together ecjuivalent to the single matrix equation

((,, (t,.., ... ft,,,

f7.,, (U «.,

L '^I/il "»!_'
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Since there is a one-one correspondence between the solutions of the

S3'stem of equations (1) and the sohitions of the matrix equation (2), any

matrix x satisfying the equation (2) may be called a solution of the system
'

—

* n

of equations (1), and the most general value of x satisfying (2) may be
' ' 11

called the general solution of the system of equations (1). Further the

system of equations (1) admits of finite solution when and only when the

matrix equation (2) admits of finite solution.

The matrices

Uii Ml,, . . . a

(I.., a,™ ... «..;

m

•^n A' =

o„ (I,., ... n-i.

0,,, a.>.

which are respectively the unaugmented and the augmented matrices of the

matrix equation (2) will also be called the unaugmented and augmented

viatrices of the system of equations (1).

Regarding (2) as a special equation of the form AX = C, we can deduce

its solution from the i-esults of § 81. Applying the theorems of § 81 to this

particular case we have in the first instance the following results:

(i) //" ani/ une of the in equations (1) is connected with the remaining

ecjuatioiis, it is redundant and can be omitted when we are determining the

common solutions of the m ecjuations. Accordingly if A' has rank r, so that r

and not more than r of the equations are unconnected, lue can replace the system

of equations (1) by a system composed of r of tlieir nmnber which are un-

connected. The solutions of the reduced system are identical with the solutions

of the original system ; and the matrices A, A', C have the same ranks for the

reduced system as for the original system.

(ii) The system of equations (1) admits of finite solution when and only

wlien the rank of A' is equal to the rank of A.

(iii) The system of equations (1) has infinite solutions when and only

when the rank of A is less than n.

(iv) The system of equations (1) has solutions finite or infinite when

and only when the rank of A' does not exceed n, i.e. when the number of

unconnected equations does not exceed the number of variables. If the rank of

x\' exceeds n, i.e. is equal to n+ 1, then there are no solutions, neither finite

solutions nor infinite solutions.

(v) When A and A' have common rank r, so that the system of

equations admits of finite solution, the general solution e.vpresses r of the

unknowns .z\, x.^, ... x„ as linear functions of the remaining unknowns to which
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arbitrary values may be assigned. In the special case in which r = n, so that

the number of unconnected equations is equal to the number of variables, there

is a unique jinite solution and no infinite solution.

(vi) The infinite solutions are given by

[j.'i a-'o . . . x,J = k [A 1 A ^ ... A
„J,

where k is an infinite scalar quantity, and ATj, X.,, ... X^ are finite quantities,

not all zero, which satisfy the system of homogeneous equations obtained from
( 1

) by putting c, = Co = . . . = c„j = 0.

To prove (iv) we observe that the rank of A' must always either be equal

to the rank of A or exceed the rank of A by 1. If A' has rank n+ 1, then

A has rank n, and therefore there arc no finite solutions and no infinite

solutions. On the other hand when the rank of A' =r < n + 1, then if the

lank of A = r, there are certainly finite solutions, and if the rank of A
= r—\<n, there are certainly infinite .solutions.

When there are only infinite solutions, wo obtain them by .solvinj^ a

system of homogeneous equations as in § 89.

We will proceed to find the general solution when finite solutions exist.

Case I. Let A and A' have common rank r, ami let (a) = a=j=0.

Every case in which A and A' have common rank /• can be reduced to

this, for the equations (1) and the variables occurring in them can in every

case be so arranged that {a) is one of the non-vanishing derived determinants

of order r of \a} .

m

The system of equations (1) can now be replaced by the system of r

unconnected equations

(tn a;, + «!._. u:.,+ ... + «,„ x„ = c,

a.j, u.\ + a..;
./'.J
+ . . . + («2„ .('„ = c._.

i

((,•1 .'f, + a,... «... + . . . + a,.„ Xn = Or I

or by the irreducible matri.x equation

•(5);

«.,, «.« ... H.,

«n it,.. . . a.
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By the properties of passive rows equation ((j) can be written

[«]'

"a-'i

"
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Ex. ii. Alternative method of solution in Case I.

We can also obtain the general solution directly from the reduced equation (6) by

,
^r

l>rcfi.\ing the matrix A on both sides. This gives

w
"•z-1

"
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or axg =7 - [a^r]
" '^

«,
'—

' r '

—
'r

*"
'
—

I n—r

ivhere ji is the value of the determinant formed when the ith vertical roiu of

(Opij) is replaced by the vertical roiu of c,, , and ajj is the value of the deter-

minantformed when the ith vertical row of(apq) is replaced by the jth vertical

rotv of [op,]"^ (B).

This general solution expresses the r unknowns «,,, Xq^, ... x,j^ as unique

linear functions of the remaining n — r unknowns a:^,, x^^, ... a;,„_^ to which

arbitrary values may be assigned.

If Xq^ is any one of the elements Xq^, x^^, ... Xg^, we have

«% = 7i - «ir, a-r, - a,T2 «,,-...- a,r„_, oc,^^ (13).

E.v. iii. The simplest particular solution in Case II.

This is obtained by assigning zero values to all the arbitrary elements and is given by

a.i-, =.4,^ („ = y , X, =0 (14),
'

' r
'

' r
'—

' r '

—
' r '

—
' n — r

This particular solution corresponds to the unique solution of the equation

I

—

< Y
'—

'r

Ej.. iv. Alternative method of solution in Case II.

We can also obtain the general solution directly from the reduced equation (11) by
_

r

prefixing the matrix Jp, on both sides. This gives
'

' r

h;:"^ =7 (B'),
'

—

'/I '

—
'r

where yi^ a^ have the same meanings as in (B).

Since [a] = A,,^ [a^j]
,
we have by the [n-operties of active rows

I—I
^

["toll = ^ b'm]l = "[^]l (15);

i.e. aj,, = or a according asj^i or j — i.

Thus if in (B') we equate each of the r elements of the product matrix on the left to

the corresponding element of the matrix on the right, we obtain r equations each of which

expresses one of the quantities .r,,, x,,^, ... .r,^ in terms of the remaining n-r unknowns.

In fact when we use (15) we can by the properties of passive rows transform (B') into

the second equation in (A).
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In solving any system of linear wjuations whatever, we commence by

replacing the system by an equivalent system of unconnected equations.

Hence it would be sufficient to consider the solution of any system of

unconnected linear equations.

If [a]"7; =7 (16)
' '
—

'71 '

—

' r

is the irr('(luciblc matrix equation e(|uivaleiit to any system of unconnected

linear e(jnations, the j)roceduri' followed in finding the general solution of

(16) can be briefly described as follows.

If (a) =1=0, we use the properties of passive rows to re-write (16) in the

f(jrm

N":" =1 (17),
' '

—

' r
'—

' r

and then solve (17) for x as in § 78 by prefixing the conjugate reciprocal—
' r

I—I

'*

matrix A . As an alternative we can obtain the general solution by
'

' r

I
,r

prefixing A in equation (16).
'—

'r

If («„,) =t=
0, we use the properties of passive rows to re-write (16) in the

form

Ki;^ =? (i«).

and then solve (IX) for a,, as in § 7S by prefixing the conjugate reciprocal

r

matrix Ay, As an alternative we can obtain the general solution by
I

'r

.
1
r

prefixing A,q in equation (16).

r

In the second or general case the unknown elements for which we solve

are those whose coefficients in the given equations are contained in the

non-vanishing determinant («„,) .

Ej:. v. Ill .solving the system of ociuatioiis (1), we may use the secoiiil form of the

equivalent matrix e(iuatioii, viz.

, ,
111 ,—,

111

[.i-ix.i...x„] a = [c, c. ...f,„], or [•']„ ^ = f'^J„, ^^^'
'

' H '
' II

If (a) =^ 0, we can rcplac-o (I!) by the irroducihle equation

,
,r ,

—

.r

[xi X2 . . . .r„] a = [c'l (
a . . . cv] , or [.v] a = [ c ] ,

'—
* It

'
' II

24—2
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and can furthei- write the last equation in the form

[Xi.V.i...Xr] a =[^l|2"-lr], Or [x] a =[$]—
'r

"^ —'r
^

To solve, we postfix [J] in either of the last two equations.

If («m) =t= *^> ^s '^<*n replace (3) by the irreducible equation

[.riX2...x„] Op, =['V,«,.,---''pr]' <" W, «P1 = bp].'

and can further write the last equation in the form

I—1''
I—I''

[x^,X,,...Xg^ Op^ =[|, ^3...|r], or [.!•,]
^

Op, =[l]^-

To solve, we postfix {Aj,^ in either of the last two equations.

Ex. vi. To solve the system of four unconnected scalar equations

«!.(.•+ ii ?/ + Ci 2 + rfiW= ei

a.iX-\-h2y+ c-iZ + d-2,w= e.2

Bja;+ 63^+ C33+ C?3W= 63

aiX-\-hiy+ CiZ + diW= ei

where {abed) = {abed) =^0, we denote the reciprocal matrix of [tibcd]^^^^ by [ADCU]^^^

and have

«! 61 Ci rfi
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ill which fW) ,= (M)4=0, wo (irofi , tli(! ciiiijugate reciprocal matrix of

r /', '/,

I h.. (/,

ami obtain

«, //,
"1

Ih IK

"i ''1 fi <^i

((., h; C; do

1

\{ad) (bd) («/) "1

|_(ia) (be) (W)J

/I, 11,

I), />.,

L(mJ
L J

Thus the general .solution i.s given by

{bd)y = {ed) - {ad) x - (cd) z, {bd) w= {be) - {ba) x - {be) z,

where x and z are arbitrary.

We may also write the given matrix rqu.ation in the form

and i>rofix the conjugate reciprocal of [bd] ,^. We then olitain

<'•"'[;;] =[;i;)']-[;r; ;:'][:]

which i.s equivalent to the previous result.

§ 88. Solution of any system of linear equations. Second
treatment.

In genera] investigations a .system of m linear equation.s in ?; variables

Xi, X.2, ... Xn is more coiivciiifiitly cxliibitcd in the form

((,,,.'/•, +«,.,.-?:., -\- ... + IhnXn +"i,„+l =0
a-aX^ +a^x^ +...+rti„a',i +a-),)i+i =0

.(1).

0|,ii a'l + ",/i2 •'';+ • • + a».« «n + <'m,H+i = ,

This system of equations is equivalent to either of the niatri.x e(|uations

= 0, [.r,x,...x„l]a =0 (2).
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In order that we may be able to write these matrix equations still more
briefly we will introduce the convention that

*'n+i — 1 (3).

The equations (2) can then be written in the forms

[a] X = 0, [x] a =0 .(4).

We will now regard the matrices [a]"
,
[a]"*' as being respectively the

unaugmented matrix and the augmented matrix of the system of equations (1)
or of the matrix equations (2). The theorems of § 81 and the results (i)—(vi)

of § 87 remain true. For [</]" is the unaugmented matrix A as defined in

§ 81, and [a]^ has the same rank as the augmented matrix A' defined in

§ 81, since it is obtained from A' by changing the sign of every element in

the last vertical row.

The system of equations (1) admits of finite solution when and only when

the rank of [a]^^ is equal to the rank of [a]" ; it admits of infinite solutions

when and only when the rank of [a]" is less than n ; it admits of solutions

of some kind, finite or infinite, when and only when the rank of [a]" does

not exceed n, i.e. when the number of unconnected equations does not exceed
the number of variables.

We here give as before the general solution of the system of linear

equations (1) when it admits of finite solution. All infinite solutions,

whether there are finite solutions or not, can be obtained as in §89.

Case I. Let fal and \a'\ have common rank r, and let (a) = a 4= 0."--"mm r '

The system of equations (1) can be replaced by the irreducible matrix

equation of which equivalent forms are

[a]

X.,

_1 .
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Theu prefixing the matrix A in CMjiiation (5) in either of its forms in

order to obtain the general solution, we have the following result:

First form of the general solution.

Tlie general sulutiun of the s;/steiii of eijualiuns (1) is f/iven in Case I by

either of the formulae

r„. -I

a ... «,,,+, «,,,+,, ... a,,„+,

a ... a.,_r+\ a=.r+2 •• a,,„+,
[«]

l1
... a a,-,r+l 0r,r^t^: «r, /l+l

1

= ...(A'),

r.,v+,n

.(A),

where Oy is the determinant formed by replacing the ith vertical row of (a) bi/

the jth vertical row of [«]
n+I

Formula (A) expresses each of the r variables a;,, x^, ... .t,. as a unique

linear function of the remaining ?( — ? variables -Vr+u .Tr+2. -•• •*'»• Formula

(A'), being equivalent to the same r scalar equations as formula (A), also

does this.

Case II. Let [a] and [a] have common rank r, and let (««„) =a4=0,

where (Up^) is a denied determinant of order r of [((] .

In this case let [t, t„ ... t„^.]_^] be a minor sequence of [1 2 ... {n +1)]
complementary to the minor sequence [(/i '/.. ... 7f].

It is always open to us to suppose that TnArt-r = « + 1- In fact when the

coiuiilcMiriilary niiiicir secjucnce is corrangi'd, this is necessarily the case.

The system of equations (1) can imw be niiLictd by the irreducible

matrix equation of which equivalent forms are

K,] X =0, [apg] x^ =-['V].
'1+1

(7).
'—'11+1—

r

Let [.'t,,,] be the reciprocal matrix of [a^,^ , and let

^ Ki]"" = W'/'. so that [a,,,]' = /l^ K,]' =«[!]' ••(8).
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Then prefixing the matrix Apq in either of the equations (7) we obtain

r

equations which by § 84 are equivalent to them, and which give the general

solution ; and we have the following result

:

Second form of the general solution.

Tlie general solution of the system of equations (1) is given in Case II by

either of the formulae

(B').

.(BX

where a^ is the determinant formed by replacing the itli vertical row of (a^,)

by the jth vertical row of [rt^i]

Formula (B) expresses the r variables a;^,, .r,^, .:. x^^ as unique linear

functions of the remaining n — r variables. Formula (B'), being equivalent

to the same r scalar equations as formula (B), also does this.

We can deduce Case I from Case II by putting

{p,p, ...p,?[ = [q,q, ... ?.] = [1 2 ... r].

The case in which (1) is a system of unconnected equations, which is the

only case which it is really necessary to consider, can be deduced fi-om Cases I

and II by putting m = r, [pip.. ... pr] = [12... ?•].

£x. i. System of n unconnected linear equations in n variables.

Let r V' + i'
[a] X

")i + i

0, where .'(„ + 1 = 1 •(9),

be a system of n unconnected linear equations in the n variables .Tj, Xo., ... x^.

The system admits of iinite solution when and only when [a] has rank n. Supposing

this to be so, let («) = a + 0, and let {A] be the reciprocal matrix of [«]"
; also let

7" [»]"+ ' = [a]" + '

,
SO that [a]" = T" [«]"=« [1]" .

Then the system of equations and its general solution can be exhibited in the forms

^1
"
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Thus tliere is one ami only one solution, viz. that given l>y

_?l_ = _iil_ = ...^^!!!_= _ 1 (10).
"1. in^l "^^, ii + l "ii, n + 1

"

This unique solution is linitc, siiu-p h + 0.

Now let Hi, O.J, ... «„, (i„^ 1 be the ajfcctcd simple minor determinants of the augmented

matrix [a] formed by striking out its 1st, •2iid, ... wth, (?j + l)th vertical rows re-spect-

ively, .so that a,, a-j, ... n„, <i„
, i

h.ive .-ill even afiects in [«]"

Let / be anyone of the numbers 1, 2, ... «. Then ii,, „+i is the determinant which

is formed when the iih \ertiial row of (a) is replaced l>y the last vertical row of

[«] ,
and is therefore a derangement of »,. The afl'ect of ai^„^.l in [a] is the

afiect of [1, 2, ... (t-1), (» + l), (i'+l), ... «] in [1 2... (m + 1)], which is equal to

n-(i- 1) + (» — «) or 2(/( — i) + l, and is odd. Since «(, „ + i
is a derangement of «,, and since

"i-n + u «, have respectively odd and even affects in [a] , it follows from Theorem Vo
or Theorem II 6 of ij 2.') that a,, „,.,= -«;. Further it is i-loar that a = (i„ + i. Accordingly

equations (10) can be replaced by

^=^ = ... = ^ = J'- (U),
"1 "2 ",1 "ii + l

"•• i>y ['in'.-.'-«i]=/'["i"---.'>„<i,.+i] (C),

where p is an unspecified .scal.ar quantity, ami is nocessarily eijual to .

"n +

1

We have thus proved tli(^ following theorem :

Theorem. If (1) is uny xystcm of uncon next(^d equalwns in which the number of

equdlinns is equal to the number of varidbles, and if the system admits of finite solution,

i.e. if [a] has rank n, then the system has a unique solution given by the formula

\XiX.i ... .r„ 1] =p [(1,112 •• ";l«/i + l],

where p is a scalar quantity. In other words, .v^, .v.^, ... .v„, 1 are proportional to the affected

simple minor determinants of the augmented matri.v [a]" formed by omitting its

lit, 2nd, ... nth, {n + i)th vertical roios (D).

In the limit when a= a„ + ,=0 and [a]" has rank n, the solution is infinite, and by

Ex. i of § 89, it is .still given by formula (C), p being infinite.

Theorem (D) can be at once deduced from the obvious equation

[a] a = 0.

The ith element of the product matrix on the left is by § 27 the determinant formed

by adding the additional horizontal row [«,ia,o ... «, ,,^,1 to [a] ' in the leading position,
n

and this determinant has two identical horizontal rows and therefore vanishes. The

above equation shows that ii„ ^^ I
.i- = a is a solution of (9), and this must therefore

'—'ii+l '
—'n+I

be the unique solution of (9).
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Ex. ii. If for the matrix equation (2) we use the form

[CH. XI

\xiX\...Xn 1] a =0,

it can be solved as in § 82.

If {a) =t= 0, we can reduce it to Ix^ x, ... x„\] a =0, and solve by postf.viiig [A] .

' —
'vl + l

*

I

1**

If (Opg)^ + 0, we can reduce it to [.r, .^2 ... .r„ 1] a^i =0, and solve by posi-
"

'—'ji+i

fixing [A„]\

Ex. iii. We will solve the system of three unconnected scalar equations

«, hi c, (/, e, /i

«2 62 Co rfo ^2 /s

"3 ''a ^3 (I3 «3 /a

•(12),

1
U J

in which .r, y, z, ^, 5 are to be determined, in the two cases {abc) 4=0, {bee) =|= 0.

To do this we write it in the forms

Ui 61 c,
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Thus vvhen (uhc) + 0, the general .solution is given by

{abc) x= — [dbc) p - (e/jc) q — {/be),

(abc) y= — {adc) p — (aec) q — (afc),

(abc) z = — (abd) p — (abe) q — {abf),

where p and q are arbitrary

;

and when (bcc) + 0, the general solution is given by

(bee) y= — {ace) x— {dee) p — {fee),

{bee) z= - {bae) x - {bde) p — {bfe),

{bee) q= - {bra) x — {bed) p — {bef),

where x and p are arbitrary.

The.se solutions can also be obtained by |irefixing tiie conjugate reciprocal matrices

directly to equation (12). Tlius in tlie second ca.se if we jiretix the second conjugate

reciprocal in equation (12), we obtain

r

{ace) {bee) {dee) (/«•)"'

{bae) {bee) {bde) {bfe)

{bea) {bed) {bee) {bcf)

This last ecjuation is equivalent to three scalar equations which give the same general

.solution as that obtainiMl before in the second ca.se.

Ex. iv. We will solve the .system of equations

2.j-3y+ 9c+ !c-3= 0,

3.<-+ y-5.- + 3i()-r)= 0,

2.c+%-8^+ jo + 7 = 0,_

.r+ 2y + 6c- «'+ 9 = 0.

Hero we may strike out the third equation and write the remaining equations

the form
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89. Solution of any system of homogeneous linear equations.

The system of m homogeneous linear equations

aii*'i + ciy^a;., + ... + fli,,,*,, = ^

a.21 .«i + a^x., + . . . + «>,j .«„ =

^mi ^1 r f*m2 ^'•2'\~ • . . "f" dmn ^n — ^

(1)

is equivalent to the single homogeneous matrix equation

«„ a,„ ... «!,

a.o, a», ... rto,

(('7111 (Ij. ft,,

,T.>

0, or [a]' = .(2).

The latter equation can also be written in the form

[a;, x^ ... «„] a =0 .(3),

and in the still briefer forms

[«]•'.r =0, [.r] ft =0 .(4).

Regarding the matrix equation (2) as a special equation of tiie form

AX = 0, its general solution is contained in § 81.6. It can also be derived

from the general sohition in §87 by putting c, = Ca = ... = c,„ = 0, or from

the general solution in § 88 by putting ftj,„+i = an^n+i = • = dvi.n+i = 0-

The augmented matrix is now identical with the unaugmented matrix

[a] , and this may be called simply the matrix of the system.

From the theorems of § 81 or § 88 we have the following results

:

(i) By repeatedly omitting equations which are connected with the

remaining equations, we can reduce the given system of equations to a system

of r uncon7iected homogeneous linear equations, where r is the rank of [a] .

The matrix of the reduced system of equations has the same rank as the matrix

of the original system.

(li) The system of homogeneous linear equations (1) always admits of

finite solution.. In fact [a;, x„...Wn] = is always a solution.

(iii) If r is the ra,nk of [ft] , the matrix of the system, the general

solution expresses r of the variables x^, «.,, ...x^ as homogeneous linear

functio7is of the remaining n — r variables to ivhich arbitrary values may he

assigned. In the special case in which r = n, so that the number of unconnected
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equations in equal to the number of variables, the system has unlij the zero

solution [a;, x„ ... a;,,] = 0.

(iv) The system has non-zero solutions when and only when the rank

of its matrix [a]" is less than n, i.e. when and only when the number of

unconnected equations is less than the number of variables.

(v) The system has infinite solutions when and only when it has

non-zero solutions.

We will proceed to fiml the general solution of the system of equations

(1) ill all cases.

Case I. Let \a.] have rank r, and let (a) = a 4= 0.
m r

Clearly any case whatever can be reduced to this.

The system of equations (1) can in this case be replaced by the system

of /• unconnected homogeneous linear equations

«„ Xi + 0,2 a\ + . . . + (/.,„. a'„ =

•(5),

«„ a-j + «r< a-.j + . . . + Urn ''» = W

whicli is ciiuivaient to the irreducible tnatri.x ecju.ition

where /( <j: r.

Let [A] be the reciprocal matrix of [k] , and let

^H" =[«]"
. so that [«];; = ^\aY=a[l][

"a,',

'

- *^Jl -
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a-,

X.,

Lav

a-.',-+i a-j,,-+2 ••• a^n X,,

[CH. XI

..(A),

where My is </ie determinant funned by replacing the ith vertical roiv of (a) hij
r

thejth vertical rotv of[a^ .

Formula (A) expresses each of the r variables x^, x^, ... x,. as a unique

homogeneous linear function of the remaining n — r variables a;,.+i , x,.^.^, ...x^.

Formula (A'), being equivalent to the same r scalar equations as formula (A),

serves the same purpose.

Case II. Let fa] liave rank r, and let («„,,) = a 4= 0.
m ^ ^ r

This is the most general case possible.

In this case let [tj To ... T„_r] be a minor sequence of [1 2 ... /i] comple-

mentary to the minor sequence [gi q,. ... ry,]. Then the system of equations

(1) can be replaced by the irreducible matrix equation of which equivalent

forms are

[a^,]" * =0, L«jj' *'v
= - ["pr]"

'
a;, (8).

' ^-'n 'I

—

I)- I

—

'n-r

Let [j4p,j] be the reciprocal matrix of [k^,,] , and let

r
J

r

^w [V]" =[«]". so that K] I
=.4

^„^ KJi! =«[!]!- (9)-

Then prefixing the matrix A^„^ on both sides of either of the equations

r

(8) we obtain equations which by § 84 arc equivalent to them, and which

give the general solution ; and we have the following result

:

Second form of the general solution.

The f/eneral solution uf the sijstem of equations (1) is given in Case II by

either of the formulae

[a] *•

axq = - [a,,] av

(B'),

..(B),

wfiere Oij is the determinant formed by replacing the ith vertical row of (Opq)

by the jth vertical row of [a^i] .
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Formula (B) expresses ther variables a;^,, a,-,^, • a;,, as unique homo-

geneous linear functions of the remaining n—r variables a;,,, av^, ... a^T„^-

Formula (B'), being equivalent to the same r scalar equations as formula (B),

serves the same purpose.

We can deduce Case I from Case II b}' putting

[p, p, . . . p,] = [q, q, ...qr] = [l2 ... r].

The c;ise in which (1) is a system of unconnected homogeneous linear

equations is the only case which it is really necessary to consider. The
general solution in this case can be deduced from that found in Cases I and

II above by putting m = r and \^piPi ... Pr] = [12... ?•].

Ex. i. System of 11- \ unconnected homogeneous linear equations in n variahles.

Let WLi"^ =^ ^"^^

bo a system of u-\ iiiiconiieftcd homogeneous linear equations in the n variables

Then [a] h.-us rank n - 1, and we may without lo.ss of generality .suppose that tlio

variables and the corresponding vertical rows of [a] are so arranged that

(„)""' = „ 4=0.
H-l

Let [A] lie the reciprocal matrix of [a] , and let

7""'
H" =H" , .so that [a]""' = a[l]""'.

Then by first re-writing (10) and then prefixing the matrix A , we have
'—'ii-i

'''l
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Let i be any one of the numbers 1, 2, ... n- 1. Then nj„ is formed from [a) _ by

replacing its I'th vertical row by the last vertical row of [a] , and is therefore a de-

rangement of Oj. Theaflect of o^,, in [«]' _ is the affect of [1, 2, ...(j- 1), ?;, {i+\),...{n- 1)]

in [12...«], which is equal to («- l)-(j- !) + («- 1 -i) or 2(/i-j)-l and is odd.

Since a;,, is a derangement of a,, and since aj„, a,- have respectively odd and even affects in

['(]" , it follows from Theorem Va or Theorem 116 of § 25 that ai„ = - a^. Further

it is clear that = 0,^.

Accordingly equations (11) can be replaced by

oi 02 a„-i a„

or by [XiX2....V„] = p[aia2...an] (C),

where p is an arbitrary scalar quantity.

Formula (C) remains true when the elements on both sides are subjected to similar

re-arrangements, and is therefore true independently of the hypothesis that («) is a

non-vanishing determinant. It gives the general solution of equation (10) in all cases.

We have thus proved the following theorem :

Theorem. ^1 s>/siem of unconnected Iiomogeneovs linear equations in which the

number of equations is less by 1 than the number of variables determines uniqueli/ the ratios

of the variables to one anotlier. Each variable is profortional to the corresponding affected

simple minor determinant of the matrix of the system (D).

Theorem (D) can also be deduced from the obvious equation

Ul" T =0.

Equation (11) shows that the ratios of .fi, .r^, ... .(„ to one another are uniquely

determined, and the above equation shows that x = a is a particular solution of (10).

It follows that the general solution of (10) is given by (C).

Ex. ii. If for the matrix equation (2) we use the form

,
I

m (—,
m

[xiX2...x„] a =0, or [x]^ a =0,
'—

' n ' '
II

it can be solved as in § 82.

If (a)'' =t= 0, we can reduce it to [.r, x^... x„] a = 0, and solve by postfixing [A] .

**
'

—

' n
**

r
'

1*"
. r

If i'^pq) + 0, we can reduce it to [.i'l.c. ... .r„] a,,, = 0, and solve by postfixing [vlp,] .

'"
'

' n

Ex. iii. The general solution of the system of three unconnected equations

aiX + b^y + CiZ + di^ + eiij + fii=0,

chX+ b3y + CiZ+ dz^-^e^rj->r f^(=0,
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in which .v, y, s, ^, tj, f arc to Ijc determined, and (aAc) =t=0, is given by

(abc) x = - (dbc) i - (ebc) r, - (fbc) f,

(a6c) y = - (cidc) | - (aec) r, - [afc) f,

{abc) z =- {abd)^ - {abe)r) - {abf) f,

where |, i) and f are arbitrary.

Tliis is obtained as in Kx. iii of 5j 88 by rcplaeiiig [>:yzpq\'\ by [.ryr|;;f].

Ex. iv. We will solve the system of four equations

•i.v- :!_// + 9-- + w -3= 0,

Zx+ y-5z+ 3w-5 = 0,

2x+ Gi/-Sz+ 20+ 2 = 0,

X+ 22/ + 6Z- w + ~=0.

Hero the augmented matrix has rank 4 and the unaiigmented matrix has rank 3.

Therefore the system has infinite solutions but no finite solution.

To determine the infinite solutions we have to solve the system of homogeneous

equations obtained from the above by putting the constant terms equal to zero. This

system is equivalent to the homogeneous matrix equation

2, - 3, 9, 1

3, 1, -5, 3

1, 2, 6, - 1
.

= 0,

•2,-3,

3, 1,

1, 2,

f)
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is obtained as in Ex. iv of § 88 by putting [.j-j .r2 .^3 a'i x^] in place of [x y z to I]. It

is given by

.I'l
"I '"-118, 174"

146

where .v^ and x^ are arbitrary.

51, -387

27, -119

Xi

L "J

§ 90. Unconnected, solutions of a system of homogeneous
linear equations.

Let the system contain exactly r unconnected equations and be equivalent

to the irreducible matrix equation

[«] ["],:

l_ •• ;i _J

•(1).

in which [a] has rank r.

By a solution of equation (1) we shall mean a value of the second factor

matrix on the left-hand side which satisfies the equation. A non-zero

solution is one in which x^, a:., ... cCn are not all zero. We shall proceed to

prove the following theorem

:

Theorem. The equation (1) in which the rank of [a] is r has alivays

n — r and never more than n — r unconnected finite non-zero solutions of the

form [a\x., ... a„] = [a^i a,,, ... a,„] (A).

We know by § 81 or § 89 that the equation can be solved and finite

solutions be obtained when some n — r of the quantities Xi, x^, ... x„ have

arbitrarily assigned finite values. It may be supposed without loss of

generality that («) 4= 0. Then the equation can be solved when the values

of a^r+i, Xr^,, ... x,i are arbitrary.

Ifi the equation has no non-zero solution.

If r < n, then since a,v+i, a;,.^^, ... Xn are arbitrary, we can determine n — r

different finite non-zero solutions

"«l"
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by putting
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[Xr+,Xr+.,...X„] = [lO...Ol [01 ...0], ... [00... 1]

I—1 »—

r

in turn. Those >i — r solutions are unconnected, for the matrix a formed
'

—

' n

by them has a non-vanishing derived determinant

^l,r+l "a, r+l ••• ("u— ;, r+l 1 .
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ivank of the matrix formed from [a] by striking out the ith vertical row cannot exceed

r- 1 ; or that there is a connection between the horizontal rows of that matrix, whereas

there is no connection between the horizontal rows of [a] itself. It follows that by

prefixing a suitable matrix [hi/12 ... fir] in equation (1), we can deduce the equation Xi = 0.

,
,n—r

Thus the ith horizontal roic of a can only be a row of O's when the given system of

equations is equivalent to a system of equations, one of which is .i\= Q.

Ex. ii. When s unconnected solutions of equation (1) of the form

[xi ^2 . . . x,,] = [agi Oga . . . Om]

have been found, we determine an (« + l)th solution unconnected with them by putting

-1 r / ~i
"1. r + l "2, r + l ••• "j. r + 1 "1

"1, r + 2 "2, r+2 •• "s. i- + 2

_''^r + 8_] L '^l. '' + « "2, r -^-s ••• ^g, r + r _

t.

" « J

•^V+8 + 1 + M "l.r + s + l + "202, r + s + 1 +•• + ^'s^s, 1- + 8 + 11

and then solving the given equation. This can be done so long as

r + «+ l:f>n, or s + \'if>n-r.

By successive applications of this process all possible complete sets of unconnected

solutions can be found.

Ex. iii. If s is the greatest possible number of unconnected solutions which the

equation Fal x =0 can have, and if r is the rank of fal , then^ •- • 771 I I
777

U

r 4- s = n. '

Ex. iv. If the matrix [a] of equation (1) is non-extravagant {i.e. if the sum of the

squares of its simple minor determinants does not vanish), and if [xiX^ ... .J^7i] = [niiai2 ... ai„],

[021022 ... ao,,], ... [ogi a,2 . . . Qg,,] are any s unconnected solutions of the equation, then the

n "

matrix has rank r + s, and all its horizontal rows are unconnected.
_ a

To prove this, suppose that there exists a connection of the form

- -1 7t

[h,h.,...hr k;k....k;] " =0 (3),
a

or [h,h.,...h,] [a]'l + [lc,k:,...k,] [a]" = 0,

or (I h = - a k (4).

From the given equation we have [a] a =0, and therefore \a] a k = 0.
^ '—

' n ^
'
—

' n
'—

' a

From (4) it follows that

[a]"T'^T =0 (5).
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Now if [a]" is non-extravagant, we know by g 72. 2 that the product matrix

n '—'^

[a] a has rank r, and that no connection of the form (5) can exist. Consequently
'

—

'n

hi = k2 = ... = /h = 0. Equation (4) then reduces to a / = 0. But by hypothesis the
'—

' n
'—

' s

vertical rows of a are unconnected, and no connection of this latter form can exist.
'—

' n

Consequently yti = X-o = ... = /-s
= 0. Thus when [a]" is non-extravagant, no connection

of the form (3) can exist.

Ex. V. iVhen [a]" is non-extravagant {in particular when it is real), the equation (1)

has no solution connected with the active rows of [a] .

This is a particular case of Ex. iv.

Ex. vi. When [a]" is extravagant, the irreducible equation (1) has at least one finite

non-zero solution connected with the active rows of [a] .

For when [a] is extravagant, there exists a relation of the form

fal"'^' T =0.

Then x = a h , or lxi.r-,...x„] = [hih.,...hr] [a]
,

'—
' It

'—
' H

'—
' r

is a finite non-zero solution of equation (1), and it is connected with the horizontal

rows of r«l .

E.r. vii. The irreducible equation (1) has or has not solutions connected with the active

rows of [a] according as the matrix [a] is or is not extravagant.

This statement summarises the results of Exs. v and vi.

An irreducible equation whose matrix is extravagant may be called an extravagant

equation. An extravagant equation has solutions connected with its active rows

;

a non-extravagant equation cannot have such solutions.

Ex. viii. If [a] a has rank s, the irreducible equation (1) has r-s and not more
^ '—

'it

than r-s unconnected solutions connected with the active rows of fal .

If ['(] (( has rank s, then by Theorem VI of g 81 there exists a matrix [/•]

of rank r-s such that

" -^„ >

Thus the vertical rows of the product matrix

" M, = ^

are solutions of equation (1), and they are unconnected because by Ex. vii of
J:;
71 or
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,
^r - s

Ex. iv of g 73 the product matrix ?/ has rank r-s. Accordingly equation (1) has
'

—

'n

r-s unconnected sohitions connected with the active rows of the factor matrix [a] .

Again suppose that equation (1) has p unconnected sohitions connected witli the

active rows of [»] , and let

z = a [/lY
'—

' n '

—
' n

be the matrix formed by them. Tlien we have

' ^n '

,
,r

where [hY has rank p. By Ex. vii of § 82, the rank of [a] a cannot exceed r-p.
^ '

—

'ti

Hence if [a] a has rank s, it follows that s^r-p, or p^r-s.
' ^ ji

Thus equation (1) cannot have more than r — s unconnected solutions connected with

the active rows of [a]'\
•'r

Ex. ix. All solutionis of the irreducihle equation (1) are comieeted loith the active rows

of the factor matrix [a] wheti and only when the rank of [a] a is equal to 2r — n.
^ '—'«

This case can only occur when r^^iw.

Ex. X. If [a] a has rank 0, i.e. if the active rows of [a] are all mutually

orthogonal and extravagant, then equation (1) has r and not more than ; unconnected

solutions connected with the active rows of \a^ . In this case all the r active rows

of [a] are themselves solutions of equation (1).

Ex. xi. A solution of the irreducible equation (!) which is connected u'ith the active

rows of the matrix \a\ is necessarily extravagant.

Let [.x'i.x'2... a;„] = [Ai A2... A,.] [a] be such a solution.

Substituting in (1), we have

[a] a h = 0.
'—

'n
'

—

'r

Prefixing [A]
, we have

[h] [a]" ^' Ti =0,

i.e. [,r] X =0, or x' -^ x' -\- ... + x"" = 0.

Thus the .solution \_XxXo...x^ is extravagant.

From Ex. vi we see that an extravagant equation has always at least one extravagant

non-zero solution.

An equation can also have extravagant solutions which are not connected with the

active rows of its matrix.
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Ex. xii. When the iih active row of the matrix [a] is itself a solution of the given

equation (1), then both the matrix itself and its j'th active row are extravagant.

Ex. xiii. Both non-extravagant and extravagant equations have in general both

non-extravagant and extravagant solutions.

Ex. xiv. The equation
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The general solution of the first of these equations is

tj^lx y z to] = \i (2 - iv), - i {z+w), \'2 z, \'2 w],

where z and to are arbitrary, and this general solution is extravagant. In this case the

general solution is connected with the active rows, and therefore all solutions are

connected with them.

The general solution of the second equation is

la:7/zpq] = [-li(p + 2q), -^J{2p+ q), rii{p-q),p, q],

where p and q are arbitrary. We obtain a particular solution connected with the active

rows when p= q. No other particular solution is connected with the active i-ows.

Such equations are considered more generally in Ess. iii and iv of § 94.

§ 91. Symmetrical form of the general solution of a system of

homogeneous linear equations.

Let the system of equations be equivalent to the irreducible matrix

equation

M =m: iTo = 0, .(1).

The general solution of this equation has been obtained in § 89 in a form

which is not symmetrical in the variables. The object of the present article

is to find a symmetrical form for the general solution.

Let
'an'
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\,, X,, ... Xn-r', and this mode of expressing the solution is unique, otherwise

I

,n—r

there would be a connection between the verticil rows of a . Conversely
'

—

'n

whatever finite values X,, X,, ... X„_r may have, the value of x given by (A)
'

—

'n

satisfies equation (1) and constitutes a finite solution of the equation. Since

every infinite solution is obtained from some finite non-zero solution by

multiplying it by an infinite scalar quantity, formula (A) also gives the

infinite solutions when the restriction that the parameters Xi, X,, ... X„_r are

to be all finite is removed. Hence wo have the following result

:

Theorem. The (jeneral solution of the irreducible equation (1) can be

,
—, 71—

r

represented by the formula {A) in which the vertical rows of a are any

11— r unconnected particular finite solutions of the equation, and X,, X^, ... X„_r

are arbitrary parameters. We obtain all finite solutions by giving to the

parameters values which are all finite. We obtain infinite solutions when one

at least of the parameters is infinite (B).

JEx. i. We can write equation (1) in the form

[.r,a,-.2...3:,jT = (2),
'

—

'n

and the general solution (A) in the form

[^j .-^2 ... A-,J = [X, Xo ... X„_ J [a]''_^ (.3),

where the horizontal rows of [a] are unconnected [larticular solutions of (2) of the form

[Xi .V-i . . . .f„] = [a,i Ojo . . . aj„]

.

E.v. ii. If some of the parameters in formula (A) are infinite, it can be expressed

in the form

-,71-r

p a

L <-/. J

A,

where p i.s infinite and /•], /-o, ... /'n-r are finite.

This is by definition an infinite solution.

E.v. iii. If a , whore m^n- r, is a matrix of rank n-r whose vertical rows are

finite solutions of oijuation (1), then the general solution of (1) can be expressed in

the form

"11
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For the matrix a contains n — r vertical rows which are unconnected finite

non-zero solutions of (1).

Ex. iv. Particular solutions of the equation

are [.r y z] = [0, c, -b], [-c, 0, a], [b, -a, 0].

If a 4=0, the general solution is

b

y 0, -a

a,

^X^

In all cases the general solution is given by

0, -c, b^

c, 0, -a

_-b, a, J |_ I' _

It is here supposed that a, b, c are not all zero.

Ex. V. The general solution of the equation

whose coefficients do not all vanish, is

x'
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§ 92, Unconnected solutions of any system of linear equations.

1. Unconnected augmented solutions.

Let the system contain exactly r unconnectofi c(iuations admitting of

finite solutions, and let it bo equivalent to the irreducible matrix etjuation

r t)1+1 '
' r -,n+I

["], '- =M," n+l

.r.,

1

= .(1),

where [a] has rank r, antl where it is to be understood that x„_,., = 1.
r

If «,, a'.,, ... Xn are values of the variables which satisfy this equation, wc

shall call the matrix [«, a'a ... «„!] or its conjugate an augmented solution and

the matrix [x^x^ ... ««] or its conjugate an unaugmented solution. A solution

will generally mean an augmented solution. We will proceed to prove the

following theorem :

Theorem I. Tlie equation (1), in ivJdcli the rank of [«] is r, has always

n + \—r unconnected finite augmented solutions of theform

[x^ x„ ... x„\] = [«„ a,., . . . a,n 1],

and can never have mure than n + l — r unconnected finite solutions of this

form.

We know by § 87 that the equation can be solved and finite solutions be

obtained when some n — r of the quantities x^, x.,, ... x^ are ai-bitrary. It may

be supposed without loss of generality that (a) =}= 0. Then the equation can

be solved when Xr+i, "I'r+i, ^« 'I'i'e arbitrary.

If r = n, the equation has only one finite solution.

If r < n, then since x,r+\> •'r+2! Vn are arbitrary, we can determine

i> + I - r different finite solutions

".«,
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'«„
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It follows that there must be some connection between the n + 2 — r

vertical rows of the matrix a , i.e. there must be some connection between

every n + 2 — r finite augmented solutions of equation (1).

Thus the equation (1) cannot have more than n + I — r unconnected finite

augmented solutions.

2. Unconnected unaugmented solutions.

Let
[x^ X., . . . a-,,] = [a„ a, , . . . «!„], [a,, o..., . . . a,„], . . . [a,^ a^,... «,„] (G)

be any s unconnected unaugmented solutions of equation (1). Then clearly

[«, x.i... Xn 1] = [a„ a,, . . . a,„ 1 ], [ao, a,., . . . «,„ 1], ... [a,i a^. . . . «,,„ 1]. . .(7)

are s unconnected augmented solutions of the equation; for if the former

matrices are unconnected, .so also are the latter matrices.

Again let (6) represent any .s' connected unaugmented solutions of

equation (1). Then there exists a relation of the form

[/,,//,.../^][«];=o (8).

Since the matrices (7) are solutions of the equation (1), we have

[„]"+'«' =0, or [a]"^'a' =0 (9).

Prefixing the matrix [/(,/(., ... /(J on both sides of (9) in its second form,

and making use of (8) and (8), we obtain

(h, + h,+ ... +/'.)[«,,„+, a,, „+i ••• ar,«+i] = (10).

The vanishing of the first factor in (10) means that the solutions (7) are

connected. The vanishing of the second factor means that a,^n+i, «2,».+i, •
ar,n+i are all zero, or that equation (1) represents a system of homogeneous

equations. When the system of ecjuations is non-homogeneous, the first

factor in (10) must vanish, and the solutions (7) are connected.

Thus when the given equations are not all homogeneous, the solutions (7)

arc or are not connected according as the solutions (6) are or are not con-

nected; and therefore if the solutions (7) are unconnected, then also the

solutions (6) are unconnected. Since there exist n+ 1 — r unconnected

solutions of the form (7), there also exist ?( + 1 — ;• unconnected solutions

of the form (6).

When however the given equations are all homogeneous, and the

solutions (7) are unconnected, it does not necessarily follow that the solu-

tions (6) are unconnected. In fact there are ?j -I- 1 — /• unconnected solutions
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of the form (7), but by §90 there are not more than n — r unconnected

solutions of the form (6). We have now established the following theorem

:

Theorem II. When the equation (1), in which the 7'ank of [a] is r,

represents a system of non-homogeneous equations {i.e. when ai,,[+i, a„^n+i, ...

ar,,»+, are not all zero), the equation has always ;i + l— r unconnected finite

solutions of the form [«! a;., ...«„] = [aji Og^ ... Kg,,], and can never have more

than n + 1 — ?• unconnected finite solutions of this form.

Note. Alternative pj-oof of Theorem II.

Theorem II can be proved directly in the same way as Tlieorem I. We first observe

that [.('i Xi ... x\] = [0 ... 0] satisfies equation (1) only when [aj, „ + i a3,„+] ... a^, „+i] = 0.

Hence it cannot be a solution when the given equations are non-homogeneous. Let

an "I r^Sl"! '""n + l-r, 1

"12 n-:i! ";, + !- r, 3

"/( + !- r, n

be the unaugmented solutions of (1) obtained when we put

[..•,+ , Xr^2 ... .^-n]
= [1 0...0], [0 1 ... 0], ... [0 ... 1], [0 ... 0].

Then, supposing that the given equations are not all homogeneous, the first r elements of

the last solution cannot all vanish.
I

—

>^ + 1 — r

Let a„^]_r,i = a4=0, where
!':f>?'.

Then in the matri.x a formed by the above
'

—

'ii

n+l-r solutions, the «th horizontal row and the last 7i-r horizontal rows form the

determinant

• "i, H + 1 a

1 ...

1 ...

... 1

Since this is a non-vanishing derived determinant of order n + l-r, the matrix

[a] has rank n + 1 — r, and the above 7i + l—r solutions are unconnected.

Thus the given equation has 7i+ l-r unconnected unaugmented solutions.

Again, since there is a connection between every n+ 2—r augmented solutions, there

is a connection between every !i-|-2 — r unaugmented solutions. Accordingly the equation

cannot have more than n+l-r unconnected unaugmented solutions.

3. Unconnected infinite solutions.

We will now discard the re.striction that the equation (1) shall admit of

finite solution. In all cases, whether it does or does not admit of finite

solution, every infinite solution corresponds to a definite finite non-zero

solution of the homogeneous equation corresponding to (1), and any number

of infinite solutions may be considered to have exactly the same connections

as the corresponding finite solutions of that homogeneous equation.

Let the rank of fa]" be s. If s = n, there are no infinite solutions. If

s < n, there are exactly n — s unconnected infinite solutions.
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Ex. i. When » + l unconnected solutions of equation (1) of the form

[Xi ^2 ••• ^n 1] = [o.l an Oon 1]

have been found, wc determine an (« + 2)th solution unconnected with these by putting

.r,.
, 1
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^«n^
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Then expanding the jjroduct on the right of (A) by the property of

passive rows contained in § 43. i, we see that (A) is equivalent to

'A,

X,

.(6).

a\
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corresponding to (1); [xiX^ ... «„ 1] = [«] a., ... a,, 1] is any particular finite

augmented solution of equation (1) itself; and X,, X«, ... \n-r are arbitrary

finite parameters ; is ft general expression for all finite augmented solutions of

equation (1).

2. Unaugmented solutions.

Fonmila (A) is equivaluiit to

a,., a.m ... a n+l-r, 2

L "m "Jii ''n+1—r,?i _ *•»+!—

r

= a X •(C),

where Xj, X.j, ... X„+]_,. are arbitrary finite parameters subject to the condition

X, + X, + . . . + x„ . = 1.

If the given equation (1) is non-homogeneous, the vertical rows of a
'

—

'n

are finite unconnected unaugmented solutions of it, and (C) is a general

e.xpression for all finite unaugmented solutions.

If the given equation (1) is homogeneous, there is a connection between

r—,K+i—

r

the vertical rows of a , and we replace (C) by formula (A) of § 91.
'—

'»»

We can always write [Xj Xj . . . X„+,_r] = - [A;, A;.j . . . A'„^_i_,.] where p is

finite and not zero, and determine p so that condition (3) is satisfied. Thus

we can replace (C) by

(A:, + /,',+ ...-f-A;„+,_,,)

'
'''l
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Again in lonniila (B) the last cit' the cciuivalcnt n + 1 scalar equations is

superfluous, and wo can replace the formula hy

'|
'

./„
In-rr- "i:

'in *'/i 'n—r, H ^n
,

x,

1

.(E),

or

Xi -a,

X., — Oo

a-,, - a,.

'll 'jl ••• 'n—r,\

^in ^'J7i ••• ^ji— r,

n

1
1

"~^
I 1

I X (F).

If the given equation (1) is non-homogeneous, the vertical rows of the

large matrix in (E) are unconnected. If the given equation (1) is homo-

geneous, the last vertical row is connected with the preceding vertical rows,

and can be taken to be a row of O's. In this case formula (E) can be reduced

to formula (A) of § 91.

We now have the following theorem

:

Theorem IV. If the given equation (1) is non-homocjeneoiis, then formula

(E) is a rjeneriil expression for all finite miaufiniented solutions of the equation.

In this formula the first n — r vertical rows of the large matrix are unconnected

finite unaugmeuted solutions of the homogeneous equation corresponding to (1);

the last vertical nnu is a finite unaugniented solution of equation (1) itself;

and X,, X..,, ... X„_r are arbitrary finite parameters.

Instead of deducing (C) from (A), we can prove it in the same way that

(A) was proved. Also we can deduce (E) from (C) in the sanu- way that (B)

was deduced from (A).

3. Infinite solutions.

We assume still that [a] has rank r. Since an infinite sulutien of (1) is

an infinite scalar multiple of a finite solution of the corresponding homo-

geneous ('(piation, the general formula, for infinite solution.s of (1) is

'll t^i ... 'k— , , 1

/,. L ... In-r,.
P

'in 'an • • • ^n—r

= P I .(0),

where the vertical rows of I are unconnected finite solutions of the
•—'n

homogeneous equation corresponding to (1): X,, X.,, ... \,i_r are arbitrary

finite parainetere ; and p is an infinite scalar number.

2G—

2
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These infinite solutions can be included in the preceding formulae.

Thus (A) and (C) give infinite solutions when one and therefore at least

two of the parameters are infinite; (B) and (E) give infinite solutions when

any one of the jjarameters is infinite
;
(D) gives infinite solutions when the

parameters are finite and such that ki + k..+ ... + kn-r = 0.

E.t. i. The general solutiuu of (1) is the sum of the general solution of the homogeneous

equation corresponding to (1) and any one particular solution of the equation (1) itself.

Ex. ii. The equation

admits of finite solution when and only when la + m^ + iiy= 0.

When this condition i.s satisfied, it has rank 2, and the general solution is

u,
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Clearly no real non-zero solution can be extravagant. Only imaginary

solutions can be extravagant.

With every non-extravagant solution [wiX., ... «„] = [«! a^ ... ^,.] we can

associate two corresponding unit solutions by dividing the matrix nn the right

2 2 2

by p, where p- = a' -I- a + . . . -I- a .

Two solutions [x^x^ ... x„] = [ai,ai., ... a;„], [«,, a,, ... Oj,,] arc said to be

orthogonal to one another when

r

[a,-, a,-,, . . . «,„]

^.*jn

0, or a,-, /3;, + o;, I3j.,+ ... + a,„ /3j„ = 0.

Any number of solutions are mutually orthogonal when every pair of

them are orthogonal. An extravagant solution is orthogonal to itself or

self-orthogonal. Conversely every self-orthogonal solution is extravagant.

The necessary and sufficient condition that the s solutions

X,
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If there were any connection [pi p., ... fg] [a] =0 between the horizontal

rows of [a] in equation (2), we should have

..0^

..

[Pllh jh]

k\

/,.,

0,

J

Hence no such con-i.e. lpik,,pA\, . .
. /)s As] = 0, or p, = p.,=

nection can exist, and therefore the rank of [a] cannot be less than s. In

fact the matrix on the right in (2) has rank s, and its rank cannot exceed

the rank of either factor matrix on the left. Thus again the rank of [o]"

cannot be less than s. We have then the following result

:

If the given equation (1) Jias s mutually orthogonal non-extravagant

solutions, they must be unconnected. In particular any s mutually

orthogonal real solutions must be unconnected, and any s mutually

orthogonal unit solutions must be unconnected (A).

Since equation (1) cannot have more than n—r unconnected solutions,

we deduce the following second result

:

The given irreducible equation (1) cannot have more than n — r

mutually orthogoncd non-extravagant solutions. In particular it cannot

have more than n — r mutually orthogonal real solutions, and it cannot

have more than n — r mutually orthogonal unit solutions (B).

Understanding a real matrix to be one whose elements are all real, we
proceed to establish a third theorem

:

Theorem. When the undegenerate matrix [a] is real, a complete

set of n — r real {unconnected) mutually orthogonal unit solutions of the

given equation (1) can always be determined in an infinite number of

ways, r being less than n (C).

To prove this we fii-st note that the given equation (1) can be solved

when some n—r of the quantities a-j, a:,, ... x^ are arbitrary, and real

solutions be obtained. We can therefore find real unit solutions. Let

[xiX^ ... .r„] = [a„ a,., ... a,,,] be any one real unit solution. To find a second

.solution orthogonal with it, we have to solve the equation

a„
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If )• + 1 < )i, tlic rank of tlir iiiafiix (if this equation cannot exceed ?• 4-

1

(in fact by Ex. iv of § 90 its rank is etjual to r + 1), and we can certainly find

solutions in which n-r-1 of the variables u\, x,, ... a;„ are arbitrary. Since

every solution is a homogeneous function of the arbitrary variables and hiis

real coefficients, we can certainly find a real unit solution

[.r, x, ... .'/.„] = [«,, fto, ... a,„],

and this solution and the ])ri>vi(Mis one are two mutually ortho,(,^onal real unit

solutions of the eijuation ( L ).

In general suppose that s mutually orthogonal real unit solutions

[a;, x„ ... a:„] = [a„ a,, ... a,,.], [a.i a,„ ... «,,„], ... [««, a,-, ... a,„]

of equation (1) have been found. Then to find an (.9 + l)th solution ortho-

gonal with all these, we have to solve the equation

r

r,.r il
I

i''"

= 0.

The rank of the matrix of this equation is certainly not greater than /• + .s

(in fact by Ex. iv of § 90 it is equal to r + s); hence if ?• + s < n, we can

certainly find solutions of the last equation in which some n — r — s of the

variables a;,, a;™, ... x„ are arbitrary. We can therefore certainly find a real

unit solution [ci\ x., ... a'„] = [ag+i,i a«+i,.j ... «»+],„], and this solution and the

previous ones form a s\'stem of ,9+ 1 mutually orthogonal real unit solutions

of the equation (1).

Thus the number of mutually orthogonal real unit solutions can always

be increased from s to .s + 1 so long as s < n — r or s + I < n + I — i: That

is, we can always determine a set of n — r real mutually orthogonal unit

solutions, and these are necessarily unconnected. We have thus proved

theorem (C).

Noi'K. /Ifsidt.t corresponding to (0) when [</] u not real.

When tlic iiiatri.x fa]" is not iiec(!,s.-sarilv real, we can follow a .-siniilar process,

determining at cacU stage a non-e.viravagant .solution, so long as thi.s is possible. Since

in g(!n(u-al tliis is po.ssiblo throughout, iva can in (/eiteral determine a complete set of n-r
ill utiiiillii orllioijonid non-e.vtritviigdnt solutions, and therefore a complete set of n - r mutually

orthogonal unit solutions (which are not necessarily real). If however at any stage of the

.r = which has only oxtrav.agant solutions,

" -I
r, ,

'-'"

then tlio ahove ar'ninicnt fails. In fact when Fal" is not real there are exceptional cases

(for cxaniplc wlienever \ii]" is extravagant) in wliich it is not po.s.sil)le to determine

a complete set of n-r nnitually orthogonal luiit solutions.
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Ex. i. Let [.I- 3/ c ir] = [(li, -^, X, iX], [/i', -/i', X', jX'] be any two solutions of the

extravagant equation in Ex. xvi of § 90. They are mutually orthogonal only if ^i/i'= 0.

If /i= 0, the first solution is extravagant; if /x'=0, the second solution is extravagant.

Thus there do not exist two mutually orthogonal non-extravagant solutions.

Ex. ii. We will find a complete set of mutually orthogonal real unit solutions of

the equations

2.fi- 3.1-2 -t-9.C3+ .r4-3.rs= 0,

3j^i + .«.'2 — 5.^3 + 3a'4 — 5.15= ;

2,-3, 9, 1,-3-1 _
\ X =0

.3, 1, -5, 3, -.5
J ^5

Equation (4) can be solved when .r3, x^, x^ are arbitrary.

Putting .1-4 = 0, .i;5= 0, .i'3=t=0, we obtain the real solution

[^1 Xi X^ Xi ^5] = [6, 37, 11, 0, 0] = [a„ a,2 0,3 nH a,s] .

We next find a real non-zero solution of the equation

-% -3, 9, 1,
-3"

3, 1, -5, 3, -5

6, 37, 11, 0,

Equation (5) can be solved when x<i and x^ are arbitrary. Putting .^3 = 0, .r2 4=0,

we obtain the real solution

[.ri X2 .ra x^ .r,-J = [148, -24, 0, 145, 171] = [a,; 033 023 0,4 o.js] O).

We then find a real non-zero solution of the equation

2, -3, 9, 1,-3

3, 1, -5, 3, -5

6, 37, 11, 0,

148, -24, 0, 145, 171

.(4).

.(")

.(5).

.(6).

Equation (6) can be solved when x, is arbitrary. The conjugate reciprocal of the

matrix

-3, 9, 1,-3
1,-5, 3, -5

37, 11, 0,

-24, 0, 145, 171

13618, 666, 14172, -44

45806, -22422, 4416, 148

32196, 63378, 2466, 2418

29212, -52806, -102, 1294

Prefixing this matrix in equation (6), we obtain the real solution

[.ri .i-2 ^3 ^'4 .i-6] = [- 286470, 35641, 36373, 313593, -12971] ..

The solutions (a), (^), (-y) form a complete set of three mutually orthogonal real

solutions. In fact

{y).

6, 37, 11, 0,

148, -24, 0, 145, 171

-286470, 35641, 36373, 313593, - 12971 _

where

6, 148, -286470'

37, -24, 35641

11, 0, 36373

0, 145, 313593

_ 0, 171, -12971

/f-3 = 183166953400.

\h
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Ex. iii. If all the solutions of the irreducible equation (I) are extravagant, then every

two solutions are mutuallij orthogonal. Conversely if every two sohitions are mutually

orthogonal, then all solutions are extravagant.

There will be no loss of generality in assuming that (a) 4=0. Then using the same

notation as in formula (A) of § 89, the general solution of (1) is given by

a[xi.Vi...x„] = [-2au,x,„ - 2 (i;„ .-/„, ... -SamX,,, o-r^ + i, a.JV + •.,... a.r„],

wherein the summations w receives the values »•+!, r + -2,...n, and where .tv+i, :Cr + 2) ••^n

are arbitrary.

Thus all solutions will be extravagant if and only if

(2«,„^„)' + (2a.,„.r„)' +...+ (2 »,,.'„)' + "' (\.+^+ \+t+-+-\) = "^^ -(7)

identically, i.e. for all values of .Vr + i, .i'r + 2i •Xn-

Also every two solutions will be mutually orthogonal if and only if

(2n,„.C„) (2ai„.i.-„') + (2«v„.r„) (2 «.,« *V) + ••• + (2 fV„ .iu) (2ar,i-0

+ (.- (;iv + i.t-',.ti +-iV + 2a'r +2+-" + .r„O = (8)

identically, i.e. for all values of .r,. + i, iv + 2i ••• '''nj ^'r + it ^'r + it •.••'•'//•

Now the coefficients of the various terms in (7) are the same as the coefficients of

the various terms in (8). Accordingly the coefficients of the e.Kpression on the left in (7)

all vanish when and only when the coefficients of the expression on the left in (8) all vanish.

Thus each of the conditions (7) and (8) is satisfied when and only when the other

condition is satisfied. This proves the above theorem.

Equating the coefficients to zero, we see that the necessary and sufficient conditions

that all solutions shall be extravagant or that every two solutions shall be mutually

orthogonal can be exi)re.ssed in the foi'm

"1, r + 1 "2, r + 1 • • "r, r + 1

"1, r + 2 "2, r + 2 "r, r + 2

"l/i a-i,
, a„

"1,1 + 1 "1,

"2, I-+1 "2.

f 2 • • • "111

^2 ••• tin

a r, r+l ^'r, r +

+ -[1] : =0 .(9).

We can also obtain (9) as follows. Utilising the properties of passive rows we can

express the conditions (7) and (8) respectively in the forms

[Xi X....X,,]
(f,

[.<•, .r3....r„] (P 0,

where <^ is the complete matrix occurring on the left in (9).

By § 85 each of those conditions is equivalent to ^= 0, i.e. to (9).

E.r. iv. Kvory equation wlii

the form

I'll li.is I 111}- extravagant solutions can be reduced to

1 () ... f/,, rM «1, r + 2---"l,i

1 ... '/o. r 1 I (^'>,r^-^>•^•^2lt

0... 1 Or. r+l «!•. r + S-.a™.
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where '1, r+2 "2, r-t

SOLUTION

2---f'r,r + 2
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Ux+ Vy vanishes

X and y such that

Ux+Vy vanishes only when x=-jyy- Accordingly we can assign real values to

This establishes the theorem.

E.V. vi. If in the irreducible equation [a] x = 0, [«] is real and [a] has

rani: r, then roe can in an infinite number of ways determine a complete set of n-r
{unconnected) mutually orthogonal real solutions in each of which x„^Q; consequently

we can in an infinite number of ways determine a complete set of n-r (unconnected)

mutwdly orthogonal real unit solutions, in each of tvhich .^,,4:0.

Since the given equation is irreducible, r is of necessity less than n. We first

determine a real solution

[.', X., ... .r„] = [ffr+ ,, 1 art I, 2 ••• "r f 1. n]

determine a real solution

of the equation [«] x =-- such that "r + i. n + O and [«] has rank /•+!. We then

[xx x\ . . . x„] = [a,. ^. 2, 1 «,. + .J.
> ... a, + .,. „]

of the equation [((]" x = such that rtr + ., „ + and [«]"" has rank r + 2. Proceeding
r+I L_,^

- r+2

in this way, we linally determine a real solution

[.(, .(--2 ... .!„] = [a„, «„2 ... («„„]

of the equation [a] x = such that «,„i + 0.
' 'n

We have then determined w-r nnitually t)rthogonal real solutions of the original

equation in each of which .(„4=0.

We can deduce a set o{ n-r mutually orthogonal real solutions in each of which .t'„ = l.

§ 95, Mutually orthogonal solutions of any system of linear

equations.

Let the system of cijimtioiis be e([ui\;iK'iit ;i.s in § rSrS to the irreducible

equation
,

,r

[.T, a?o ... .'f„ 1] a =0
'—'n+i

or [«]"*' .7; = 0, where .r„+, = 1 (1).

Then we liavr tlic following theorem:

Theorem. //' the irreducible equation (1) udunts uf finite sulutiun,

and if the matrix [a]" is real, then we can in an infinite number of

ways determine a complete set uf n + 1 — r (unconnected) mutually

orthogonal real augmented solutions; also, tuhen the equation is non-

homogeneous, we can in an infinite number of ways determine a complete

set 0/ /( + 1 — r (unconnected) niutually orthogonal real unaugniented

non-zero .fuliitions (A ).
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We here consider that two augmented solutions [x^ ajj . . . «„ 1], [^/j 1/2 . . . y,, 1]

are mutually orthogonal when ^i y, + a;, y, + ... + a;„ 2/„ + 1 = 0, and that two

unaugmented solutions [x^Xi ... Xn], [3/1 2/2 -..yn] are mutually orthogonal

when «i 2/1 + ^2 2/2 + ••• + '"n yn = 0. The truth of the theorem for augmented
matrices follows immediately from Ex. vi of § 94.

To prove it for unaugmented matrices, we make use of Ex. v of § 94 and
find in turn real non-zero solutions

L^»-+3,l Wr+3,2 ••• Cf»-+3,liJ) ••• L'^^n+l,! f'li+1,2 ••• 0'n+\,n\

of the equations

[a]
n+l

^X^

1 J

= 0,

''i,«+i

«•..;

«,1 «r.i

_"'(•+], 1
••• "f+1,71 "

«1

x„

1

= 0,

"l,)H-l I

•/+l,l

= 0, ..

L ffr+2, 1 • • (l'r+2, n

such that [al", [a]" ,
[a] , ... [a] have ranks r, »• + !, r-|-2, ...?i. We

then have ?i — r + 1 unaugmented real non-zero solutions which are mutually

orthogonal.

Ex. In the case of the equation

[10 2 1]

1
L _l

= 0,

a complete set of three mutually orthogonal augmented solutions is

[xy z 1] = [-1, 1, 0, 1], [-1,-2, 0, IJ, [1, 0,-1, 1],

and a coinplete set of three mutually orthogonal unaugmented solutions is

[xy -] = [-!, 1, 0], [-1,-1, 0], [0, 0, -A].

§ 96. Theorems relating to the connections between linear equations.

We will commence this article by proving the following fundamental theorem ;

Theorem I. If

fi=anXi +ai2.-;-2 +... + ay„.v,^ -t-ai,„ + i
=0

/» = 02, .(', + a.,., X2 +... + a.,n .^•n + a2, n + 1 =0

f,H = "ml 'l + "mi •'2 + . . • + «m„ X,i + «,„, n + 1 =

•(1)
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is a system of m unconnected linear equations widch admits of finite solution, tlien all

solutions of this system of equations will satisfy the additional equation

g = biXi + b.iX2 + ... + b,i.v„->rK^i = (2)

if ami only if equation (2) is connected vdtli the equations (1) according to the definition

of connection given in § 86, i.e. if and only if the matrij: [ij ^a •••
'-"n ^n + i] *' connected

with the horizontal rows of the matrix Fal

Since the system of unconnected equations (1) admits of finite solution, wo know that

the matrices [a] ami [<f] both liave rank in. \\'<i will assume, as we may without loss

of generality, that the equations are so written that

(a)'" = a + 0.
m

Then by formula (A) of ij 88 the general solution of the system of equations (1)

is given by

-, ''ill +

1

"l, 7IH I «1, >in 2 •• "l, n f 1

.1

*»l, II + 1 _
1

•(3),

whore [A] is the reciprocal matrix of [«] , and x,n+i, 3:,„^2y •• •>''n
are arbitrary.

Also equation (2) can be written in the form

r -[

^'m t 1

['<i
h,...h„,] [bm f 1 ''ill + 2 • • "ii + 1

J

1

.(4).

Substituting from (3) in (4), wo see that all solutions of (1) will satisfy (2) if and

only if

[bi b.,...b,„] A

"l, mt 1 <'l,m+2 •• "l, ii+l

"2. ni + 1 "2, III + 2 • • • "2. n + 1

^^j»^ VI + I ''ill, m + 2 • • • ''hi, II + 1 _

= a [^ll + l ^.. + 2---^nl]

for all values of j:,„ + i, .i-„. + 2 '"n-

Consequently, by ij 85, all solutions of (1) will satisfy (2) if and only if
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Now, making use of Ex. x of ,^ 62, equation (5) is

where £,„ + „ = det [hi 1)2... l>„,] A

' m, 771 + «

(«)„ *»n.«

ttii ai2 ... dim "l, m + u

a^l 022 • <^2m ^2, 771 + a

6i 62 ... b,„ 6,„ + „

.(6).

By Theorem I or Note 1 of § 71 the vanishing of the n+l-m determmants £,„ + „

is a necessary and sufficient condition that the matrix

On «i2 ... "i, ,t "1, 71 + 1

aoi a.y.2 ... «2.7l «2,>l + l

'.Hi «77i2 ••• '^mn "-m. 11 +

^ 1, 63 ... b„ 6„ + i

shall have rank 7n. Further since the first m horizontal rows of this matrix are

unconnected, the matrix has rank m when and only when its last horizontal row is

connected with its first wi horizontal rows, i.e. when and only when the matrix

[61 62 •• ^Ti + i] is connected with the horizontal rows of the matrix [a]"

Thus we have proved that all solutions of (1) satisfy (2) when and only when the

equation (2) is connected with the equations (1).

We easily deduce the two theorems which follow.

Theorem II. If (1) is any system whatever of linear equations {not necessarily

unconnected) which admits of finite solution, and if (2) is any other linear equation in

the sams variables, then all solutions 0/ (1) will satisfy (2) if and only if equation (2)

is cojinected unth the equations (1).

For if the first r of equations (1) are unconnected and the rest are connected with

these, the solutions of the system (1) are identical with the common solutions of the

first r of equations (1), and these solutions all satisfy (2) if and only if (2) is connected

with the first r of equations (1). Moreover (2) is connected with the first r of equations

(1) when and only when it is connected with the equations (1).

The last conclusion is obvious from the theory of connections between matrices, but

can also be obtained by obsei-ving that g is a. homogeneous linear function of f\, f^, ... fr

when and only when it is a homogeneous linear function of /j, f-i, ... /„,

.

Theorem III. If {Vj is any system of linear equations admitting of finite solution,

then some of these equations will be superfluous, being satisfied by all solutions of the

remaining eqtiations, if and only if there exist connections between the equations.

For any one ©f the equations is superfluous if and only if it is connected with the rest

of the equations.
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From the above theorems we see that we could give tlie f<illowiiig alternative definitions

of coimection in the case of a system of linear equations admitting of finite solution :

(1) There arc said to exist connections between a system of linear equations admitting

of finite solution when some of the equations are satisfied by all common solutions of the

rest, i.e. when some of the equations are necessary consequences of the rest, and are

therefore sui>erfluous.

(2) Any one of the equations is connected with the rest when it is satisfied by

all common solutions of the rest, i.e. when it is a nccessjiry consequence of the rest,

and is therefore superfluous.

(3) The equations are vniconnected when none of tlicm are satisfied by all common
solutions of the rest, i.e. when none of them are necessary consequences of the rest

or none of them are superfluous.

We shall retain the definitions of connection given in § 86, and regard the above

properties as consequences of those definitions.

;; 97. Functional dependences betiveen a number of rational integral
functions of several independent variables.

Let the variables be .^i, .c^, ... .'„ and the functions <pi, (p.^, ... :p,„.

Also let (f)ij
be defined for the values 1, 2, ... m of i and the values 1, 2, ... n of j

by the equation

Then wo will pi'ove the following theorem.

Theorem. There in a funetional dependence of the form F {(pi, <{>,,... (j>„,) =
between the rational integral functions </), , (/>..., ...

<f>„, if and only if the rank of the matrix

* = M' =

f/)|| tjty, ... (j>i„

'hi fc •• </'.;,.

is less than m. If the rank of * is r, where r<m, then r of the functions ai-e functionally/

independent and the remaining m - r functions are functionallij dependent on these ...(A).

First suppose that there exists a relation of the form

F(<|,„ 0o, ...<>,„) = (1),

which is true for all values of the variables.

Let the variables receive any independent inl'mitcsimal increments 8j;,, S.c,, ... 8.i-„,

and let S(/>i, Srp-,, ... S(f>,„ he the corresponding iiicroments in the functions. Then

dF dF <F
3^«*' + 3^/'^^ + - + ?^T> = " ^')'

dF dF dF
where «-r- 1 ^sr > ••• 5-?— are functions of .i-i, .v-,, ... .v„ which are not all identically

d(f>i d<t>3 a(^,„
-' •'

equal to zero. Assuming that these functions can bo expanded by Taylor's Theorem
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withiu a certain domain, it follows that within a certain domain there exists a relation

of the form

7), S<^1 +l]sS(f>2++ 'lm^4'm = (3)>

where tji, 773, ... r]„, are rational integral functions of ./'i, x-i, ... ^'n which do not all vanish

identically. Regarding 8^1, 8(^21 ••• ^'t>m '^s rational integi-al functions of .t'l, .ro, ... x„

containing arbitrary parameters 8x1, 8x2, ...Sxn, we have for the values 1, 2, ...711 of i

80i = (pii BXi + (j)io 8.V0 + . . . + <j)in 8.v„
,

i.e. we have
,

,77(

[84>i 8</)2... «(/)„,] = [S.c, 8.r,...S,r„]
<t>

(4).
'—

' n

From (3) and (4), and then from Ex. i of § 85 it follows that

[8.Ci 8.v.> ... 8.v„] <}> 7? =0, 4, ^ =0 (.5).—
' 11
—'m ^ n '—•in

The last result shows that everywhere within a certain domain there exists a connection

I—1'"

between the vertical rows of (j) or between the horizontal rows of *. Consequently all—
' n

minor determinants of * of order m vanish thrtiughout that domain ; and since they are

integral functions, it follows that they vanish identically, and that the rank of * is less

than m.

Thus a functional dependence of the form (1) can only exist zchen the rank of [<^]^

is less than m. In particular if [(p] has rank m, the functions <pi, (p^, ... (^„, are

functionally independent (6).

These conclusions can also be obtained as follows. Let \(f\ have rank m. If we
HI

give any definite set of values to the variables .r,, .Vo, ... x„ and arbitrary values to

801, 8(^2! ••8'^mi we can regard (4) as an equation for determining 8.r^, 8.r.,, ...8.r„ in

terms of 6(^1, 802, ••• ^<i>m- Since m cannot be greater than n, the augmented matrix

of the equation has the same rank as the unaugmcnted matrix, except possibly for certjiin

special values of the variables, and therefore the equation admits of finite solutions, or in this

case of infinitesimal solutions. This shows that we can give such values to 8x1, 8.1-2, ... 8.!'„

that 801, 802. •••80,,, assume any prescribed small values. Accordingly 0i, 02,...0,„

can vary independently of one another.

Thus if [0]" has rank m, the functions 0i, 02,...0,„ can vary independently of one

another and are functionally independent. Consequently a functional dependence of the

form (1) can only exist when the rank of [0] is less than m (7).

Now let * have rank r, where r<m, and suppose that (0) is one of those derived

determinants of order r of * which do not vanish identically. Then [0] has rank r,

and therefore by (6) or (7) the functions 0,, 02,.. .0r are functionally independent.

By the properties of active rows, we deduce from (4) that

"011 021 • 0rl 01,1

[801 802 ... 84>r 80„] = [8.ri 8.V2 ... 8x„] 012 022 ... 0r2 0«2

01,1 02m ••• 0™ 0,1,1

.(8).

We know that the last vertical row in the large matrix is connected with the first

r vertical rows. Therefore there exists a relation of the form

V 80u = ';i 801 +>;2 80., +...+ rj^ 80^,
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where 7, rj^, rj.^, ... rjr are rational integral functions of x^, 0,2, ... .i'„i and r; docs not vani-sli

identically ; or a relation of the form

8<t>„ = V'l S01 + V'2 S</>2 + •• + -^r fi0, (9),

where i/^i, \//o, ... i|/^,. are rational functions of .Vi, Xn, ... x;,.

Since (j),, <j)i, ...(f>r can be regarded as independent variables, the expression on the

right is a perfect differential, and there exists a relation of the form

0,. =/(</>], 0-.', ••• <>,) (10).

Thtis when the rank- of the matrix [<^] is r, r of the functions (^i, <^._,, ... 0^ are

functionally independent, and each of tlve remaining functions is functionally dependent

on these r functions (11).

We have now completely established the theorem (A).

Note. Functional dependences between any m continuoiis functions of n independent

variables.

\\c will retiiin the .s;ime notation a.s before for the variables and the functions.

Then if the functions (^,j and their tii-st derivatives are continuous and capable of

expansion by Taylor'.^ 'i'heoreiu, it can be shown that the theorem (A) is still true. In

fiict the proof of (7) is the same as before, and from (8) we deduce a relation of the form

(9) where i//-], i|^._,, ... \^r are continuous functions of the variableis.

c. 27
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The references are to pages. For determinoid and determinant

the abbreviations detoid and detant are used.

Abbreviated notations

:

for affects, 60;
for detoids, 17-19, H47;
for matrices, 1, 5-12, 347;

augmented matrices, 8;

a scalar matrix, 178;

a unit matrix, 11, 177.

Active and passive rows, defined :

in a product of two matrices, 1,58;

in any matrix product, 190.

Corresponding rows, 160, 1()3, 191.

Active rows, properties of:

in a product of two matrices, 168

;

in any matrix product, 199, 222.

Activities of a matrix product, 158, 191.

Addition of detoids, 107.

Addition and subtraction of matrices :

similar matrices, 1.55

;

dissimilar matrices, 156;
is commutative and associative, 155-6.

Equivalence of conventionally equal ma-
trices, 156.

.

Affected elements of a matrix, vi.

Affected derived products, 24.

Sums of, 27, 134, 136.

Affected minor detants :

Sums of, 115, 134-7, 209, 221, 244.

Sums of products of, 210, 217; 225, 228;
244.

Complete matrices of, 252-3, 258.

Affected simple minor detoids

:

Sums of, 123, 134-7.

Affects, horizontal, vertical and total

:

vi, 24, 56, 86.

Signs determined by, vi, 24.

Belative affects, 24, 56.

Affects of derived or minor matrices:
defined by affects of sequences, 86;
obtained by counting moves, 91

;

compared with affect of leading product,
89, 91;

unaltered by extension or completion, 91

;

of complementary minors, 102.

Theorems concerning, 91-104.
Affects of derived products:

detined by counting steps, 13, 24

;

relative affects, 24

;

Affects of derived products (cont.)

:

obtained by counting moves, 50

;

unaltered by extension or completion, 29;
reduced to affects of sequences, 83.

Rules for determining, 25-30.

Theorems concerning, 96-8, 100.

Affects of complete derived proilucts, 27.

Signs determined by affects, 24

;

independent of order of factors, 47.

Changes in, due to interchange of two
parallel rows, 30, 38

;

to interchange of two suffixes, 36, 44;
to reversals of rows, 50.

Affects of derived or minor sequences

:

defined by counting steps, .56;

relative affects, 56

;

obtained by counting inversions, 60;

obtained by counting moves, 62;

unaltered by extension or completion, 56;

obtained by reducing the fundamental se-

quence to a sequence of natural num-
bers, 60.

Expressions for, 57-61.

Theorems concerning, 62-71.

of complete derived sequences, 59;
of corranged minor sequences, 58, 59,

61;
of complementary minor sequences, 70,

71.

Changes in, due to an interchange of two
elements, 72, 76.

Algebraical sum, see Sum.
Algebraic equations, see Systems of linear alge-

braic equations.

Associative law

:

for addition and subtraction of matrices,

155-6

;

for matrix products, 184, 186, 188.

Augmented matrices

:

abbreviated notations for, 8;

of matrix equations, 312, 327, 337;
of systems of Unear algebraic equations,

366, 374.

Ranks of, 287.

Generalisation of, 347.

Augmented solutions of linear equations, 395,

399, 411.

27—2
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Backward steps, 4, 16, 55

;

moves, 49.

Bordered detants, 240;
detoids, 241.

Cancellation of a matrix factor:

in a matrix equation, 357; 325, 336, 3.54;

in a matrix identity, 358;
of a scalar factor in a matrix equation, 157.

Chain of matrix factors, 190-3.

Changes in the ailect and sign of a derived

product caused by an interchange of

two rows or two sutKxes, 30, 36, 38, 44;

caused by inversions in the orders of ar-

rangement of the rows, 50.

Changes in the affects of derived sequences

caused by an interchange of two ele-

ments or two suffixes, 72, 76.

Classification of simple minors, 115.

Co-factor of an element of a matrix, 106;

of a minor detant, 119;
of a minor detoid, 141

;

of a simple minor detoid, 145;

Sum of products of an element and its

co-factor, 107, 140;
of a minor detant and its co-factor,

119, 138;
of a minor detoid and its co- factor, 143.

Generalisations, 108, 123.

Commutative law:
tor addition of matrices, 155-6

;

not true for matrix products, 174, 208.

Commutative products, 175, 181-3, 262-3

:

Product of a square matrix and its conju-

gate reciprocal, 181, 263.

Product of two square matrices when the

product is a non-zero scalar' matrix,

262-3, 266, 309.

Product of an undegenerate square matrix
and its inverse, 183.

Complement of a simple minor detoid, 145.

Complementary minor matrices or detoids:

defined, 102.

Afiects of, 102, 104.

Sums of affected products of complementary
minor detoids, 140; 116, 138.

Complementary corranged minor detants of

a square matrix have like signs, 104.

Complementary minor sequences:
defined, 56.

Affects of, 70, 71.

Complete derived products

:

defined, 3, 22.

Affects and signs of, 27.

Sum of, 12, 27.

Signsindependent oforder offactors, 13,27,47.
Complete derived sequences

:

defined, 55.

Affects of, .59, 62-3.

Complete matrices of the minor detants of a
given fundamental matrix, 248:

of unaffected minor detants, 249

;

of affected minor detants, 252.

Banks of, 289.

Schemes of formation for, 249, 252.

Standard schemes, 251.

Common schemes, 2.50.

Standard complete matrix of minor detants,

251.

Complete matrices of the minor detants of a
given matrix product, 253

:

Corresponding schemes of formation for,

256.

Standard equations for, 258.

Complete sets of unconnected solutions of a

system of homogeneous linear equa-

tions, 386

:

Determiuation of all possible, 388.

Complete sets of mutually orthogonal solu-

tions, 406-7.

Complete sets of unconnected solutions of any
system of linear equations, 395, 397 :

Determination of all possible, 399.

Complete sets of mutually orthogonal solu-

tions. 411.

Completed derived products, 22, 29

:

Affects not altered by completion, 29.

Completed minor matrices and detoids, 90, 91

:

Affects not altered by completion, 91.

Completed minor sequences, 56

:

.Effects not altered by completion, 56.

Conditions

:

that a matrix may have rank r, 288;
for solvability of a matrix equation, 301-2;

314, 327; 329, 337; 341, 357;
tor non-zero solutions of a homogeneous

matrix equation, 325, 336, 354;
for solvability of a system of linear alge-

braic equations, 366, 374, 380-1.

Conjugate matrix or detoid: defined, 5.

Self-conjugate or svmmetrioal, 5.

Bank of, 266.

Bank of a product of two mutually conju-

gate matrices, 288.

A detoid and its conjugate are equal, 16.

Conjugate of a matrix product, 175, 205.

Conjugate reciprocal matrix or detoid, 111, 180.

Product of a matrix and its conjugate
reciprocal, 180.

{See Eeciprocal matrix.)

Conjugate reciprocal of a square matrix, 181,

267, 309:
Bank of, 289.

Product of a square matrix and its conju-

gate reciprocal, 181, 263.

{See Eeciprocal of a square matrix.)

Conjugate reciprocal of a standard product of

square matrices, 261.

Connections between the rows of a matrix, 269

:

of a functional matrix, 294.

Unconnected connections, 326, 337.

Theorems concerning, 271-8, 287.

Connections between linear equations, 364,

412, 415;
between linear functions, 364.

Conventional equality of matrices, 154.

Conventionally equal matrices, 154-7, 161,

173, 204:

are equivalent, 156, 173, 204.

Corranged and deranged minors, 2, 55.

Corranged minors of a matrix, 2:

Affects of complementary, 102, 104.

Complementary corranged minor detants of

a square matrix have like signs, 104.

Corranged minors of a sequence, 55 :

Affects of complementary, 70, 71.

Affects of corranged minors of a sequence
of natural numbers, 61.
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Corresponding rows in a matrix product, 160,

163, 191.

CorrespondiiiK schemes of formation of ma-
trices of minor detants, 256.

Criteria for the rank of a matrix, 279, 280,

286, 288.

Degenerate matrix : defined, 265 ; has no in-

verse, 207.

Dependences between functions, 415.

Derived determinants

:

Theorems concerning affects of, 96-8, 100-1.

{See Minor determinants, Derived deter-

minoids.)
Derived matrices and determiuoids

:

defined, 2, 16;

corranged and deranged, 2;
extended and completed, 90, 91;
brought to leading position by moves, 91-3;
complementary, 102, 104.

AtTects of, so!

Theorems concerning affects, 91-104.
Affects unaltered by extension or com-

pletion, 91.

{See Minor matrices, Affects of derived

matrices.)

Derived products

:

defined, 3, 22;
complete, 12, 13;
complete and incomplete, 3, 4, 22, 27, 47;
extended and completed, 22, 29;
affected and unaffected, 24;
reduced to leading product by moves, 48.

Affects of, relative affects, 24.

Theorems concerning affects, 96-8, 100.

Affects not altered by extensions, 29.

Signs determined by affects, 24

;

independent of order of factors, 47.

Sum of affected complete products, 12, 27.

Sum of affected products of order k, 48,

134, 136-7.

Derived sequences:
defined, 55;
corranged and deranged , 50

;

corranged, 58-9, 61, 65, 70-1;
complete and incomplete, 55

;

complete, .59;

complementary, 56, 70, 71;
extended and completed, 56

:

brought to leading position b}' moves,
62-4.

Affects of, 56

;

not altered by extensions, 56.

Theorems concerning, 62-71.
Inversions in, 60.

Signs determined by affects of all distinct

corranged minors of given order, 61.

{See Minor sequences. Affects of derived
sequences.)

Determinant, defined to be the detoid of a
square matrix, 12, 15.

Agreement with usual definition, 50.

Leading diagonal, order, as in square
matrix, 1.

Conjugate detant, self-conjugate or sym-
metrical detant, 5.

Heciprocal detant, 110, 267.

Conjugate reciprocal detant, 111, IHO.

Bordered detant, expansion of, 240.

Determinant {cont.):

Detant of any matrix product whose two
activities are equal, 220, 232, 236.

Detant of a product of three matrices whose
two activities are equal, 236.

(See Determinoid.)
Determinoid of a rectangular matrix

:

defined as sum of affected complete derived

products of the matrix, 24.

Rule of signs for, 12.

Abbreviated notations for, 17-19, 347.

Determinoid, definitions of terms used in

connection with:

Affects, corranged and deranged minors,

derangements, derived detoids, derived

matrices, derived products, leading

element, leading line, leading position,

leading rows, long and short rows,

minor detoids, minor matrices, moves,

orders, rank, steps have the same
signification for the determinoid of a

matrix as for the matrix itself.

{See Rectangular matrix, Affects.)

Determiuoid, use of terms conjugate and
reciprocal :

The conjugate detoid of a matrix is the

detoid of the conjugate matrix, 5.

A detoid and its conjugate have equal

values, 17.

The reciprocal detoid of a matrix is the

detoid of the reciprocal matrix, 110.

The conjugate reciprocal detoid of a matrix

is the detoid of the conjugate reci-

procal matrix. 111.

Tlie terms 'conjugate of,' 'reciprocal of,'

' determinoid of ' are commutative
with one another.

Determinoid, properties of, 19-21, 36, 43, 48,

52-4, 91-104, 105-52.

Properties of:

long rows, 19-21, 36, 43-4, 10.5-9;

short rows, 111-3, 140

:

long-cut minors, 116-'23, 136-8

;

short-cut minors, 118-5, 123-7, 134-6,

138-40

;

superior minors, 113-5, 12.3-7

;

inferior minors, 116-"23, 134-40.

Determinoid of a product of two matrices, 209-
•20:

when both matrices are square, 210;
when passivity -< efficiency, '209, 212;
when passivitj' = efficiency, 213;
when passivity < etlieiency, 21-5-7.

General formula for, 210.

Rules for evaluation of, 217.

Special cases

:

one matrix a unit matrix, 219;
one matrix a scalar matrix, 219;
two inversely similar matrices, 220.

Detenninoid of any matrix product, 221-
32:

when one passivity < efficiency, 221

;

wlien no passivity < efficiency, 2'25.

Tlieorems concerning, 221.

General formulae for, 227, 228.

Progressive development of, 229.

l'',xpressions for,

when the activities are equal, 232. 236:
when they are unequal, 243.
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Determiuoid of any matrix product {cvnt.}:

Special cases

:

one factor a unit matrix, 231

;

one factor a scalar matrix, 231

;

one factor numerical, 231.

Determinoid, generalisation of, 48, 134, 136-7,

244.

{See Sum of affected derived products of

order k.)

Determinoids : Addition of, 107.

Multiplication by a scalar number, 19,

108.

Interchange of two long rows, 20, 36, 43.

Two long rows identical, 20, 44.

Vanishing of a long row, 107.

Addition to one long row of scalar multi-

ples of other long rows, 107-9.

Reversals of rows, 53.

Affected minor detant invariant for all de-

rangements of its rows, 101.

Affected minor detoid invariant for all de-

rangements of its long rows, 101.

Reciprocal of a detoid whose orders differ

by 1, 268.

Bordered detoid, 241.

Determinoids, expansions of

:

in terms of the elements of a long row,

105;
generalisation, 110;

in terms of simple minor detants, 113;
generalisation, 123

;

in terms of the simple minor detants of a
long-cut minor matrix, 116;

generalisations, 121-3; 143, Case I.

{See Sum.)
Dissimilar matrices

:

Equality of, 154.

Addition and subtraction of, 156.

Distinct minors of a sequence, 282, 248;
standard arrangement of, 251

;

minor detants, 115, 249;
horizontal and vertical minor matrices,

249.

Distributive law:
for multiplication by a scalar number,

157;
for matrix products, 173, 184, 188-9.

Double-suflix notation

:

for matrices, 5-9;
for detoids, 17, 18.

Efficiency of a matrix (or detoid), 1;

of a matrix product, 191.

Elements of a matrix (or detoid), 1.

Affects of the elements, affected and un-
affected elements, vi

;

relative affects, 24.

Expressions for the elements of a product
matrix, 1-59, 162-3, 194.

Leading element, 1.

Elements of a sequence ; affects of the
elements, relative affects, leading

element, 55-6.

Equality of matrices : 153-5

;

identical (similar matrices), 154;
conventional (dissimilar matrices), 154.

ConventiouaDv equal matrices, 154-6, 161,

173, 204;
are equivalent, 156, 173, 204.

Equations: Linear algebraic equations, 364-
415.

Connections between, 364, 412, 415.

Extravagant equations, 388-92.
Equations with only extravagant solutions,

391, 409-10.

{See Systems of linear algebraic equations.)
Equations: Matrix equations, 156, 176, 299-

358.

Cancellation of factors in, 357, 325, 336,
354.

Manipulation of, 156-7, 176-7, 357.
Matrix equations of the first degree:

X = A, 300;
X + A=B, 302;
AX=C, 302-5, 312-27;
XB = C, 306-9, 327-37;

AXB = C, 309-11, 337-57;
AX= 0, 324-6;
XB= 0, 335-7;
AXB = 0. 354-6.

(See Matrix equations of the first degree.)

Equipotent matrices, 285, 297;
have equal ranks, 283, 286, 297.

Equivalence of conventionally equal matrices,
15(i, 173. 204.

Expansion of bordered detant, 240;
of bordered detoid, 241.

Expansions of a detoid

:

in terms of elements of a long row, 105

;

generalisation, 110;
in terms of simple minor detants, 113;

generalisation, 123

;

in terms of simple minor detants of a long-

cut minor matrix, 116;
generalisations, 121-3; 143, Case I.

{See Determinoid, Sum.)
Expressions for

:

affects of derived sequences, 57;
detoid of a product of two matrices, 210,

215-6, 220;
detoid of any matrix product, 228, 233,

243;
elements of a product matrix, 159, 162-3,

194.

Extended derived matrix, 90-1

;

derived product, 22, 29;
derived sequence, 56.

Affects unaltered by extension, 91, 29, 56.
Extravagant equations, 388-92.

Extravagant matrix, defined, 288.

Bank of product of two mutually conjugate
extravagant matrices, 289.

Extravagant solutions of linear equations, 404;
are self-orthogonal, 405.

Examples of, 390-1.

Condition that all solutions shall be ex-
travagaut, 409

;

Systems having only extravagant solutions,

391, 409, 410.

Factor matrices, defined, 158, 190.

Factors, cancellation of:

in a matrix equation, 357; 325, 336, 354;
in a matrix identity, 358.

Factors of a derived product, 3;
relative affects of, 24.

Sign of product independent of the order of
its factors, 13, 47.
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Factors of special form in a matrix product:
zero matrix, 207;
unit nmtrix, 177, 207, 21'J;

scalar matrix, 178, 207, 219;
quasi-scalar matrix, 179;
scalar number, 1.57, 206;
square matrix whose order is equal to the

tlliciency, 221.

Formation, see Schemes of formation.
Forward moves: defined, 49, 57;

applied, 49, 50; 62; 91.

Forward steps: defined, 4, 55;
applied, 12, 24; 55, 56.

Functional dependences, 415.

Functional matrices :

Kank and connections of, 295.

Equipotent, 297.

Fundamental matrix or detoid, 86, 248;
sequence, 55.

General solution of a matrix equation, formulae
for:

AX=C, 317, 319; 303. .4A'=0, 324.

XB = C, 330, 331; 306. A'B = 0, 336.
AXB = C, 345, 349; 310. AXB = 0, 354.

General solution of a system of linear algebraic
equations, formulae for

:

any system, 368-9, 375-6; 400-3;
homogeneous system, 381-2; 392.

Generalisation of a determinoid, 48, 134, 136-7,
244.

(See Sum of affected derived products of

order Ic.)

Generalisation of Laplace's development of a
determinant, 119, 123; 143, Case I.

(See Expansions of a detoid, Sum.)

Homogeneous linear equations, see System.
Horizontal suffixes, 12

;

affects, vi, 24

;

moves, 48;
steps, 4

;

minors, 233-4, 249.

Identical equality of matrices, 154.

Identical long rows in a detoid, 20, 44.

Identity : Cancellation of matrix factors in

a matrix identity, 358.

Incomjjlete derived se(iuence, 55;
extended or completed, 56;

affect not altered, 56.

Incomplete derived product, 4, 22;
extended or completed, 22, 23;

affect not altered, 29.

Independence of functions, condition for,

416.

Inferior simple minors, 115, 134, 136-7, 143.

Sum of similar affected inferior simple
minor detoids:

short-cut, 131; long-cut, 136.

(See Simple minor. Sum.)
Inner elements of a sequence, 76;

rows and elements of a matrix, 39, 44.

Interchange of

two parallel rows in a matrix, 30, 38;
inner and outer elements and rows,

39;
two suffixes in a matrix, 36, 44;

inner and outer elements and rows, 44;

Interchange of (cont.)

two elements in a sequence, 72, 76;
inner and outer elements, 76

;

two elements in a derived product, 13,

27, 47;
two long rows in a detoid, 20, 36, 43;
two short rows in a detoid, 44.

Interchange of two long rows changes the
sign of:

the fundamental detoid, 20, 30, 43;
every complete derived product, 44;
every simple minor detant, 44

;

every superior short-cut minor detoid, 44.

Invariance of the sign of a derived product, 47;

of a complete derived product, 13.

Inverse matrices: defined, 183;
principal inverse matrix, 182;
inverse po.st-factors, 183, 322;
inverse pre-factors, 183, 335;
unique inverse of undegenerate square

matrix, 183, 267, 309;
inverse of non-singular matrix, 267.

Degenerate matrix has no inverse, 322,
335.

Product of undegenerate square matrix and
its inverse is commutative, 183.

Inversions in a derived sequence, 60.

Affect determined by counting them, 60.

Irreducible matrix equations

:

defined, 312, 328, 338.

Solutions when finitely solvable, 323, 333,
352.

Laplace's development of a determinant,
generalisations of, 119, 123 ; 143,

Case I.

Law of equality for matrices, 153.

Commutative law for addition of matrices,
155-6;

not true for multiphcation, 174, 208.

Associative law for addition of matrices,
155-6;

for matrix products, 184, 186, 188.

Distributive law for multiplication by a
scalar number, 157

;

for matrix products, 173, 184, 188-9.

Leading element, line, row, diagonal, position,

1, 2, 16, 55.

Moves which bring to leading position

:

a derived product, 49;
a derived sequence, 62-4

;

a derived matrix, 91-4.

Linear algebraic equations: 364-415.
Connections between, 364, 412, 415.

(See Systems of linear algebraic equations.)

Linear functions, connections between, 364.

Long rows: defined, 1, 16.

Properties of, 19-21, 36, 43-4, 105-9.
Addition of detoids, 107.

Interchange of two long rows, 20, 36, 43.

Two long rows identical, 20, 44.

Vanishing of a long row, 107.

Multiplication of a detoid by a scalar

number, 19, 108.

Expansion of a detoid in terms of elements
of a long row, 105.

Property of any two long rows, 108, 110.

Addition to one long row of scalar multiples
of other long rows, 109.
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Loug-cut minors: 115-23, 13G-8.

Expansion of a detoid in terms of the

simple minor detants of a long-cut
minor, 119.

Property of any two similar long-cut

minors, 122, 123.

Sum of long-cut simple minor detoids of

given reduced order, 136.

Manipulation of matrix equations, 156-7,
170-7, 357.

Matrices : augmented and unaugmented, 8,

287, 312, 327, 337, 366, 374;
degenerate and undegenerate, 265;
equipotent, 288, 297;
inverse, 182-3;
similar, 153-5;
singular and non-singular, 266.

Addition and subtraction of, 155-6.

Equality of, 153-5.

Multiplication of, 158-64, 184-90.

{See also sub-headings.)
Matrices of minor detants, 248, 253

;

standard, 251.

{Sec Complete matrices of minor detants.)

Matrix: defined, 1, 1.5.3-64. 184-90;
cannot be equated to a non-zero scalar

number, 179;
conjugate, 5;

conjugate reciprocal, 111, 180;
functional, 295;
inverse, principal inver.se, 182-3;
quasi-scalar, 179;
reciprocal, 110-11;
rectangular, 1;

scalar, 178;
self-conjugate or symmetrical, 5;
square, 1

;

undegenerate square, 183, 267, 289, 309;
unit, 11, 177;
zero, 265.

{See Rectangular matrix, Square matrix
and other sub-headings.)

Matrix equations: 156, 176, 299-358.
Cancellation of factors in, 357.

Manipulation of, 156-7, 176-7, 357.

Matrix equations of the first degree : 299-358

;

defined, 299, 300.

The equation A' = .-l, 300.

The equation X + A=B, 302.

The equations AX=C, XB = C, AXB = C:
Solutions when A and B are unde-

generate square matrices, 302, 306,
309.

Augmented and unaugmented matrices,

312, 327, 337.

Reduction to irreducible equations, 312,
328, 338.

Conditions for finite solvability, 814,

329, 341.

Solutions when irreducible and finitely

solvable, 323, 333, 352.

Formulae for general solutions, 317,

319: 3.30, 331; 345, .349.

Simplest particular solutions, 317, 319;
330, 332, 345, 349.

Infinite solutions, 326, 337, 356.
The equations AX=0, XB = 0, AXB = 0:

Conditions for non-zero solutions, 325,
336, 354.

Matrix equations of the first degree {cont.):

The equations AX = 0, XB = 0, AXB = 0:
General solutions, 304, 324; 307, 335;

310, 354.

Ranks of solutions, 325, 336, .355-6.

Matrix factors: defined, 158, 190.

Cancellation of, 357-63.

Special factors:

quasi-scalar matrix, 179;
scalar matrix, 178, 207, 219;
unit matrix, 177, 207, 219;
zero matrix, 207;
square matrix whose order is equal to

the efficiency of the product, 224.

Matrix identities, cancellation of factors in,

3.58-63.

Matrix products: defined, 1.58-64, 184-90;
are associative, 186, 188;
are distributive, 173, 188-9;
are in general not commutative, 174, 208.

Standard forms of, 158, 184, 192.

Conjugates of, 175, 205.

Reciprocals of standard products of square
matrices, 261.

Properties of passive rows, 164-8, 195-9.

Properties of active rows, 168-72, 199-204.
Distribution over partial products, 164, 167,

195, 199.

{See Product.)

Minor determinants:
Affects of, theorems concerning, 96-8,

100-1.

Affected minor detant is invariant for all

derangements of its rows, 101.

Co-factors of, 119.

Complete matrices of, 248, 253.

distinct, 115, 249;
of a long-cut minor matrix, 122-3:
of a short-cut minor matrix, 138.

Sum of affected simple minor detants,

115, 209;
affected minor detants of order k, 134,

136-7, 244.

{See Minor matrices. Sum.)
Minor matrices and determinoids

:

defined, 2, 16.

Affects of, defined, 86-90;
Theorems concerning, 90-104

;

Affected minor detoid invariant for de-

rangements of its long rows, 101.

brought to leading position by moves, 91-4

;

corranged and deranged, 2, 16;
complementary, 102-4

;

extended and completed, 90, 91

;

affects unaltered by extension, 91.

Co-factors of minor detoids, 141; 106, 119;
of simple minor detoids, 145.

Simple minors: 3, 11.5, 116;
long-cut, 116, 123, 136;
short-cut, 116, 123, 134, 138;
superior, 116, 123;
inferior, 116, 134, 136;
horizontal and vertical, 233, 234, 249;
reduced and unreduced orders of, 116.

Sum of affected:

simple minor detants, 115, 209;
minor detants of order k, 134, 136-7; 244;
superior simple minor detoids, 123;
inferior simple minor detoids, 134, 136.
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Minor matrices and determinoids {cont.):

Sum of products of a minor detoid and
its co-factor belonging to two fixed

complementary simple minors, 140-3;
107, 116, 138."

{See also Affects of derived matrices,
Sum.)

Minor sequences : defined, 55.

Affects of, defined, 56;
Theorems couccruiug, 62-71.
of complementary minors, 70.

brought to leading position by moves, 62-4;
corranged and deranged, 55;
complete and incomplete, 55;
complete, 59;
complementary, 56, 70, 71;
distinct, 61;

standard arrangement of, 251

;

extended and completed, 56

;

affects unaltered by extension, 56.

Expressions for affects, 57-62

;

of corranged minors, 59, 61

;

of corranged minors of a sequence of

natural numbers, 61.

Inversions in, 60.

(See Affects of derived sequences.)
Moves in a matrix: defined, 48;

horizontal and vertical, 48;
forward and backward, 49;
moves bringing to leading position

:

a derived matrix, 91-3

;

affect thereby determined, 91;
a derived product, 49;

affect thereby determined, 49.
Moves in a sequence: defined, 57;

forward and backward, 57;
minor sequence brought to leading posi-

tion by moves, 49;
its affect thereby determined, 49.

Multiplication of a matrix by a scalar num-
ber, 157;

'

is commutative and distributive, 157

;

of a matrix product bv a scalar number,
206

;

of a determinoid by a scalar number, 19
108.

Multiplication of matrices, 158-64, 184-90;
is associative and distributive but in gene-

ral not commutative, 173-4, 184-90,
208.

(.SVtr Product.)

Mutually orthogonal solutions of
any .system of linear equations, 411;
a system of homogeneous equations, 404.

Systems all of whose solutions are
mutually orthogonal, 409.

Natural numbers, sequences of, 60;
atTect of any minor, 60;
affect of a corranged minor. 61.

Non-commutative property of matrix pro-
ducts, 174, 208.

Non -extravagant equations, 388-92, 399.
Non-extravagant mutually orthogonal solu-

tions of a system of homogeneous
linear equations, 405-7.

Non-singular matrix: defined, 266.
Reciprocal, conjugate reciprocal and in-

verse of, 267.

Non-zero solutions, conditions for, 325, 336,
354, 381.

Notation: for matrices, 1, 5, 347;
for augmented matrices, 8;
for detoids, 15, 17, 347;
for sequence, 55, 57;
for a scalar matrix, 178;
for a unit matrix, 11, 177;

(?"=2(-l)'", 127.

Order of a square matrix and detant, 1, 16.

Oi-ders of a matrix, horizontal and vertical, 1;

of a detoid, 1, 16.

Keduced and unreduced orders of a simple
minor, 116.

Orthogonal solutions of a system of linear

algebraic equations : defined, 405,

412;
complete sets of, 406, 407, 411.

Condition that all solutions shall be mu-
tually orthogonal, 409.

Outer elements of a sequence, 76;
elements and rows of a matrix, 39.

Parallel rows: Interchanges of, 30—44, see

Interchange.
Partial products : Matrix product expressed

as a sum of, 164, 167; 195, 199.

Passive rows

:

in a product of two matrices, 158;
in any matrix product, 190.

Properties of, 164-8, 195-9, 222.

Passivities of a matrix product, and of matrix
factors, 158, 191.

Conditions for non-zero solutions, 325,

336, 354, 381.

Conditions for cancellation, 357.

Post-factors:

inverse, of a matrix, 322

;

applied to solve the irreducible matrix
equations A'B = C, .•1A'7J = C, 333, 352;

applied to solve a system of unconnected
linear equations, 371-2.

Cancellation of:

in matrix equations, 357-8, 336, 354;
in matrix identities, 358-03.

Pre-factors

:

inverse of a matrix, 335 ;

applied to solve the irreducible matrix
equations AX=C, AXB=C, 323, 352;

applied to solve a system of unconnected
linear equations, 371.

Cancellation of:

in matrix equations, 357-8, 325, 354;

in matrix identities, 358-63.

Principal inverse of a matrix, 182.

{Sff Inverse.)

Product matrix: defined, 158, 161, 187, 189.

Form of, 159, 163, 190.

Expressions for elements of, 159, 162-3,

194-5.

Conjugate of, 175, 205.

Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of, 261.

Product of a matrix and a scalar number, 157;
is commutative and distributive, 157.

Product of two matrices: 158-84, 209-20.

Active rows, 158; 168-72, 217.

Properties of, 168-72, 217.
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ProJuct of two matrices (coiit.)

:

Activities, defined, 158.

Conjugate of, 175.

Conjugate reciprocal, '201.

Corresponding rows, 160, 163-4.
Detoid of, 209-20.
is in general not commutative, 174.

Commutative products, 175, 181-3,
262-3.

is always distributive, 173.
Efficiency, defined, 191.

Elements of product matrix, expressions
for, 159, 162-3.

Equivalence of conventionally equal ma-
trices, 173.

Partial products, product expressed as
sum of, 164, 167.

Passive rows, 158, 191; 164-8, 217.
Properties of, 164-8, 217.

Passivities, defined, 158.

Product matrix, form of, 159, 163.
Banli of product matrix, 281-4, 288-9,

293-4.

Eeciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of a
standard product of two square ma-
trices, 261.

Eedundant final passive rows, 161, 165.
Standard form, 158.

Reduction to, 162.

{See also Determinoid.)
Product of two matrices.—Special cases:

One factor a unit matrix, 177;
a scalar matrix, 178;
a quasi-scalar matrix, 179;
an undegenerate square matrix, 283.

A matrix and its conjugate reciprocal, 180.

An undegenerate matrix and its principal
inverse, 181.

Two mutually inverse matrices, 182-3, 267.
Two inversely similar matrices, 183.

Two mutually conjugate matrices, 288-9,
389.

Commutative products

:

A square matrix and its conjugate re-

ciprocal, 181, 263, 309.
An undegenerate square matrix and

its inverse, 183, 309.

Two square matrices whose product is

a non-zero scalar matrix, 266, 309.
Product of three matrices: 184-8, 236-43;

is associative, 186

;

is distributive, 188;
is in general not commutative, 174, 208.
Bank of, in special cases, 285.
Ranks of two equipotent matrices, 286.

Reduction to standard form, 184-6; 192.
Product formed by any chain of matrix fac-

tors: 188-208, 221-36, 243-4, 244-7,
253-60.

Active rows, 191, 199-204, 222-3.
Properties of, 199-204, 222-8.

Activities, defined, 191.

Conjugate of, 205.

Conjugate reciprocal, 261.

Corresponding rows, 191-2.
Detoid of, 221, 236.

Generalisation of detoid, 253-60.
is associative, 188-9;
is distributive, 189-90;

Product formed by any chain of matrix
factors (coiit.)

:

is iu general not commutative, 189 ; 174, 208.
Efficiency, defined, 191.

Elements of product matrix, expressions
for, 194-5.

Equivalence of conventionally equal ma-
trices, 204-5.

Multiijlication by a scalar number, 206.
Partial products, product expressed as a

sum of, 19.5-9, 222.

Passive rows, lyl, 195-9, 222.

Properties of, 195-9, 222.

Passivities, defined, 191.

Product matrix, form of, 190.

Rank of product, superior limit to, 283.

Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of a
standard product of square matrices,

261.

Standard form of product, 192;
Reduction to, 192.

(See also Determinoid.)
Product formed by a chain of matrix factors.

—

Special cases:

One factor a zero matrix, 207;
a unit matrix, 207, 231;
a .scalar matrix, 207, 231.

Standard product of square matrices, re-

ciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of,

261.

Products, derived, 22-52.

{See Derived products.)

Properties of

active rows, 168-72, 199-204, 217, 222-3;
passive rows, 164-8, 195-9, 217, 222;
long rowl, 19-21, 36, 43-4, 105-9;
short rows, 111-3, 140;
long-cut minors, 116-23, 136-8;

short-cut minors, 113-5, 123-7, 134-6,

138-40

;

superior minors, 113-5, 123-7;

inferior minors, 116-23, 134-40;

the number o" , 127-34.
lit

Quasi-scalar matrix, 179.

Q"
, defined, 127.

Properties of, 127-34.

Table of values, 131.

Rank of a matrix : defined, 265.

Conditions that rank shall be r, 279, 288.

Criteria for rank, 279, 280, 286, 288.

Theorems concerning, 278-89.

Theorems concerning connections and,

271-8.

unaltered by derangements, 266

;

unaltered when the matrix is multiplied

by or into an undegenerate square
matrix, 283.

Zero rank, 265.

Rank of augmented matrix, 287

;

conjugate matrix, 266;
functional matrix, 294

;

reciprocal of a square matrix, 267, 289;
complete matrix of minor detants, 289;
solutions of the equations .4A'= 0, A"fi = 0,

AXB= 0, 325, 336, 355.
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Rank of a product .of two matrices

:

cannot exceed rank of either factor, 281.

Special cases:

one factor is an undegenerate square
matrix, 283;

both factors are undegenerate and one
has rank equal to its passivity, 282,

293;
two mutually conjugate real matrices,

288;
two mutually conjugate undegenerate

matrices, 288-'.).

Bank of a jiroduct of three matrices:
Three undegenerate matrices with a com-

mon passivity, 285.

Equipotent matrices have equal ranks, 285.

Rank of auy matrix product:
caunot exceed rank of any factor, 283.

Real linear equations, systems of, 387, 389,
399, 406, 411.

Complete sets of mutually orthogonal real

unit solutions, 40G, 411.

Reciprocal matrix and detoid: defined, 110;
conjugate reciprocal defined, 111.

Fundamental property of the reciprocal

or conjugate reciprocal matrix, 110-1,
180-1.

Reciprocal detant of a square matrix, 267.
Reciprocal detoid of a matrix whose orders

differ by 1, 268.

Reciprocal of a non-singular matrix is

undegenerate, 267.

Reciprocal of an undegenerate square
matrix is undegenerate, 267.

Rank of the reciprocal of a square matrix,
289.

Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of a
standard product of square matrices,
261.

Rectangular matrix: defined, 1.

Standard notations for, 1, 5, 10.

Abbreviated notations, 1, 5-12, 347.
Rectangular matrix, definitions of terms used

in connection with

:

Elements, horizontal and vertical orders,

efficiency, long and short rows, 1.

Derived products : complete and incomplete,
3, 4.

Order of a derived product, 4.

Steps: forward, backward, horizontal and
vertical, 4.

Moves : forward, backward, horizontal and
vertical, 48-9.

Inner and outer row8aiidelements,39,44.
Derangements of the matrix, 2.

Minor matrices; corranged and deranged, 2.

Simple minor matrices

:

long-cut and short-cut, 116;
horizontal and vertical, 233-4, 249

;

superior and inferior, 116;
reduced and unreduced orders of, ll(i.

Derived matrices, 2.

Leading element, leading line, leading row,
leading position, 1, 2.

Affects of elements and derived products,
vi, 24.

Affects of derived or minor matrices, 86-H.
Determinoid or determinant of the matrix,

12, 24.

Rectangular matrix, definitions of terms used
in connection with (cont.):

Derived detoids and detants, minor detoids

and detants, 16.

Affects of derived or minor detoids and
detants, 80-8.

Complementary minor matrices or minor
detoids, i02.

Co-factor of:

an element, 106

;

a minor detant, 119:
a minor detoid, 141.

Rank of the matrix, 265, 295.

Connections between the rows, 269, 295.

Rectangular matrix.—Allied matrices defined :

Conjugate matrix, 5.

Reciprocal matrix, 110.

Conjugate reciprocal matrix. 111.

Inverse, principal inverse. 182-4.

Complete matrices of minor detants of

given order, 248.

Standard complete matrix of minor
detants, 251.

Rectangular matrix.—Special forms :

Square matrix, 1, 15;

order of, 1

;

leading diagonal, 1

;

detant of, 15.

Self-conjugate or symmetrical matrix, 5.

Scalar matrix, 178.

Quasi-scalar matrix, 179.

Unit matrix, 11-12, 177.

Zero matrix, 155.

Reduced order of a simple minor, 116.

Reduction of

:

affects of derived products to affects of

sequences, 83

;

any fundamental sequence to a sequence of

natural numbers, 60;
a matrix equation to an irreducible matrix

equation, 312, 328, 338;
a matrix product to standard form, 162,

184, 192.

Redundant final passive rows in a matrix
product, 161, 163, 191.

Relative affects :

of elements of a derived sequence, 56;
of factors of a derived product, 24.

Reversals of rows in a detoid, 53.

Rows :

Active and passive, 158, 190.

Properties of active, 168, 199, 222.

Properties of passive, 164, 195, 222.

Connected and unconnected, 269, 294.

Theorems concerning connections, 271,

287.

Corresponding, in a matrix product, 160,

163, 191.

Interchange of two parallel, 30, 38;
two long rows, 20, 36, 43;
two short rows, 44.

Long and short, 1, 16.

Properties of long, 19-21, 36, 43^,
105-9.

Properties of short, 111-3, 140.

Redundant final passive, 161, 163, 191.

Rows of O's, or zero rows

:

final, in any matrix, 154;

active, in a matrix product, 200-1;
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Rows of O's, or zero rows [cont.)

:

passive, in n matrix product, 196-8;
long, in a detoid, 107;
short, in a detoid, 112.

Rule of Signs for a detoid, 12.

Rules for determining

:

the affect of a derived product, 25-30;
the affect of a derived sequence, 57-

62;
changes in affect and sign of a derived

product due to an interchange of rows
or suffixes, 30, 36, 38, 44;

change in affect of a derived sequence due
to an interchange of elements, 72, 74,

77, 81.

Rules for evaluating the detoid

:

of a product of two matrices, 217

;

of any matrix product, 222-5.

Scalar matrix : defined, notation for, 178
;

occurring as factor

:

in a product of two matrices, 178,

219;
in any matrix product, 207, 231.

Scalar number

:

Multiplication of a matrix by, 157.

Multiplication of a detoid by, 19, 108.

occurriug as a factor in any matrix pro-

duct, 206, 231;
cannot be equated to any non-zero matrix,

179.

Schemes of formation for complete matrices

of the minor detants of order k

of a given fundamental matrix,

249-53.

Standard scheme, 251.

Common schemes, 250.

Con'esponding schemes for the formation
of a complete matrix of the minor
detants of a matrix product, 256.

Self-conjugate or symmetrical matrix, self-

conjugate determinant, 5.

Short rows : defined, 1, 16.

Properties of, 111-3, 140.

of O's, 112.

Sum of products obtained by multiplying

each element of a short row by its

co-factor, 140.

Short-cut minors : defined, 116.

Properties of, 113-5, 123-7, 134-6, 138-40.

Sums of similar affected short-cut minor
detoids, 113, 123, 134, 137.

Sums of products obtained by multiplying

each simple minor detant of a given

short-cut minor matrix by its co-factor,

138.

Sign determined by affect, vi, 24.

Change in sign of a derived product caused
by an interchange of two rows or

suffixes, 30, 36, 38, 44.

Sign of derived product independent of

order of arrangement of factors, 47

;

13, 27.

Interchange of two long rows changes the

sign of a detoid, 20, 36, 43.

Signs of all corranged minor sequences of

given order, 61.

Rule of Signs for a detoid, 12

;

self-consistency of, 13.

Similar matrices : defined, 153.

Addition of, 155.

Inversely similar matrices, 153;
product of, 179.

Simple minor matrices and detoids

:

defined, classification, 3, 115.

Long-cut, 116, 123, 136.

Short-cut, 116, 123, 134, 138.

Superior, 116, 123.

Inferior, 116, 134, 136.

Horizontal and vertical, 233, 234, 249.

Reduced and unreduced orders of, 116.

Sum s of similar affected simple minor detoids:

superior detoids, 123

;

inferior detoids, 134, 136

;

simple minor detants, 115, 209.

(See Sum.)
Single-suflix notations :

for matrices, 10

;

for sequences and one-rowed matrices, 11,

55, 58;
for detoids, 18, 19.

Singular and non- singular matrices

:

defined, 206.

Reciprocal, conjugate reciprocal and in-

verse of a non-singular matrix, 267.

Solutions of equations.

(.S'f^- Matrix equations, Systems of linear

algebraic equations.)

SolvabiUty of -4A'=G, XB = C, AXB= C:
Conditions for finite solution, 314, 329,

341.

Conditions for infinite solutions, 327, 337,

357.

Solvability of .4X=0, A'B= 0, AXB = (i:

Conditions for non-zero solutions, 325,

336, 354.

Solvability of a system of linear algebraic

equations, 366, 374.

Condition for non-zero solutions of a

homogeneous system, 381.

Square matrices, products of

;

Commutative products:

A square matrix and its conjugate reci-

procal, 181, 263, 309.

An undegenerate square matrix and its

inverse, 183, 309.

Two square matrices whose product is

a non-zero scalar matrix, 262, 266,
309.

Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal of

any standard product of square
matrices, 261.

Square matrix : Order, leading diagonal, 1.

Determinant of reciprocal, 267.

Rank of reciprocal, 289.

Special forms :

Unit matrix, 11, 177, 207, '231.

Scalar matrix, 178, 207, 231.

Quasi-scalar matrix, 179.

Self-conjugate matrix, 5.

Undegenerate square matrix

:

has a unique inverse, 183, 309

;

reciprocal is undegenerate, 267, 289;
multiplication by or into, does not alter

rank, 283.

{See also Rectangular matrix.)

Standard arrangement of distinct minor se-

quences of given order, 251.
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standard complete matrix of minor detants,

251, 2r>8.

Standard equation for, 258.

Standard Bohemes of formation, 251,258.
Standard notations for matrix and dctoid:

fiinpIe-Butiix, 10; 18; 11, 55, oH;

double-sulllx, 1, 5; 17.

Standard product, standard form of matrix
product: 158, 184, 192.

Eeduction to, 162, 184, 192.

Expressions for elements of, 195.

Steps in a matrix: forward, backward, hori-

zontal and vertical, 4.

Affects determined by countinR, vi,24; 12, 13.

Steps in a sequence : forward and backward, 55.

.\£fect8 determined by countinj;, 50.

Subtraction of matrices, sec Addition.

Suffixes: vertical and horizontal, 6, 12.

Double-suffix notations, .5-9, 17, 18.

Single-suffix notations, 10, 18, 19; 11, 55,

58.

Sum of affected

:

minor detants of order k, 134, 136, 137;

244;
derived products of order k, 134, 136, 137;

244;
simple minor detants, 115 ; 209 ;

complete derived products, 12, 27.

Sum of affected

:

superior short-cut simple minor detoids of

reduced order /,-, 123

;

inferior short-eut simple minor detoids of

reduced order k, 1H4, 137;
(inferior) long-cut simple minor detoids of

reduced order k, 136, 137.

Sum of products obtained from a matrix or

detoid by multiplying:

a minor detoid A of given orders by its

co-factor A', A and A' belonging to

two fixed complementary simple minor
matrices, 140;

a simple minor detant of a given long-cut

minor matrix by its co-factor, 116;

a simple minor detant of a given short-cut

minor matrix by its co-factor, 138;
an element of a given long row by its co-

factor, 107;

an element of a given short row by its

co-factor, 140.

Sum of products obtained from a matrix or

detoid by multiplying:

a simple minor detant of a given long-cut

minor matrix by the co-factor of the
corresponding simple minor detant of

a similar long-cut minor matrix, 122,

123

;

an element of a given long row by the

co-factor of the corresi)onding ele-

ment of another long row, 107, 108,

110.

Superior simple minors, 116, 119, 123,

140-3.

Sum of similar affected, 119, 123.

{See Sum.)
Symmetrical matrix, see Self-conjugate.

Symmetrical forms of the general solution of

any system of linear algebraic equa-
tions, 399-404;

of a homogeneous system, 392-4.

System of homogeneous linear algebraic equa-
tions, 380, 386, 392, 404.

Definitions

:

Matrix of the system, 380;
orthogonal solutions, 405;
extravagant and non-extravagant solu-

tions, unit solutions, zero solutions,

404.

Condition for non-zero solutions, 381.

General solution

:

Ordinary forms, 381-2.

Symmetrical form, 392-3.

Extravagant solutions

:

are self-orthogonal, 405.

Examples of, 390-1.

Condition that all solutions shall be
extravagant, 409.

Mutually orthogonal solutions:

Mutually orthogonal non-extravagant
solutions are unconnected, 406.

Complete sets of mutually orthogonal
real solutions of a real system, 406.

Condition that all solutions shall be

mutually orthogonal, 409.

Solutions connected or unconnected with
the active rows of the matrix of the
system, 389-91, 399.

Unconnected solutions : 386.

Determination of all possible complete
sets of, 388.

System of unconnected equations, 383.

System uf h - 1 unconnected equations in n
variables, 383-4.

Systems of real equations, 387, 389, 406.

Systems in which all solutions are ex-

travagant or all solutions are mutually
orthogonal, 391, 393, 409-10.

Systems of linear algebraic equations in general,

365, 373, 395, 399-411.

Definitions :

Augmented and unaugmented matrices,

366, 374;
augmented and unaugmented solutions,

395;
finite solutions, 365;
infinite .solutions, 403;
orthogonal solutions, 412.

Conditions for solvability, for finite solu-

tions, for infinite solutions, 366, 374.

General solution

:

Ordinary forms, 368-9, 375-6.

Symmetrical forms, 400-3.

Infinite solutions, 403-4.

Mutually orthogonal .solutions, 411-12.
Complete sets of mutually orthogonal

real solutions of a real system, 411.

Unconnected solutions, 395.

Determination of all possible complete
sets of, 388, 397, 399.

System of unconnected equations, 371.

System of n unconnected equations in n
variables, 376-7.

Total affects, vi,

{See Affects.)

24.

Unaffected elements, vi.

derived products, 24.

detants, 249, 252-60.
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Unaugmented matrices of the matrix equa-

tions AX= C, XB= C, AXB = C, S12,

327, 337;
of systems of linear algebraic equations,

"
366, 374.

Unaugmented solutions of systems of linear

algebraic equations, 395, 397, 402, 411.

Unconnected connections between the rows of

a matrix, 326, 337.

Unconnected linear equations, 365, 371, 376,

383, 415;
linear functions, 365.

rows of a matrix, 269.

rows of a functional matrix, 295.

(See Connections.)

Unconnected solutions of systems of linear

equations, 386, 395.

Determination of comjjlete sets of, 388,

397, 399.

Undegenerate matrix: defined, 265.

Complete matrices of its minor detants are

undegenerate, 289.

If the product of two matrices is a non-zero

scalar matrix (or an undegenerate
square matrix), the factor matrices

are undegenerate, 267.

The inverse and reciprocal of a non-singular

matrix are undegenerate, 267.

Special products of undegenerate matrices,

180-4, 262, 266-7, 282, 285, 288, 293,

309.

Undegenerate square matrix

:

Reciprocal and conjugate reciprocal are
undegenerate, 267, 289.

has a unique undegenerate inverse, 183,

267, 309.

Multiplication by or into it does not alter

rank, 283.

Special products of two undegenerate
square matrices, 181, 183, 262, 266,

309.

Unit matrix: defined, notation for, 11, 177;
occurring as factor in a matrix product,

177, 207; 219, 231.

Unreduced order of a simple minor, 116.

Vertical affects, vi, 24, 87;
minors, 233, 249;
moves, 48;
steps, 4 ;

suiiixes, 6, 12.

Zero matrix, 155, 207.

Zero rank, 265.

Zeros, rows of:

final, in any matrix, 154

;

active, in a matrix product, 200-1

;

passive, in a matrix product, 196-8;
long, in a detoid, 107

;

short, in a detoid, 112.
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